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Key metrics for understanding cell response to mechanical stimuli include rearrangement of the cy-
toskeletal and nucleoskeletal structure, induced strains and biochemical distributions; however, structural
information during applied stress is limited by our ability to image cells under load. In order to study the
mechanics of single cells and subcellular components under load, I have developed a unique imaging system
that combines an atomic force microscope (AFM) with both vertical light-sheet (VLS) illumination and a
new imaging technique called PRISM – Pathway Rotated Imaging for Sideways Microscopy. The combined
AFM and PRISM system facilitates the imaging of cell deformation in the direction of applied force with ac-
companying pico-Newton resolution force measurements. The additional inclusion of light-sheet microscopy
improves the signal-to-noise ratio achieved by illumination of only a thin layer of the cell. This system is
capable of pico-newton resolution force measurements with simultaneous side-view high frame rate imaging
for single-molecule and single-cell force studies. Longer-term goals for this instrument are to investigate
how external mechanical stimuli, speciﬁcally single-molecule interactions, alter gene expression, motility,
and diﬀerentiation.
The overall goal of my dissertation work is to design a tool useful for mechanobiology studies of single
cells. This requires the design and implementation of PRISM and VLS systems that can be coupled to the
standard Asylum AFM on inverted optical microscope. I also examine the strategy and implementation of
experimental procedures and data analysis pipelines for single-cell and single-molecule force spectroscopy.
These goals can be broken down as follows:
• Performed single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments.
• Performed single-cell force spectroscopy experiments.
• Constructed and characterized the side-view microscopy system.
• Applied combined AFM and side-vew microscopy system.
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NDSK (tip) and ﬁbrinogen (substrate). Curves A-D are characteristic of an ‘A-a’ interaction,
deﬁned as containing a doublet of rupture events of ∼200 pN. Of the four types of characteristic
force curves, two (C and D) contain an additional rupture event (event 4) following the doublet.
(E) Single event and (F) multiple event force curves occur with signiﬁcantly less probability at
standard solution conditions (0.15 M NaCl, 27◦C, pH 7.4). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
2.5 Probability that an interaction is characteristic (top row) and a characteristic interaction includes
event 4 (bottom row) as a function of NaCl concentration, temperature, and pH. Standard op-
erating conditions are NaCl concentration of 0.15 M, temperature 27◦C, and pH 7.4. Asterisks
(*,**, ***) represent signiﬁcance values of p< 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 as determined by the t-test. The
asterisk color indicates standard CaCl2 concentration (blue) or the addition of additional 3 mM
CaCl2 (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
2.6 Probability that a force curve produces an interaction (top row) and the probability that a force
curve produces a single event interaction (bottom row) as a function of NaCl concentration, tem-
perature, and pH. Standard operating conditions are NaCl concentration of 0.15M, temperature
27◦C, and pH 7.4. Asterisks (*,**, ***) represent signiﬁcance values of p< 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 as
determined by the t-test. The asterisk color indicates standard CaCl2 concentration (blue) or the
addition of additional 3 mM CaCl2 (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
2.7 Forces for events in characteristic force rupture curves as a function of solution conditions -
(A) NaCl concentration, (B) temperature, and (C) pH. Standard operating conditions are NaCl
concentration of 0.15M, temperature 27◦C, and pH 7.4. Asterisks indicate statistical signiﬁcance
with p-value< 0.05 as determined by the t-test. The asterisk color indicates standard CaCl2
concentration (blue) or the addition of additional 3 mM CaCl2 (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
2.8 Absorbance at 350 nm as a function of time and temperature for ﬁbrin polymerization. Figure
polymerization was catalyzed by (A) thrombin and (B) batroxobin. The polymerization was
investigated at three temperatures: 27◦C (dashed line), 37◦C (solid line), and 47◦C (dotted line).
Figure from Laurel Averett’s thesis used with consent. (1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
2.9 (A) Structure of γ module (ribbon) with bound GPRP peptide (spheres), with histidine residues
are shown in blue. (B) Region of interest shows magniﬁcation of hole ‘a’ with GPRP peptide,
where all components are displayed as sticks and polar contacts are dashed lines. Figure created
from PDB-ID 1LTJ using Pymol and modiﬁed from Averett thesis.(1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
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2.10 Energy landscape along a molecular reaction coordinate under force. The magnitude of the pulling
force aﬀects the height of the energy barrier that must be overcome in the transition from folded
to unfolded state by tilting the energy landscape by F·x. This exempliﬁes the convenience of
force-clamp mode, where the energy landscape can be controlled experimentally. . . . . . . . . . 35
2.11 Interpreting force-clamp experiment results. A typical separation versus time recording (top
trace) obtained by stretching ﬁbrinogen through the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction at a constant
force of 100 pN. The force applied to the AFM tip during this force-clamp pull is represented as
force versus time (bottom trace). A cartoon illustrating the extension of a protein in a typical
force-clamp experiment is shown above the data, where the ﬁnal event is full rupture of the knob
hole interaction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
2.12 Constant pulling force selected from constant-velocity SMFS results. Illustration of characteristic
‘A-a’ ﬁbrin unfolding produced by (left) constant-velocity experiment displayed as force versus
separation trace and (right) force-clamp experiment displayed separation versus time trace. The
hypothetical clamping force (FC) for used to produce the force-clamp trace is shown in the
force-separation trace as a dashed green line. Each plateau represents a mechanically stable
conformation associated with an event in the characteristic pattern (as indicated by color), and
the rise between the plateaus represents the increase in molecular length between the mechanically
stable conformations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
2.13 Fingerprint of 150 pN constant-force ‘A-a’ unfolding of ﬁbrin. (Top) Separation versus time and
(bottom) force versus time for a typical 150 pN force-clamp recording of ﬁbrinogen unfolding. The
step noise level in the separation-time plot above is 0.49 and 1.01 nm for the standard deviation
and range, respectively. The force applied to ﬁbrin during these steps is 154.49 ± 4.79 pN. Each
step had over 100 data points and reported average and standard deviation are calculated from
1280 data points equivalent to 0.64 s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
2.14 Variations in characteristic 150 pN constant-force ‘A-a’ unfolding of ﬁbrin. Multiple sample force-
clamp curves for diﬀerent ﬁbrinogen molecules taken with a 150 pN pulling force. The blue curves
show separation versus time and the green curves show the corresponding force versus time plots
for characteristic ﬁbrinogen unfolding through the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. . . . . . . . . . . 41
2.15 Repeatable 6.6 nm extension step characteristic of 150 pN constant-force ﬁbrin ‘A-a’ unfolding.
Plots of several separation-time curves at a constant pulling force of 150 pN. All force curves
exhibit an ∼6.6 nm extension step; however, they each have diﬀerent lifetimes for each step. The
curves have been modiﬁed such that the ﬁrst steps all have the same value in order to emphasize
the reproducibility of the extension step. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
2.16 Constant-force ﬁbrin unfolding at 150 pN is characterized by a single extension step of ∼6.6 nm.
For a data set of force-clamp curves (n=363) acquired at a constant pulling force of 150 pN,
the curves with extension steps are dominated by single-step curves as shown in (A) the plot of
number of curves with a certain number of extension steps. (B) A histogram of the step height
of each single extension step curve shows a clear peak at 6.57 ± 1.08 nm when ﬁt by a Gaussian. 43
2.17 Force-clamp and constant-velocity results agree for 150 pN clamping force. (A) Force-separation
data data for a force-clamp experiment at 150 pN (blue) and a constant-velocity experiment (red).
This shows the direct correlation between beaks in the two methods. (B) Force-separation data
for 157 constant-velocity force experiments were averaged to obtain the scatter plot data below.
All force curves exhibiting characteristic peaks 2 and 3 were averaged and the averaged peaks
were ﬁt with a freely-jointed chain model. The Kuhn length (a) and contour length (lC) in nm
for the ﬁt to each peak are shown in the legend. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
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2.18 Interpretations of the protein folding energy landscapes. In this representation, the vertical axis
represents the free energy and the horizontal represents conformational degrees of freedom. (A)
An idealized funnel energy landscape for protein folding describes two-state folding kinetics with
no signiﬁcant kinetic traps. (B) A rugged energy landscape for protein folding describes a multi-
state system. Modiﬁed from Nature Structural Biology.(7) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
2.19 Deﬁnition of force-clamp terms. Separation-time curve produced by force-clamp experiment at
75 pN, separation is normalized so that ﬁrst step is zero. Step height is the separation between
sequential steps in a separation-time curve. Total extension is the separation between the ﬁrst and
last steps in a separation-time curve. Associated with each step is a lifetime for the conformation
state; the end of the ﬁnal conformation lifetime is rupture of the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. . . 47
2.20 Comparison of extension steps for diﬀerent clamping forces. Fibrin γ module unfolding behavior
over a range of clamping forces. Each row corresponds to a diﬀerent constant pulling force from
200 pN to 65 pN. The ﬁrst plot (left) gives the number of separation time curves with a given
number of unfolding steps. The second plot (middle) is a histogram of the total unfolded extension
of the γ module prior to knob-hole rupture where each color represents the number of unfolding
steps in the separation time curve. The data is represented as a stacked bar graph. The ﬁnal plot
(right) is a histogram of the height of extension steps, grouped by number of steps in the curve,
ﬁt with a Gaussian distribution (or double Gaussian, as necessary). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
2.21 The average extension increased and step size decreased for lower clamping forces. Average and
deviation values extracted from Gaussian ﬁts to histograms of the total extensions and individual
step heights of all force-clamp curves (top two plots) and force-clamp curves with a speciﬁc
number of steps (bottom two plots). Bar graphs exhibiting the center and standard deviation for
(A) the total extension, exposing the average extension of ﬁbrinogen due to unfolding, (B) the
individual extension step height, exposing the average extension of individual unfolding domains,
(C) the total extension grouped by the number of extension steps in the force curve, and (D) the
individual step heights grouped by the number of extension steps in the force curve taken at each
constant pulling force. Asterisk indicates signiﬁcance (p<0.05) as determined with a t-test. . . . 50
2.22 Sample 125 pN force-clamp traces. Typical constant force unfolding trajectories as separation
versus time plots. All data acquired at 125 pN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
2.23 Sample 75 pN force-clamp traces. Typical constant force unfolding trajectories as separation
versus time plots. All data acquired at 75 pN. Note the time scales are diﬀerent for each plot. . . 51
2.24 Intermediate unfolding state observed at low clamping force. The intermediate unfolding state
present at low force ﬁbrinogen unfolding shown here with separation-time plots of ﬁbrinogen
unfolding at 125 pN (blue) and 75 pN (red). The plots are artiﬁcially oﬀset in time to make
visualizing the diﬀerences easier. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
2.25 Sample force-clamp data collected at 125 pN (left) and 75 pN (right). The data is displayed as
(top) separation-time in which extension events are plateaus in extension, (middle) force-time
in which extension events are brief changes in constant force application, and (bottom) force-
separation in which extension events appear as rupture peaks. Note that the time axis diﬀers
between the two forces because it takes longer for unfolding to occur at 75 pN than 125 pN. . . . 52
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2.26 Sample NEA for 75 pN force-clamp experiment. (A) Typical separation-time traces (blue) for
ﬁbrinogen γ module unfolding through the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction at a constant force of 75
pN (green). Under a constant stretching force, ﬁbrinogen elongates in a series of stair steps with a
minimum of 3 nm extension each. (B) The normalized average time course of unfolding obtained
by summation and normalization of 315 separation-time traces, including those shown (A). The
unfolding of ﬁbrinogen is non-exponential at a constant stretching force and the shown single
exponential ﬁt is a poor descriptor for these unfolding traces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
2.27 Fibrin γ module unfolding is force dependent. NEA of separation-time traces for the range of
forces investigated, 65-200 pN, indicates that the probability of unfolding is dependent on the
constant pulling force. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
2.28 Single-exponential ﬁts to NEA. (A) Single-exponential ﬁts to normalized averages of separation-
time traces for the range of forces investigated, 65-200 pN, indicate that the probability of unfold-
ing is not a Markovian process. (B) Plot of the exponent (α) of the single-exponential ﬁts versus
the constant pulling force. Bell’s model was used to determine α0 = 1.1 s−1 and ∆x= 0.04 nm. . 56
2.29 Multiple ﬁts to NEAs. NEA traces for each of the constant pulling forces investigated – 65
pN (226 curves), 75 pN (315 curves), 100 pN (136 curves), 125 pN (316 curves), 150 pN (122
curves), and 200 pN (27 curves). At all forces, there is deviation form a single-exponential ﬁt.
Additionally, the curves have been ﬁt with a second exponential to account for a second unfolding
rate constant and a stretched exponential to investigate glassy dynamics in ﬁbrinogen unfolding. 58





averages of separation-time traces for the range of forces investigated, 65-200 pN, indicate that
the probability of unfolding is representative of rough energy landscape where a is the unfolding
rate and b is the stretching factor. (B) Plot of the unfolding rate (a) versus the constant pulling
force. Bell’s model was used to determine α(t0) = 1.2 s−1 and ∆x = 0.4 nm. (C) Plot of the
stretching factor (b) versus the constant pulling force deviates from a simple linear trend. . . . . 59
2.31 Unfolding domains in the γ module. (A) Cartoon ribbon rendering of ﬁbrin structure, created
using Protein Data Bank entry 3GHG, colored by chain. Boxed region is enlarged in (B) and (C).
(B) The γ module contains compact domains - (red) N-terminal, (yellow) central, and (orange)
C-terminal domains. Fully unfolded structure colored below. (C) One coiled-coil strand and
γ module as used for simulations with key residues involved in the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction
identiﬁed in red. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
2.32 Simulated 150 pN γ constant force module unfolding. The times at which these conﬁgurations
appear will vary depending on the simulation, but they occur in the same order from top to
bottom. First, the D fragment prior to unfolding; force is applied up and to the right. First
extension is due to the region at the base of the gamma module near the coiled-coils extending
and almost simultaneously the ‘a’ binding region separates from the rest of the gamma module.
Then the region of the gamma module closest to the coiled-coil unfolds into 3 diﬀerent subdomains
(SD1, SD2, SD3). Finally the middle domain completely unfolds. Additionally there become two
well deﬁned beta strands near the ‘a’ pocket. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
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2.33 Multiple unfolding pathways produce three diﬀerent subdomains in the γ module. To accomplish
the extension between separation of separation of the ‘a’ pocket from the rest of the γ module and
the γ module dividing into three subdomains (labeled as SD1, SD2, SD3 from left to right), the
protein unfolds through one of two pathways. Pathway 1 accounts for 7 of the 10 simulations and
is characterized by subdomain 1 (SD1) separating from the bulk of the gamma module before the
formation of subdomain 2 (SD2) and 3 (SD3). Pathway 2 accounts for 3 of the 10 simulations and
is characterized by SD3 separating from the bulk of the gamma module prior to the formation of
SD1 and SD2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
2.34 Residue separations in 150 pN γ module unfolding. (A) Separation between γCys 153 and GPRP
GLy1 αCarbons for each iteration. For the same simulation, the number of residues with CB
atoms (or CA in the case of GLY) separated by 7.5 A˚ where both residues are in the (B) same
chain or (D) diﬀerent chains versus the iteration step. (C) The number of native contacts, where
both residues are in the C chain, still remaining in contact at each iteration. The red and green
dots identify iterations that have a large decrease in the number of native contacts greater than
10 and 5, respectively. DMD time units (∼1 ns). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
2.35 Average number of contacts for all 10 simulations where both residues are in the (A) same chain
and (B) diﬀerent chains versus iteration. The dark blue line is the average over 10 simulations
and the light blue lines represent the upper and lower bounds to these results determined by the
standard deviation of the average. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
2.36 Average number of contacts for all 10 simulations where both residues are in the (A) same chain
and (B) diﬀerent chains versus iteration. The dark blue line is the average over 10 simulations
and the light blue lines represent the upper and lower bounds to these results determined by the
standard deviation of the average. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
2.37 Images of native contacts implicated in force-clamp unfolding γ 156-8:178-80, γ 285-90:319-24, γ
301-5:382-3, γ 303-8:313-8, and γ 315-8:349-50. Purple region identiﬁes the residues of interest
before (left) and after (right) unfolding event. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
2.38 Representative force-quench results exhibiting both refolding and nonrefolding behavior of the γ
module. (Top) separation-time traces acquired for force-quench experiment exhibiting refolding
(blue) and no refolding (red). The percentage of refolded and not refolded traces are reported
based on a population of 20 force-quench curves. (Bottom) Force-time plots of the 100 pN, 10 pN
and 100 pN force pulses of 0.5 s, 1 s, and 0.5 s for each of the force-quench experiments. Note,
the red and blue force curves have been oﬀset slightly in force to allow better visualization of
force data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
3.1 Images of cell indentation experiments. Overlaid, false-colored images of bright-ﬁeld and two
ﬂuorescence images are shown for (A) SKOV, (B) IGROV, and (C) AFM tip. (A) SKOV and (B)
IGROV images were taken immediately prior to AFM measurement over the nucleus with outline
of the cell and triangular region of the cantilever from bright-ﬁeld image (black and white), SYTO
82 throughout the cell but brightest in the nucleus (red), and 5 µm bead tip (green). Scale bar
is 10 µm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
3.2 AFM stiﬀness measurements of ovarian cancer cells. (A) Representative force-indentation curves
for HEY (green), SKOV (blue), and IGROV (red). The dots are actual data points from the
force curve, and the solid line and dotted line are Hertz model ﬁts to data with Young’s moduli
of 621 Pa (dashed red), 541 Pa (solid red), 550 Pa (dashed blue), 182 Pa (solid blue), and 162
(solid green). (B) Results of stiﬀness measurements for each cell type. Wilcoxon rank-sum test
p-values established statistical signiﬁcance between cells where *, **, and *** correspond to the
p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81
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3.3 Reproducibility of AFM measurements of IGROV cells, which are stiﬀer than SKOV cells. (A)
Average and standard deviation for the elastic modulus of each cell determined from Hertz model
ﬁt to all force curves acquired on-nucleus. Nearly 30 SKOV (blue) and IGROV (red) cells, all
collected over the course of one day’s experiments. The solid horizontal lines at ∼200 Pa and
∼600 Pa are the averages of SKOV and IGROV cells, respectively, with the standard error mean
ranges shown with dashed lines. (B) Box plots of elastic modulus distributions for cells grouped
by day. Wilcoxon rank-sum test p-values established statistical signiﬁcance between days; the
only signiﬁcance was seen between SKOV and IGROV at p<0.001. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82
3.4 Stiﬀness correlates with invasion. (A) Invasion assays were conducted on the indicated cancer cell
lines. Data represent the mean and standard error mean of three independent experiments. (C)
Maximum compliance, where boxes indicate diﬀerent scored regions based on relative invasion.
(B) Stiﬀness values plotted relative to relative invasion, where the boxes represent the same scored
regions as in C. (D) The same data as B with power law correlation. The inset shows power-law
correlation on a log-log plot. Figures adapted from work published by Swaminathan et al.(8) . . 83
3.5 Cell stiﬀness measurements are dependent on location and grouping. Box plots of elastic modulus
measurements for single SKOV cells on- (S-On) and oﬀ-nucleus (S-Oﬀ), groups of SKOV cells
on-nucleus (SG-On), single IGROV cells on- (I-On) and oﬀ-nucleus (I-Oﬀ), and groups of IGROV
cells on- (IG-On) and oﬀ-nucleus (IG-Oﬀ). Wilcoxon rank-sum tests established statistical sig-
niﬁcances between elastic modulus groups where p<0.05, p<0.01, and p<0.001 are represented
by the blue, green, and red bars at the top of the plot, respectively . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84
3.6 Fluorescent nuclei of H2B-GFP labeled cells. (A) MSC cell nucleus in standard microscope plan-
view (top) and a pathway rotated side-view (bottom). More details on side-view imaging in
Chapters 4 and 5. Fluorescence H2B-GFP (red) and bright-ﬁeld (grey) overlaid images of (B)
SKOV and (C) IGROV cells. All scale bars 10 µm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86
3.7 H2B-GFP aﬀects the elastic modulus of SKOV cells. Box plots of elastic modulus measurements
for unlabeld SKOV (SKOV), H2B-GFP SKOV (SH2B), SYTO labeled SKOV (SSyto), unlabeled
IGROV (IGROV), H2B-GFP IGROV (IH2B), and SYTO labeled IGROV (ISyto). Wilcoxon
rank-sum tests established statistical signiﬁcances between elastic modulus groups where *, **,
and *** represent p<0.05, p<0.01, and p<0.001, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
3.8 Scanning electron microscope images of 5 µm bead attached to TR400PSA pyramid tip from
(A) top-view and (B) side-view. (C) Bright-ﬁeld and ﬂuorescence images overlaid to show the
alignment of YG ﬂuorescent bead over HPDE cell. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91
3.9 Imaging showing diﬀerent morphology of HPDE and HPNE cells. (A) HPDE and (B) HPNE
cells imaged with the AHTM in the 490 nm and 575 nm channels and merged in ImageJ. 2 µm
YG beads are shown in green (12 ms exposure) and 568 alexaﬂuor phalloidin stained F-actin in
red (500 ms exposure). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92
3.10 Force-indentation curve acquired over the nucleus of a CC cell. The larger plot shows the entire
force-indentation curve (blue), contact point determined by custom MATLAB code (red circle),
and the Hertz model ﬁt (red line) for 200 nm indent. The inset shows a detailed view of the
Hertz model ﬁt (black) with an elastic modulus of 422 Pa to the data points from 0 up to 200
nm indent shown in red. The units on both the inset and main axes are the same . . . . . . . . . 93
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3.11 AFM compliance data for cells. (A) ‘On-nucleus’ compliance acquired with bead-tip directly over
middle of nucleus and (B) ‘oﬀ-nucleus’ compliance acquired one one bead diameter away from the
nucleus on each cell type. Wilcoxon rank-sum tests with Bonferroni-corrected p-values established
statistical signiﬁcances between constructs using AFM where *, **, and *** correspond to the
p<0.05, p<0.01, and p<0.001, respectively. The abbreviated labels are HPDE (DE), construct
control (CC), H-Ras (H-), Myristoylated-Akt (My), TβRI (RI), BCL-2 (B2), and HPNE (NE). . 94
3.12 Results of comparative analysis methods - AHTM and invasion assay. (A) A standard Matrigel
invasion assay reporting invasion index for each cell type and construct. (B) Passive bead mea-
surements of median MSD at τ=1 second for each construct, as assessed using the AHTM. All
signiﬁcance values reported in Table 3.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
3.13 The nucleus plays a role in cell sensing, polarity and migration. (A) Guilluy, et al. measured
stiﬀening of isolated nuclei in response to force applied to nesprin-1. Diagram and scanning
electron micrograph of experiment shown.(9) (B) Hirsch, et al. observed a moving cytoplast
(left) was closer in appearance to keratocyte (right) than ﬁbroblast. Actin labeled in green
and nucleus in blue.(10) (C) Bornens found that the nucleus-centrosome axis is a marker of cell
symmetry breaking, except in cytoplasts where the centrosome sits precisely at the center and the
microtubule network is symmetrically distributed.(11) (D) Petrie, et al. showed that enucleated
ﬁbroblasts (cytoplasts) adhere to the matrix but migrate more slowly than intact cells in 3D
matrix. All shown scale bars are 10 µm.(12) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98
3.14 AFM stiﬀness measurements of intact ﬁbroblasts and cytoplasts. (A) Overlaid bright-ﬁeld, red
ﬂuorescence, and green ﬂuorescence image of AFM cantilever over ﬁbroblast with intact nucleus.
In bright-ﬁeld image, the AFM cantilever is a large black triangle and the outline of the entire
ﬁbroblast can be seen. The nucleus labeled with TD tomato is false-colored red and a 5 µm
yellow-green ﬂuorescent bead attached to the end of an AFM cantilever is false-colored green.
(B) Overlaid bright-ﬁeld and red ﬂuorescence image of cytoplasts, showing that some cytoplasts
lacking the nucleus are uniformly labeled with TD tomato. (C) Bright-ﬁeld image of ﬁbroblast
with intact nucleus and cytoplast, as labeled. Locations for AFM measurements are denoted
with asterisks –over the nucleus of intact ﬁbroblasts (red), over the midzone of intact ﬁbroblasts
(blue), and over the center of the cytoplast (green). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
3.15 Box plot of the elastic modulus for cytoplasts, over the nucleus of intact ﬁbroblasts, and over the
midzone, one bead diameter away from the nucleus, of intact ﬁbroblasts. Each box plot represents
the collection of average elastic modulus for each cell, with the red line indicating the median of
the data, the cental box representing the central 50% of the data, the notches setting the 25%
and 75% quantile of the data, the Tukey whiskers indicating remaining data outside central box
up to 1.5 times the height of the central box, and all other remaining points marked by the red
crosses as outliers. Asterisks (*,**, ***) represent signiﬁcance values of p< 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 as
determined by the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The average elastic modulus and standard deviation
for each type are shown above each box plot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
3.16 Average stiﬀening of cells reported as values normalized to the ﬁrst force curve for AFM mea-
surements in which dwell parameters were set to mimic magnetic bead pulling experiments (i.e.,
AFM cantilever held at constant force for a 4 second dwell in contact with the cell and 6 second
dwell away from the cell). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
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4.1 Combined AFM and Confocal Imaging. (A) Plan-view (left) and a zx-slice (right) of confocal
stack for osteoblast loaded with calcein-AM. (Right) One image was taken before indentation (red)
and one during indentation (green), and both images were superimposed. The area displaced by
indentation is shown in red. Scale bar is 10 µm. Figures adapted from Charras et al.(13) (B)
Illustration of experiment (left) and Z-stack confocal images (right) of a human bladder cancer
cell with AFM needle tip indentation. (Right) Red membrane and blue nucleus label show cell
membrane and nuclear envelope penetration resulting in deformed chromatin. Figures adapted
from Liu et al.(14) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
4.2 Combined AFM and Side-View Imaging. (A) Typical stretching experiments on Chinese hamster
ovary (CHO) cells, where force measurements are extracted from images. (B) A custom-built
horizontal force on the stage of an inverted microscope. A variety of pipette-held test objects
can be translated to or from the stationary cantilever by a closed-loop piezo actuator. (C)
Custom side-view chamber built for AFM measurements. (Top) Schematic of system. (Bottom)
Brightﬁeld and merged images taken in epi-ﬂuorescence for a U2OS cell. Scale bars are 20
µm. Images (A), (B), and (C) are modiﬁed from Canetta et al.(15), Ounkomol et al.(16), and
Chaudhuri et al.(17), respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
4.3 To-scale SketchUp illustration of the combined AFM-PRISM-VLS system, including 5 µm yellow-
green ﬂuorescent bead Norland attached to ArrowTL1 AFM cantilever, 180 µm micro-prism with
reﬂective hypotenuse attached to capillary tube, ∼1 µm VLS, and several cells with SYTO-labeled
nuclei (red) on glass. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111
4.4 PRISM image formation illustration and demonstration. A cartoon of the PRISM imaging sys-
tem showing mirror surface of prism, objective, and cells (red, blue, and green for illustrative
purposes). Both the plan- and side-view imaging planes are shown on the left, with their corre-
sponding objective height, and on the right, as they would appear in common wideﬁeld microscope
camera. (Bottom-Right) PRISM demonstration imaging piled cells in both plan- and side-view . 112
4.5 Modiﬁcations to AFM cantilever holder and micro-prismmounting. (Top-Left) Side-view cutaway
image of cantilever holder with ∼1 mm clearance between the glass window (grey and glass
coverslip due to use of shims (orange). (Bottom-Left) The bottom view of micro-prism (red)
placed near AFM cantilever, as would be seen by an inverted optical microscope. All elements
are drawn to scale except micro-prism, which is shown larger to clearly identify its location.
(Top-Right) Side-view image of micro-prism mounted on bottom of shaved capillary tube. The
eye indicates the direction from which the front-view image is drawn. (Bottom-Right) Front-view
of micro-prism on capillary tube, where the eye indicates the direction from which the side-view
image is drawn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114
4.6 Cantilever power spectrum showing thermally-limited detection of cantilever in water under the
PRISM apparatus. The best function to the ﬁrst resonance of the power spectrum is shown in
blue. The calculated spring constant based on this ﬁt was 21 pN/nm, which is within manufacturer
speciﬁcations of 20 pN/nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
4.7 AFM-camera synchronization signal ﬂow. Double-headed arrows indicate a ﬂow of data in both
directions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
4.8 Sample synchronized AFM and 10 fps image data. The AFM software acquires both Z sensor
(and deﬂection) data from the AFM and BNC output voltage used to signal the camera. These
pulses recorded in AFM software can be used to directly relate force data to images acquired with
the pulsed voltage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117
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4.9 Combined AFM and PRISM system demonstration. Simultaneous (A) AFM force-indentation
curve - approach in red and retract in blue - and (B) PRISM side-view image of ovarian cancer
cell with SYTO 83 DNA stain. Green outline shows location of beaded AFM cantilever for this
particular image. Scale bar is 5 µm. Higher quality images produced with the incorporation of
VLS illumination are in Figures 4.15 and 5.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
4.10 Schematic of VLS optical layout. The system consists of a series of spherical lenses (fSL1, fSL2,
and ftl, cylindrical lenses oriented either along the sheet waist axis (fCD1, fCD2, and fCD3) or
along the sheet length axis (fCW1 and fCW2), control and specimen objectives, axial and lateral
mirrors, and polarized beam splitter. A dichroic was used in the place of a standard plane mirror
to allow excitation wavelength to be reﬂected and the epiﬂuorescence emission wavelength to pass
through. The lateral mirror provides lateral displacement of the laser illumination in the sample
plane. The control objective and the axial mirror are used for remote axial translation of the
light-sheet up and down relative to the sample plane. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121
4.11 Image of completed AFM-PRISM-VLS system. The left image shows the AFM head on top of
the inverted optical microscope, the 3-axis micromanipulation stage on which the capillary tube
PRISM assembly is mounted, and the VLS optics to the right of the microscope. The right image
illustrates the beam’s transition from a circular shape to a ﬂat sheet upon entering the microscope
and was created by performing a long exposure image of the optics path while allowing liquid
nitrogen condensed water vapor to scatter the laser light. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122
4.12 Vertical light-sheet characterization. (A) Intensity of 20 nm ﬂuorescent bead sample illuminated
by VLS as a function of the lateral position translated by the AFM scan stage. Sample images
of a 20 nm ﬂuorescent bead sample illuminated by VLS as it is translated through the sheet are
shown below. (B) FWHM of the VLS as a function of axial mirror position, which provides a
measure of the sheet depth of ﬁeld. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123
4.13 Vertical light-sheet (VLS) illumination improves imaging of ovarian cancer cells labeled with
20 nm ﬂuorescent beads. (Top) False colored plan-view image of broad (red) and VLS (green)
illumination of 20nm bead-labeled cells. (Bottom) PRISM-view images of the same cell with both
broad and sheet illumination. Intensity proﬁles for the yellow line in each image. . . . . . . . . . 125
4.14 Vertical light-sheet (VLS) illumination improves imaging of ovarian cancer cells labeled with mem-
brane (Vybrant) and nucleic acid (SYTO83) labels. PRISM-view images of same exposure time
for the same cell with (left) broad and (right) sheet illumination show a dramatic improvement
in signal-to-noise with VLS illumination. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126
4.15 Sample experiment performed on a SKOV cell. Images A-E are select PRISM-view images from
a video of the SKOV cell deformation acquired simultaneously with AFM force data. Plan-
view images F and G are false-colored red, green and bright-ﬁeld, and are of the same cell and
AFM cantilever in broad and sheet illumination, respectively. The bottom-right plot is the force-
indentation curve simultaneously acquired with the corresponding images indicated. Figure 5.3
depicts a cell with more internal nuclear structure due to a change in label. . . . . . . . . . . . . 127
5.1 Experiment design for single cell mechanotransduction studies. Note that the complex mechanical
environment surrounding the cell (e.g., ﬂuid shear, extracellular matrix, cell-cell adhesions) is not
a part of this experiment but rather a reﬂection of all the types of forces that a cell can experience.
The ﬁbronectin-coated AFM tip is brought into contact with the cell over the nucleus. Indentation
of the cell can be used to measure direct deformation of cellular and subcellular components, and
focal adhesions formed between the tip and cell can be used to measure adhesion. . . . . . . . . . 133
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5.2 Kymograph analysis of deformation images of SKOV cell. (A) Representative side-view image
sequence with vertical sliced section as the region-of-interest directly through the AFM tip center.
Labeled regions of the cell - Syto 83 (nucleus) and Vybrant (cell membrane) - and the AFM bead-
tip can be seen in this image. (B) Kymograph of the yellow ROI over the course of the approach
portion of the dataset. (C) Gaussian ﬁts to each of the 5 user-identiﬁed ﬂuorescence intensity
peaks for a single time point. (D) The result of Gaussian ﬁts to each of the time points was a line
for the top cell membrane (red), top of the nucleus (blue), and bottom of the nucleus (green).
There are two additional lines (cyan and magenta) corresponding to punctate labels within the
nucleus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
5.3 Simultaneous AFM force data and images. AFM deﬂection and z-piezo data was converted into
force and indentation to produce force-time (Top-Left) and force-indentation (Top-Right) curves,
which can be partitioned into several regions - approach and indent (blue), retract and adhesion
(red), and dwells at constant deﬂection either at the surface or away from the cell (magenta).
[A-F] Simultaneously acquired images of Syto83 and Vybrant labeled SKOV cell at a rate of 50
fps. Scale bar indicates 10 µm. Their location in the force curves are marked. . . . . . . . . . . . 139
5.4 Simultaneous AFM force data and side-view images of cell deformation. (A) Force-time plot
with diﬀerent slope regimes (I and II) with dashed lines to illustrate the diﬀerence in slope. (B)
Force-indentation data ﬁt to a Hertz model for each of the regimes identiﬁed in the force-time
plot. (C-E) Sample images from a time sequence acquired simultaneously with force data, as
identiﬁed on the force curves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143
5.5 Change in force regime associated with compression of SKOV cell cytoplasm (blue) and nucleus
(red). (A) Representative image from a side-view image sequence of SKOV cell labled with mem-
brane (Vybrant) and nucleus (Syto83) label. Vertical ROI directly below the AFM tip shown in
yellow, cytoplasmsol height indicated in blue and nucleus height indicated in red.(B) Kymograph
of the yellow ROI over the course of the approach portion of the dataset with Gaussian tracked
intensity peaks. (C) Membrane height above top of nucleus accounts for the cytoplasm region
(red) and nucleus height is measured from top to bottom of nucleus (blue). These separation
values were normalized to their initial position and tracked over the course of the time sequence.
(D) Corresponding force-time data showing the two ROIs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144
5.6 Material deformation models with diﬀerent stiﬀness regimes. (A) Schematic representation of
stiﬀness as eﬀected by depth for a multilayer material. Figure modiﬁed from Radotic et al.(18)
(B) Schematic illustrating the eﬀect of a hard inclusion on the mechanical properties measured
in force curve. Figure modiﬁed from Roduit et al.(19) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146
5.7 Strain decreases further from tip. (A) Representative image from a side-view image sequence of
SKOV cell labled with membrane (Vybrant) and nucleus (Syto83) label. Subsequent separations
between cell membrane, nucleus boundaries, and punctate labels have been labeled with diﬀer-
ent numbers and colors. (B) Each of the regions identiﬁed are the separation between lines in
the kymograph. (C) Plot of induced strain and absolute length of each of the regions due to
deformation of the cell with AFM tip. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148
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5.8 Simultaneous force and image data acquired for adhesion between ﬁbronectin-coated AFM tip
and SKOV ovarian cancer cell. (A) AFM force-indentation showing a number of adhesion events
on the retract portion of the curve (red). The approach and surface dwell are shown in blue and
magenta, respectively. (B) Representative image from the simultaneously acquired image time
sequence. The vertical yellow line was selected for creating a kymograph of cell motion over the
course of the retract curve (C). (C) The kymograph shows motion of the AFM tip oﬀ the cell
surface eventually leaving the FOV at ∼ 4 seconds, and several bright ﬂuorescent regions of the
cell - cell membrane (red), top of nucleus (green), punctate region within nucleus (cyan), and
bottom of nucleus (magenta) - tracked with my gaussian peak tracker. (D) Time synchronized
force (blue - left axis) and displacement (red, green, cyan, magenta - right axis) are displayed on
the same plot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
5.9 Measurement of adhesion between ﬁbronectin-coated AFM tip and SKOV ovarian cancer cell
measured by simultaneous AFM and PRISM imaging system. (Top) Retract portion of force-
indentation curve with points corresponding to force-synchronized images (B-H) identiﬁed. These
images correspond to (A) the ﬁrst data point in the retraction curve and the position of maximum
cell indent, (B) the point of zero force application to the cell, (C-G) force-rupture peaks, and (H)
after all rupture events. The green regions in the peak images (C-G) outline the regions of motion
determined from diﬀerence images occurring between the top of the peak and the ﬁrst image at
the bottom of the peak (identiﬁed with an empty circle and following the peak by at least three
frames). A closer examination of Peaks F and G can be found in Figure 5.10. . . . . . . . . . . . 153
5.10 Closer examination of Peak F and G from Figure 5.9. (Top) Portion of force-indentation retract
curve containing Peaks F and G with points corresponding to force-synchronized images identiﬁed.
No point is shown for F.0 because this is the frame immediately following Peak F. Between F.0
and F, there is the extension of a 1.8 µm ﬂuorescent region of the cell membrane. Green regions
in peak images show regions of motion determined from diﬀerence images occurring between
subsequent images. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155
5.11 (Left) Short-lived 1.8 µm tether produced at Peak F. (Right) Separation between tip and substrate
just prior to ﬁnal rupture event at Peak G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157
6.1 Next generation of VLS illumination and imaging systems for combined AFM-PRISM-VLS sys-
tem. (Top) Schematic and image of completed next-generation illumination system with key
components labeled in both schematic and image. Key improvements in the new system in-
clude a multi-wavelength light engine, the use of the rear illumination port of microscope; and
computer-controlled electrically tunable waveplates (WP1, WP2), lenses (E1, E2) and galvanome-
ter mirrors (GM1, GM2). (Bottom) Schematic and image of completed next-generation imaging
system with key components labeled in both schematic and image. Key improvements in the new
system include remote focusing electrically tunable lens (ETL) and Gemini image splitting optic. 167
6.2 SKOV cell labeled with green nucleic acid (SYTO16) and red membrane (MitoTracker) stains
acquired with diﬀerent wavelength light sheet in PRISM-view. The nucleus (top-left) and mem-
brane (top-right) images were acquired separately and then overlaid (bottom) to visualize the
entire cell. Simultaneous acquisition of both wavelengths required later implementation of split
side-by-side imaging. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169
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6.3 SKOV and IGROV deformation comparison. Representative PRISM images of SYTO-labeled
nucleus from time series acquired during (top-left) IGROV and (top-right) SKOV cell deforma-
tion. (Bottom-Left) Force-indentation curve for IGROV indentation with points corresponding
to images labeled. A similar indentation curve was acquired for the SKOV cell and images shown
were acquired at similar depths. (Bottom-Right) Change in aspect ratio of cell nuclei over the
course of indentation curve for IGROV (red) and SKOV (blue) cells as determined from a ratio
of cell height to cell width calculated from time series. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171
6.4 Initial application of STICS analysis to Syto-labeled SKOV nucleus data set. Analysis was applied
to the entire time series, and show here are three representative images taken before indentation,
during indent and during retraction of the AFM tip. The before image gives an idea of background
thermal noise measured with STICS. During indent, the majority of ﬂuorescent regions are moving
down and away from the AFM tip. During retract, the bright labels are moving up toward the
retracting tip. Locations not in close proximity to the AFM tip move as a result of applied load;
however, diﬀerent regions of motion are observed during indentation and retraction, indicating
that diﬀerent regions of the nucleus may deform reversibly (or not). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172
A.1 Data analysis package for a range of data types. (Left) The panel for selection of data and analysis
type. Not shown here is the selection for ‘Cell Mechanics’ analysis as discussed in Appendix D.
(Right) GUI for selection IGOR wave parameters to read ibw ﬁles into MATLAB. This panel is
the same for Force-Volumes in Igor 5 and 6, FX-Reversibility, and Force-Clamp selections. . . . . 174
A.2 Typical GUI for peak selection generated by running analysis in Figure A.1 Right. . . . . . . . . 175
A.3 The Step-Finder GUI panel and results. (A) Panel showing the range of displays and parameters
that can be used for analysis of force-clamp results. Data can be plotted as (B) force-separation,
(C) force-time, and (D) separation-time. (E) By selecting ‘Show Steps’, the step-ﬁnder analysis
uses a trapezoidal ﬁlter to ﬁnd the points of inﬂection in separation-time traces (black open
circles). (F) For a deeper understanding of possible missed steps of the eﬀects of modifying
parameters, selecting ‘Show Preliminary’ shows the guesses for steps (red ‘x’s) and the results
of multiple trapezoidal ﬁlters for inﬂection points (green and black trace). The buttons at the
bottom of the tools panel (A) are for analysis of steps in data points and can produce a variety
of plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176
A.4 Illustration of results of applying a (A) box ﬁlter and (B) triangle ﬁlter to raw data sets. . . . . . 177
A.5 Illustration of the application of the least squares ﬁlter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178
A.6 Illustration of the application of the angle threshold. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178
A.7 Illustration of the application of the separation threshold. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178
C.1 Monte Carlo Simulation of Single Domain Protein Unfolding. These plots show the normal-
ized ensemble average of (A) 50 curves and (B) 500 curves as a function of time created from
simulations of single domain unfolding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 184
C.2 Determining Kinetic Parameters with the Bell-Evan’s Model. (A) Normalized ensemble average
plot of 500 curves created from Monte Carlo simulation of single domain unfolding. (B) Plot of
the natural log of the exponents calculated by ﬁtting the probability of unfolding versus the force
(blue circles) and a linear ﬁt to these data points (red line). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185
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C.3 Monte Carlo Simulation of Multi-Domain Protein Unfolding. These plots show the probability
of unfolding at 100 pN clamping force displayed as a normalized ensemble average of 200 curves
for a single domain (green), a two-domain (blue), and a 10-domain (red), where each domain has
the same unfolded length, with single exponential ﬁts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 186
C.4 Monte Carlo Simulation of Multi-Domain Protein Unfolding with Diﬀerent Domain Lengths.
These plots show the probability of unfolding at 100 pN clamping force displayed as a normalized
ensemble average of 500 curves for a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains (green), a protein
consisting of a 1 nm and 5 nm domain (blue), and a protein consisting of a 1 nm and 10 nm
domain (red), with single exponential ﬁts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187
C.5 Monte Carlo Simulation of Multi-Domain Protein Unfolding with Diﬀerent Kinetic Parameters.
These plots show the probability of unfolding at 100 pN clamping force displayed as a normalized
ensemble average of 500 curves for a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains with varied (A)
distance to transition state and (B) steady-state unfolding rate for the second domain. A single
exponential ﬁt to each data set is shown with a dashed line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 188
C.6 Diﬀerent Unfolding Rate for Multi-Domain Protein. (A) The probability of unfolding a protein
consisting of two 1 nm domains with diﬀerent k0 of 0.1 s−1 and 0.01 s−1 at forces ranging
from 50-200 pN calculated from a normalized ensemble average of Monte Carlo results with two
exponential ﬁt. (B) Exponential values plotted as a function cla’mping force, ﬁt with Bell’s model
to determine k0 (last value displayed in legend). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189
C.7 Diﬀerent Transition State Distances for Multi-Domain Protein. (A) The probability of unfolding
a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains with diﬀerent ∆x of 0.1 nm and 0.05 nm at forces
ranging from 50-200 pN calculated from a normalized ensemble average of Monte Carlo results
with two exponential ﬁt. (B) Exponential values plotted as a function clamping force, ﬁt with
Bell’s model to determine the ∆x (last value displayed in legend). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189
C.8 Monte Carlo Simulations of Multi-Domain Protein with Domains of Diﬀerent k0 and ∆x. (A)
The probability of unfolding a protein consisting of two 1nm domains with diﬀerent k0 (0.1 s−1
and 0.01 s−1) and ∆x (0.1 nm and 0.05 nm) at forces ranging from 50-200 pN calculated from
a normalized ensemble average of Monte Carlo results with two exponential ﬁt. (B) Exponential
values plotted as a function clamping force, ﬁt with Bell’s model to determine the k0 and ∆x
(last values displayed in legend). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190
C.9 Monte Carlo Simulation of Multi-Domain Protein Unfolding. (A) These plots show the probability
of unfolding at 100 pN clamping force displayed as a normalized ensemble average of 500 curves for
a protein consisting of ﬁve 1 nm domains occurring either independently, as previously described,
or in a sequential order due to force protected domains. (B) The eﬀect of the number of sequential
domains on probability of unfolding curve. A single exponential ﬁt to each data set is shown with
a dashed line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191
C.10 Stretched Exponential on Diﬀerent Unfolding Rate for Multi-Domain Protein. (A) The probabil-
ity of unfolding a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains with diﬀerent k0 of 0.1 s−1 and 0.01 s−1
at forces ranging from 50-200 pN calculated from a normalized ensemble average of Monte Carlo
results with stretched exponential ﬁt. (B) Exponential values plotted as a function clamping
force, ﬁt with Bell’s model to determine k0 (last value displayed in legend). . . . . . . . . . . . . 193
C.11 Stretched Exponential on Diﬀerent Unfolding Rate for Multi-Domain Protein. (A) The probabil-
ity of unfolding a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains with diﬀerent k0 of 0.1 s−1 and 0.01 s−1
at forces ranging from 50-200 pN calculated from a normalized ensemble average of Monte Carlo
results with stretched exponential ﬁt. (B) Exponential values plotted as a function clamping
force, ﬁt with Bell’s model to determine ∆x (last value displayed in legend). . . . . . . . . . . . . 193
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C.12 Stretched Exponential on Diﬀerent Transition State Distances for Multi-Domain Protein. The
probability of unfolding a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains with (A) diﬀerent ∆x of 0.1
nm and 0.05 nm and (B) diﬀerent k0 (0.1 s−1 and 0.01 s−1) at forces ranging from 50-200 pN
calculated from a normalized ensemble average of Monte Carlo results with stretched exponential
ﬁt.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 194
C.13 Stretched Exponential Fit to a Multi-Domain Protein with Domains of Diﬀerent k0 and ∆x. (A)
The probability of unfolding a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains with diﬀerent k0 (0.1
s−1 and 0.01 s−1) and ∆x (0.1 nm and 0.05 nm) at forces ranging from 50-200 pN calculated
from a normalized ensemble average of Monte Carlo results with a stretched exponential ﬁt. (B)
Exponential values plotted as a function clamping force, ﬁt with Bell’s model to determine the
k0 and ∆x (last values displayed in legend). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 194
D.1 Hertz Analysis GUI and review panels. (A) Screen capture of Hertz Analysis GUI. (B) Review
plot for Hertz model ﬁt to data, where the top plot shows the contact point and the bottom plot
shows the hertz model ﬁt to the speciﬁed indentation depth. (C) Plot of elastic modulus with
goodness-of-ﬁt error bars and average/standard deviation lies for the data set. . . . . . . . . . . 198
D.2 Illustration of the golden-section search used to determine contact point when ﬁtting force-
indentation data with the Hertz model. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200
D.3 Compare EMods GUI and resulting ﬁgures. (A) Screen capture of Compare EMods GUI. (B)
Screen capture of window guiding user to load ﬁles. (C) Box plot resulting from compare sample
types with ttest for signiﬁcance. (D) Bar plot resulting from comparing types by day. For this
plot, the ‘day’ is actually ‘On Nucleus’ and ‘Oﬀ Nucleus’. (E) Plot resulting from comparing all
cells with average elastic modulus and standard deviation of each cell. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201
E.1 Types of tactic behavior. Figure modiﬁed from Kohidai, L.(20) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204
E.2 Methods for making gradient stiﬀness gels. (A) Elastic modulus measurements on a PA gel made
with Bis-Am gradient. Modiﬁed from Engler et al.(21) (B) Cartoon illustration of PA gel with
moving mask used to create diﬀerent cosslinking times and produce gradient stiﬀness. Modiﬁed
from Sunyer et al.(22) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205
E.3 (Top) Sample of MacroBuilder interface with program for automated piezo-response force mi-
croscopy. (Bottom) Standard MacroBuilder “Modules” available to users. Images from Asylum
MacroBuilder data sheet.(23) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206
E.4 Basic MacroBuilder scheme for key ‘macro’ functions involved in gradient measurement described.207
E.5 AFM calibration of gradient stiﬀness PA gel. (A) Schematic of AFM measurement locations
(asterisks) in gradient region of PA gel (dashed outline). (B) Results of the elastic modulus
measurements on gradient stiﬀness PA gel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 208
F.1 Distributions of elastic modulus grouped by cell type and day, (A) showing signiﬁcant diﬀerence
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction to forces in biology
Mechanical forces have been identiﬁed as instrumental in regulating many physiologic and pathologic
processes; as such, the analysis of mechanotransduction is a rapidly advancing area of current research.
Mechanical forces aﬀect a broad range of biological scales from single-molecule interactions and domain
unfolding to viscoelastic properties and remodeling of single-cells. Mechanotransduction is the process by
which mechanical stimuli are converted into biochemical and functional responses from the single-molecule
to the single-cell levels. The atomic force microscope (AFM) oﬀers unprecedented opportunity to probe the
functional properties of cell surface molecular mechanics (piconewtons) and entire-cell mechanical properties
(nanonewtons). Additionally, the AFM can be coupled with optical microscopy to observe the eﬀects of
nanoscale mechanics on the remodeling and on changes to cells’ functional states.
This chapter is comprised of several key sections:
1.1 Mechanobiology
1.2 Fundamentals of Atomic Force Microscopy
1.3 Signiﬁcance and Goals
Section 1.1: Mechanobiology
Mechanical forces play a crucial role in the growth and shape of virtually every tissue and organ in
our bodies. The skeleton provides structural support against the force of gravity; in the absence of skeletal
loading, humans suﬀer from muscle atrophy and bone resorption.(26) Our skin must stretch to accommodate
motion and interaction with our environment.(27) Circulation requires the generation of forces to pump blood
around the body and the ability of blood vessels to withstand the shear forces associated with blood ﬂow.(28)
As fundamental biological components, living cells must possess the ability to sense, withstand and respond
to external mechanical forces from their environment. These properties are essential to the physical integrity
and biological function of the cell. However, understanding the mechanisms by which individual cells sense
their mechanical environment and convert these mechanical cues into a biological response, a process known
as mechanotransduction, is an active ﬁeld of research with much left to be understood.
Cells sense their environment through a diverse group of mechanosensory proteins and cellular struc-
tures (Figure 1.1).(29) At the most fundamental level, mechanotransduction results from single-molecule
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Fluid Shear Stress
Figure 1.1: Cells exist in a complex mechanical environment, in which there are a variety of mechanosensors
and force transducers with overlapping signaling pathways. Mechanotransduction pathways include, but
are not limited to, the following: glycocalyx and cilia sense ﬂuid shear, ion channels are stretch activated,
cell-cell adhesion complexes and gap junctions allow cell communication, focal adhesions to ECM allow the
cell to sense changes in stiﬀness or stretching, and signaling molecules can bind to cell-surface receptors to
create a chemical signal cascade or direct force propagation to DNA through cytoskeletal ﬁlaments, LINC
complexes and the nucleoskeleton. Mechanical signaling pathways are speciﬁc to cell type.
interactions at the cell surface. These interactions induce conformational changes in proteins, which become
biochemical events that produce downstream signals (Figure 1.2).(30) Mechanotransduction pathways in-
clude proteins in focal adhesions, which can sense a stretch or change in stiﬀness of the extracellular matrix
(ECM); surface structures like the glycocalyx and cilia, which are exposed to changes in ﬂuid shear; ion chan-
nels, which are activated by cell membrane stretching; and cell-cell adhesion complexes and gap junctions
that allow cells to transmit mechanical response. At the single-molecule level, force can induce unfolding or
conformational changes in proteins to expose mechanical domains. For example, forces applied to stretch
talin induce conformational changes to facilitate vinculin (a membrane-cytoskeletal protein in focal adhesion
plaques) binding.(31) These triggers can lead to cytoskeletal reorganization and modulations in cellular and
nuclear shape, as well as gene expression. A few of these mechanotransduction pathways are listed below:
1. Forces can cause protein unfolding or unraveling to expose previously inaccessible (hidden) domains.
2. Forces can structurally expose protein-binding domains or reorient proteins for signaling other proteins.
3. Forces (e.g., pressure, rigidity) can modulate mechanosensitive ion channels by altering tension over a
membrane.
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4. Force can inﬂuence the assembly, stability and turnover of subcellular structures and proteins.









Figure 1.2: Mechanotransduction has eﬀects at many length scales, from single-molecule to whole-cell. (Left)
Force aﬀects single-molecule interactions and conformation. Force applied to an interaction decreases bond
lifetime and induces conformational changes in a molecule by tilting the energy landscape. Adapted from
Thomas et al.(2) (Right) Signal propagation in a cell can be either mechanical or chemical. Chemical signal
propagation occurs when an interaction of the membrane causes a biochemical signal cascade that takes tens
of seconds to reach the nucleus. Mechanical signal propagation is facilitated by direct mechanical linkage
from the cell membrane, through the cytoskeleton and LINC complexes, to the nucleus; this propagation
occurs over the course of microseconds. Adapted from Wang et al.(3)
Signal propagation from the initial mechanical event can be either chemical or mechanical in nature
(Figure 1.2). A mechanical force that induces a chemical signal cascade within the cell propagates its signal
to the nucleus within a few seconds.(3) The recent discovery and study of specialized nuclear anchoring
structures for cytoskeletal ﬁlaments, known as the LINC (linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton) com-
plex, has revealed a method of direct mechanical signal propagation to the nucleus. A force that is applied
to cytoskeleton-linked integrins propagates to the nucleus in just a few microseconds.(3) Recent ﬁndings
indicate that the nucleus may bypass mechanosignaling through the cytoplasm altogether to directly modu-
late the expression of mechanically exposed genes.(3; 32) The molecular mechanisms responsible for a cell’s
mechanical response are of interest due to the downstream eﬀects of force on gene expression, diﬀerentiation
and motility.(33; 34)
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In addition to the large disparity in timescales for signaling, mechanically relevant processes can span
a wide range of biologically relevant time, force, and length scales (Figure 1.3).(4; 5) Mechanical response
behaviors include both passive material response and active biological responses. The material response of a
cell or subcellular structure can run the gamut from microseconds for a purely elastic response to several min-
utes for viscous response. Active biological responses to mechanical stimuli occur over disparate timescales,
as seen in the activation of signaling; changes in contraction behavior; focal adhesion strengthening, phos-
phorylation, and growth; transcriptional regulation; and diﬀerentiation and proliferation (reviewed by Ricca
et al.).(4) Force and length scales of relevance to cell and molecular biomechanics span several orders of
magnitude, range from piconewtons for protein-protein interactions to micronewtons for cell contraction and
from nanometers for proteins to hundreds of microns for cells.
Mechanobiology can be described as an amalgam of contributions from individual cellular components;
however, it is important to understand that these components do not act in isolation but instead contribute
to a complex network of signaling pathways. These mechanical responses may encourage the cell to test
its environment again, thereby producing a feedback loop of amplifying force response. Therefore, each
seemingly discrete event or individual component exerts an inﬂuence on others and allows the system to
continuously adjust to changes in its environment in order to maintain integrity by eliciting appropriate
responses.
As discussed, cells experience a multitude of external forces, from single-molecule receptor interactions
to large deformations due to ﬂuid shear or extracellular matrix stretching. These forces are then transmitted
from the outer surface of the cell via the cytoskeleton to inner cellular organelles like the nucleus. Moreover,
cells themselves also generate force and change their mechanical properties in response to applied forces. A
variety of methods, including complaint substrates, micropillar arrays, micropipette aspiration, and magnetic
tweezers, have been used to measure the mechanical properties of single molecules or single cells; however,
few are able to span a signiﬁcant portion of the force parameter space to measure both single-molecule and
single-cell mechanics (Figure 1.4).
Section 1.2: Fundamentals of Atomic Force Microscopy
The AFM is capable of applying and sensing forces from several piconewtons well into the nanonewton
range, which makes it the tool of choice for a broad range of biomechanics studies. Though originally invented
as a high-resolution imaging tool, the force spectroscopy application of the AFM has rapidly become a popular
method for studying both single-molecule and single-cell mechanics. The AFM has been used to investigate
levels of cellular mechanics ranging from the strength of individual cadherin-cadherin bonds(35; 36; 37; 38)
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Figure 1.3: Mechanical response behaviors span a wide range of biologically relevant time (top), force
(middle), and length (bottom) scales. Both passive material response and active biological responses scan
many timescales from elastic response to diﬀerentiation and proliferation. Forces range from sub-piconewton
protein-protein interactions to micronewton cell contractions, and relevant length scales range from nucleic
acids up to full tissues. Adapted from Ricca et al(4) and Suresh.(5)
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of force and length scales for cell mechanics techniques. Note that the ranges
reported are not necessarily attainable using the same device setup (e.g. diﬀerent stiﬀness substrates or
pillar arrays, and diﬀerent AFM cantilevers). Adapted from Loh et al.(6)
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to global viscoelastic properties of the cell.(39; 40; 41) Additionally, the AFM can be combined with various
forms of optical microscopy (e.g., ﬂuorescence microscopy) for simultaneous imaging of the cell.(29) Despite

















Figure 1.5: Schematic of the AFM and force-indentation data. (A) AFM cantilever motion is measured by
the SLD signal collected on a position-sensitive detector. (B) Sample force-indentation determined from raw
z-piezo and deﬂection data. The cantilever (1) approaches, (2) contacts, and (3) indents the sample up to
some predeﬁned trigger force. Then the cantilever is (4) retracted from the surface. If there is adhesion
between the tip and sample, then (5) force-rupture peaks corresponding to the rupture of adhesions are
produced with the ﬁnal rupture event peak causing complete detachment of tip from surface and (6) the
cantilever continues to retract without any deﬂection (i.e., zero-force).
The AFM cantilever with a tip on its end is moved toward and away from the substrate with sub-
nanometer precision via a piezo. This piezo is referred to as the z-piezo because it moves the AFM cantilever
in the z-direction relative to the sample stage (which provides x and y motion to the sample). The z-piezo
can be used to move the cantilever at a constant speed, allowing the cantilever to bend as it interacts
with the surface, or it can vary the cantilever position in order to maintain a constant deﬂection. These
two spectroscopy modes are respectively described as ‘force-ramp’ and ‘force-clamp’, and are discussed in
more detail in relation to single-molecule experiments in Chapter 2. The default operation for AFM force
spectroscopy is the constant-velocity, force-ramp mode.
The cantilever’s deﬂections are detected with a superluminescent diode (SLD) reﬂected oﬀ the back of
the cantilever and onto a quadrant position-sensitive photodetector. The measured deﬂections are converted
into applied force using a Hooke’s law approximation for the cantilever (i.e., F = −k ·x, where F is force, x
is the deﬂection, and k is the empirically determined spring constant).(42; 43)
Parameters such as tip geometry, cantilever stiﬀness and surface functionalization are varied to probe
the mechanical properties of interest. For single-molecule experiments (Chapter 2), a ﬂexible cantilever and
a protein-coated silicon nitride pyramid probe are selected to measure piconewton forces associated with
unfolding and to reduce surface area, thus decreasing the probability of multiple interacting molecules.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of the diﬀerent single-molecule and single-cell force spectroscopy experiments. Ad-
hesion events in the retract portion of a force curve are informative in (top-left) single-molecule unbinding
and (bottom-left) unfolding experiments. (Top-right) Cell elasticity and (bottom-right) adhesion can be
measured from the approach and retract portions of single-cell force curves.
For single-cell mechanics measurements, a 5 µm polystyrene bead is attached in-house as described in
Appendix I). Beaded tips are more suitable for single-cell measurements (Chapters 3 and 5) in order to avoid
puncturing the cell during measurement; the bead reduces the indentation depth and localized pressure,
increases contact area over inhomogeneous surfaces for elasticity measurements and increases interactions
for adhesion measurements. Experiments have also been performed that measure cell-cell adhesions where
the tip is replaced by a living cell,(44); this technique was not used in our studies.
A typical force spectroscopy experiment begins with the cantilever away from the sample (Figure 1.5).
The cantilever approaches the substrate and, as the probe encounters the sample, the cantilever is bent
upward until a predetermined trigger force (or deﬂection) is reached. The cantilever is then retracted from
the sample at a constant velocity. If interactions occur between the tip and sample, the cantilever is bent
downward until the restoring force of the cantilever exceeds the strength of the tip-sample interaction.
After the tip-sample interaction is broken, the cantilever continues to retract without any deﬂection (i.e.,
zero-force).
The data collected in a force spectroscopy experiment are traces of force versus separation, or ‘force
curves’. Depending on the type of experiment performed (Figure 1.6), diﬀerent information can be extracted
from these force curves. In single-molecule experiments (Chapter 2), the height and separation of rupture
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events in the retract curve can be used to extract information about bond strength and unfolding domains.
Varying the protein type on the tip and substrate, forces or solution conditions can provide information on
physiologically relevant force-dependent behavior. For single-cell experiments, the Young’s modulus (i.e.,
stiﬀness) of a cell can be determined by ﬁtting a contacts mechanics model (i.e., Hertz in the case of a
spherical indenter) to the indentation portion of approach curve (Chapter 3). From the retract portion of
the curve, information related to the number and strengths of adhesions was acquired.
When coupled with optical microscopy, the AFM can provide simultaneous force and structural data on
a cell’s response to mechanical stimuli. The Asylum MFP-3D-BIO AFM, used for all experiments described
herein, is a commercial, fully-capable AFM integrated with an inverted optical microscope, and it has been
used for single-molecule and cell mechanics studies.
Section 1.3: Significance and Goals
One of the overall goals of my dissertation work has been to design a tool that is useful for mechanobiology
studies of single cells. In order to study this broad range of mechanosensing components (from single-
molecules to subcellular structures such as the nucleus) of biological elements as they occur in realtime in
the cell, an instrument and analysis pipeline is needed that will allow the user to probe a broad range of
force and to perform high-speed and high-resolution imaging in the direction of applied load. To study
the mechanics of single cells and subcellular components such as the nucleus under load, I have integrated
a new imaging technique called PRISM (pathway rotated imaging for sideways microscopy) with atomic
force microscopy and light sheet illumination. This system is sensitive enough to measure single-molecule
unfolding, while maintaining the breadth to measure single-cell mechanical properties and structural changes.
A large portion of my work is associated with the design and implementation of the this new technique,
which required the design, construction, characterization, and implementation of the PRISM system (Chapter
4 and Chapter 5) and the implementation of experimental procedures and data analysis pipelines for single-
molecule (Chapter 2) and single-cell spectroscopy (Chapter 3). The work described in Chapter 2 was part
of a larger research project within our group on the mechanical properties of ﬁbrin that was distinct from
the more recent research eﬀort focused on mechanobiology (which is the biophysical problem motivating
Chapters 3, 4, and 5). However, the single-molecule mechanical work described in Chapter 2, including
the AFM protocols and single-molecule force spectroscopy analysis, are directly applicable to the larger cell
mechanobiology goal outlined in the later chapters. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 are of a piece and describe the
co-evolution of cell mechanics work and instrument development.
This document is organized into AFM measurements of diﬀerent types – single-molecule force spec-
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troscopy, single-cell mechanics measurements, and the combined AFM-PRISM-VLS system.
1. The goal of Chapter 1 has been to provide a brief overview of mechanobiology and the AFM instrument.
2. In Chapter 2, I applied the AFM to single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments on ﬁbrin. Here, I
used applied constant-velocity, constant-force and force-quench experimental techniques in conjunction
with Monte Carlo methods and molecular dynamics simulations to understand the origins of ﬁbrin’s
dynamic properties. These are the ﬁrst investigations into ﬁbrin unfolding under constant-force and the
reversibility of single-molecule ﬁbrin unfolding. As such, they reveal previously unobserved unfolding
and refolding behavior in the ﬁbrin molecule. All protocols for unfolding event recognition and kinetic
analysis can be used to study single-molecule interactions in the single-cell environment.
3. In Chapter 3, I applied AFM single-cell force spectroscopy techniques to ovarian cancer, pancreatic
cancer, and de-nucleated cells. These studies provided unique mechanical measurements of the cells
investigated and insight into the contribution of the nucleus to a cell’s mechanical properties. However,
these experiments lacked the imaging capabilities necessary to acquire structural information in the
direction of applied force.
4. In Chapter 4, I described the design and characterization of the system necessitated by experiments
performed in Chapter 3. The combined AFM and PRISM system simultaneously delivers imaging of
cell deformation in the direction of applied force and piconewton resolution force measurements with
the additional inclusion of light-sheet microscopy to improve image quality. With this new system, I
was able to acquire previously unattainable ∼ 300 nm xz-plane image resolution and millisecond time
resolution in the direction of applied force.
5. In Chapter 5, I demonstrated the utility of the combined AFM-PRISM-VLS system for identifying the
structural components of the cell responsible for changes in depth-dependent mechanical properties
during deformation and identifying direct mechanical linkages between the cell membrane and the
nucleus during adhesion. Through a detailed analysis, I illustrate the utility of the integrated force
measurement and synchronized high frame rate, side-view imaging system for the study of intracellular
(and intranuclear) motion due to force applied at the cell surface. These data are some of the ﬁrst
continuous side-view imaging of nuclear deformation with corresponding AFM force measurements.
6. Finally, I present a discussion of the conclusions and future directions of this work in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2: Single-Molecule Force Spectroscopy Studies of the Fibrin ‘A-a’ Interaction
and γ Module Unfolding
Fibrin networks, the structural mesh upon which blood clots form, must elastically withstand the shear
forces of blood ﬂow and provide mechanical stability to the clot. The mechanics of these networks are
determined by the mechanical properties of individual ﬁbrin monomers and the interactions between them.
A critical interaction in the polymerization of ﬁbrin ﬁbers is the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. In order to
investigate the mechanical response and unfolding dynamics of the protein when pulled from the knob-
hole interaction, I (1) built on previous work by Laurel Averett to investigate the eﬀect of environmental
conditions on the knob-hole forced rupture pattern, (2) designed single-molecule force-clamp experiments to
apply constant force speciﬁcally to the ‘A-a’ knob-hole location, and (3) performed preliminary force-quench
experiments to understand reversibility of ‘A-a’ forced unfolding. This represents the ﬁrst application of the
force-clamp and force-quench techniques to single-molecule ﬁbrin studies. The resultant information about
the reversible nature of single-molecule ﬁbrin unfolding may be helpful in creating a course-grained model
for ﬁbrin clot behavior. Additionally, all protocols for unfolding event recognition and kinetic analysis can
be used for understanding single-molecule interactions in the single-cell environment.
This chapter is broken down into several key sections:
2.1 Background on Fibrin and Single-Molecule Force Spectroscopy
2.2 Experimental Methods
2.3 Eﬀect of Solution Conditions on Constant-Velocity Fibrin Unfolding
2.4 Intermediate Unfolding Domains Revealed by Constant-Force Fibrin Unfolding
2.5 Conclusions and Future Work
Section 2.1: Background on Fibrin and Single-Molecule Force Spectroscopy
Cells can sense and convert mechanical factors in their environment into a biological response that ul-
timately regulates cellular processes, including adhesion, proliferation, diﬀerentiation, and apoptosis.(45)
Researchers are only beginning to learn how cells convert mechanical forces into biochemically relevant in-
formation through a processes referred to as mechanotransduction. At the most fundamental level, mechan-
otransduction results from single-molecule interactions at the cell surface inducing conformational changes
in proteins, which become biochemical events that produce down stream signals involving complex signaling
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pathways that intersect and modify each other to produce reliable cell responses.(30) Understanding the
molecules involved and molecular mechanisms by which mechanical cues are converted into biological signals
requires measurements of the mechanical properties of individual biomolecules, protein unfolding pathways,
and characterization of the change in functional states of proteins under load.(30) Single-molecule studies
have uncovered diverse force sensing arrangements, including force-regulated conformational changes and
intermediate states in unfolding pathways which provide access to previously unaccessible regions of the pro-
tein for binding, phosphorylation, or transcription. Combining single-molecule force-spectroscopy (SMFS)
with cell biology provides a powerful method for exploring how forces applied to the cell-surface diﬀerentially
regulate cell signaling pathways.
To study the eﬀect of single-molecule interactions on cell signaling pathways, the force measurement
system must accomplish force measurement and application from the piconewton to nanonewton scale under
physiological conditions. The AFM has become a powerful tool in molecular and cell biology for single-
molecule and cell mechanics studies due to (1) high vertical and lateral resolution for precise force ap-
plication and topographic information, (2) precise application and measurement of piconewton forces, (3)
variety of probe devices and tip functionalization methodologies, and (4) the ability to probe a variety of
sample geometries in natural conditions, such as buﬀer. AFM force spectroscopy has facilitated piconewton
force measurements of single-molecule interactions to provide insights into cell adhesion,(46; 47) molecular
recognition,(48; 49; 50) protein folding and unfolding,(51; 52) and DNA mechanics.(53)
To collect SMFS on ﬁbrin monomers, methodologies for single-molecule tip functionalization, various
methods of force application, and methods for analysis of single-molecule forced protein unfolding and
unbinding were developed. Here in, I use AFM SMFS methods to measure the single-molecule unfolding
properties of ﬁbrin. Fibrin has been implicated in cell mechanosensing;(54; 55; 56) however the original
motivation for ﬁbrin mechanics was a separate research thrust from the cell mechanics project but ﬁbrin
unfolding serves well as a trial mechanical protein.
Fibrin, the structural mesh upon which blood clots form, is an inherently mechanical protein with various
domains implicated in physiologically relevant single-molecule unfolding.(57; 58) Experiments designed to
probe the unfolding pathways of ﬁbrin through forces applied to a critical clot formation interaction have
revealed a complex but incomplete picture of single-molecule ﬁbrin force response.(57) Here in, I use AFM
SMFS methods to measure the single-molecule unfolding properties of ﬁbrin. This will inform our under-
standing of the mechanical properties of ﬁbrin as they relate to blood clot formation and also provide an
ideal single-molecule system for developing force application and analysis pipelines.
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2.1.1: Fibrinogen and Fibrin
Fibrinogen, the precursor of ﬁbrin monomer, is a 340 kDa glycoprotein made up of three pairs of polypep-
tide chains Aα, Bβ, and γ, held together by 29 disulﬁde bonds.(59) The amino termini of all six chains are
held together by disulﬁde bonds in the central E region, while the C termini of the Bβ and the γ chains
form the β and the γ modules that constitute the distal D regions. The structural regions are connected by








Figure 2.1: Schematic of ﬁbrin polymerization. (A) Space-ﬁlled rendering of ﬁbrin structure colored by
chain. In the crystal structure, created using Protein Data Bank entry 3GHG, neither the αC domains nor
the N-termini of the Aα and Bβ chains are resolved and are therefore not shown. (B) Cartoon illustration
of the same ﬁbrin monomer with exposed ‘A’ knobs. (B) Interaction between holes ‘a’ and knobs ‘A’ form
double stranded, half-staggered protoﬁbrils. (C) Protoﬁbrils grow and aggregate laterally to form ﬁbers.
Fibers grow, branch and merge to form a complex ﬁbrin network. (D) Scanning electron microscope image
of ﬁbrin network. Images adapted from Averett thesis.(1)
Upon injury to a blood vessel, the coagulation cascade generates thrombin, which converts soluble ﬁb-
rinogen into insoluble ﬁbrin. Thrombin cleaves the ﬁbrinopetides from the N termini of ﬁbrinogen’s Aα
and Bβ chains, exposing polymerization sites called knobs ‘A’ and ‘B’.(62) The knobs ‘A’ of one molecule
noncovalently interacts with complementary binding sites, holes ‘a’, located in the γC modules of the D
region of another molecule.(63; 64) The ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction forms half-staggered protoﬁbrils and
laterally aggregate to form ﬁbers.(60; 65) Fibrin ﬁbers branch and undergo cross-linking to form stable,
three-dimensional ﬁbrin networks critical to blood clotting. In addition to ‘A-a’ interactions, other speciﬁc
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interactions play a critical role in the assembly of ﬁbrin clots include ‘B-b’ knob-hole , D-D interface, γ
module and β module lateral, and αC-αC interactions.(64; 66; 67) Because elimination of knob-hole inter-
actions impair ﬁbrin formation and dissolve formed clots,(68; 69) the knob-hole interactions are viewed as
the principle promotors of ﬁbrin clot assembly and contributors to clot integrity.
2.1.2: Mechanical Studies of Fibrin
As the structural scaﬀold of blood clots, ﬁbrin must stop hemorrhaging at the site of vessel injury. In
order to be successful, ﬁbrin possesses seemingly contradicting mechanical characteristics. In hemostasis, the
clot must withstand the shear forces associated with blood ﬂow to stop hemorrhaging. However, ﬁbrin cannot
impede the ﬂow of blood when a clot is not necessary. Inappropriate mechanical properties of ﬁbrin clots
may cause bleeding and clotting disorders such as hemophilia (insuﬃcient clotting and excessive bleeding),
thrombosis (excessive clotting leading to vessel blockage), and thromboemoblism (dislodged clots that can
block vessels away from the site of injury). The biological roles and physical properties of ﬁbrin have made
it an attractive molecule for mechanical studies.
Despite such critical importance, the structural basis of clot mechanics is not well understood.(58) The
rising attention to this dilemma has resulted in an abundance of papers describing mechanical properties
on multiple levels, including the strength of the whole-clot network, the elasticity of individual ﬁbers, and
changes to monomeric structure under force. Whole-clot viscoelastic and rheology studies have focused on the
correlation between clot structure (i.e., thickness of ﬁbers and porosity) and mechanics.(70) Individual ﬁbers,
manipulated in the context of a whole clot or gel, are characterized as semi-ﬂexible biopolymers and exhibit
strain-stiﬀening behavior.(71; 72) Single ﬁbers suspended over micro-channels were mechanically extended
resulting in the discovery that ﬁbrin ﬁbers are among the most extensible biopolymers. Furthermore, much
of the observed ﬁber extensibility is reversible.(73; 74; 75; 76; 77; 78)
The exceptional extensibility of ﬁbrin ﬁbers is generally considered an important mechanism helping to
accommodate strain, but there is no agreement on the particular structures of the ﬁbrin molecule responsible.
The following molecular origins have been suggested: (1) unfolding of the globular γ module,(57; 79) (2)
unfolding of the coiled-coil region,(65; 80) (3) straightening and unfolding of the αC domain,(71; 81; 75; 82;
83) and (4) some combination of these regions.(76; 84; 74; 85; 86)
In previous thesis work by previous UNC physics graduate student Laurel Averett, the AFM was used to
perform SMFS experiments on the monomeric restructuring of ﬁbrin’s γ module and the eﬀects of force on
the ‘A-a’ molecular bond.(1) Force applied to the ‘A-a’ interaction resulted in a reproducible, well-deﬁned
forced rupture pattern consisting of two to four peaks in the force-extension curve associated with stepwise
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unfolding of the γ module of ﬁbrinogen, where the ﬁnal peak is rupture of the ‘A-a’ interaction. The
distribution of rupture forces measured during a typical force map did not produce a single mode or most
probable rupture force. Instead, the force distribution was characterized by two distinct force populations
(Figure 2.2B), which lead to a thorough examination of the individual events in the force curves. The largest
population of curves was characterized by a doublet of high force rupture events (∼ 225 pN) separated by
∼ 8 nm, which was often preceded and/or followed by an event of lower force. A sample force-extension
curve is shown in Figure 2.2A with all four rupture peaks labeled. Peaks 2 and 3 contributed the higher
force rupture mode (∼ 225 pN), and peaks 1 and 4 contributed to the lower force rupture mode (∼ 100 pN).
Through a rigorous battery of controls, these interactions were found to be highly speciﬁc to unfolding of
the γ module due to force applied to the ‘A-a’ interaction, as none of the other known ﬁbrin interactions





Figure 2.2: Constant-velocity SMFS of ﬁbrin ‘A-a’ interaction. (A) Representative four-event characteristic
rupture pattern observed in constant-velocity AFM SMFS experiments aligned relative to the second event.
Characteristic ‘A-a’ forced unfolding of ﬁbrin occur in one of four phenotypes consisting of a doublet of
higher force events (events 2 and 3) and optional proceeding or following lower force events (events 1 and
4). (B) The distribution of force rupture events observed through the ‘A-a’ interaction is bimodal with
most probable rupture forces of 110 ± 34 and 224 ± 31 pN . The uncertainties represent half-widths at
half-maximum of the Gaussian ﬁts and bins size is 20 pN. Figure modiﬁed from Laurel Averett’s Thesis.(1)
2.1.3: Signiﬁcance and Goals
The exceptional extensibility of ﬁbrin ﬁbers is an important mechanism for the accommodation of physio-
logical strain, but there is no agreement on the particular structures of the ﬁbrin molecule responsible. Fibrin
unfolding through ‘A-a’ knob-hole interactions are the focus of the work presented in this chapter because
they are critical intermolecular interaction involved in the assembly and structural stability of ﬁbrin polymer.
I attempt to gain a molecular-level understanding of forced γ module unfolding and dissociation of the ‘A-a’
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interaction through the application of SMFS techniques. Speciﬁcally, two aspects of ﬁbrin single-molecule
unfolding are investigated in this chapter – (2.3) the eﬀect of solution conditions on ‘A-a’ interaction and
(2.4) γ module unfolding due to a constant-force.
Fibrin polymerization is a complex, multistep process that is inﬂuenced by solution conditions, including
sodium chloride (NaCl) concentration, pH and temperature. Each of these parameters has notable eﬀects
on the kinetics of ﬁbrin polymerization, as well as the structural and mechanical properties of the ﬁnal clot.
However, the eﬀect each of these parameters on ﬁbrin polymerization at the molecular level is poorly under-
stood. Therefore, I sought to evaluate the inﬂuence of environmental parameters (i.e., NaCl concentration,
pH, and temperature) on the mechanical behavior of the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction in Section 2.3.
In the case of constant-velocity force spectroscopy, the force applied to the interaction varies dramatically
and inconsistently, as the protein is unfolded. Mechanical unfolding of a protein is known to be dependent
on applied force,(87) therefore it would be beneﬁcial to directly measure protein unfolding as a function of
applied force. In Section 2.4, I develop a force-clamp spectroscopy technique and analysis pipeline to allow
probing unfolding behavior under constant force. This technique enables the probing of unfolding behavior at
lower force to measure conformational diversity inaccessible with constant-velocity experiments and a direct
method of extracting unfolding kinetics without assumptions associated with current models. The force-
clamp methodology is also an ideal system for understanding the reversible nature of γ module unfolding
due to force applied at the ‘A-a’ interaction in a variant technique often referred to as force-quenching.
Identiﬁcation of the molecular mechanism responsible for ﬁbrin extensibility would allow identiﬁcation
and possible treatment of ﬁbrin related clotting disorders. In the more general ﬁeld of protein unfolding,
lower force unfolding events remain an uncommon observation but they may contribute the unfolding kinetics
observed in experiments. Understanding the contribution of multiple subdomains to protein mechanics
provides a diﬀerent perspective on sources of non-Markovian behavior in protein unfolding. In the broader
view of cell mechanosensing and mechanotransduction, the detailed mapping of force unfolding behavior of
single-molecule ﬁbrin can provide insight into the diﬀerent mechanisms by which mechanical proteins in the
cell transmit forces. Because both (un)binding and protein unfolding could be measured in single-molecule
force-spectroscopy experiments on living cells targeted by the new combined force-imaging technique, single-
molecule ﬁbrin measurements are useful for developing a pipeline of analysis for these measurements.
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Section 2.2: Single-Molecule Force Spectroscopy Experimental Methods
2.2.1: Materials, Tip Functionalization, and Sample Preparation
All reagents were of analytical grade and purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) unless noted otherwise.
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) and 1-ethyl-3-(3dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) were purchased
from Pierce Scientiﬁc (Roxford, IL).
For all experiments, aliquots of the protein solutions synthesized and puriﬁed in the laboratory of Pro-
fessor Susan Lord were acquired from Professor Oleg Gorkun. A detailed description of procedures required
to generate, purify, or aliquot any of the ﬁbrinogen can be found elsewhere. Speciﬁcally, interested readers
are directed to other sources for protocols to obtain the wild-type recombinant ﬁbrin(88) and the desAB-
NDSK fragment, which represents the central region of ﬁbrinogen and contains polymerization knobs ‘A’ and
‘B’.(89) After puriﬁcation, the ﬁbrinogen and desAB-NDSK were dialyzed against HEPES-buﬀered saline
(HBS) (20mM HEPES and 150mM NaCl, pH 7.4) buﬀer and stored at -80◦C.
2.2.2: AFM Experiments
All surfaces for AFM experiments were prepared as described in detail elsewhere.(57) Brieﬂy, clean
glass microscope slides and silicon nitride TR400PSA cantilevers (Olympus) were coated with gold. Then
carboxylic-acid-terminated self-assembled monolayers were used to randomly, covalently attach the proteins
to the surfaces. The protein arrangement was such that holes ‘a’ were on the substrate and knobs ‘A’ were
on the tip as shown in Figure 2.3. It was previously shown that reversing the protein arrangement, such
that knobs were on the substrate and holes were on the tip, did not aﬀect the force-extension pattern.(57)
Importantly, the concentration of proteins on tip and substrate were such that less than 15% of all contacts
with the substrate resulted in a measurable interaction. Both tip and substrate remained in buﬀer solution
(20mM HEPES, 150mM NaCl, 2mg/mL BSA, 3 mM CaCl2, and 0.01% Triton X-100, pH 7.4) for AFM
experiments.
Diﬀering from previous research,(57) the gold-coated substrates were adhered to glass slides with buﬀer
wells using vacuum grease rather than epoxy. The beneﬁt to using vacuum grease is that substrates can be
removed from the glass slide and the slide can be cleaned then reused for another experiment. Preserving the
same slide and buﬀer well results in similar volumes of buﬀer solution used in the experiments. The capillary
forces are suﬃcient for vacuum grease to give the same force-extension pattern as experiments performed
with epoxy.
AFM experiments were conducted using a Molecular Force Probe 3D (MFP3D) instrument (Asylum
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of single-molecule AFM experimental conﬁguration. Fibrin fragments desAB-NDSK
and ﬁbrinogen were immobilized covalently onto a gold-coated AFM probe and substrate with a carboxylic
acid terminated SAM through NHS/EDC chemistry. All experiments were performed in a buﬀer, which
contained both surfactant and BSA. Space ﬁlling models of desAB-NDSK and ﬁbrinogen colored by chanis:
α (blue), β (green), and γ (red). The formation of an ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction is shown. The N-termini of
the α chains do not appear in crystal structures; therefore, the knobs ‘A’ are approximated (dashed lines).
N-termini of β chains and αC domains are not shown.
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Research, Santa Barbara, CA). Protein-coated cantilever and substrate were allowed to equilibrate at room
temperature in buﬀer until the deﬂection signal stabilized (∼1 h). The spring constant of the TR400PSA
cantilever (∼20 pN/nm) was determined for each scan area before force curves were collected using the built-
in thermal calibration method.(90; 91; 92) The average value of all spring constants found for that cantilever
was used in subsequent analysis. From this starting point either constant-velocity or constant-force SMFS
experiments were performed to probe the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. Because the experimental and data
analysis protocols diﬀer for each force spectroscopy technique, they are discussed in detail in the appropriate
sections.
Section 2.3: Effect of Solution Conditions on Constant-Velocity Fibrin Unfolding
2.3.1: Introduction
Polymerization of ﬁbrin clots has been extensively studied. Variations in environmental conditions lead
to the formation of clots with variable polymerization kinetics and structural properties. Each solution con-
dition investigated herein (i.e., NaCl concentration,(93; 94; 95) pH,(96; 94; 97; 98; 99; 100) temperature(94;
99; 101)) has known eﬀects on protein stability and structure, and ﬁbrin polymerization. Clot turbidity, a
measure of ﬁbrin ﬁber thickness, is inversely related to the NaCl concentration.(93; 97; 99; 102; 103; 104; 96)
Acidic solution conditions slow the kinetics of ﬁbrin polymerization and both acidic and basic conditions lead
to formation of clots with lower ﬁnal turbidity.(100) Polymerization experiments have only been performed
for physiological and lower temperatures.(99; 101) These polymerization experiments determined ﬁbrin net-
works formed thinner ﬁbers at higher temperatures.(99) This occurs through a complex process in which
temperature aﬀects enzymatic cleavage and polymerization interactions.
Although much is known about the eﬀect of environmental conditions on ﬁbrin polymerization and ﬁnal
clot structure, there has been no investigation into the eﬀects of solution conditions on the single-molecule
mechanics of ﬁbrin. Because the ‘A-a’ interaction is integral to the polymerization of ﬁbrin clots, SMFS
of ﬁbrin with the ‘A-a’ interaction as the location of force application provides insights into the molecular
mechanisms that give rise to polymerization results. I use a protocol developed by Averett et al. that enables
the measurement of single-molecule ﬁbrin unfolding and rupture of the ‘A-a’ interaction.(57)
Laurel Averett found that force applied to the ‘A-a’ interaction resulted in a reproducible, well-deﬁned
forced rupture pattern consisting of two to four peaks in the force extension curve associated with stepwise
unfolding of the ﬁbrin γ module (Figure 2.4 A-D). For brevity, these curves are referred to as ‘characteristic’.
All characteristic curves possess a doublet of force peaks that may be preceded or followed by a lower force
peak. The ﬁnal peak in the curve is associated with rupture of the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. In two of
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Event 4
Figure 2.4: Representative force curves showing prevalent patterns of rupture of interactions between desAB-
NDSK (tip) and ﬁbrinogen (substrate). Curves A-D are characteristic of an ‘A-a’ interaction, deﬁned as
containing a doublet of rupture events of ∼200 pN. Of the four types of characteristic force curves, two
(C and D) contain an additional rupture event (event 4) following the doublet. (E) Single event and (F)
multiple event force curves occur with signiﬁcantly less probability at standard solution conditions (0.15 M
NaCl, 27◦C, pH 7.4).
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the force curve types, an additional lower force peak follows the doublet characteristic of ‘A-a’ knob-hole
interaction (Figure 2.4 C-D). This lower force peak is referred to as ‘event 4’. This additional extension due
to the lower force peak has been attributed to the stability of hole ‘a’ during forced unfolding.(105)
Herein, experiments investigating the eﬀects of NaCl concentration, pH, and temperature on the ‘A-a’
knob-hole interaction are examined. Speciﬁcally, two metrics related to the stability of the ‘A-a’ interaction
are used to study the inﬂuence of environmental conditions: (1) the probability that an interaction results
in the characteristic doublet of forced unfolding through the ‘A-a’ interaction and (2) the probability that a
characteristic force curve contains lower force event 4.
2.3.2: Methods
Each sample (i.e., substrate and tip) was prepared and AFM experiments were performed as described
in Section 2.2 with the following solution condition variations. Because it is known that calcium eﬀects
structure and stability of ﬁbrinogen, additional experiments were done with additional 3 mM CaCl2 in AFM
buﬀer for each of the following experimental conditions.
AFM Experiments at various NaCl Concentrations
The ﬁbrin ‘A−a′ interaction was examined at four concentrations of sodium chloride (NaCl): 0.02 M, 0.15
M, 0.5 M, and 2 M. Concentrations of NaCl higher than 2 M were not investigated because the buﬀer solution
opacity, due to precipitation of buﬀer components, interfered with ability of AFM to measure deﬂection. For
each NaCl concentration, the solution was buﬀered with 20 mM HEPES, the pH adjusted to 7.4, and 2
mg/mL BSA and 0.01% Triton X-100 were added. For each NaCl concentration, at least three force volumes
were collected. Between experiments, the tip and substrate were rinse with buﬀer and reﬁlled with new NaCl
concentration buﬀer. The exposure of tip and substrate to air was minimized during this process. The 0.15
M NaCl data point represents the standard operating conditions, in order to assess variations in unfolding
and rupture probabilities.
AFM Experiments at various pHs
The ﬁbrin ‘A-a’ interaction was examined at seven diﬀerent pH values: 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.4, 8.5, 9.5, 10.5.
For each pH, the solution was buﬀered with 20 mM HEPES and 0.15 M NaCl, and 2 mg/mL BSA and 0.1%
Triton X-100 were added. For each experiment, at least three force volumes were collected in each of the
buﬀers in the order of increasing pH (7.4 to 10.5) or decreasing pH (7.4 to 4.5). Increasing and decreasing pH
experiments were performed on separate days with fresh substrates and probes. Between experiments, the
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tip and substrate were rinse with buﬀer and reﬁlled with new pH buﬀer. The exposure of tip and substrate to
air was minimized during this process. The pH 7.4 data point represents the standard operating conditions.
AFM Experiments at various Temperatures
The temperature-controlled ﬂow-cell accessory for the AFM (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) was
used to vary the temperature of the buﬀer (20mM HEPES, 150mM NaCl, 2 mg/mL BSA, and 0.01% Triton
X-100, pH 7.4). The temperature controller was used to achieve and maintain temperatures of 27, 32, 37, 42,
and 47◦C. The system was allowed to equilibrate for at least 20 minutes after each temperature adjustment.
Because the increase in temperature caused signiﬁcant drift in the tip deﬂection even after equilibration,
force volume collection was occasionally paused to re-adjust the deﬂection.
Fibrin Polymerization Experiments
Plasma ﬁbrinogen, puriﬁed using a GPRPAA aﬃnity column in a manner similar to that previously
reported for the ﬁbrinogen D fragment,(106) was diluted in AFM buﬀer to a ﬁnal concentration of 0.51
mg/mL. Thrombin and batroxobin were diluted to 2 U/mL in HBS, stored on ice, and used within 1 h of
preparation. A 0.63 mL volume of the ﬁbrinogen solution was placed into a quartz cuvette and incubated for
5 min in a thermostatically-controlled cuvette holder (Multi Temp III recirculating thermostat, Amersham
Bioscience) in a spectrophotometer (Biospec 1601, Shimadzu). Fibrin polymerization was initiated by adding
of 0.07 mL of the thrombin or batroxobin solution to the cuvette. The turbidity change at 350 nm was
monitored for 30 min. All reactions were performed twice, and the curves presented represent their averages.
The lag time was determined as the time between enzyme addition and increase in A350 to >0.01. The
vmax was determined as the maximum slope of the turbidity curve. The ﬁnal turbidity was the average A350
during the last third of the analysis (i.e., 20-30 min).
AFM Data Analysis
Custom MATLAB analysis code described in Section 2.2 was used for data analysis. Then multiple
ﬁlters were used to identify force curves containing the pattern characteristic of the ﬁbrin ‘A-a’ bond forced
rupture (“characteristic force curve” for brevity).(57) Brieﬂy, 1.) the curve had to consist of two sequential
events less than 75 pN diﬀerent in force magnitude, 2.) the curve could include an event prior to the doublet
of events, and 3.) the curve could include an event after the doublet, but this event would need to be
greater than 50 pN less than the ﬁrst event in the doublet. The four force curves considered characteristics
of an ‘A-a’ interaction are thus a curve with just the doublet (events 2 and 3), a curve with the doublet
and a preceding event (events 1-3), curve with the doublet and a following event (events 2-4), and curve
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with the doublet both preceded and followed by an event (events 1-4). The probabilities that an interaction
was characteristic and that a characteristic interaction included event 4 (an event following the doublet)
represent the mean and standard deviation of the probabilities for several force volumes. When shown as
normalized probability, the probability was calculated so that the area under the histogram equaled one.
The numbers generated from each analysis method were averaged over all curve types, weighted by their
respective errors.(107) Statistical signiﬁcance (p-value <0.05) was evaluated with the Student’s t-test (two-
tailed, type three) against experiments performed in ‘standard’ conditions (i.e., pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 27◦C,
with or without 3 mM CaCl2). I also examine the histograms of all forces in a characteristic forced rupture
of the ‘A-a’ bond and the histograms of single rupture event force curves for each of the solutions conditions
with and without additional calcium present in the buﬀer.
2.3.3: Results
Forced unfolding of ﬁbrinogen through the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction has a well-characterized force
proﬁle. This pattern was used to detect changes in molecular behavior under force due to changes in en-
vironmental conditions. The validity and reproducibility of this method has been documented in detail
elsewhere.(57) By performing experiments with a low probability of tip-substrate interactions (< 15%),
the likelihood of multiple-molecule interactions is dramatically reduced. Previously performed control ex-
periments verify that the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction is singularly, speciﬁcally responsible for the complex
rupture patterns observed in Figure 2.4. Stochastic unfolding of ﬁbrinogen molecule and random orientation
of surface bound proteins result in the diﬀerences in force extension curves.(108) Because it is known that
calcium eﬀects structure and stability of ﬁbrinogen,(105) additional experiments were done with additional
3 mM CaCl2 in AFM buﬀer. Thus, probabilities comparing buﬀers both with and without calcium, reﬂect
the relative stability of the ﬁbrinogen molecule.
There are two types of interactions that can occur under the constraints of this experiment – characteristic
(Figure 2.4 A-D) and non-characteristic interactions (Figure 2.4 E-F). Because competitive inhibition of the
‘A-a’ interaction, using GPRP, a synthetic knob ‘A’, eliminated all interactions producing force rupture
events in Figure 2.4, all force-extension curves are associated with the ‘A-a’ interaction.
Among force versus separation curves that resulted in rupture events, multiple rupture event force curves
shown in Figure 2.4 A-D characterized the greatest population. Based on their regularity and abundance,
this group was classiﬁed as the ‘characteristic’ interaction between desAB-NDSK and ﬁbrinogen. A notable
feature of characteristic curves was a doublet of forces ∼200 pN in magnitude, separated by ∼8 nm. Because
the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction was the sole tether connecting the tip and the substrate, the last event in
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each force curve is attributed to rupture of this interaction. Preceding force events are the result of step-wise
unfolding of the ﬁbrinogen γ module. The unfolding of ﬁbrinogen is signiﬁed by an increase in extension
and decrease in applied force in the force-extension plots. AFM force-extension curves measure extension of
the ﬁbrin molecule due to force applied to the ‘A-a’ interaction.
Because the unfolding of ﬁbrinogen is a stochastic process, there are a variety of unfolding patterns that
could result from force exerted through the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. The last peak in a force-extension
curve always coincides with rupture of the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. When ﬁbrinogen unfolds in such a
way that the ‘A-a’ interaction maintains through characteristic doublet unfolding, an extra extension event
is observed prior to rupture of the ‘A-a’ interaction. In two of the four characteristic force curves (Figure 2.4
C-D), there exists a lower force peak following the doublet resultant from this additional extension. Because
a characteristic force curve may have up to four peaks and this lower force peak is the ﬁnal event in the force
curve, this peak is referred to as event 4.
In addition to characteristic curves, single-event curves (a case that comprises 20±6% of force curves
with rupture events at standard solution conditions) can result from the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. Single
rupture events represent instances in which the ‘A-a’ interaction breaks prior to the unfolding of the γ module
of the ﬁbrinogen molecule. Single-event curves provide insight into the strength of the ‘A-a’ interaction in
the fully folded molecule.
Effect of NaCl concentration. To examine the eﬀect of sodium chloride on the forced rupture of the ‘A-a’
knob-hole interaction, SMFS experiments were performed in buﬀers with concentrations of NaCl ranging
from 0.02-2 M. Figure 2.5 shows the probability that an interaction is characteristic and the probability that
a characteristic interaction contains event 4. The probability that an interaction was characteristic of was not
signiﬁcantly varied over the range of NaCl concentration investigated (Figure 2.5 A). On the other hand, the
probability that a characteristic interaction included event 4 was inversely proportional to the concentration
of NaCl for experiments performed in standard AFM buﬀer (Figure 2.5 B). However, experiments performed
in AFM buﬀer with additional 3 mM CaCl2 resulted in no signiﬁcant variation in the probability of event 4
in the characteristic pattern over the range of NaCl concentrations (Figure 2.5 B). There was no consistent
trend between the concentration of NaCl in the buﬀer solution and the probability of an interaction (Figure
2.6). There was no change in the relationship between NaCl concentration and the rupture force data (i.e.,
the force and relative separation) for characteristic (Figure 2.7) or single event curves.
Effect of pH: To investigate the role of pH on ﬁbrin polymerization at the single-molecule level, the forced
rupture of the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction was examined for the pH range of 4-10. Figure 2.5 shows the
probability that an interaction is characteristic, and the probability that a characteristic interaction contains
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Figure 2.5: Probability that an interaction is characteristic (top row) and a characteristic interaction in-
cludes event 4 (bottom row) as a function of NaCl concentration, temperature, and pH. Standard operating
conditions are NaCl concentration of 0.15 M, temperature 27◦C, and pH 7.4. Asterisks (*,**, ***) represent
signiﬁcance values of p< 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 as determined by the t-test. The asterisk color indicates standard
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Figure 2.6: Probability that a force curve produces an interaction (top row) and the probability that a force
curve produces a single event interaction (bottom row) as a function of NaCl concentration, temperature,
and pH. Standard operating conditions are NaCl concentration of 0.15M, temperature 27◦C, and pH 7.4.
Asterisks (*,**, ***) represent signiﬁcance values of p< 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 as determined by the t-test. The
asterisk color indicates standard CaCl2 concentration (blue) or the addition of additional 3 mM CaCl2 (red).
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Figure 2.7: Forces for events in characteristic force rupture curves as a function of solution conditions - (A)
NaCl concentration, (B) temperature, and (C) pH. Standard operating conditions are NaCl concentration
of 0.15M, temperature 27◦C, and pH 7.4. Asterisks indicate statistical signiﬁcance with p-value< 0.05 as
determined by the t-test. The asterisk color indicates standard CaCl2 concentration (blue) or the addition
of additional 3 mM CaCl2 (red).
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interaction is characteristic was constant except for low pH of 5.5 and 4.4, at which time the probability
signiﬁcantly decreased. Of note, experiments performed in 3 mM CaCl2 AFM buﬀer had a greater decrease
in the probability of an interaction being characteristic between standard solution conditions and pH 5.5.
The probability that a characteristic interaction contained event 4 signiﬁcantly decreased as the solutions
became more acidic or basic. For experiments performed in AFM buﬀer with additional 3 mM CaCl2, the
rate of decrease was more rapid in the acidic pH range. Comparing experiments performed in the two buﬀer
solutions for high pH, the additional calcium resulted in a less dramatic decrease in the probability of the
presence of event 4 in the characteristic curve for pH increasing above 8.5. For all experiments, the number
of interactions decreased for any deviation in pH from 7.4 (except pH 8.5 without calcium which remained
similar). This decrease in the number of interactions was most dramatic for pH 4.5, 5.5, and 10.5. Here the
probability of an interaction was increased by the addition of calcium, still less than 5% of force curves had
an interaction. There was no change in the relationship between pH and rupture force data (i.e., the force
and relative separation of rupture events) for force rupture events in characteristic force curves (Figure 2.7).
The dramatic decrease in the number of interaction, makes it diﬃcult to distinguish a trend for low (4.5)
and high (10.5) pH.
Effect of temperature. To explore the inﬂuence of temperature on the forced unfolding of the ‘A-a’
knob-hole interaction, single-molecule experiments were performed in buﬀer held at temperatures between
27-47◦C. The probability that an interaction was characteristic and the probability that a characteristic
interaction contains event 4, as a function of temperature, are shown in Figure 2.5. The probability that
an interaction was characteristic in AFM buﬀer with 3 mM CaCl2 did not signiﬁcantly change over the
temperature range; however, in AFM buﬀer without additional calcium present, the probability signiﬁcantly
decrease for high temperatures (42, 47◦C). The probability that a characteristic interaction contained event
4 was inversely related to temperature. In both buﬀers, the probability a characteristic force curve contained
event 4 was signiﬁcantly lower for temperatures above 27◦C. The number of interactions varied little over
the temperature range, but noticeable decrease in rupture forces associated with increasing temperature was
observed (Figure 2.7).
Because ﬁbrin polymerization had not previously been reported for temperatures above 37◦C, turbidity
as a indicator of ﬁbrin polymerization induced by either batroxobin or thrombin was investigated by Laurel
Averett at three temperatures: 27, 37, and 47◦C. The lag time, νmax, and A350 for both thrombin- and
batroxobin-catalyzed ﬁbrin polymerization at 27, 37, and 47◦C are shown in Table 2.1. For thrombin-
catalyzed clots, the relationship between temperature and ﬁbrin polymerization was complex (Figure 2.8A).
The ﬁnal turbidity of the clot was greatest when ﬁbrin was polymerized at 47◦C but not diﬀerent between
27 and 37◦C. Like turbidity, the νmax was similar between 27 and 37◦C, but was slower at 47◦C. The lag
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time was directly related to the temperature of polymerization. The batroxobin-catalyzed polymerization
results were more straightforward (Figure 2.8B). The lag time and ﬁnal turbidity were both inversely related
to temperature. However, the νmax increased when increasing the temperature from 27 to 37◦C but was the
same for both 37 and 47◦C.
Figure 2.8: Absorbance at 350 nm as a function of time and temperature for ﬁbrin polymerization. Figure
polymerization was catalyzed by (A) thrombin and (B) batroxobin. The polymerization was investigated
at three temperatures: 27◦C (dashed line), 37◦C (solid line), and 47◦C (dotted line). Figure from Laurel
Averett’s thesis used with consent. (1)
2.3.4: Discussion
Each of the solution conditions investigated (i.e., NaCl, pH, temperature) has known eﬀects on protein
stability and structure, and ﬁbrin polymerization. By examining the eﬀect of these parameters on the
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Temperature (◦C) Lag time (min) νmax(min
−1) A350
Thrombin 27 0.5 0.2 0.57
37 0.7 0.2 0.57
47 0.9 0.1 0.66
Batroxobin 27 0.9 0.1 0.56
37 0.6 0.2 0.42
47 0.4 0.2 0.33
Table 2.1: Parameters of ﬁbrin polymerization as a function of temperature and enzyme. Table from Laurel
Averett’s thesis used with consent.(1)
forced rupture of the ‘A-a’ interaction, I draw connections between the structural stability of the ﬁbrinogen
molecule and the ‘A-a’ interaction, and the ‘A-a’ interaction and ﬁbrin polymerization. The rupture pattern
characteristic of the forced dissociation of the ‘A-a’ interaction serves as a tool for understanding the eﬀects
of solution conditions on the structure and function of the area surrounding hole ‘a’. If the manner in which
the knob-hole interaction reacts to force is altered, the probability that the interaction is characteristic (i.e.,
contains a doublet of events) will be reduced. If the hole is destabilized but not structurally changed, as in
the case with the eﬀects of calcium on the ‘A-a’ bond,(105) the probability that a characteristic interaction
contains event 4 will decrease. Additionally, if the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction is weakened, then the rupture
event curves will show a decrease in rupture force. The nature of changes to the structure and function of
the ‘A-a’ interaction can thus be deducted from the observation of two parameters: 1) the probability that
an interaction is characteristic and 2) the probability that a characteristic interaction contains event 4. To
a lesser extent, insight can be gleaned from trends in the force rupture event parameters.
The manner in which the knob-hole interaction reacts to changes in solution conditions can be monitored
by the probability that an interaction is characteristic of the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. The step wise
extension of ﬁbrinogen by force applied to ﬁbrinogen’s hole ‘a’ through bound knob ‘A’ indicates that the
‘A-a’ interaction is suﬃciently stable under tension to allow unfolding of γ module. Of the parameters
investigated, only low pH (i.e., pH ≤ 5.5) and high temperature (i.e., temperature > 42◦C) resulted in a
decreased probability that an interaction was characteristic of ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. Less eﬃcient ‘A-a’
binding may be the result of changes to the structure of the γ module near hole ‘a’ due to these solution
conditions.
Low pH likely aﬀects the eﬀectiveness of ‘A-a’ binding by protonation of histidine residues in the γ module
of ﬁbrinogen. Histidine (pKa of 6) is the only amino acid with a pKa in the range of pH examined and one
of the critical residues in hole ‘a’ involved in hydrogen-bonding with the knob, γH340 (Figure 2.9B). Polar
contacts are lost at low pH due to protonation of histidine which disrupts hydrogen-bonding interactions
with knob ‘A’. Additionally, there are three histidine residues in the core of the γ module near hole ‘a’
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(Figure 2.9A). At lower pH, protonation of histidine groups eﬀectively increases the net charge density. The
collection of positively charged groups may create repulsive electrostatic forces, destabilizing the structure
of hole ‘a’ or preventing the knob from entering the pocket. Fibrinogen is known to have an additional
high aﬃnity calcium-binding site at high pH (i.e., pH > 7.4).(109) The force stabilizing role of this calcium
binding site on hole ‘a’ is evidenced by the higher occurrence of characteristic interactions in additional
calcium buﬀer for high pH (i.e., pH of 9.5, 10.5) solution environments (Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.9: (A) Structure of γ module (ribbon) with bound GPRP peptide (spheres), with histidine residues
are shown in blue. (B) Region of interest shows magniﬁcation of hole ‘a’ with GPRP peptide, where all
components are displayed as sticks and polar contacts are dashed lines. Figure created from PDB-ID 1LTJ
using Pymol and modiﬁed from Averett thesis.(1)
The eﬀectiveness of ‘A-a’ binding is reﬂected in not only the decrease in the characteristic interactions for
high temperature experiments. The melting temperature of the ﬁbrinogen D region containing the γ module
and hole ‘a’ is between 45-55◦C when destabilized by altered pH (e.g., pH 3.5 or 8.5).(110). Therefore,
it is reasonable for high temperatures (i.e., 42, 47◦C) that the γ module is partially denatured. Partial
denaturation near hole ‘a’ would result in an ineﬃciently bound knob ‘A’. Small amounts of calcium have been
shown to provide protection of ﬁbrinogen against moderate denaturation by heat.(111) Therefore additional
calcium present in buﬀer solution, results in stabilization of the γ module against denaturation and ‘A-a’
interaction rupture for high temperatures. Additionally, the eﬀectiveness of ‘A-a’ binding is reﬂected in the
number of interactions for high temperature experiments. The percentage of interactions obtained during a
force map is dependent on the number of molecules in region sampled, as well as the number molecules with
the stability to produce interactions above threshold ﬁltering parameters.
The interaction strength of the ‘A-a’ interaction as a function of solution conditions can be monitored
with the rupture force of the characteristic double unfolding events. Because this doublet of events represents
instances in which the maximum force is exerted on the knob-hole interaction prior to rupture, this can be
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used to detect changes in the interaction strength of the ‘A-a’ interaction. Though there is a signiﬁcant
decrease in the probability of characteristic interactions, the rupture forces of the characteristic doublet
events decrease for both low pH (i.e., pH ≤ 5.5) and high temperature (i.e., temperature > 42◦C). Future
work should be done to investigate the change in rupture force of single rupture event force curves to
supplement characteristic force rupture data as this could be a direct measure of the interaction of the ‘A-a’
interaction. Because single rupture events represent instances in which the knob-hole interaction ruptured
prior to unfolding of the structure of the ﬁbrinogen molecule, single event curves can be used to detect
changes in the interaction strength of the ‘A-a’ interaction. However, this measurement value can also be
populated by nonspeciﬁc interactions in which knob ’A’ may not have associated with hole ’a’, possibly
providing further insight into structural stability of the hole region.
Solution conditions that resulted in a decreased probability that an interaction was characteristics are
also solution conditions that have an effect on fibrin polymerization and final clot stability. Unligated ﬁbrin
clots have been reported to dissolve at both low pH (i.e., pH ≤ 3.5) and high temperature (i.e., >42◦C at
pH 5).(112; 113; 114) Additionally, viscosity measurements and ultracentrifugal experiments show no clot
formation when ﬁbrinogen incubated with thrombin at pH 5.(113) It is known that the ‘A-a’ interaction is
critical to the stability to ﬁbrin clots because addition of GPRP (the peptide that competes with knob ‘A’
for the ﬁbrin hole ‘a’) to an unligated clot can lead to dissolution. The central role of the ‘A-a’ knob-hole
interaction in ﬁbrin polymerization and stability suggests that conditions that inhibit clot formation and
dissolve clots do so by aﬀecting the knob-hole interaction. That this disruption is detectible by a mechanical
technique suggests that the mechanical properties of the ‘A-a’ interaction (i.e., the ability of the knob-hole
interaction to withstand extensions of the ﬁbrin monomer) are critical to ﬁbrin clot formation.
The stability of hole ‘a’ as a function of solution conditions can be monitored by the probability that
a characteristic interaction will contain event 4. The ﬁnal event of characteristic ‘A-a’ unfolding can occur
either at the ﬁnal event in the doublet or at event 4. The degree of extension of the γ module prior
to the rupture of the ‘A-a’ interaction is greater when rupture occurs at event 4, thus a decrease in the
probability of event 4 is reﬂective of a destabilization but not structurally changed hole. As shown in
Figure 2.5, the probability that a characteristic interaction ruptures in event 4 is aﬀected by every solution
conditioned examined including pH, temperature, and NaCl. This indicates that perturbations to the solution
environment decrease the ability of hole ‘a’ to maintain its structural integrity under tension. The probability
of event 4 occurring is highest at concentrations of NaCl and temperatures below the physiological range
(i.e., 0.02 M NaCl and 27◦C). Additional calcium present in the AFM buﬀer only produced a signiﬁcant
variation in the probability of event 4 for high NaCl concentrations (Figure 2.5). Calcium has been shown
to provide protection of ﬁbrinogen against moderate denaturation by alkali.(111) The presence of additional
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calcium in the buﬀer and thus in these binding sites could contribute to the increased probability of event 4
in the characteristic pattern compared to experiments run in standard AFM buﬀer.
Because limited data exists regarding ﬁbrin polymerization at elevated temperatures, we sought to ﬁll
this gap by examining both thrombin- and batroxobin-catalyzed ﬁbrin polymerization over the temperature
range of 27-47◦C. Thrombin cleaves both ﬁbrinopeptide A and ﬁbrinopeptide B, where as batroxobin cleaves
only ﬁbrinopeptide A. Therefore, thrombin-catalyzed polymerization is more complex than batroxobin as
both knob ‘A’ and knob ‘B’ are exposed, and more of the αC domains are liberated from their association
with the ﬁbrin E region. In contrast, batroxobin-catalyzed polymerization is more dependent on the ‘A-a’
knob-hole interactions. The eﬀect of temperature on ﬁbrin polymerization was diﬀerent for each of the
enzymes. For thrombin, the eﬀects of temperature on the νmax, and lag time indicates that temperature
slows protoﬁbril formation. In addition, the ﬁnal turbidity was not diﬀerent between 27 and 37◦C, but was
higher at 47◦C, suggesting that temperatures above physiological parameters enhance lateral aggregation,
leading to thicker ﬁbers. Enhanced lateral aggregation may be attributed to either greater eﬃciency in the
interactions normally responsible for lateral aggregation, or partial denaturation of ﬁbrin monomers, causing
nonspeciﬁc adhesion between protoﬁbrils and ﬁbers. These results agree with previous work that reported the
mass-to-length ratio of ﬁbrin ﬁbers was unchanged from 24-37◦C.(99) When batroxobin was used to catalyze
ﬁbrin polymerization, protoﬁbril formation was enhanced and lateral aggregation suppressed by temperature.
The source of the discrepancy between these results is not immediately clear, and is likely attributable to
several factors including the presence of ﬁbrinopeptide B, availability of αC domain, temperature dependence
of enzymatic eﬃciency, and/or bond formation kinetics. The activity of each enzyme is indeed temperature-
dependent. As such, it is impossible to deconvolute the temperature-dependencies of the enzyme and the
‘A-a’ interaction. Examining clot formation via turbidity made the distinction between both polymerization
steps (i.e., ﬁbrinopeptide cleavage, protoﬁbril formation, and lateral aggregation) and clot morphology (i.e.,
degree of branching, porosity, and ﬁber thickness) equally diﬃcult.
Solution conditions that caused a decrease in the probability of the characteristic pattern containing event
4, indicative of destabilization of hole ‘a’, correlated with conditions associated with decreased asymptotic
final turbidity.(95; 100) Because turbidity has been related to ﬁber thickness,(115) conditions suppressing
thick ﬁbers also reduce the ability of the γ module to achieve extended lengths associated with event 4 prior
to ‘A-a’ knob-hole rupture. One possible explanation for this correlation is the hypothesis posted by Weisel
et al.(116) Because monomers in ﬁbrin ﬁbers are twisted structures in register, the ﬁbrin molecules on the
outer portions of a ﬁber must be longer than those in the center. The possible diﬀerence in length of ﬁbrin
monomers therefore is a limiting factor in the diameter of ﬁbers. Because the ﬁbrin monomer extends 17 nm
between the last event in the doublet and event 4, this added length might contribute to the upper limit of
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ﬁbrin ﬁber diameter. It should be noted that electron microscopy studies of ﬁbrin ﬁbers formed at a variety
of conditions suggest that high-turbidity clots have bundled groups of ﬁbers of normal thickness versus large
ﬁbers.(116) The role of such ﬁber bundles is unclear. Furthermore, the thickness of ﬁbers and turbidity are
also aﬀected by the amount of ﬁber branching, a parameter that remains poorly understood.(117; 65; 116)
In conclusion, the relationship between solution environment and the single-molecule mechanics of ﬁbrin
interactions was explored. SMFS experiments are sensitive enough to detect changes in behavior under force
due to solution conditions and can be used as a metric for understanding protein function. A correlation
was established between conditions that suppress the forced dissociation characteristic of the ‘A-a’ knob-
hole interaction and those that have been previously reported to inhibit ﬁbrin polymerization (i.e., high
temperatures and acidic pH). This was further supported by changes in knob-hole interaction strength at
these solution conditions. In addition, a relationship was found between solution conditions that caused a
decrease in the probability of a characteristic ‘A-a’ interaction contained event 4 and those associated with
thin ﬁbers in ﬁbrin clots. Additional calcium ions in buﬀer eﬀected both metrics of ‘A-a’ interaction stability,
indicating that diﬀerent calcium binding sites instabilities in the knob-hole interaction.
Section 2.4: Intermediate Unfolding Domains Revealed by Constant-Force Fibrin Unfolding
2.4.1: Introduction
Single-molecule unfolding experiments have provided a wealth of information about the mechanical prop-
erties of biomolecules, protein unraveling pathways, and characterization of the change in functional states
of proteins under load.(118) Speciﬁcally, SMFS ﬁbrin experiments have shown a complex rupture pattern
associated with the unfolding of subdomains. These experiments were performed by retracting the AFM tip
away from the substrate at a constant velocity creating a complex, sawtoothed force-rupture pattern. During
this process the force applied to the tip-protein interaction changes dramatically over 100s of piconewtons,
which has the following drawbacks: (1) it creates a complex and indirect relationship between force applied
and unfolding kinetics, and (2) due to the timescale of unfolding, low force and low probability unfolding
events can be missed.
Mechanical unfolding of proteins, similar to bond rupture, is a force-dependent process;(119; 120) there-
fore, it is desirable to probe the mechanical unfolding of proteins as a direct function of applied force. This is
accomplished using a more recent SMFS technique, ’force-clamp’ spectroscopy. In force-clamp spectroscopy,
the AFM tip is retracted from the sample at a rate that varies in order to maintain a constant stretching
force applied to the protein. This produces a stepwise extension of the protein, in which the separation-time
trace will exhibit a series of plateaus. The length of each plateau is the lifetime of a molecular conformation
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and varies between force curves due to the stochastic nature of molecular unfolding. By applying controlled



























Figure 2.10: Energy landscape along a molecular reaction coordinate under force. The magnitude of the
pulling force aﬀects the height of the energy barrier that must be overcome in the transition from folded to
unfolded state by tilting the energy landscape by F·x. This exempliﬁes the convenience of force-clamp mode,
where the energy landscape can be controlled experimentally.
An additional beneﬁt of force-clamp is the ability to probe intermediate unfolding events unobservable
with the constant-velocity method. A mechanical force of just a few tens of piconewtons is suﬃcient to
trigger the unfolding and extension of a protein;(87) therefore, due to the rapid change in applied force in
constant-velocity experiments, lower force and lower probability unfolding events are missed. Force-clamp
spectroscopy allows for low forces to be applied for long time periods so the stochastic nature of protein
unfolding due to applied force, previously unobserved with other spectroscopy techniques, can be measured.
In this section, I probed ‘A-a’ forced unfolding through the use of force-clamp spectroscopy. Constant-
force unfolding separation-time trace characteristic of γ module unfolding and intermediate unfolding con-
ﬁgurations inaccessible by previous constant-velocity experiments were identiﬁed. The subdomains involved
in experimentally observed unfolding events and the particular residues responsible for mechanical behavior
of ﬁbrin were determined with the aid of molecular dynamics simulations. The direct relationship between
ﬁbrin unfolding kinetics and applied force were explored with experiment and Monte Carlo simulations. The
diﬀerences between parameters determined from force-clamp and constant-velocity experiments reveal the
complexity in the relationship between the bond free energy proﬁle and force. These experiments are pre-
cursors to measuring the refolding of ﬁbrin while under tension in a technique referred to as ‘force-quench’.
Preliminary force-quench experiments indicate the ﬁbrin γ module may play a role in reversible extensibility
observed in ﬁbrin clots.
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2.4.2: Methods
Following the methods presented in Section 2.2, proteins were covalently attached to the gold coated
AFM cantilever and glass substrate such that the ﬁbrinogen holes ‘a’ were on the surface and the knobs ‘A’
were on the AFM tip as shown in Figure 2.3. Concentrations of proteins were suﬃciently sparse to ensure
measurement of only single-molecule interactions.
Force-clamp experiments are setup to maintain constant deﬂection of the cantilever, i.e. constant force
applied to the single-molecule interaction. In order to accomplish this, the piezoelectric actuator (z-piezo
in Figure 1.5) is constantly being adjusted to maintain the deﬂection of the cantilever, as the molecule is
reoriented, stretched or bonds break.
Stretching ﬁbrinogen under force-clamp conditions produced a staircase-like elongation of the protein as
shown in Figure 2.11. In a typical experiment, the AFM tip was brought into contact with the substrate
to promote a knob-hole interaction. Then the tip was moved away from the surface at a constant speed
until a predeﬁned pulling force (also called trigger force) was reached. The ﬁrst step in a force-clamp curve
is associated with lifting and reorienting of ﬁbrinogen. The force is held constant by adjusting the z-piezo
length to maintain deﬂection of the cantilever, until a bond in the protein breaks allowing a portion of the
protein to unfold increasing the length of the protein and reducing the amount of force applied to AFM
tip. This will trigger a readjustment of the piezoelectric actuator such that the protein is extended to an
increased length to keep the pulling force constant. This process is repeated until the ﬁnal interaction,
the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction, holding the tip to the substrate is ruptured at which point the cantilever
retracts from the surface and the cantilever returns to a relaxed position (zero force). The external feedback
maintains a force set point throughout the experiment (∼30 s) and position resolution was less than 0.5 nm.
Intermediate Steps Data Analysis
The length of each step is the lifetime of a given conﬁguration of ﬁbrinogen. The height of each step,
following the ﬁrst, corresponds to the increase in length marked by unfolding of a portion of ﬁbrin’s γ module.
In order to eﬃciently collect enough data on ﬁbrin unfolding at diﬀerent forces, I created an analysis
pipeline to take force-clamp data and determine the start and end of steps in the separation-time curve. This
analysis package is discussed in detail in Appendix A; brieﬂy, the code reads in IGOR binary wave (ibw)
ﬁles output by software used to acquire AFM data into MATLAB and uses a trapezoidal ﬁlter to identify
inﬂection points in the separation-time curve corresponding to the start or end of an extension step. From
these data points, relevant parameters such as step height, total extension, and lifetime can be calculated









































Figure 2.11: Interpreting force-clamp experiment results. A typical separation versus time recording (top
trace) obtained by stretching ﬁbrinogen through the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction at a constant force of 100
pN. The force applied to the AFM tip during this force-clamp pull is represented as force versus time (bottom
trace). A cartoon illustrating the extension of a protein in a typical force-clamp experiment is shown above
the data, where the ﬁnal event is full rupture of the knob hole interaction.
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Additional criteria to qualify force curves for further analysis include (1) extension step(s) following the
ﬁrst must occur in order to measure unfolding, (2) step height must be greater than 1nm to identify step
above baseline noise, and (3) extension steps must occur 10nm from substrate to exclude activity associated
with nonspeciﬁc near-surface events. A typical force-clamp data set consists of 300-500 force curves.
Analysis of Unfolding Kinetics
Although all ﬁbrinogen molecules experienced the same external force, the time evolution of unfolding
varied for each case due to the stochastic nature of protein unfolding. Because all force-clamp experiments
were unfolding the same region of ﬁbrinogen and the ergodic theorem states, given a suﬃcient time a single-
molecule in equilibrium will visit conformations in the same proportion as a molecular ensemble in any given
moment of time, the extension-time plot for each protein can be treated as a percentage of unfolding curve
for the given molecule.(121) So the probability of a ﬁbrin γ module unfolding at a given force was obtained
by ﬁrst normalizing each extension-time trace. For all curves, the tip-substrate separation is characterized
by two key data points: (1) the point at which the trigger force is ﬁrst experienced, where the ﬁbrin molecule
is fully lifted from the surface and still folded, and (2) the ﬁnal tip-substrate separation prior to knob-hole
rupture and loss of force application. These separations are assigned percentage of unfolding values of 0 and
1, respectively, and all separations between these two data points receive corresponding percentages between
0 and 1. At times following the knob-hole rupture, the percentage of unfolding for that molecule was assigned
the value of 1 because all unfolding that could be measured had already occurred. Only force curves with an
overabundance of events (>6) were removed from the average. Then all normalized separation-time traces
are averaged to produce the probability of unfolding for the ensemble of ﬁbrin molecules sampled. This
result is often referred to as the normalized ensemble average (NEA).(121) Over 100 separation-time curves
were averaged to produce the NEA at each force.
Additionally, these results were compared to simple Monte Carlo models for diﬀerent unfolding patterns.
This is discussed in detail in Appendix C.
2.4.3: Results and Discussion
Fingerprint of ‘A-a’ Forced Unfolding of Fibrin
In previously performed constant-velocity SMFS experiments,(57; 79) ﬁbrin γ module unfolding was
characterized by a precise 2-4 peak force-extension rupture pattern (Figure 2.2A). The two higher force
rupture peaks are the deﬁning feature present in all variations of the ‘A-a’ forced rupture pattern.
In force-clamp experiments, the characteristic two peak rupture exhibits as a series of plateaus. The
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average rupture forces of events in constant-velocity experiments were used to inform the identiﬁcation of
constant-force ﬁbrin unfolding events. Application of a constant pulling force of 150 pN, a force larger than
constant-velocity peaks 1 and 4 but lower than characteristic peaks 2 and 3, to the knob-hole interaction
yields force-clamp steps corresponding to the high force doublet events (Figure 2.12). Typical force data of
ﬁbrin unfolding in response to a constant force is shown in Figure 2.13. The upper trace shows the stepwise
increase protein length as ﬁbrin’s γ module unfolds. The lower trace shows the time course of force applied
to the AFM tip, which is constant at either 150 pN or 0 pN punctuated by transient deviations due to the
ﬁnite response time of the system feedback to extension and force drop of each unfolding event.
Figure 2.12: Constant pulling force selected from constant-velocity SMFS results. Illustration of characteris-
tic ‘A-a’ ﬁbrin unfolding produced by (left) constant-velocity experiment displayed as force versus separation
trace and (right) force-clamp experiment displayed separation versus time trace. The hypothetical clamping
force (FC) for used to produce the force-clamp trace is shown in the force-separation trace as a dashed green
line. Each plateau represents a mechanically stable conformation associated with an event in the character-
istic pattern (as indicated by color), and the rise between the plateaus represents the increase in molecular
length between the mechanically stable conformations.
A collection of several force-clamp ﬁbrin-unfolding traces is shown in Figure 2.14. Although the knob-
hole interaction was subjected to the same 150 pN constant pulling force, the initial step height varies
dramatically between curves. This variation was likely due to the random attachment of proteins to the tip
and substrate, and was on the order of the combined length of ﬁbrinogen and the desAB-NDSK fragment
(∼45 nm and ∼10 nm in crystal structures, respectively). This dimension suggests that the ﬁbrinogen was
immobilized such that most of the molecule was available to extend in attempts exhibiting the characteristic
step pattern. Similar variation in the tip-substrate separation was seen in previous constant-velocity rupture
patterns.(57) Because the ﬁrst step in a separation-time curve gives no insight into extension/unfolding of
ﬁbrinogen, all further extensions plots will be shown relative to the ﬁrst plateau unless otherwise stated.
Due to the sparse amount of protein attached to the substrates’ surfaces, the overwhelming majority
of extension curves acquired at 150 pN clamping force did not reach the trigger force because a knob-hole
interaction did not occur. Of those curves that did reach the trigger force, approximately half did not have
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Figure 2.13: Fingerprint of 150 pN constant-force ‘A-a’ unfolding of ﬁbrin. (Top) Separation versus time
and (bottom) force versus time for a typical 150 pN force-clamp recording of ﬁbrinogen unfolding. The
step noise level in the separation-time plot above is 0.49 and 1.01 nm for the standard deviation and range,
respectively. The force applied to ﬁbrin during these steps is 154.49 ± 4.79 pN. Each step had over 100 data
points and reported average and standard deviation are calculated from 1280 data points equivalent to 0.64
s.
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Figure 2.14: Variations in characteristic 150 pN constant-force ‘A-a’ unfolding of ﬁbrin. Multiple sample
force-clamp curves for diﬀerent ﬁbrinogen molecules taken with a 150 pN pulling force. The blue curves show
separation versus time and the green curves show the corresponding force versus time plots for characteristic
ﬁbrinogen unfolding through the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction.
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extension steps. Single plateau events are likely due to nonspeciﬁc or suboptimal binding of knob ‘A’ into
hole ‘a’. Curves lacking an extension step provide no insight into the unfolding of ﬁbrinogen; therefore, only
force-clamp curves with extension steps will be considered in all further analysis.
Force-clamp data acquired at 150 pN plotted relative to the ﬁrst step in the separation-time curve exhibit
a clear, repeatable single step height (Figure 2.15). The most probable step height was determined by ﬁtting
a Guassian model to a histogram of step heights where the uncertainty reported represents the half-widths
of the Gaussian ﬁt. This is an acceptable ﬁrst approximation to describe a real-valued random variable that
clusters around a single mean. The step height of this extension step, as found from a Gaussian ﬁt to 122
curves that exhibit a single extension step, was 6.6 ± 1.1 nm (Figure 2.16). Another basic observation on
the unfolding of ﬁbrin under constant force, is that each unfolding plateau lifetime varies curve-to-curve as
expected for stochastic unfolding.



















Figure 2.15: Repeatable 6.6 nm extension step characteristic of 150 pN constant-force ﬁbrin ‘A-a’ unfolding.
Plots of several separation-time curves at a constant pulling force of 150 pN. All force curves exhibit an ∼6.6
nm extension step; however, they each have diﬀerent lifetimes for each step. The curves have been modiﬁed
such that the ﬁrst steps all have the same value in order to emphasize the reproducibility of the extension
step.
The method of immobilizing proteins to the tip and substrate in this experiment allowed force to be
applied to a single-molecule ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. A series of control experiments for this protein
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Figure 2.16: Constant-force ﬁbrin unfolding at 150 pN is characterized by a single extension step of ∼6.6
nm. For a data set of force-clamp curves (n=363) acquired at a constant pulling force of 150 pN, the curves
with extension steps are dominated by single-step curves as shown in (A) the plot of number of curves with
a certain number of extension steps. (B) A histogram of the step height of each single extension step curve
shows a clear peak at 6.57 ± 1.08 nm when ﬁt by a Gaussian.
attachment method has been conducted with constant-velocity force spectroscopy to show that the force
applied to the ‘A-a’ interaction does in fact unfold the γ module of ﬁbrinogen.(57) If desired to further
prove the reliability of the force-clamp technique and identiﬁcation of the ‘A-a’ unfolding ﬁngerprint, several
control experiments could be performed.
1. The ﬁrst control experiment should conﬁrm ‘A-a’ interactions are responsible for the ∼7 nm extension
step. This is accomplished by adding the GPRP peptide, a synthetic knob ‘A’, to the buﬀer that binds
to the ﬁbrin hole ‘a’. After a few minute incubation to allow GPRP to bind to the active holes ‘a’ of
ﬁbrinogen on the substrate, the interactions between desAB-NDSK on the AFM tip and ﬁbrinogen on
the surface should be reduced by a signiﬁcant percentage if the observed extensions are speciﬁcally due
to the ‘A-a’ interaction.
2. Another control experiment would be to show that the extension is indeed due to γ module unfolding
and not unfolding of another portion of the ﬁbrinogen molecule. This can be accomplished by attaching
the D fragment of ﬁbrinogen, which contains only the γ module and a very small portion of the coiled-
coil region, to the substrate and performing the same experiment. This controls should produce
force-clamp curves with the same extension step as the original ﬁbrinogen experiments.
3. Further veriﬁcation that this interaction is indeed ﬁbrinogen γ module unfolding can be obtained by
performing experiments with BSA attached to the substrate and desAB-NDSK on the AFM tip or
conversely, BSA on the tip and ﬁbrinogen on the substrate to produce nonspeciﬁc interactions.
These experiments were not performed due to their redundancy with previous constant-velocity single-
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molecule ﬁbrin experiments.(57) Building on work performed by Averett et al., I was conﬁdent that all inter-
actions measured between the tip and substrate seen in force-clamp data were the result of ‘A-a’ knob-hole
interactions between ﬁbrinogen and desAB-NDSK. Additionally, any steps following the ﬁrst in separation-
time traces were associated with extension of the γ module. Therefore, I concluded that the single 6.6
nm extension step observed in force-clamp spectroscopy experiments at 150 pN was due to unfolding of
ﬁbrinogen’s γ module through force applied to the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction.
Comparison to Constant-Velocity Unfolding Experiments
Constant-velocity ﬁbrin unfolding produced a distinctive force-extension curve of 2-4 rupture events as
shown in Figure 2.2. This was compared to the measurement of constant-force ﬁbrin unfolding in the single-
molecule force-clamp experiments. By applying a constant force of 150 pN, a force that is between the high
and low force constant-velocity rupture events, to the knob-hole interaction, force-clamp steps corresponding
to the high force doublet event resulted. The correlation between these two methods was demonstrated with
the overlap in force and separation results for constant-force (blue) and constant-velocity (red) experiments
showne in Figure 2.17A.
A B
Figure 2.17: Force-clamp and constant-velocity results agree for 150 pN clamping force. (A) Force-separation
data data for a force-clamp experiment at 150 pN (blue) and a constant-velocity experiment (red). This
shows the direct correlation between beaks in the two methods. (B) Force-separation data for 157 constant-
velocity force experiments were averaged to obtain the scatter plot data below. All force curves exhibiting
characteristic peaks 2 and 3 were averaged and the averaged peaks were ﬁt with a freely-jointed chain model.
The Kuhn length (a) and contour length (lC) in nm for the ﬁt to each peak are shown in the legend.
For the measurement of unfolding structures in constant-velocity SMFS measurements, a force-extension
curve was ﬁt with models describing an ideal polymer chain. The average of 157 constant-velocity force-
extension curves was modeled as a freely jointed chain (FJC) to extract the Kuhn length and contour
length of the region of the protein lengthened by external force. The extension under force of a polymer
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where a is the Kuhn length, kBT is the thermal energy, R is the extension ratio (current end-to-end
distance divided by the contour length, lC), and L∗(R) is the inverse Langevin function. The end-to-end
distance was considered to be the measured tip-substrate separation (x). Thus the approximate closed-form
















The average force-extension curve was ﬁt using a nonlinear regression allowing the Kuhn length, contour
length and extension at rupture to vary. Data analysis focused on peaks 2 and 3 because they should be
directly related to the steps observed in constant force unfolding at 150 pN. The resulting Kuhn length (a)
and contour length (lC) values for events two and three are shown in Figure 2.17B. The separation between
the two ﬁts at 150 pN is 6.6 nm. This separation agrees very well with the extension step height seen in
constant-force separation time data (Figure 2.16).
The FJC ﬁtting performed on this data set diﬀers from previous constant-velocity data and yields slightly
diﬀerent results.(1) The Kuhn length values measured here were smaller (nearly half that of previous results)
and the change in contour lengths between the two ﬁts was larger (8.2nm compared to previous 6±2nm).
The reason for these diﬀerences could be the size of our data sets and choices in curves to be averaged prior
to ﬁtting. However, using previous calculations for FJC ﬁts to force-extension data, the separation at 150
pN is 5.8 nm, still within uncertainty of the steps seen in force-clamp experiments.
Therefore, I can conclude that the single 6.6 nm extension step observed in force-clamp spectroscopy
experiments at 150 pN directly corresponds to the characteristic rupture pattern seen in similar constant-
velocity force spectroscopy experiments. Both of these rupture events are due to unfolding of ﬁbrinogen’s γ
module through force applied to the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction.
Intermediate γ Module Unfolding Events
In the simplest case, single-molecule forced unfolding of a protein can be viewed as a two-state process
where a protein rapidly goes from a folded to unfolded state due to applied force. This is consistent with
the unfolding pattern observed at 150 pN. However, it has become increasingly clear that a more complex
unfolding energy landscape, indicated by deviations of kinetics from a simple exponential model and the
presence of intermediate unfolding states, may be necessary to fully understand protein unfolding (Figure
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2.18).(7) Intermediate unfolding states have been observed in SMFS experiments for a variety of proteins





Figure 2.18: Interpretations of the protein folding energy landscapes. In this representation, the vertical
axis represents the free energy and the horizontal represents conformational degrees of freedom. (A) An
idealized funnel energy landscape for protein folding describes two-state folding kinetics with no signiﬁcant
kinetic traps. (B) A rugged energy landscape for protein folding describes a multi-state system. Modiﬁed
from Nature Structural Biology.(7)
As previously shown by Averett et al., ﬁbrin also exhibits a complex unfolding pattern when forces
are applied to the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction.(57) However, in constant-velocity SMFS experiments, the
force applied to the ‘A-a’ interaction varied dramatically and inconsistently, as the protein was unfolded.
Additional intermediate states may be missed due to their short lifetime at high pulling forces. In force-clamp
experiments, a constant force is applied to the knob-hole interaction over a range of constant pulling force
to probe all possible intermediate-unfolding states.
The investigation of ﬁbrin unfolding through the knob-hole interaction over a range of constant pulling
forces reveals a more complex unfolding landscape. Constant-force ﬁbrin unfolding was investigated over
forces ranging from 50-200 pN. A custom MATLAB analysis package developed to eﬃciently determine the
start and end of steps in separation time curves is discussed in detail in Appendix A.
Due to the speciﬁc protein interaction in this experiment, any steps following the ﬁrst in separation-time
traces are the result of extension of ﬁbrin’s γ module. The entire γ module is much longer than the extension
events observed. Therefore, individual steps correspond to the unfolding of subdomains within the γ module.
There are two parameters of particular importance for determining the presence of intermediate unfolding
states in this region of ﬁbrinogen – total extension and step height (Figure 2.19). Total extension refers to
the tip-sample separation that occurs between the ﬁrst and the last step in a separation-time trace. This
corresponds to the unfolded length of the protein prior to knob-hole rupture at a given clamping force. Step
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height is the separation between sequential steps in a separation-time curve. This reﬂects the length of
protein extended by unfolding speciﬁc domains within ﬁbrinogen’s γ module.
Figure 2.19: Deﬁnition of force-clamp terms. Separation-time curve produced by force-clamp experiment at
75 pN, separation is normalized so that ﬁrst step is zero. Step height is the separation between sequential
steps in a separation-time curve. Total extension is the separation between the ﬁrst and last steps in a
separation-time curve. Associated with each step is a lifetime for the conformation state; the end of the ﬁnal
conformation lifetime is rupture of the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction.
Constant-velocity experiments determined that high force rupture events in force-extension curves occur
at 224±31 pN.(57) Therefore, at greater than 200 pN, the probability of observing characteristic γ module
unfolding was low because a signiﬁcant number of knob-hole interactions rupture prior to reaching the
constant trigger force. Even if the constant pulling force was reached, the unfolding events happened too
rapidly to reliably determine the conformation life time (i.e., the points corresponding to the start and end of
unfolding steps). Characteristic ﬁbrin ‘A-a’ unfolding was veriﬁed by examining the untriggered force-clamp
curves to see constant-velocity rupture pattern; however, no information could be gathered as to lifetime of
the intermediate unfolded state because the trigger force was not reached.
At the other extreme, when the clamping force is too low, ﬁbrinogen is unable to unfold on the time
scales of this experiment. A constant force of 50 pN applied to the knob-hole interaction for greater than
30 s did not cause unfolding of the γ module and allowed the monitor of tip-substrate separation over time
to measure the drift in the system. The drift in the system was cantilever dependent, but in general was
less than 1nm over 30 s. To avoid the interference of system drift in the separation-time measurements, all
force-clamp experiments were performed on time scales less than 10 seconds. This time scale was suﬃcient
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for investigating ﬁbrinogen unfolding for forces ranging from 65 pN to 200 pN.
The ﬁrst parameter compared was the number of steps measured in force-clamp traces for diﬀerent forces
(left column in Figure 2.20). High clamping force (125-200 pN) traces were primarily single-step force curves.
These curves conformed to the previously described and characterized ﬁbrin ‘A-a’ forced unfolding ﬁngerprint
with a single extension step of approximately 6.6 nm. For these curves, the total extension and step height
(Figure 2.21A,B) represent the same extension of 6.6 nm because the majority of curves are single extension
step curves. The total number of 200 pN force-clamp curves containing measurable extension steps was lower
not because fewer pulling experiments were performed but rather because unfolding occurred prior to the
200 pN trigger force being reached.
At low clamping forces (100-65 pN), the majority of force-clamp pulls produced multi-step separation-
time traces (left column in Figure 2.20). The average total extension was not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent for any
of the pulling forces, except 65 pN (Figure 2.21A). This indicated the ﬁbrinogen γ module unfolding was still
dominated by the 6.6 nm extension described above and corresponding to the doublet in constant-velocity
experiments. However, there was a decrease in the individual step height of steps in force-clamp traces for
low clamping force (Figure 2.21B). Therefore, at lower forces, multiple smaller steps produced the same
extension observed in a single step at higher forces. The same variability in initial (reorientation/lift up)
step height and step lifetime can be seen in high force (125 pN, Figure 2.22) and low force (75 pN, Figure
2.23) traces.
To examine the more complex unfolding behavior of ﬁbrinogen at low forces in more detail, the total
extension and step height of separation-time traces were binned according to the number of steps observed
(i.e., single step, two steps, three steps, etc.) (middle and right columns Figure 2.20, Figure 2.21). The
total extension of single- and two-step curves was the same for all clamping forces except 65 pN. This is best
illustrated in the 100 pN total extension plot of Figure 2.21. On the other hand, the individual extension
steps measured were smaller for the two-step force curves compared to the single-step curves. This is best
illustrated in the 100 pN individual step extension plot of Figure 2.21. These data suggested the two small
steps compose the larger single step described as the ﬁngerprint of ‘A-a’ ﬁbrinogen unfolding (Figure 2.24,
Figure 2.25). These intermediate unfolding steps indicate the presence of a previously unknown (unmeasured)
intermediate unfolding domain in ﬁbrinogen γ module unfolding.
At lower forces (100 pN and less), force-clamp traces produced three- and four-step separation-time
curves. These traces produced a total extension greater than 6.6 nm and individual extension step height
of 3.3 nm (Figure 2.21C,D). Consequently, in addition to the characteristic 6.6 nm extension for ﬁbrinogen
unfolding, there were additional unfolding domains prior to or following the 6.6 nm extension. With this
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Figure 2.20: Comparison of extension steps for diﬀerent clamping forces. Fibrin γ module unfolding behavior
over a range of clamping forces. Each row corresponds to a diﬀerent constant pulling force from 200 pN to 65
pN. The ﬁrst plot (left) gives the number of separation time curves with a given number of unfolding steps.
The second plot (middle) is a histogram of the total unfolded extension of the γ module prior to knob-hole
rupture where each color represents the number of unfolding steps in the separation time curve. The data
is represented as a stacked bar graph. The ﬁnal plot (right) is a histogram of the height of extension steps,
grouped by number of steps in the curve, ﬁt with a Gaussian distribution (or double Gaussian, as necessary).
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Figure 2.21: The average extension increased and step size decreased for lower clamping forces. Average
and deviation values extracted from Gaussian ﬁts to histograms of the total extensions and individual step
heights of all force-clamp curves (top two plots) and force-clamp curves with a speciﬁc number of steps
(bottom two plots). Bar graphs exhibiting the center and standard deviation for (A) the total extension,
exposing the average extension of ﬁbrinogen due to unfolding, (B) the individual extension step height,
exposing the average extension of individual unfolding domains, (C) the total extension grouped by the
number of extension steps in the force curve, and (D) the individual step heights grouped by the number
of extension steps in the force curve taken at each constant pulling force. Asterisk indicates signiﬁcance
(p<0.05) as determined with a t-test.
Figure 2.22: Sample 125 pN force-clamp traces. Typical constant force unfolding trajectories as separation
versus time plots. All data acquired at 125 pN.
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Figure 2.23: Sample 75 pN force-clamp traces. Typical constant force unfolding trajectories as separation
versus time plots. All data acquired at 75 pN. Note the time scales are diﬀerent for each plot.
Figure 2.24: Intermediate unfolding state observed at low clamping force. The intermediate unfolding state
present at low force ﬁbrinogen unfolding shown here with separation-time plots of ﬁbrinogen unfolding at
125 pN (blue) and 75 pN (red). The plots are artiﬁcially oﬀset in time to make visualizing the diﬀerences
easier.
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Figure 2.25: Sample force-clamp data collected at 125 pN (left) and 75 pN (right). The data is displayed
as (top) separation-time in which extension events are plateaus in extension, (middle) force-time in which
extension events are brief changes in constant force application, and (bottom) force-separation in which
extension events appear as rupture peaks. Note that the time axis diﬀers between the two forces because it
takes longer for unfolding to occur at 75 pN than 125 pN.
6.6 nm extension because the additional extension steps were on the same length scale as the intermediate
unfolding events observed in 6.6 nm extension. The presence of lower force unfolding peaks both prior
to and following the characteristic high force doublet in constant-velocity experiments may indicate that
force-clamp measured the same unfolding events. However, these unfolding events occur much closer to the
6.6 nm ‘A-a’ ﬁngerprint in force-clamp experiments than the constant-velocity peaks prior to the 225 pN
characteristic doublet. This indicates a diﬀerent unfolding pathway or mechanism for constant-velocity and
constant-force application to the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. Additionally, this could indicate the presence
of other intermediate unfolding states that were unmeasurable in constant-velocity experiments due to the
limitations of this technique.
At 65 pN, curves with a greater number of total steps produce a larger total extension and all step
heights are approximately the same for single-step or multi-step traces. This is likely due to the fact that ‘A-
a’ unbinding is occurring on the same timescales as unfolding of one of the single 3.3 nm domain comprising
the total 6.6 nm extension. This could be further veriﬁed by collecting a larger number of force-clamp traces
at 65 pN, to show that the distribution of total extension heights observed in single-step force curves becomes
a bimodal distribution with one dominant peak at 3.3 nm and another peak at 6.6 nm. Some evidence of
this can already be seen in the single-step total extension plots at 75 pN and 65 pN.
There are two observations that were made from this analysis:
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1. previously unseen intermediate unfolding states in the characteristic 6.6 nm extension,
2. and unfolding events performed and/or following the characteristic 6.6 nm extension seen at high forces.
It is worth noting that the additional extension events did not exhibit the same extension observed in
constant-velocity unfolding experiments, so force-clamp could be probing diﬀerent unfolding domains or
sub-domains from constant-velocity experiments. The speciﬁc domains responsible for unfolding events are
discussed in conjunction with molecular dynamics situations, Section 2.4.3.
Kinetics of Fibrin Unfolding
Protein (un)folding is a stochastic process where each molecule can follow a diﬀerent microscopic trajec-
tory due to thermal ﬂuctuations. The stochastic behavior of protein unfolding due to an applied force gener-
ally has several unproven assumptions: (1) protein unfolding is history independent (i.e., Markovian),(127)
and (2) unfolding rates are exponentially dependent on the pulling force (i.e., Bell’s Model).(119) The Marko-
vian nature of protein unfolding has proved especially diﬃcult to conﬁrm by constant-velocity experiments
because the rate of change of the pulling force and the unfolding probability are history dependent. Force-
clamp allows for direct measurement of unfolding kinetics at well-deﬁned force, eliminating the ambiguity of
interpreting constant-velocity data.
Bond rupture and protein unfolding under a stretching force has been modeled as two-state Marokovian
process showing both unbinding and unfolding rates exponentially dependent on the pulling force.(87; 120;
128) Recent work has shown, with a large statistical pool of force-clamp data at a given force, deviations from
the simple two-state, exponential kinetics indicative of alternative unfolding barriers are previous studies in
the ensemble measurement.(129; 130) Lower probability unfolding events that deviate from simple two-state
kinetics have been observed; however, these events were suﬃciently rare in previous studies as not to bias the
ensemble averages.(87) This is due in large part to advances in protein engineering to create polyproteins,
which allow for a higher pick up ratio than monomers and multiple repeats of the same protein unfolding in
a single force-clamp trace. Observed intermediate unfolding events in these experiments were attributed to
the conformation of the protein when force was applied.(87)
The experimental setup deviates from previous experiments in that it probed a range of protein con-
formations, corresponding to a range of pulling directions, and there is the added complexity of the ‘A-a’
knob-hole rupture. Therefore the experiments relied on large statistics to get representative behavior of
ﬁbrin γ module unfolding. Due to the signiﬁcant number of intermediate steps for low clamping forces, I
investigated ﬁbrin’s unfolding relative to the simple exponential behavior of the two-state kinetics model.
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Figure 2.26: Sample NEA for 75 pN force-clamp experiment. (A) Typical separation-time traces (blue)
for ﬁbrinogen γ module unfolding through the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction at a constant force of 75 pN
(green). Under a constant stretching force, ﬁbrinogen elongates in a series of stair steps with a minimum
of 3 nm extension each. (B) The normalized average time course of unfolding obtained by summation and
normalization of 315 separation-time traces, including those shown (A). The unfolding of ﬁbrinogen is non-
exponential at a constant stretching force and the shown single exponential ﬁt is a poor descriptor for these
unfolding traces
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folding was obtained by creating an NEA all extension-time traces for a given force. In this representation,
separations are ascribed values between 0 (folded protein) and 1 (fully unfolded protein) then averaged
to represent the probability that a protein was fully unfolded. Representative force-clamp traces and the
resulting NEA for the set can be seen in Figure 2.26. As described in previous Section 2.4.3, a variety
of separation-time traces result from constant force application to the knob-hole interaction based on the
conformation of the γ module when force is applied and the stochastic unfolding of ﬁbrinogen. The diﬀer-
ences in separation-time traces are direct evidence of a complex energy landscape for ﬁbrinogen unfolding,
as a variety of unfolding pathways will lead to rupture of the knob-hole interaction. The variety of unfolding
pathways are all involved in creating the energy landscape associated with γ module unfolding and therefore,
all contribute to understanding the complexity of γ module unfolding kinetics.
Figure 2.27: Fibrin γ module unfolding is force dependent. NEA of separation-time traces for the range
of forces investigated, 65-200 pN, indicates that the probability of unfolding is dependent on the constant
pulling force.
An NEA was calculated for force traces acquired at constant forces ranging from 65-200 pN. The unfolding
probability versus time for each force determined from the ensemble average is shown in Figure 2.27. The
greater the constant applied force, the more rapidly the probability of unfolding reaches 1 or the protein
becomes completely unfolded.
Kinetic information about ﬁbrin unfolding was extracted from NEA behavior as a function of applied
force, speciﬁcally obtaining the intrinsic rate of γ module unfolding along a pulling coordinate. This required
(1) determining the force dependent unfolding rate and (2) relating pulling rate to the applied force in order
to determine the force-free parameters. I brieﬂy investigated several methods of extracting rate constants
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through a single-exponent (two-state unfolding), multiple-exponentials (multiple two-state domains), and a
stretched-exponential (rough energy landscape).(129) Then I applied Bell’s model to test the exponential
relationship between unfolding rate and pulling force.
Figure 2.28: Single-exponential ﬁts to NEA. (A) Single-exponential ﬁts to normalized averages of separation-
time traces for the range of forces investigated, 65-200 pN, indicate that the probability of unfolding is not
a Markovian process. (B) Plot of the exponent (α) of the single-exponential ﬁts versus the constant pulling
force. Bell’s model was used to determine α0 = 1.1 s−1 and ∆x= 0.04 nm.
I tested the Markovian nature of protein unfolding by ﬁtting a single exponential to the NEA of ﬁbrin
γ module unfolding. An exponential time course is consistent with a memory-free, all-or-none Markovian
process where the probability of unfolding at any given time is independent of the previous history (deriva-
tion in Appendix B). The NEA calculated from force-clamp experiments for ﬁbrin’s γ module cannot be
readily described by a single exponential ﬁt (Figure 2.26B and 2.28), indicating a more complex unfolding
landscape than approximated with the two-state model. The deviation from a single exponential, the pres-
ence of intermediate unfolding states and multiple unfolding pathways in force-clamp separation-time traces,
and proposed force protected domains in the γ module(79) all strongly suggest non-markovian behavior.
Therefore a more complex method of analysis was required to fully understand the kinetic parameters of
this system.
I used Monte Carlo simulations to investigate the stochastic unfolding of proteins with diﬀerent param-
eters (e.g., number of domains, various domain lengths and unfolding rates, and force protected domains).
A detailed description of simulation methods and results can be found in Appendix C. The results can be
summarized as follows:
1. Multi-domain unfolding with domains of diﬀerent lengths and the same kinetic parameters is described
well by the two-state Bell model.
2. Using multiple exponentials to determine the kinetic parameters of diﬀerent domains from NEA was
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highly sensitive to input parameters and only valid if the number of domains was known.
3. The force protected domains postulated by constant-velocity experiments are not the dominant factor
contributing to deviations from simple two-state, single-exponential unfolding.
4. A stretched-exponential, often used for describing glassy dynamics behavior, is an eﬀective approxima-
tion of one domain for a rugged energy landscape while maintaining the exponential force-dependence
of domain unfolding.
The results of single-exponential, two single-exponential and stretched-exponential ﬁts to ﬁbrin NEA data
is shown in Figure 2.29. This data showed for all forces, except for the largest, there were signiﬁcant devia-
tions in unfolding from single-exponential behavior. Both two single-exponential or a stretched-exponential
accurately reﬂect ﬁbrin unfolding data; however, because multiple exponentials presupposes only two do-
mains and is sensitive to input parameters (as shown with Monte Carlo simulations, Appendix C), I used
a stretched-exponential to approximate the kinetic parameters associated with ﬁbrin’s γ module unfolding.
Figure 2.30 shows stretched-exponential ﬁts to NEAs at each unfolding force. By approximating the multi-
domain protein as a single ‘rough’ unfolding domain then the force dependent unfolding rates can be used in
Bell’s model to approximate the equilibrium kinetic parameters of ﬁbrin’s γ module as k0=1.2 s−1 and ∆x =
0.4 nm. These values fall within the range of kinetic parameters reported by constant-velocity measurement
of ﬁbrin unfolding (k0 = 0.003-3.5 s−1 and ∆x = 0.21-0.57 nm)(1) and other proteins.(131; 126)
Future work could be done in Monte Carlo to iteratively calculate and ﬁt to NEAs to determine the kinetic
parameters associated with individual unfolding each domain. This however, would require further work to
understand the process and theory required to extract relevant parameters from Monte Carlo simulations.
Additionally, I have disregarded information about the ‘A-a’ bond itself which could be extracted from these
data sets by analysis of time from initial force application to the knob-hole interaction to dissociation of
bond. Previous studies have used dwell-time analysis to understand protein unfolding,(130) this method of
data analysis would allow for both extraction of protein unfolding kinetic parameters and bond lifetime for
the ‘A-a’ interaction.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
As discussed in Section 2.4.3, unfolding of the γ module through force applied to the ‘A-a’ knob-hole
interaction is characterized by a ∼6.6 nm extension but can exhibit extensions ranging from ∼6 to 12 nm in
2-4 steps of ∼3 nm. Due to an elegant series of AFM single-molecule studies performed by Laurel Averett,(1)
the extensions measured by force-clamp are attributed to extensions of the γ module; however, the speciﬁc
regions of the γ module are still unknown. Extension of the entire γ module would produce a 78 nm extension;
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Figure 2.29: Multiple ﬁts to NEAs. NEA traces for each of the constant pulling forces investigated – 65
pN (226 curves), 75 pN (315 curves), 100 pN (136 curves), 125 pN (316 curves), 150 pN (122 curves), and
200 pN (27 curves). At all forces, there is deviation form a single-exponential ﬁt. Additionally, the curves
have been ﬁt with a second exponential to account for a second unfolding rate constant and a stretched
exponential to investigate glassy dynamics in ﬁbrinogen unfolding.
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averages of separation-time traces for the range of forces investigated, 65-200 pN, indicate that the probability
of unfolding is representative of rough energy landscape where a is the unfolding rate and b is the stretching
factor. (B) Plot of the unfolding rate (a) versus the constant pulling force. Bell’s model was used to determine
α(t0) = 1.2 s−1 and ∆x = 0.4 nm. (C) Plot of the stretching factor (b) versus the constant pulling force
deviates from a simple linear trend.
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therefore, sub-domains within the γ module must be responsible for the experimentally observed extension.
Calorimetric evidence (132) and subsequent crystal structures (133) revealed that each γ module has three
compact domains which may unfold separately (Figure 2.31B). The estimated unfolding lengths are ∼7 nm
for the N-terminal domain (19 residues, γ143-γ153 and γ182-γ191, Figure 2.31B red), ∼40 nm for the central
domain (106 residues, γ192-γ286 and γ380-γ392 of the β strand insert, Figure 2.31B yellow), and ∼30 nm
for the C-terminal domain (79 residues, γ287-γ326 and γ339-γ379, Figure 2.31B orange).(133; 86) The C-
terminal domain is unlikely to be responsible for unfolding length because the ‘a’ binding pocket (Figure
2.31C) must remain intact in order to maintain ‘A-a’ interaction and observe unfolding. The N-termial or




Figure 2.31: Unfolding domains in the γ module. (A) Cartoon ribbon rendering of ﬁbrin structure, created
using Protein Data Bank entry 3GHG, colored by chain. Boxed region is enlarged in (B) and (C). (B) The
γ module contains compact domains - (red) N-terminal, (yellow) central, and (orange) C-terminal domains.
Fully unfolded structure colored below. (C) One coiled-coil strand and γ module as used for simulations
with key residues involved in the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction identiﬁed in red.
To further inform the current understanding of ﬁbrin γ module unfolding, discrete molecular dynamics
(DMD) simulations were carried out on the Biomedical Analysis and Simulation Supercomputer (BASS) at
UNC-Chapel Hill by previous labmate, Nathan Hudson, for his dissertation work.(134) In protein folding
studies, DMD is a rapid sampling method, in which simpliﬁed models of atoms interact over a period of time
giving a view of motion and evolution of the system. The all-atom DMD employed in these studies of ﬁbrin
was developed in the Dokholyan Lab at UNC to allow detailed analysis of unfolding due to a transferable
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force ﬁeld.(135)
In the simulation results presented here, I investigate the unfolding pattern associated with pulling on the
‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. This was accomplished by binding the ‘a’ pocket of the ﬁbrin crystal structure
(2FFD in the protein data base)(136) to A-knob mimic GPRP. To mimic the salt bridge and ensure that
the peptides stay bound, the salt bridge was modeled as an inﬁnite square well potential between the NH+2
arginine in GPRP and the delta oxygen of the γAsp234. By using an inﬁnite square well, the peptide was
forced to remain bound in the pocket to allow visualization of all possible unfolding events. Assuming that
having an ion bound to a pocket is better than an empty pocket, calcium binding pockets were simulated
with zinc because the all-atom DMD ﬁeld did not include calcium parameterization.(135) This is particularly
important for the ﬁbrin γ module due to evidence by previous work (Section 2.3 and Averett et al.(105))
implicating calcium binding as a force stabilizing mechanism. To speed up the simulation, the beta-C
domain was omitted and the atoms in the coiled coil region were ﬁxed in place and not allowed to ﬂuctuate.
The simulations were performed in a rectangular box of 300 A˚ x 300 A˚ x 1200 A˚ with periodic boundary
conditions and an Anderson thermostat was used to maintain room temperature (300 K). Force was applied
to the protein through the GPRP peptide and the coiled-coil region at the base of the γ module. Constant-
force pulling was achieved by applying discretized step-function with a constant energy drop at the distance
step of 0.1 A˚ between the coiled-coil attachment point and a ﬁxed end point 200 A˚ away from there. For a
more detailed description of the DMD simulations, please refer to previous work by Nathan Hudson(134) or
Dokholyan Lab publications.(135) Ten simulations run at a constant force of 150 pN are analyzed here.
Each of the 10 simulations of a constant 150 pN force applied to the ‘A-a’ interaction produced slightly
diﬀerent pathways for unfolding; however, there are several unfolding steps that can be observed in all
simulations (Figure 2.32). The initial extension of the γ module is characterized by separation of the hole
‘a’ binding region from the rest of the γ module. Also present in the extension is the reorientation of the γ
module and extension of the region at the base of the γ module near the coiled-coil region. These unfolding
events produce an extension of ∼70 A˚ that will vary slightly between simulations.
The next extension is due to the bulk of the γ module unfolding into three subdomains (SD1, SD2, SD3).
This process occurs through one of two pathways shown in Figure 2.33. In the ﬁrst pathway, the subdomain
closest to the coiled-coil region (SD1) separates from the bulk of the gamma module before formation of
the three subdomains. Pathway 1 accounts for the unfolding pathway in 7 of the 10 simulations. The
second pathway is characterized by separation of the subdomain closest to the ‘a’ pocket (SD3) separating
from the bulk of the gamma module prior to formation of the three subdomains. Pathway 2 accounts for
the unfolding pathway in 3 of the 10 simulations. Regardless of the unfolding pathway, the ﬁnal result is











Figure 2.32: Simulated 150 pN γ constant force module unfolding. The times at which these conﬁgurations
appear will vary depending on the simulation, but they occur in the same order from top to bottom. First,
the D fragment prior to unfolding; force is applied up and to the right. First extension is due to the region
at the base of the gamma module near the coiled-coils extending and almost simultaneously the ‘a’ binding
region separates from the rest of the gamma module. Then the region of the gamma module closest to
the coiled-coil unfolds into 3 diﬀerent subdomains (SD1, SD2, SD3). Finally the middle domain completely












Figure 2.33: Multiple unfolding pathways produce three diﬀerent subdomains in the γ module. To accomplish
the extension between separation of separation of the ‘a’ pocket from the rest of the γ module and the γ
module dividing into three subdomains (labeled as SD1, SD2, SD3 from left to right), the protein unfolds
through one of two pathways. Pathway 1 accounts for 7 of the 10 simulations and is characterized by
subdomain 1 (SD1) separating from the bulk of the gamma module before the formation of subdomain 2
(SD2) and 3 (SD3). Pathway 2 accounts for 3 of the 10 simulations and is characterized by SD3 separating
from the bulk of the gamma module prior to the formation of SD1 and SD2.
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interactions with the other subdomains. SD3 and the ‘a’ pocket region are separate initially but quickly
form a double beta strand between the two. Both of these unfolding pathways account for approximately
100 A˚ of extension in the gamma module.
The ﬁnal extension consists of complete unfolding of the beta sheet composing SD2. This accounts for the
ﬁnal approximately 120 A˚ of extension seen in all but two simulations. Had the two anomalous simulations
been allowed to run for more iterations, they would have likely reached the same ﬁnal extension.
It is important to remember some diﬀerences between the simulations and AFM experiments. First in
simulations, the knob ‘A’ is permanently attached to the residues in hole ‘a’ by an inﬁnite potential well.
This means that some of the extensions seen in simulation will not be seen in AFM experiments because
rupture of the ‘A-a’ interaction terminates unfolding measurements taken with the AFM prior to these
unfolding events. Additionally, in AFM experiments ﬁbrinogen is covalently attached to the substrate using
standard NHS/EDC chemistry to link free amines in the protein (i.e., lysine residues) to the carboxyl of
the SAM. Therefore, some unfolding events seen in simulation will not be seen in experiment because these
regions are protected from force by the attachment of ﬁbrinogen to the surface. For these reasons, analysis
to determine critical interactions responsible for extension seen in AFM experiments, particular attention is
paid to the initial unfolding steps (before dramatic structural changes are made to the binding pocket) seen
in simulations and those interactions located in the gamma module
To compare simulation data with force-clamp extension versus time data, a PyMOL script was used to
extract the distance between the γCys153 and GPRP Gly1 α carbons for each state in a simulation. The
γCys153 and GPRP Gly1 α carbons were chosen because they are located at the base of the γ module and
the tip of the ‘A’ knob, respectively. This allows for any separation (or change in separation) between these
two points to be attributed to the length (or extension ) of the γ module. Figure 2.34A shows the results
of the PyMol script displayed as extension in angstroms versus iteration for one simulation at 150 pN. The
separation-time trace shows periods of time where the length of the γ module remains constant and times
where there are dramatic increases in the distance between the two residues, similar to the stair-step pattern
observed in force-clamp experiments.
By utilizing and modifying the analysis code writen by Andrey Krokhotin, a postdoc in the Dokholyan
lab, I was able to evaluate a variety of parameters in each of the simulated unfolding videos. Andrey’s
codes allowed for the determination of the number of contacts and the native contacts broken at a speciﬁed
iteration. This is accomplished by specifying a threshold distance between two C-β (CB) side chain atoms
(or C-α (CA) main chain in case of GLY determined contacts). The residues satisfying the contact threshold
prior to iterations in the simulation were considered native contacts. The native contacts are considered
broken when they exceed this separation in a given time step and do not reappear in the next time frames.
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AFigure 2.34: Residue separations in 150 pN γ module unfolding. (A) Separation between γCys 153 and
GPRP GLy1 αCarbons for each iteration. For the same simulation, the number of residues with CB atoms
(or CA in the case of GLY) separated by 7.5 A˚ where both residues are in the (B) same chain or (D) diﬀerent
chains versus the iteration step. (C) The number of native contacts, where both residues are in the C chain,
still remaining in contact at each iteration. The red and green dots identify iterations that have a large
decrease in the number of native contacts greater than 10 and 5, respectively. DMD time units (∼1 ns).
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All results in this report were calculated for a threshold of 7.5 A˚. Minor modiﬁcations to these codes were
made to see trends in the unfolding simulation by outputting the number of contacts or the number of native
contacts broken in each iteration.
The results of this analysis for one simulation at 150 pN are displayed in Figure 2.34. Figure 2.34B
displays the number of contacts where both residues are in the same chain as a function of iteration step.
The crystal structure is primarily composed of the C chain and the γ module; therefore, the number of
contacts inside the same chain reﬂects a change in the γ module. The noise in this plot makes it diﬃcult to
determine precise changes in the number of contacts, but it does exhibit a deﬁnite decrease in the number of
contacts within the same chain as the γ module unfolds. Figure 2.34D displays the number of contacts where
each residue composing the contact is in a diﬀerent chain as a function of iteration step. This is dominated
by contacts between each of the three chains involved in the section of coiled-coil included in the crystal
structure. There is no apparent trend to the change in the number of contacts between diﬀerent chains; this
corresponds to a lack of dramatic change in the coiled-coil region of ﬁbrin. Both of the conclusions drawn
from Figure 2.34 B and D can be conﬁrmed by watching the simulation (Figure 2.32). Figure 2.34C displays
the number of native contacts where both residues are in the C chain as a function of iteration step. There
is signiﬁcantly less noise in this graph than in the number of native contacts (Figure 2.34B). The dramatic
decreases in the number of native contacts in the C chain correspond to increases in extension of the γ
module (Figure 2.34A). This indicates that extensions in the γ module correspond to restructuring of the
native structure of the γ module.
For all 10 simulations of ﬁbrin γ module unfolding due to 150 pN force applied to the ‘A-a’ knob-hole
interaction, the number of contacts inside a single chain decreases over the course of the simulations (Figure
2.35A). Additionally, the number of contacts between residues in diﬀerent chains remains constant over the
course of the simulations (Figure 2.35B). This reaﬃrms what can be seen by watching changes to ﬁbrin’s
structure in the simulations, namely that the γ module and not the coiled-coil region unfolds over the course
of the simulation. This unfolding produces an increase in distance between the base of the γ module (γCys
153) and the ‘A-a’ interaction (GPRP Gly1). This is accomplished through a variety of unfolding pathways
characterized by holding at diﬀerent extensions for diﬀerent time periods depending on the simulation (Figure
2.36). However, a few broad sweeping trends are dwell times at 120 A˚ and 220 A˚ extensions in most curves.
These data were used to determine critical contacts, residues associated with unfolding of diﬀerent regions
within the gamma module. This is accomplished by ﬁrst identifying iterations associated with steps in the
separation-time curves and dramatic decreases in the number of native contacts for each simulation. Then
speciﬁc contacts broken at each of the iterations identiﬁed can be compared between all 10 simulations to
determine contacts critical to unfolding the γ module. For instance, in Figure 2.34A there is an extension
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AFigure 2.35: Average number of contacts for all 10 simulations where both residues are in the (A) same chain
and (B) diﬀerent chains versus iteration. The dark blue line is the average over 10 simulations and the light
blue lines represent the upper and lower bounds to these results determined by the standard deviation of
the average.
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Figure 2.36: Average number of contacts for all 10 simulations where both residues are in the (A) same chain
and (B) diﬀerent chains versus iteration. The dark blue line is the average over 10 simulations and the light
blue lines represent the upper and lower bounds to these results determined by the standard deviation of
the average.
from 120 A˚ to 150 A˚ occurring around iteration 100. All native contacts ruptured within a few iterations of
this event are recorded and compared to native contacts ruptured at a similar extension in other simulations.
Simulations were grouped and compared based on the unfolding pathway they appeared to follow (Figure
2.33. Ruptures of native contacts frequently occurring in simulations were mapped out in a pseudo contact
map and extensions produced by rupture were used to identify 9 native contacts that when broken were
likely responsible for the simulated γ module unfolding.
The ﬁrst 5 interactions all occur before the γ module reaches an extension of 140 A˚, so prior to separation
of the γ module into 3 diﬀerent subdomains. Of these 4 sets of native contacts are most likely to be observed
in the AFM experiments - γ 285-90:319-24, γ 301-5:382-3, γ 303-8:313-8, and γ 315-8:349-50.
The native contact γ 156-8:178-80 (Figure 2.37) is located at the base of the γ module near the coiled-coil
region and gives an extension between ∼25 A˚, of extension. This extension can occur either before or after
the ‘a’ pocket separation from the rest of the γ module. However, this extension may not be measured in
single-molecule AFM experiments due to the method of covalent attachment of ﬁbrinogen a gold substrate
by the free amines in the protein.
The rupture of γ 285-90:319-24, γ 301-5:382-3, γ 303-8:313-8, and γ 315-8:349-50 are associated with the
separation of the ‘a’ pocket region from the bulk of the γ module. The break of native contacts γ 301-5:382-3
(Figure 2.37) is one of the initial steps in separation of the ‘a’ pocket and yields an extension of ∼20 A˚. In
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Figure 2.37: Images of native contacts implicated in force-clamp unfolding γ 156-8:178-80, γ 285-90:319-24,
γ 301-5:382-3, γ 303-8:313-8, and γ 315-8:349-50. Purple region identiﬁes the residues of interest before (left)
and after (right) unfolding event.
associated with separation of the ‘a’ pocket. These two rupture events occur either at the same time or in
the order listed. Sometimes occurring simultaneously with the previous two rupture events is the separation
of native contacts γ 303-8:313-8 (Figure 2.37). In other simulations, this native contact will remain until the
γ module has separated into 3 subdomains; however, it always produces an ∼30 A˚ extension. The rupture
of native contacts γ 285-90:319-24 (Figure 2.37) usually occurs after previously mentioned interactions and
as an independent unfolding event. After initial separation of the ‘a’ pocket region from the rest of the γ
module, the native contacts γ 285-90:319-24 are located with the bulk of the γ module near the ‘a’ pocket.
This unfolding event provides additional extension that separates the pocket region further from the rest of
the γ module, ∼30 A˚.
At longer extensions, the bulk of the γ module splits up into 3 subdomains. Rupture of native contacts
γ 190-2:240-4 causes separation of the subdomain closest to the coiled-coil region and produces an extension
of ∼25 A˚. There are three sets of native contacts, γ 200-10:399-403, γ 204-6:240-8, and γ 245-9:277-81, that
are consistently involved in the ﬁnal separation of the γ module into the last 2 of 3 subdomains. The order
at which these rupture events happen varies depending on the simulation, as discussed previously (Figure
2.33). However, these ﬁnal extension events are likely not be measured in single-molecule AFM experiments
because structural changes to the hole ‘a’ region would weaken the ‘A-a’ interaction and unfolding of the γ
module can no longer be measured following rupture of the ‘A-a’ interaction in AFM experiments.
Simulated ﬁbrin unfolding experiments showed γ module unfolding occurred through a series of steps -
(1) reorientation of the protein along the axis of force, (2) separation of the ‘a’ binding pocket from the γ
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module, (3) formation of three subdomains, and (4) ﬁnal unfolding of the γ module and formation of beta
strands near the ‘a’ pocket. This unfolding occurred through a variety of pathways with the most notable
distinction being the order of formation of the three subdomains.
The total extension observed in these simulations was 30nm occurring through a variable number of steps
always producing the same total extension. Extensions always present were an ∼3 nm, ∼12 nm, and ∼15
nm (Figure 2.36). The ﬁrst extension was associated with reorientation of the γ module and the ﬁnal ∼15
nm extension would not be observable in force-clamp experiments due to destabilization of the ‘a’ binding
pocket. The middle ∼12 nm extension occurred in 1 to 3 steps of length ∼3, ∼3, and ∼6 nm, which are likely
associated with observed unfolding steps in force-clamp experiments. There is variability in order observed
unfolding; however, when the two smaller ∼3 nm extensions occur, they occur before the larger ∼6 nm
extension. This indicates deviation from a Markovian model implying that some domains do not experience
force equally to others over the course of the simulation. More work will need to be done to elucidate the
diﬀerences between simulated and experimental kinetics of unfolding. Due to the similarity in lengths of
each of these sections, it is diﬃcult to explicitly identify subdomains associated with force-clamp extensions.
A variety of residues were implicated in unfolding events in the gamma module observed in simulation;
however only γ 285-90:319-24, γ 301-5:382-3, γ 303-8:313-8, and γ 315-8:349-50 are likely to be observed in
force-clamp experiments due to the their resulting extensions and location in the γ module. This method of
analysis did not take into account the formation of new, strong contacts over the course of unfolding that
could contribute to unfolding events observed in force-clamp experiments and further analysis would need
to be performed in order to evaluate these eﬀects.
Section 2.5: Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, I performed both constant-velocity and constant-force AFM force spectroscopy experiments
to probe single-molecule ﬁbrin unfolding through the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. From these experiments,
I acquired new information about the complex forced unfolding pathway of ﬁbrin’s γ module including the
eﬀect of diﬀerent solution conditions, previously unseen intermediate states, complex unfolding kinetics, and
residue contacts responsible for experimentally observed unfolding events.
Constant-velocity experiments, designed to explore the relationship between solution environment and
the single-molecule mechanics of ﬁbrin interactions, revealed that the single-molecule force rupture pattern
depend on solution conditions. Speciﬁcally, (1) a correlation was established between conditions that suppress
the forced dissociation characteristic of the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction and those that have been previously
reported to inhibit ﬁbrin polymerization (i.e., high temperatures and acidic pH), and (2) a relationship
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was found between solution conditions that caused a decrease in the probability of a characteristic ‘A-a’
interaction contained event 4 and those associated with ﬁne ﬁbrin clots with thin ﬁbers. Therefore, the
extension of the γ module provided by forces applied to the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction are essential for
the formation and integrity of ﬁbrin ﬁbers and the extension provided by single ﬁbrin molecules through
extension of the γ module has an impact on the size of ﬁbers formed. Protoﬁbrils have an inherent twist to
them and may wrap around the ﬁbrin ﬁber in order to form thicker ﬁbers.(116; 137) The additional extension
of the γ module could allow for the protoﬁbrils to stretch permitting additional protoﬁbril layers in thicker
ﬁbrin clots. In this way, SMFS experiments provide insight into the molecular mechanisms for larger scale
clot behavior.
Constant-force experiments allowed for the investigation of low force unfolding domains and the direct
investigation applied force’s aﬀect on unfolding kinetics. This research marks the ﬁrst constant-force un-
folding/unbinding study performed on ﬁbrin and more broadly on protein unfolding produced through a
force application to a physiologically relevant bond. Through the application of low forces over a prolonged
time period, I observed ﬁbrin γ unfolding through previously unseen intermediate states. Analysis of un-
folding kinetics revealed the ﬁbrin γ module unfolds through a complex energy landscape best described
by glassy dynamics behavior, characterized by stretched-exponential unfolding. Monte Carlo simulations
revealed that force-clamp experiments measured a fundamentally diﬀerent unfolding pathway than previous
constant-velocity experiments. Other molecules, such as ubiquitin,(87) have shown evidence of intermediate
states and deviations from a simple two-state unfolding model; however, subdomains were not implicated in
the observed behavior. This work marks the ﬁrst systematic study into the role of subdomain unfolding as
the source of deviations from the unfolding.
DMD simulations were used to visualize γ module domains unfolding as a result of constant force appli-
cation to the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. Simulated ﬁbrin unfolding experiments showed γ module unfolding
occurred through a series of steps - (1) reorientation of the protein along the axis of force, (2) separation
of the ‘a’ binding pocket from the γ module, (3) formation of three subdomains, and (4) ﬁnal unfolding of
the γ module and formation of beta strands near the ‘a’ pocket. A variety of residues were implicated in
unfolding events in the gamma module observed in simulation; however only γ 285-90:319-24, γ 301-5:382-3,
γ 303-8:313-8, and γ 315-8:349-50 are likely to be observed in force-clamp experiments due to the their
resulting extensions and location in the γ module.
The combination of force-clamp experiments, Monte Carlo simulations and DMD simulations elucidated
ﬁbrin γ module unfolding to a degree not previously achieved. The speciﬁc residues responsible for extension
events observed in force-clamp experiments were identiﬁed through the use of DMD simulations. The exten-
sion events associated with γ 285-90:319-24 and γ 301-5:382-3 produced ∼3 nm extensions which together
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produce the characteristic 6nm extension observed in force-clamp experiments. Monte Carlo simulations im-
plicated the existence of multiple domains as the primary source of non-Markovian behavior observed in NEA
analysis of force-clamp data. DMD simulations also showed multiple subdomains within the γ module, the
earlier domains unfolding more rapidly than later domains. These simulations showed domains unfolding in
order of their kinetic parameters (i.e., shorter lifetimes of conformational states earlier and longer lifetimes
later) rather than the result of force-sheltered domains, which would produce short-lived conformational
states following longer-lived conformational states. This level of detail into the mechanisms responsible for
complex γ module unfolding would not have been possible without the combination of these there methods.
Preliminary experiments were performed to probe the reversibility of ﬁbrin γ module unfolding. Because
ﬁbrin ﬁber extensibility is largely reversible,(73) the molecular mechanisms responsible for ﬁber extension
must also be reversible. If unfolding of the γ module induced by force applied to the ‘A-a’ interaction
contributes to the extensibility of ﬁbrin ﬁbers, then it may play a role in the reversibility. A variation of
force-clamp called force quench allows for investigation of protein refolding under applied force.(138; 121;
139; 140; 141) Force-quench works by applying a constant force for a period of time to unfold the protein
(just like force-clamp), then reducing the force for a period of time to allow the protein to refold, and ﬁnally
the larger unfolding force is applied again to observe the presence or absence of unfolding events.
I performed preliminary force-quench experiments in which a 100 pN force was applied for 0.5 seconds to
induce some unfolding in the γ module, followed by a 1 second 10 pN force application, and ﬁnally another
100 pN force applied until rupture of the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. These forces and time scales were
selected based on force-clamp experiments to be most likely to induce folding but still maintain the ‘A-a’
knob-hole interaction. Two sample force-quench curves are shown in Figure 2.38. In order for force-quench
curves to provide useful information into unfolding, the curve must possess the following characteristic: (1)
the ﬁrst high force application must induce an unfolding event, and (2) the knob-hole interaction must
remain intact through the ﬁnal high force application. Because ﬁbrin unfolding is inherently a stochastic
process, these criteria dramatically reduce the number of force curves in a population that provide insight
into unfolding. For this reason only 20 force-quench curves were collected and examined. Preliminary results
indicated that 15% of the force curves exhibit refolding behavior, characterized by an unfolding step in
both the ﬁrst and second high-force application, for the initially investigated parameters. The majority of
force-quench curves did not exhibit refolding as evidenced by a second unfolding step; however, some of these
force curves displayed complex separation traces during the force-quench interval. More experiments should
be performed in which the quenching force is adjusted in order to observe refolding behavior.
This collection of experiments informed our understanding of the mechanical properties of ﬁbrin as
they relate to blood clot formation and protein unfolding in general. In the larger scope of designing
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Figure 2.38: Representative force-quench results exhibiting both refolding and nonrefolding behavior of the
γ module. (Top) separation-time traces acquired for force-quench experiment exhibiting refolding (blue) and
no refolding (red). The percentage of refolded and not refolded traces are reported based on a population of
20 force-quench curves. (Bottom) Force-time plots of the 100 pN, 10 pN and 100 pN force pulses of 0.5 s, 1
s, and 0.5 s for each of the force-quench experiments. Note, the red and blue force curves have been oﬀset
slightly in force to allow better visualization of force data.
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an instrument for mechanical investigation of cells, these experiments provide an ideal system on which
to develop force application experimental methods and analysis pipelines which can be applied to single-
molecule measurements on cells. In the next chapter I will develop experimental methods and analysis
pipelines necessary for measuring the mechanical properties of cells.
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CHAPTER 3: Understanding the Role of Nuclear Mechanics Using the Atomic Force
Microscope for Single-Cell Force Spectroscopy Studies
Living cells possess the ability to sense, withstand and respond to external mechanical forces. These
properties are essential to the physical integrity and biological function of the cell. The molecular mechanisms
responsible for a cell’s response to external force are especially of interest because of their downstream eﬀects
on gene expression, diﬀerentiation and motility. The nucleus itself has been implicated as a mechanosensor,
with force-induced changes in nuclear structure directly aﬀecting transcription; however, the process of
mechanotransduction cannot be studied in isolation from cell mechanics.
The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) has become ubiquitous in many cell mechanics studies, primarily
due to its precision in force measurement (piconewtons), high spatial accuracy, and large dynamic range
(hundreds of nanonewtons, depending on cantilever choice). In this chapter, I use the AFM to measure
the mechanical properties of (1) two ovarian cancer cell lines with diﬀerent known invasivity, (2) pancreatic
cancer cells transfected with genes implicated in the epithelial-mesenchymal transition and (3) cytoplasts
created by the removal of the nucleus from ﬁbroblasts. Each of these studies provides insight into the role
of nuclear mechanics, especially as it relates to mechanotransduction.
This chapter is comprised of the following key sections:
3.1 Cell and Nuclear Mechanics Studies with the AFM
3.2 Mechanical Properties of Ovarian Cancer Cells
3.3 Mechanical Properties of Pancreatic Cancer Cells
3.4 Mechanical Properties of Cytoplasts
3.5 Conclusions and Future work
Section 3.1: Cell and Nuclear Mechanics Studies with the AFM
Mechanical forces play a crucial role in the growth and shape of virtually every tissue and organ in
our bodies. However, relatively little is known about the mechanisms by which individual cells sense their
mechanical environment and convert these mechanical cues into a biological response.
The transmission of mechanical force is essential to the physical integrity and biological function of healthy
cells. Therefore, it is plausible to expect that deviations from normal cell mechanics and mechanotransduction
may lead to various diseases. Indeed, researchers have found links between atypical mechanics of human cells,
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and diseases and abnormalities such as cancer,(142; 143; 5; 144; 145; 146; 8) arthritis,(147) malaria,(148) and
aging.(149; 150; 151) The molecular mechanisms responsible for the transmission of mechanical forces to the
nuclear interior are of particular interest due to their downstream eﬀects on gene expression, diﬀerentiation
and motility. Recent ﬁndings have further supported the hypothesis that the nucleus itself may act as a
cellular mechanosensor, bypassing the diﬀusion-based mechanosignaling through the cytoplasm to directly
modulate the expression of mechanosensitive genes.(3; 32)
The process of mechanotransduction cannot be studied in isolation from cell mechanics, however. In
order to understand how cells sense and respond, we must also understand how they deform and recover
from physical disturbance. A cell’s ‘mechanical properties’ broadly refers to a group of characteristics that
deﬁne how a material responds to mechanical stimuli. Commonly, a material deformation in response to
applied stress is reported as a modulus (e.g., Young’s modulus) - the scaling between stress and strain of
a solid material. Because cells are heterogenous materials composed of proteins, ﬁlaments and sub-cellular
structures, one of the primary diﬃculties in cell mechanics is determining the origins of measured cellular
mechanical properties. In particular, the nucleus is a signiﬁcant contributor to whole-cell elasticity, which is
stiﬀer than the cytoplasmic portion of the cell and results in mechanical response that deviates from models
that deﬁne the cell as a simple, linear elastic material.(152; 153; 154)
Due to its versatility, the AFM is a prominent tool for the study of intrinsic cellular mechanical properties.
The AFM possesses many qualities that are useful for biological studies, including (1) high vertical and
lateral resolutions for precise force application and topographic information, (2) precise application and
measurement of sub-nanonewton forces, and (3) the ability to probe a variety of sample geometries in
natural conditions, such as buﬀer. The AFM can be used to directly manipulate cells to measure whole-cell
and sub-cellular mechanical properties. A detailed description of AFM principles for cell mechanics studies
can be found in Chapter 1 or instrument reviews.(155; 156). Brieﬂy, AFM experiments are performed by
applying force to the cell with a ﬂexible cantilever, measuring small deﬂections as the cell is indented, and
converting the deﬂections into units of force by approximating the AFM cantilever as a Hookean spring. The
resulting force-indentation curves are then ﬁt to an appropriate contact mechanics model, such as the Hertz
model, to extract the Young’s modulus of the cell or sub-cellular component.
In a step towards creating a versatile tool for understanding forces in biology and, more speciﬁcally,
mechanotransduction, I describe in this chapter the the use of an AFM to measure the mechanical properties
of single cells. I describe several experiments designed to understand cellular and nuclear mechanics in
relation to cell function (mechanotransduction) and misfunction (cancer metastasis). Speciﬁcally, these
experiments include:
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1. determining the relationship between nuclear stiﬀness and migration in diﬀerent ovarian cancer cell
lines,
2. measuring subtle changes in the mechanical phenotype resulting from single genetic changes in pan-
creatic cancer cells and validating a new high-throughput cell mechanics assay, and
3. investigating the role of the changes in mechanical properties of de-nucleated cells on the aberrant
mechanotransduction behaviors of cytoplasts.
These experiments require the development of a bead attachment protocol and data analysis pipeline dis-
cussed in Appendices I and D, respectively, to eﬀectively and eﬃciently measure the desired mechanical
properties. Overall, these experiments elucidate the role of nuclear mechanical properties in healthy mechan-
otransduction as well as the invasion and migration of cancer cell lines.
Section 3.2: Ovarian Cancer Cells Nuclear Stiffness Correlated to Metastasis
Cancer is characterized by a malfunction in the behavior of cells that undergo uncontrolled division,
inﬁltrate and invade healthy body tissues, and migrate to distant sites throughout the body. Cancer cells
possess the ability to successfully negotiate the metastatic process via complex and often contradictory
physical interactions and mechanical properties.(157) As an example, cancerous tissue is stiﬀer than normal
tissue,(144) but the cancer cells themselves are less stiﬀ than healthy cells.(143) The correlation between
a cell’s ability to deform and the presence of diﬀerent diseases is commonly accepted;(158) however, the
mechanical properties of cells as a metric for understanding cancer have only recently become a focus of
study.(143; 159; 145; 8; 146)
The emergence of the study of mechanical properties of cancer cells is partially due to the increase in
information about the role of the nucleus in cell mechanics and mechanotransduction, especially as it relates
to diseases.(160; 161; 162; 163; 32) The mechanical properties of the cell nucleus and their connection to
the cytoskeleton play an essential role in migration.(164; 165) When a cell encounters constrictions in 3D
migration, the stiﬀness and deformability of the nucleus has been found to be the rate-limiting factor.(164;
166) For this reason, the mechanical properties of the nucleus play a critical role in the spread of cancer
cells through the basement membrane during metastasis. Therefore, studies of cancer cells should take into
account the role of nuclear mechanics.
Another contributor to the increase in mechanical studies of cancer cells is the accessibility of a variety
of biophysical techniques to probe the mechanical properties of cells, including membrane stretching, optical
traps, micropipet aspiration, passive and magnetic beads, and atomic force microscopy. Owing to its versatil-
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ity, the AFM has become a popular tool to study the intrinsic cellular mechanical properties associated with
cancer cells.(167) A consequence of this variety in measurement techniques is the collection of sometimes
contradictory measurements of mechanical properties such as stiﬀness. For instance, ovarian cancer cells
have a range of reported stiﬀness values spanning several orders of magnitude (∼1 Pa to 10 kPa) depending
on the employed technique.(8; 146)
The stiﬀness of ovarian cancer cell lines has been inversely correlated to migration and invasion;(8) how-
ever, these measurements have lacked precision in the locality of the mechanics measurement site, which
is important for understanding the eﬀect of the nucleus on mechanical measurements. In order to vali-
date observed results with diﬀerent mechanical techniques and, thus, reconcile currently diﬀering stiﬀness
measurements,(8; 146) I use the AFM to measured the mechanical properties of ovarian cancer cells with
diﬀerent known metastatic potentials such that I take into account the eﬀect of the nucleus. Over the course
of these investigations, I also measured an interesting eﬀect of histone H2B fused green ﬂuorescent proteins
(GFP) on nuclear stiﬀness.
3.2.1: Experimental Methods
The day before AFM experiments, cells were plated in medium onto ﬁbronectin-coated glass coverslips.
Cells were plated onto the ﬁbronectin-coated glass by trypsinization of a 50-90% conﬂuent culture of SKOV3
and IGROV human ovarian cancer cell lines (from CISMM collaborator Professor Gerard C. Blobe at Duke
University). The cultures were diluted back to about 30% conﬂuence, and then an aliquot of cells was further
diluted by at least 1/10 - 1/30 before plating in RPMI (Roswell Park Memorial Institute) medium with 5%
serum and antibiotic/antimycotic at 1X. Cells usually attached within several hours, but were incubated
overnight to allow cells to ﬁrmly attach before use.
On the day of AFM experiments, the samples were rinsed with fresh medium to remove loosely attached
cells. The stiﬀness of the cells measured using an MFP-3D Bio AFM (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara,
CA). For all AFM measurements, the cells were either unlabeled, stained on the day of the experiment with
vital (live-cell) stain SYTO 82 nucleic acid label, or previously transfected with H2B-GFP. For the H2B-
GFP samples, approximately 10-15% of cells possessed the ﬂuorecently labeled nucleus desired. Then the
sample was rinsed profusely with RPMI medium by removing liquid from the cloning ring, replacing with
new medium, and repeating several times to remove loosely attached cells. And additional larger ring of
vacuum grease was added onto gel surface concentric to the cloning ring to prevent spilling into the sensitive
AFM electronics during the experiment. Then majority of solution was removed from the cloning ring, and
the cloning ring removed from the gel surface. The sample was loaded on to the AFM stage and additional
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medium added to form a small bubble in the inner vacuum grease ring.
A B C
Figure 3.1: Images of cell indentation experiments. Overlaid, false-colored images of bright-ﬁeld and two
ﬂuorescence images are shown for (A) SKOV, (B) IGROV, and (C) AFM tip. (A) SKOV and (B) IGROV
images were taken immediately prior to AFM measurement over the nucleus with outline of the cell and
triangular region of the cantilever from bright-ﬁeld image (black and white), SYTO 82 throughout the cell
but brightest in the nucleus (red), and 5 µm bead tip (green). Scale bar is 10 µm.
All experiments were performed using a TR400PSA cantilever with 5 µm yellow-green ﬂuorescent polystyrene
bead attached behind the pyramid tip using the protocol described in Appendix I. The cantilever spring con-
stant (approximately 0.02 N/m) was measured in buﬀer using built in IGOR thermal tuning method after
gluing the spherical probe, and prior to and following force measurements to ensure stability throughout
experiments. The combined AFM optical microscope setup allows for precise positioning of the AFM probe
over the desired region of the designated cells. Images of AFM experiment design, including attached bead
and tip alignment, are in shown Figure 3.1. The beaded AFM cantilever was placed above either the cen-
ter of the cell nucleus (‘on-nucleus’) or approximately 5 µm to the side of the nucleus (‘oﬀ-nucleus’). The
cantilever was moved at a velocity of 5 µm/s downward toward the cell until a trigger force of 0.5-1 nN
(on-nucleus for IGROV and SKOV, respectively) or 0.1 nN (oﬀ-nucleus) was reached. The cantilever was
then retracted at the same rate. For most cells, this was equivalent to ∼1.5 µm of indentation on-nucleus
and ∼0.5 µm oﬀ-nucleus. Larger indentation were used on-nucleus to ensure that the mechanical properties
of the nucleus contributed to the measured elastic modulus, while smaller indentations were used oﬀ-nucleus
due to the smaller thickness of the cell at those locations. For each cell, ten force curves were collected at
each location, separated by a 30 second dwell away from the cell surface. Force measurements were acquired
for a minimum of 50 cells for each cell type over the course of three days of experiments.
Force curves were analyzed with custom MATLAB code to calculate the cell stiﬀness, described in detail
in Appendix D. Brieﬂy, the program identiﬁes the contact point coordinates using a golden-section search
in which a linear ﬁt of the data to the left of contact point and a Hertz model ﬁt to the data to the right up
to a user deﬁned maximum indent (on-nucleus ≥500 nm and oﬀ-nucleus 200-300 nm). The larger ﬁt range
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for on-nucleus measurements ensured that the nucleus contributed to the measured Young’s modulus. The










where F is force, δ is indentation, E is elastic modulus, R is the tip radius, and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. The
point which attains the minimum total ﬁtting error is selected as the contact point. Least squares ﬁtting is
applied to force-indentation data in the post-contact region of the force curve to the Hertz model to extract
the Young’s modulus of the cell. Then the cell types were compared with the standard t-test to determine
diﬀerence.
3.2.2: Results
Examples of optical images obtained from previous on-nucleus cell indentation measurements are shown
in Figure 3.1 for both SKOV and IGROV. The edges of the cell and triangular end of the cantilever can clearly
be seen from the bright-ﬁeld images (black and white). The cells have also been labeled with ﬂuorescent
SYTO nucleic acid stain, which is brightest in the nucleus but is also visible throughout the entire cell
(red). The nucleus of the cells in the images shown in Figure 3.1 are directly below the AFM tip, which is
false-colored green; however, due to the red green overlay, the tip appears yellow over the nucleus. These
images show that the cells have a diﬀerent morphology: the more invasive SKOV cells spread on the glass
surface and frequently existing in single cell populations on the surface, while IGROV cells are more rounded
and more likely to be found in clusters.
Representative force-indentation curves obtained from mechanical probing of individual cells are plotted
in Figure 3.2A. The behavior of these curves is characteristic of their cell line. The primary cell lines
of interest in this study were SKOV and IGROV; however, HEY cells have been used in both magnetic
bead(8) and AFM experiments,(146) and are therefore a useful cell line for understanding the consistency
and validity of our technique. Because the slope of each force-indenation curve is related to cell stiﬀness,
diﬀerences between slopes for each cell indicate diﬀerences in stiﬀness between cells.
The force curves were analyzed with a Hertzian contact model to determine the corresponding Young’s
modulus of individual cells. Determination of the Young’s modulus for HEY cells was straightforward, as
the data were easily ﬁt by the Hertz model (Figure 3.2A - solid green line) to yield a Young’s modulus of
162 Pa for the shown curve. SKOV and IGROV cells exhibited more complex deformation, and the entire
indentation depth could not be described by a single Young’s modulus in the Hertz model. Shown in Figure
3.2 are two diﬀerent Hertz model ﬁts to the SKOV and IGROV data. Hertz model ﬁtting is known to be
sensitive to the determination of the contact point - the point where the tip comes into contact with the
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Figure 3.2: AFM stiﬀness measurements of ovarian cancer cells. (A) Representative force-indentation curves
for HEY (green), SKOV (blue), and IGROV (red). The dots are actual data points from the force curve,
and the solid line and dotted line are Hertz model ﬁts to data with Young’s moduli of 621 Pa (dashed red),
541 Pa (solid red), 550 Pa (dashed blue), 182 Pa (solid blue), and 162 (solid green). (B) Results of stiﬀness
measurements for each cell type. Wilcoxon rank-sum test p-values established statistical signiﬁcance between
cells where *, **, and *** correspond to the p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001, respectively.
cell causing in the force curve - due to the subtlety of its identiﬁcation on soft samples.(168) Within my
MATLAB Hertz Analysis Package (Appendix D), I used a method to accurately ﬁnd the contact points from
soft samples developed by Lin et al.(169) The solid line is determined from a strict determination of contact
point based on a deviation from baseline and shallow indentation depth Hertz ﬁtting. The solid curve ﬁts the
data well for indentation depths of less than 0.7 µm and 0.5 µm for SKOV and IGROV cells, respectively.
The dashed line is the Hertz model ﬁt when the determination of the contact point is relaxed to allow for
contact points at hundreds of piconewtons above baseline. The dashed curve ﬁts the data well for deeper
indentation depths but is a poor ﬁt near the baseline. To avoid irreversible plastic damage to the cell, a
nonlinear deformation regime, and eﬀects from the underlying substrate,(156) all reported elastic modulus
values are the result of ﬁtting to the shallow indentation depth (solid lines). The data were ﬁt to indentation
depths of 300 nm and 500 nm for IGROV and SKOV cells, respectively, which correspond to approximately
the same force application.
Some variability in force-indentation slopes and, thus, Young’s modulus, is expected among individual
cells from the same culture; therefore, measurements must be made using a suﬃciently large data set that
observations are indicative of the cell line. The consistency of SKOV and IGROVmeasurements was validated
by comparing results for several days with diﬀerent sample preparations. The results showed an expected
variability in the stiﬀnesses of individual cells from the same line (Figure 3.3A). However, cells of the
same type exhibited consistent elastic modulus distributions over several days with no signiﬁcant diﬀerence
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Comparing SKOV and IGROV cells
SKOV
IGROV
Figure 3.3: Reproducibility of AFM measurements of IGROV cells, which are stiﬀer than SKOV cells. (A)
Average and standard deviation for the elastic modulus of each cell determined from Hertz model ﬁt to all
force curves acquired on-nucleus. Nearly 30 SKOV (blue) and IGROV (red) cells, all collected over the
course of one day’s experiments. The solid horizontal lines at ∼200 Pa and ∼600 Pa are the averages of
SKOV and IGROV cells, respectively, with the standard error mean ranges shown with dashed lines. (B) Box
plots of elastic modulus distributions for cells grouped by day. Wilcoxon rank-sum test p-values established
statistical signiﬁcance between days; the only signiﬁcance was seen between SKOV and IGROV at p<0.001.
(Figure 3.3A). IGROV and SKOV cell populations on diﬀerent days were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent in stiﬀness
as determined by the Wilcoxon rank-sum test with p-values less than 0.001.
IGROV cells are signiﬁcantly stiﬀer than SKOV and HEY cells. The distribution of Young’s moduli
for individual cells in each cell line is depicted in the box and whisker plots in Figure 3.2B. Each box plot
represents the collection of the average elastic modulus for each cell, with the red line indicating the median
of the data, the cental box representing the central 50% of the data, the notches setting the 25% and 75%
quantile of the data, the Tukey whiskers indicating remaining data outside central box up to 1.5 times
the height of the central box, and with all other remaining points marked by the red crosses as outliers.
The large spread and lack of outliers represented for HEY could be representative of the cell line but is
more likely the result of a lower cell count for this cell line. Only the force curves acquired on 10 cells
are included for the HEY data set, as opposed to the 50 cells examined for SKOV and IGROV. HEY was
included in these measurements due to its use in both magnetic bead and AFM measurements;(146; 8) it is
therefore useful in understanding the relationships between existing reports on ovarian cancer cell stiﬀness
as a marker of invasion potential. The measurement for average HEY stiﬀness is 216±89 Pa, a lower value
than the reported 494±222 Pa reported by Xu et al.(146) but within a standard deviation of agreement. I



























Figure 3.4: Stiﬀness correlates with invasion. (A) Invasion assays were conducted on the indicated cancer cell
lines. Data represent the mean and standard error mean of three independent experiments. (C) Maximum
compliance, where boxes indicate diﬀerent scored regions based on relative invasion. (B) Stiﬀness values
plotted relative to relative invasion, where the boxes represent the same scored regions as in C. (D) The
same data as B with power law correlation. The inset shows power-law correlation on a log-log plot. Figures
adapted from work published by Swaminathan et al.(8)
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Previous studies performed in part by members of our lab demonstrated an inverse relationship between
the stiﬀness of cancer cell lines and their relative invasion.(8) Figure 3.4 summarizes the results they found
for a set of cells including SKOV and IGROV. Matrigel invasion assays showed the degree of invasiveness
varied widely among individual lines (Figure 3.4A), with a two orders of magnitude change in invasivity
between SKOV (∼0.65%) and IGROV (0.006%). Mechanical properties of the cancer cells measured using
a 3DFM-magnetic tweezer system(170) found that the SKOV cell line was ten times more deformable than
the IGROV cell line (Figure 3.4C). Using this data, the cancer cell lines were classiﬁed both by their stiﬀness
and their invasiveness (Figure 3.4B), with both parameters falling into classes of low, medium, and high
stiﬀness or invasiveness. Finally, a power-law relationship was identiﬁed relating these parameters (Figure
3.4D), the ﬁrst evidence that metastatic potential measured through cancer cell invasion exhibits such an
inverse power-law relationship with cell stiﬀness. These results exhibit the same inverse relationship between
invasion and cell stiﬀness observed by Swaminathan et al.(8)





















Figure 3.5: Cell stiﬀness measurements are dependent on location and grouping. Box plots of elastic modulus
measurements for single SKOV cells on- (S-On) and oﬀ-nucleus (S-Oﬀ), groups of SKOV cells on-nucleus
(SG-On), single IGROV cells on- (I-On) and oﬀ-nucleus (I-Oﬀ), and groups of IGROV cells on- (IG-On) and
oﬀ-nucleus (IG-Oﬀ). Wilcoxon rank-sum tests established statistical signiﬁcances between elastic modulus
groups where p<0.05, p<0.01, and p<0.001 are represented by the blue, green, and red bars at the top of
the plot, respectively
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Up to this point, all AFM measurements reported were performed over the nucleus of single isolated cells.
One of the beneﬁts of using the AFM in lieu of magnetic bead measurements is the ability to probe diﬀerent
regions of the cell. With this additional degree of freedom, I gained insight into the role of diﬀerent mechanical
properties of components of the cell as they relate to cancer invasion. I performed AFM measurements at
two locations – over the nucleus (on-nucleus) and one bead-diameter away from the nucleus (oﬀ-nucleus) –
on at least 20 single cells. For single cells, the on-nucleus Young’s modulus was signiﬁcantly larger than the
oﬀ-nucleus measurement (Figure 3.5). The contribution of the nucleus to AFM measured mechanics was
most dramatic for SKOV cells, where the on-nucleus (S-On) measurement was twice that of the oﬀ-nuclues
(S-Oﬀ), though a signiﬁcant increase in stiﬀness was observed between IGROV on-nucleus (I-On) and oﬀ-
nucleus (I-Oﬀ) measurements. Despite the reduced elastic modulus for the oﬀ-nucleus measurements for
both cell types, the cells exhibited the same trend in stiﬀness both on- and oﬀ-nucleus: the IGROV cells
were signiﬁcantly stiﬀer than the SKOV cells.
Another factor which may play a role in cell stiﬀness is cell-cell interactions. To determine the impact
of this factor, the stiﬀnesses of cells in groups were compared to those of singlet cells (Figure 3.5. The cells
were plated onto glass with the intention of producing a sparse sample primarily consisting of single cells;
thus, the elastic modulus reported for these cells in groups is the result of measurements on 10 cells for
each condition. For the very few SKOV cells found in groups, the edges of the cells were not well deﬁned;
oﬀ-nucleus measurements were therefore not collected. IGROV cells were predisposed to growth in groups
rather than existing as singlet cells. I was therefore able to locate groups of cells in which both on- and
oﬀ-nucleus measurements were made. The on-nucleus elastic modulus for SKOV cells in groups (SG-On) was
not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from that of single SKOV cells (S-On); however, the on-nucleus elastic modulus
for IGROV cells in groups (IG-On) was signiﬁcantly smaller than that of single IGROV cells (I-On) and
comparable to the elastic modulus of oﬀ-nucleus measurements (I-Oﬀ and IG-Oﬀ). Despite the changes in
mechanics, both IGROV and SKOV cells were distinguishable in stiﬀness for all conditions.
The ﬁnal parameter investigated was the eﬀect of nuclear labels on the cells mechanical properties. An
additional reason for choosing these cells was that their dramatic mechanical diﬀerences made them ideal
candidates for a comparative study of strain propagation to the nucleus with the combined AFM and pathway
rotated imaging system. This system and the demonstrative experiments performed are detailed in Chapters
4 and 5. An ideal method to clearly visualize the nucleus and internal structures for these studies would
be to transfect the cells with H2B-GFP.(171) The results of H2B-GFP transfection on mesenchymal stem
cells performed in CISMM collaborator, Professor Farshid Guilak’s laboratory at Duke University (now at
Washington University, Saint Louis) is shown in Figure 3.6A. Both the plan- and side-view images of the






Figure 3.6: Fluorescent nuclei of H2B-GFP labeled cells. (A) MSC cell nucleus in standard microscope
plan-view (top) and a pathway rotated side-view (bottom). More details on side-view imaging in Chapters
4 and 5. Fluorescence H2B-GFP (red) and bright-ﬁeld (grey) overlaid images of (B) SKOV and (C) IGROV
cells. All scale bars 10 µm
side-view image showed some background noise due to the use of broad rather than light sheet illumination,
reﬂections oﬀ the glass surface correctable by plating onto a polyacrylamide surface, and the very thin nature
of the MSCs nucleus height. However, the initial success of MSC imaging lead to the exploration of GFP-H2B
transfection of both SKOV and IGROV cells.
Prior to performing any studies of cell deformation with our new side-view system (Chapter 4), changes
in behavior of the ovarian cancer cells were noticed between H2B-GFP transfected and unlabeled cells. Both
SKOV and IGROV cells were transfected with H2B-GFP (Figure 3.6B and C). The intensity of H2B-GFP
in the nucleus was larger for SKOV cells than IGROV, indicating more GFP in the nucleus of SKOV cells.
Moreover, the morphology of the transfected cells diﬀered from unlabeled cells. This diﬀerence was most
pronounced in SKOV cells, which became more rounded and more likely to grow in clusters than their
unlabeled counter parts. Additionally, both cells seemed to divide more slowly, as they took longer to
reach conﬂuence. Therefore, I decided to perform on-nucleus stiﬀness measurements of the H2B labeled
cells to determine if the H2B-GFP in the nucleus also eﬀected the mechanical properties. Not all cells in a
population were labeled, so on-nucleus AFM measurements were acquired for unlabeled and labeled cells in
the same sample. The results of these measurements are in Figure 3.7. SKOV-H2B cells (SH2B) exhibited a
signiﬁcantly larger elastic modulus than the unlabeled SKOV cells. Moreover, the elastic modulus of SKOV-
H2B cells was comparable to the elastic modulus of IGROV cells. Finally, on-nucleus AFM measurements of
SYTO labeled SKOV and IGROV cells (SSyto and ISyto, respectively) validated that SYTO had no eﬀect
on elastic modulus for either cell type.
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Figure 3.7: H2B-GFP aﬀects the elastic modulus of SKOV cells. Box plots of elastic modulus measure-
ments for unlabeld SKOV (SKOV), H2B-GFP SKOV (SH2B), SYTO labeled SKOV (SSyto), unlabeled
IGROV (IGROV), H2B-GFP IGROV (IH2B), and SYTO labeled IGROV (ISyto). Wilcoxon rank-sum tests
established statistical signiﬁcances between elastic modulus groups where *, **, and *** represent p<0.05,
p<0.01, and p<0.001, respectively.
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3.2.3: Conclusions
The results of AFM measurements described in the previous sections mechanically distinguished ovarian
cancer cells, IGROV, and the more invasive phenotype, SKOV. Speciﬁcally, the experiments showed that
more invasive SKOV cells were softer than less invasive than IGROV cells. AFM on-nucleus and oﬀ-nucleus
measurements were able to identify the same diﬀerence in stiﬀness, but the diﬀerence was more dramatic
on-nucleus, implicating changes in nuclear mechanics related to invasion.
These are the ﬁrst AFM indentation experiments on SKOV and IGROV ovarian cancer cells. The reported
stiﬀness values are in general agreement with other AFM cell stiﬀness measurements(146) and the HEY cell
measurement was within error of previously reported values.(146) These are not the ﬁrst measurements to
determine cell stiﬀness as a marker for metastatic potential in ovarian cancer cells. Previous experiment from
our group by Swaminathan et al.(8) reported stiﬀness measurements with magnetic tweezers were inversely
correlated with relative invasion of ovarian cancer cells, including SKOV and IGROV. We did not necessarily
expect indentation experiments to yield the same correlation between stiﬀness and invasion as magnetic
tweezers measurements due to the inherent diﬀerences in measuring stiﬀness. The AFM applies nanonewton
forces to indent the cell and measure the bulk Young’s modulus of the cell membrane, cytosol, cytoskeleton,
and nucleus. In contrast, magnetic beads are attached to the cell membrane and measure the stiﬀness of
the membrane and cytoskeleton. Despite intrinsic diﬀerences in the component of the cell measured, both
techniques reﬂected a diﬀerence in mechanical properties reﬂective of the cell types’ metastatic potential.
Due to the choice of AFM as a measurement technique, I was able to probe diﬀerent regions of the
cells to determine the contribution of the nucleus to cancer cell mechanics. AFM measurements showed the
same inverse correlation between invasion and the mechanical properties of the cell in oﬀ- and on-nucleus
measurements. AFM oﬀ-nucleus measurements yield an elastic modulus reﬂective of the cytoplasm, and to a
lesser extent the membrane(172; 173) and molecular brushes (e.g., microvilli, microridges, glycocalyx).(174)
Where as, AFM on-nucleus measurements yield a bulk elastic modulus reﬂective of contributions from the
cytoplasm and nucleus. Because direct linkages between the cell membrane and nucleus (LINC complexes)
can form, magnetic bead experiments may indirectly be probing the contribution of the nucleus to cell
stiﬀness; however, it is diﬃcult to tell whether diﬀerences in stiﬀness between cell lines are due to changes in
cytoskeletal stiﬀness or to contributions from the mechanical nucleus, and changes are primarily attributed to
changes in cytoskeletal stiﬀness. In contrast, with AFM measurements in two locations (on-and oﬀ-nucleus)
we were able to indirectly observe mechanical diﬀerences between the nuclei of SKOV and IGROV cells.
If the mechanical properties of the nucleus were unchanged and only the cytoskeleton and membrane were
diﬀerent, then both AFM (on- and oﬀ-nucleus) and magnetic bead experiments would observe a diﬀerence in
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stiﬀness. However, because there are two measurement locations for AFM experiments, the stiﬀness increase
on- and oﬀ-nucleus would be the similar for this scenario. Because we observe a larger change in stiﬀness
on-nucleus, we concluded that the nucleus as well as the cytoskeleton of these two ovarian cancer cell lines are
mechanically diﬀerent. This could be an essential diﬀerence that allows SKOV cells to migrate more rapidly
than IGROV cells throughout the human body. However, to conﬁrm the validity of this interpretation and
clarify deviations of AFM measurements from simple Hertzian behavior (Figure 3.2), information about
subcellular structural deformation simultaneous with force data is required. The necessity of structural
information in the direction of applied prompted the design and implementation of a combined AFM and
pathway rotated imaging system, disucssed in Chapters 4 and 5.
High-resolution imaging of the nucleus and subnuclear structure of living cells has been achieved in cancer
cells using a fusion protein of histone H2B and green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP).(171) The H2B-GFP fusion
protein incorporated in to the nucleus and the cells still went through the cell cycle; however, I observed
a change in mechanical properties of transfected cells. I found that SKOV cells transfected with H2B-
GFP exhibited a signiﬁcantly larger elastic modulus than unlabeled SKOV cells. There was no apparent
change in stiﬀness for transfected IGROV cells; however, these cells were less brightly labeled. This may
indicate a density of label-dependent change in stiﬀness, the result of more protein in the nucleus increasing
the Young’s modulus. This could be investigated by determining the change in stiﬀness as a function of
ﬂuorescent intensity in the nucleus. Alternatively, the eﬀect of H2B-GFP on the mechanical properties of
the nucleus could be dependent upon cell line. More AFM indentation data is required to fully explore
whether the change in stiﬀness is due to the cell line or concentration of H2B-GFP. The live-cell nucleic
acid label SYTO did not have any eﬀect on the apparent elastic modulus measured in AFM experiments.
Therefore, experiments exploring nuclear deformation with simultaneous side-view imaging (Chapters 4
and 5) used SYTO to observe changes in nucleus and subnuclear structure. Initial results of comparisons
of nuclear deformation between SKOV and IGROV cells using the new simultaneous AFM and side-view
imaging technique can be found in Chapter 6 and Appendix K.
In conclusion, AFM measurements of cell stiﬀness identify a correlation between changes in cytoplasm
and nuclear stiﬀness with reported migration and invasion. The relative stiﬀness of the nucleus presumably
plays a role in the ability of SKOV cells to migrate more rapidly throughout the human body than the
less invasive IGROV cells. Additionally, I observed an increase in nuclear stiﬀness as a result of H2B-GFP
transfection into SKOV cells. Despite having little eﬀect on the cell cycle, H2B-GFP eﬀects the inherent
mechanical properties of the nucleus. Thus, AFM measurements result in a greater understanding of ovarian
cancer mechanics as related to invasion phenotypes and motivate future instrument design for simultaneous
imaging in the direction oﬀ applied load.
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In the next section, the AFM was used in a similar study to distinguish relatively subtle changes in
the mechanical phenotype of pancreatic cancer cells resulting from single genetic changes. In addition to a
mechanical understanding of cell response, the AFM provided an independent method of validation for a
new high-throughput microscope.
Section 3.3: Mechanical Stiffness Correlates to Invasion in Pancreatic Cancer Cells.
As discussed in Section 3.2, cancer cells are often characterized by their ability to spread from one part
of the body to another in a process referred to as metastasis. Studies have shown that not only is there a
mechanical diﬀerence between healthy and cancerous cells,(157; 143) but there is also a relationship between
the mechanical stiﬀness and relative invasiveness in multiple cancer cell types.(146; 175; 159; 176; 177; 8)
Tumor of the pancreas is one of the most lethal forms of cancer in the developed world because of the diﬃculty
of its early detection and its aggressive propensity for invasion, migration and metastasis.(5) Changes in
mechanical deformability of the cells have been examined as possible pathways that facilitate easier migration
and increased metastatic competence of pancreatic tumor cells(145; 178)
In a recent paper accepted to Scientific Reports, we presented an automated array high-throughput
microscope (AHTM) capable of screening for changes in mechanical phenotype of cancer cells.(179) Over
the course of this study, the AFM was used to validate characterization of relative compliance of human
pancreatic ductal epithelial cells (HPDE), h-TERT transformed HPDE cells (HPNE), and four gain-of-
function (GOF) constructs. The expression of GOF versions of a single gene involved in cancer biology
produce detectable changes at the phenotypic level that can be measured using mechanical techniques. HPDE
cells were stably infected with genes for H-Ras (HRASG12V),(180) Myr-AKT (myristolated-AKT),(181; 182;
183) Bcl2,(184; 185; 186) and TβRI,(187; 188; 189; 190) as well as wild-type BCL-2.(185; 186)
The results of this study were agreement with the results of the AHTM, AFM and invasion assay for
distinguishing both the relatively subtle changes engendered by single genetic changes and the larger diﬀer-
ence between normal and oncogene-expressing cells. The AFM results consistently resulted in a measured
decrease in stiﬀness corresponding to cells with increased invasion results.
3.3.1: Experimental Methods
For details on preparation of gain-of-function cultures of HPDE cells and validation of activating pathway
component expression in HPDE stable cells, please refer to publication Cribb et al.(179) Brieﬂy, HPDE cells
from Dr. Ming-Sound Tsao (University Health Network; Toronto, Canada) were infected with constructs
obtained from Dr. Kris Wood(191) in Professor Gerard C. Blobe’s lab and validation of activating pathway
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was veriﬁed prior to AFM experiments. Then the day before AFM experiments, cells were plated in their
preferred medium onto ﬁbronectin-coated glass coverslips. On the day of AFM experiments, the samples
were rinsed with fresh medium to remove loosely attached cells. The stiﬀness of all human pancreatic cells
and variants were measured using an MFP-3D Bio AFM (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA). For all
AFM measurements, cell imaging was completed with bright-ﬁeld optical microscopy by AFM combined




Figure 3.8: Scanning electron microscope images of 5 µm bead attached to TR400PSA pyramid tip from
(A) top-view and (B) side-view. (C) Bright-ﬁeld and ﬂuorescence images overlaid to show the alignment of
YG ﬂuorescent bead over HPDE cell.
AFM force curves were collected and analyzed as previously described in Section 3.2.1 to determine the
elastic modulus for each cell location. Images of AFM experiment design, including attached bead and tip
alignment, are in Figure 3.8. The beaded AFM cantilever was placed above either the center of the cell
nucleus (‘on-nucleus’) or approximately 5 µm to the side of the nucleus (‘oﬀ-nucleus’). The cantilever was
moved at a velocity of 5 µm/s downward toward the cell until a trigger force of 1 nN (on-nucleus) or 0.5
nN (oﬀ-nucleus) was reached. The cantilever was then retracted at the same rate. For most cells, this was
equivalent to ∼1 µm of indentation on-nucleus and ∼ 0.5 µm oﬀ-nucleus. Smaller indentations were used
oﬀ-nucleus due to the smaller thickness of the cell at those locations. For each cell, ten force curves were
collected at each location, separated by a 30 second dwell away from the cell surface. Force measurements
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were acquired for a minimum of 30 cells for each cell type over the course of two days of experiments. For
the purposes of this study and comparison to other techniques, stiﬀness values were reported as compliance
(1/stiﬀness).
Additionally, a standard Matrigel invasion assay and multiple passive bead rheology measurements on
the AHTM system were performed with details described elsewhere.(179)
3.3.2: Results
A B
Figure 3.9: Imaging showing diﬀerent morphology of HPDE and HPNE cells. (A) HPDE and (B) HPNE
cells imaged with the AHTM in the 490 nm and 575 nm channels and merged in ImageJ. 2 µm YG beads
are shown in green (12 ms exposure) and 568 alexaﬂuor phalloidin stained F-actin in red (500 ms exposure).
Nearly all pancreatic cancer involves malignant transformation of pancreatic epithelial duct cells, and
mutations in the KRAS oncogene are present in over 90% of metastatic pancreatic cancers.(192) We used
HPNE cells as our model invasive cell line, comparing them to non-transformed HPDE cells. The HPDE cell
line was originally derived from a normal pancreas portion and exhibits many features of normal pancreatic
duct epithelial cells, including expression of wild type KRAS.(193) HPNE cels on the other hand express
mutant KRAS associated with tumorigenesis. Figure 3.9 shows both cell types cultured onto a plastic-
bottomed, 96-well plate, labeled with alexaﬂuor phalloidin stained F-actin to clearly delineate actin ﬁlamints
and cell boundaries, and decorated with ﬁbronectin-coated 2 µm yellow-green microbeads. These images
were acquired on the AHTM and clearly show the diﬀerence in morphology between the two cell lines. Similar
diﬀerences were seen in AFM experiments except unlabeled cells were imaged in bright ﬁeld.
Studies recently published by the Wood laboratory describe a GOF library of pathway-activating lentivi-
ral constructs and its application of discovering pathways that confer resistance to targeted anticancer
therapies.(191) To determine if mechanical changes in phenotype related to invasion, I used the AFM to
measure stiﬀness of cells with 4 constructs from that library. The H-Ras (Ras pathway) and TGF-β receptor-
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type I (TβRI; TGF-β pathway) GOF constructs were chosen based on their known eﬀects as an oncogene
and in initiating TGF-β signaling, respectively.(188; 190; 194; 189) Myristoylated-Akt (PI3K/AKT/mTOR
pathway) and BCL-2 (intrinsic apoptosis pathway) GOF constructs were chosen because of their known roles
as genes promoting growth and suppressing apoptosis during cancer progression.(182; 183; 185; 186)
Figure 3.10: Force-indentation curve acquired over the nucleus of a CC cell. The larger plot shows the entire
force-indentation curve (blue), contact point determined by custom MATLAB code (red circle), and the
Hertz model ﬁt (red line) for 200 nm indent. The inset shows a detailed view of the Hertz model ﬁt (black)
with an elastic modulus of 422 Pa to the data points from 0 up to 200 nm indent shown in red. The units
on both the inset and main axes are the same
The result of a representative AFM measurement and analysis for a single force curve is shown in Figure
3.10. The data measured no force as the AFM tip approached the cell, then an increase in force as the
AFM tip indents the cell. There was also a retraction portion of the curve (not shown) which exhibited little
or no adhesion for all cell types. A Hertz model ﬁt to force measurements on HPDE cells yielded average
Young’s modulus of ∼0.5 kPa. This measurement is in agreement with previously reported values for the
same cell lines.(143; 195; 196) However, for ease of comparison with the other methods – invasion assay and
AHTM – reported in this study, Young’s modulus measurements were reported as their inverse, compliance,
in units of 1/kPa. Therefore, HPDE cells have a compliance of 2 (1/kPa) with stiﬀer cells reporting a lower
compliance and softer cells reporting a higher compliance.
AFM measurements were performed on HPDE, control construct (CC), four gain-of-function (GOF)
constructs, and HPNE cell for > 25 cells of each type in two locations (Figure 3.11). Wilcoxon rank-sum
tests with Bonferroni-corrected p-values established statistical signiﬁcances between constructs using AFM.
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Figure 3.11: AFM compliance data for cells. (A) ‘On-nucleus’ compliance acquired with bead-tip directly
over middle of nucleus and (B) ‘oﬀ-nucleus’ compliance acquired one one bead diameter away from the
nucleus on each cell type. Wilcoxon rank-sum tests with Bonferroni-corrected p-values established statis-
tical signiﬁcances between constructs using AFM where *, **, and *** correspond to the p<0.05, p<0.01,
and p<0.001, respectively. The abbreviated labels are HPDE (DE), construct control (CC), H-Ras (H-),
Myristoylated-Akt (My), TβRI (RI), BCL-2 (B2), and HPNE (NE).
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(RI), BCL-2 (B2), and HPNE (NE) were used for Figures and Tables. For ’on-nucleus’ measurements, made
with AFM bead-tip directly over the middle of the nucleus, the constructs generally displayed intermediate
compliances between CC and HPNE, except for BCL-2 expressing cells which returned a larger median com-
pliance than even HPNE cells. The diﬀerence between BCL-2 and HPNE cells, however, was not statistically
signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level. When inverted, the resulting median compliance values, which ranged between
2 and 4 (1/kPa), correspond to a stiﬀness of 500 Pa in the HPDE and CC cells, and to 250 Pa in the
HPNE cells.(143; 195; 196) AFM ’oﬀ-nucleus’ measurements, acquired one bead diameter away from the
nucleus, produced large compliance (i.e., less stiﬀ) and more spread in the reported for all cell types. Only
BCL-2 and TβRI were signiﬁcantly softer than the control with reported median compliance values larger
than HPNE cells. The diﬀerence between these constructs and HPNE cells, was not statistically signiﬁcant
at the 0.05 level.























































Figure 3.12: Results of comparative analysis methods - AHTM and invasion assay. (A) A standard Matrigel
invasion assay reporting invasion index for each cell type and construct. (B) Passive bead measurements of
median MSD at τ=1 second for each construct, as assessed using the AHTM. All signiﬁcance values reported
in Table 3.1.
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Beause the primary goal of this research was validation of the AHTM, we compared AFM results to
passive bead mean squared displacements (MSDs) measured on the AHTM and invasion assay results for
the same conditions. AHTM results (Figure 3.12A) show an ∼16 nm (∼30%) increase in the median RMS
value between cultures at both phenotypic extremes (CC vs HPNE), and a ∼5 nm increase between CC and
H-Ras, myr-AKT, and BCL-2 and a lesser increase for TβRI. A standard Matrigel invasion assay (Figure
3.12B) concluded that while each construct increased invasion to an extent that was intermediate between CC
and HPNE, all were signiﬁcantly enhanced relative to CC (p<0.01). The invasion index exhibited a greater
than order of magnitude increase between HPDE and HPNE cells. In terms of statistical signiﬁcance, we
summarized the data from each of the three assays relative to the CC controls in Table 3.1. The passive
bead results from the AHTM and AFM results agreed in direction and signiﬁcance for H-Ras, myr-AKT, and
BCL-2. AHTM measurements of aggregate median values for TβRI-transfected we not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from CC while the AFM showed a signiﬁcantly increased median in compliance both on- and oﬀ-nucleus. The
AFM on-nucleus results showed increases in compliance for the same conditions which produced increased
invasion in the invasion assay results. However both AHTM and AFM oﬀ-nucleus measurements were only
able to detect mechanical diﬀerences for a fraction of the conditions with increased invasion.
Technique DE CC H- My RI B2 NE
Invasion NS – *** ** *** ** ***
Passive bead NS – *** *** NS *** ***
AFM on-nucleus NS – *** *** *** *** ***
AFM oﬀ-nucleus NS – NS NS *** *** ***
Table 3.1: A Table of signiﬁcance values for the results of the invasion assays, AHTM analysis, and AFM
measurements, where *, **, and *** correspond to the Bonferroni corrected p-values p<0.05, p<0.01, and
p<0.001, respectively.
3.3.3: Conclusions
These AFM results show a diﬀerence in stiﬀness between non-transformed primary cells (HPDE) and
their highly invasive phenotype (HPNE). Additionally, AFM on-nucleus measurements were able to identify
more subtle changes in mechanical phenotype from the expression of single-gene GOF constructs. These
constructs generally showed median compliance values between those seen for HPDE and HPNE phenotypes,
with the exception of TβRI (RI) in oﬀ-nucleus measurements and BCL-2 (B2) in both oﬀ- and on-nucleus
measurements. The same GOF constructs produced only a modest increase in invasion index and AHTM
MSD measurements, with the exception of the TβRI AHTM measurement.
We did not expect that all constructs used in this study would necessarily show a more compliant
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phenotype. For example, My-AKT and BCL-2 expression promotes the ability of cancerous cells to multiply
without undergoing apoptosis, but these expressions are not known to alter the mechanical phenotype of
pancreatic cancer cells directly. The statistical signiﬁcance found in the AFM compliance measurements
may indicate an important mechanical change that indirectly accompanies the expression of these genes.
Additionally, the AFM results validated the AHTM as a technique for screening changes in the mechanical
phenotype of cancer cells. Table 3.1 summarizes that, with one exception, the assays performed consistently
in the sense that increased compliance and invasion, and levels of signiﬁcance were in agreement for cell
type. By binning AHTM results according to their direction of change and signiﬁcance, the system achieves
a reliable and rapid method of characterizing changes in mechanical phenotype. It is notable that AFM
and AHTM produced largely consistent results despite diﬀerent mechanical measurement. The AFM applies
nanonewton forces to indent the cell and measure bulk compliance of the cell membrane, cytosol, cytoskeleton,
and even nucleus eﬀects. On the other hand, the AHTMmeasures the thermal motion of 2 µm beads attached
to the cell membrane, thus probing the membrane and cytoskeleton properties less invasively.
The ability to distinguish diﬀerences in cell stiﬀness due to GOF constructs adds to the growing abundance
of data correlating mechanical properties of the cells with the relative invasivities; however, a considerable
beneﬁt of this study was the the validation of the AHTM. Data acquisition with the AHTM will facilitate fur-
ther development of cell mechanics assays that probe the pathways responsible for many cancer phenotypes,
as well as the eﬀects of chemotherapeutic drugs.
In both the examination of ovarian (Section 3.2) and pancreatic cancer cells, the nuclear mechanics is
correlated with invasion and migration of the cell lines. Therefore, it is clear that the mechanical properties
of the nucleus play a fundamental role in cancer metastasis. In order to better understand the role of nuclear
mechanics, the next study examines the intrinsic mechanical properties and force response of cytoplasts -
cells without nuclei.
Section 3.4: Mechanosensing in Cytoplasts
Continued research throughout the past decades has led from the idea of a single mechanosensor to
the realization that there are a variety of mechanosensitive elements to sense applied forces and substrate
stiﬀness, including stretch-activated ion channels in the plasma membrane and conformational change in
proteins at focal adhesions and inside the cytoskeleton.(3; 4; 33; 34) This signaling can happen through a
chemical signal cascade, mechanical force propagation or a combination of these.
The transmission of mechanical forces to the nuclear interior modulate gene transcription, either directly
or indirectly. Recent ﬁndings have further bolstered the hypothesis that the nucleus itself may act as a
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cellular mechanosensor, bypassing the diﬀusion-based mechanosignaling through the cytoplasm to directly
modulate expression of mechanosensitive genes.(3) Isolated nuclei experiments (Figure 3.13A) have shown
that mechanotransduction is not restricted to cell surface receptors and adhesions but can occur directly
at the nucleus.(9) The process of mechanotransduction to the nuclear interior depends on the mechanical
properties of the nucleus and its physical connectivity to the surrounding cytoskeleton. The mechanical
properties of the nucleus are provided by the nucleoskeleton and the nucleoplasm (containing DNA, nucleoli,
nucleoplasmic lamin, etc.). The nucleus is connected to the cytoskeleton by LINC complexes - Linker of
the Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton. This connection is essential for a broad range of cellular functions




Figure 3.13: The nucleus plays a role in cell sensing, polarity and migration. (A) Guilluy, et al. measured
stiﬀening of isolated nuclei in response to force applied to nesprin-1. Diagram and scanning electron micro-
graph of experiment shown.(9) (B) Hirsch, et al. observed a moving cytoplast (left) was closer in appearance
to keratocyte (right) than ﬁbroblast. Actin labeled in green and nucleus in blue.(10) (C) Bornens found that
the nucleus-centrosome axis is a marker of cell symmetry breaking, except in cytoplasts where the centrosome
sits precisely at the center and the microtubule network is symmetrically distributed.(11) (D) Petrie, et al.
showed that enucleated ﬁbroblasts (cytoplasts) adhere to the matrix but migrate more slowly than intact
cells in 3D matrix. All shown scale bars are 10 µm.(12)
To study the role of the nucleus in motility, polarity and mechanosensing, David Graham, a graduate
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student working with Professor Keith Burridge and Professor James Bear at UNC, is studying cells without
nuclei - cytoplasts. Cytoplasts are formed through the removal of the nucleus from healthy ﬁbroblasts in a
process known as enucleation. Mass enucleation of cells is accomplished by centrifugation through a density
gradient in the presence of cytochalasin, an inhibitor of actin polymerization. Upon centrifugation, cell
nuclei move to the long, thin cytoplasmic stalks, which subsequently break down, generating membrane-
bound cytoplasts and karyoplasts, the portion containing the nucleus with a small amount of cytoplasm.
Cytoplasts possess many of the same characteristics as their ﬁbroblast precursor, including the ability
to move, produce mature focal adhesions, exert force, and align their cytoskeleton in the direction of ﬂow.
However, they also possess a number of diﬀerences that highlight the importance of the nucleus in normal
cellular function. First, the motion of cytoplasts are strikingly diﬀerent than their intact counterparts.
Fibroblasts produce protrusions and retractions of lamellipodia, while cytoplasts move in a crescent-moon
shape characteristic of keratocytes (Figure 3.13B).(10) Second, centrosome positioning in migrating cells is
altered. The centrosome positioning in cultured cells is tightly controlled, where the nucleus-centroscome
axis is a marker of cell symmetry breaking in ﬁbroblasts. When adhering to a micro-patterned region, intact
cells reproducibly attach with the centrosome in a 2 µm diameter area directly behind the nucleus; enucleated
cells adhere to the same pattern, but the centrosome sits precisely at the center (Figure 3.13C).(11) Finally,
even though both cells adhere to a three-dimensional matrix, cytoplasts migrate at less than half the speed
of intact cells.(12)
Additional work, heretofore unpublished by Graham and coworkers, points to aberrant mechanotrans-
duction in cytoplasts as the source of many of these diﬀerences. In these studies, cytoplasts did not sense
diﬀerences in substrate stiﬀness as determined by cell area measurements on diﬀerent stiﬀness substrates.
Durotaxis studies, discussed in Appendix E, measured the relative motion of intact ﬁbroblasts and cytoplasts
on a gradient stiﬀness gel. Due to the lack of forward motion, cytoplasts were determined to be unable to
durotax (i.e., sense and respond to substrate rigidity). Magnetic bead experiments showed a lack in stiﬀening
response of cytoplasts due to externally applied force.
The goal of AFM measurements of the mechanical properties of cytoplasts was to determine if aberrant
mechanotransduction behaviors were the result of changes in intrinsic mechanical properties of the cell due
to removal of the nucleus. To investigate this, stiﬀness measurements were performed for the center of
cytoplasts, intact ﬁbroblasts nuclear region and intact ﬁbroblasts cytosol region. Additionally, the change in




A mix of intact ﬁbroblasts and cytoplasts was sparsely plated into a cloning ring on a glass coverslip and
brought to our lab by David Graham prior to experiments. The samples were rinsed with and experiments
performed in room temperature HEPES buﬀered F12/DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc - Liverpool, NY).
AFM force curves were collected and analyzed as previously described in Section 3.2.1 to determine the
elastic modulus for each cell location. Force measurements on cells were performed in two locations on
ﬁbroblasts and one location cytoplasts (Figure 3.14 – over the nucleus of ﬁbroblast (red asterisks), near the
nucleus of the ﬁbroblast over a thick region of the cytoplasm we are calling the midzone (blue asterisks), and
over the thickest part in the center of the cytoplast (green asterisks). The order of collection for ﬁbroblasts
over the nucleus and midzone was alternated with no observable eﬀect on the elastic modulus due to the
order of force collection. Force curves were collected with a vertical ramp size of 5 µm and ramp speed
of 1 µm/s. Indention of the cell was performed to a trigger point of 1 nN for over nucleus measurements
and 0.5 nN for midzone and cytoplast measurements. These trigger point values were chosen to produce
an indentation depth of ∼ 10-20% the region height. Approximately 10 force curves were collected in each
location with a 5 second dwell between each force curve. Additionally, experiments were performed with
the AFM cantilever held at constant force for a 4 second dwell in contact with the cell and 6 second dwell
away from the cell. These were designed for a more direct comparison to magnetic bead pulling experiments;
however, no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in modulus behavior was observed between this and initial experiments
with no surface dwell.
3.4.2: Results
Data was collected over the course of three days each, with separate sample preparations of ﬁbroblasts
and cytoplasts plated onto glass. Multiple sample preparations ensured that any trends observed were not
reﬂective of a single sample preparation population, but indicative of the cell types. On each day, at least
ﬁve cells of each type were measured with a series of ten force curves separated in time by ﬁve seconds.
The order of collection for ﬁbroblasts over the nucleus and midzone was alternated – ﬁrst ten curves were
collected over the nucleus, followed by ten over the midzone, and then the opposite order (midzone and
then nucleus) for the next cell – with no observable eﬀect on the elastic modulus due to the order of force
collection.
The result of comparing all data to determine the absolute elastic modulus for each cell type/location
is shown in Figure 3.15. The midzone of intact ﬁbroblasts was signiﬁcantly softer than cytoplasts and the










Figure 3.14: AFM stiﬀness measurements of intact ﬁbroblasts and cytoplasts. (A) Overlaid bright-ﬁeld,
red ﬂuorescence, and green ﬂuorescence image of AFM cantilever over ﬁbroblast with intact nucleus. In
bright-ﬁeld image, the AFM cantilever is a large black triangle and the outline of the entire ﬁbroblast can
be seen. The nucleus labeled with TD tomato is false-colored red and a 5 µm yellow-green ﬂuorescent
bead attached to the end of an AFM cantilever is false-colored green. (B) Overlaid bright-ﬁeld and red
ﬂuorescence image of cytoplasts, showing that some cytoplasts lacking the nucleus are uniformly labeled with
TD tomato. (C) Bright-ﬁeld image of ﬁbroblast with intact nucleus and cytoplast, as labeled. Locations for
AFM measurements are denoted with asterisks –over the nucleus of intact ﬁbroblasts (red), over the midzone



























Figure 3.15: Box plot of the elastic modulus for cytoplasts, over the nucleus of intact ﬁbroblasts, and over
the midzone, one bead diameter away from the nucleus, of intact ﬁbroblasts. Each box plot represents the
collection of average elastic modulus for each cell, with the red line indicating the median of the data, the
cental box representing the central 50% of the data, the notches setting the 25% and 75% quantile of the
data, the Tukey whiskers indicating remaining data outside central box up to 1.5 times the height of the
central box, and all other remaining points marked by the red crosses as outliers. Asterisks (*,**, ***)
represent signiﬁcance values of p< 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 as determined by the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The
average elastic modulus and standard deviation for each type are shown above each box plot.
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stiﬀness measured over the nuclei of ﬁbroblasts.
Comparisons were made to conﬁrm the diﬀerences observed were characteristic of the cell types, and not
due to variations between sample preparations on diﬀerent experiment days, cloning rings or outlier cells.
The results of this analysis can be found in Appendix F. Brieﬂy, the results showed the distribution of elastic
modulus for each cell type are consistent over multiple days and cloning rings; therefore, measurements of
the elastic modulus of each cell type/location could be directly compared across days.
All results up to this point assume that there is no change in the stiﬀness of the cell over the course
of subsequent force measurements. For each cell type/location, up to 10 force curves were acquired and
analyzed to measure stiﬀness. In order to investigate the force response, I normalized the elastic modulus of
each force curve in a series to the elastic modulus of the ﬁrst force curve. An increase in stiﬀness is greater
than one and a decrease in stiﬀness is less than one. A statistics comparison was performed for multiple day
force response data, found in Appendix F. When force parameters were adjusted parameters were adjusted
to mimic magnetic bead pulling experiments with a force application dwell time of 4 seconds and a 6 second
pause between subsequent force curves (similar to the on-time for the magnetic bead experiments). No
force response is seen for cytoplasts or ﬁbroblasts on-nucleus (Figure F.3); however, the midzone ﬁbroblast
measurements show an increase in their stiﬀness with multiple force applications.
Figure 3.16: Average stiﬀening of cells reported as values normalized to the ﬁrst force curve for AFM
measurements in which dwell parameters were set to mimic magnetic bead pulling experiments (i.e., AFM




In conclusion, I have successfully measured several mechanical properties of cytoplasts and intact ﬁbrob-
lasts. The results of AFM stiﬀness measurements were Young’s modulus values of 388±33 Pa for cytoplasts,
302±23 Pa for the midzone of ﬁbroblasts, and 436±36 Pa for the nuclei of ﬁbroblasts. Distributions of over
500 Young’s modulus measurements showed the intact ﬁbroblast midzone was signiﬁcantly softer than the
cytoplasts and the nuclei of intact ﬁbroblasts. These results were consistent over several sample preparations
and across days of data collection, thus are considered representative of the cell types. Similar stiﬀness values
for cytoplasts and measurements made over the nucleus of ﬁbroblasts indicate that the primary contribu-
tor to the stiﬀness measured over the nucleus was the cytoplasm surrounding the nucleus, rather than the
nucleus itself. To probe nuclear stiﬀness, future experiments would need to be performed with a larger inden-
tation depth to guarantee that the indentation of the nucleus would contribute to the stiﬀness measurement.
These results were unexpected because the cytoplast region probed was assumed to have a similar makeup
to the midzones of intact ﬁbroblasts. These results reveal that the centers of cytoplasts are stiﬀer than the
midzones of ﬁbroblasts due to either a fundamentally diﬀerent makeup (e.g. more material was left behind
after nucleus removal than originally suspected) or an underlying structural diﬀerence from their ﬁbroblast
precursor (e.g. a stronger, symmetric cytoskeletal network similar to that shown in Figure 3.13C was formed
in cytoplasts).
Magnetic bead experiments showed a lack in stiﬀening response of cytoplasts due to externally applied
force. Therefore, the AFM force response experiments were designed to elucidate whether the stiﬀening
response was due to the location of bead attachment. However, no concrete conclusions about stiﬀening
response could be drawn from subsequent AFM force curves on the same cell. When all data was taken
into account, there was a slight stiﬀening of all cell types/locations. When AFM parameters were set
to mimic magnetic bead experiments, there was an increase in force response for the midzone of intact
ﬁbroblasts. This may indicate that cytoplasts and the nuclei of ﬁbroblasts do not stiﬀen in response to force
application, but instead the midzone of the ﬁbroblast is stiﬀening as a result of force. However, because
the midzone region of ﬁbroblasts is thinner than the cytoplasts or ﬁbroblasts over the nucleus, subsequent
force curves in this region could be displacing cytoplasm material, and the substrate below the cells (glass)
may therefore contribute to the apparent stiﬀness. Further investigation of the eﬀects of indentation depth
would be required to determine the veracity of this hypothesis. These results may corroborate magnetic bead
experiments performed by David Graham, where the stiﬀening response observed is primarily contributed by
cytoplasm region (speciﬁcally, cytoplasm regions not on top of the nucleus). This is likely the case, because
the functionalized beads in magnetic bead experiments tend to attach on the ﬂat regions of the cell farther
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from the nucleus. Any discrepancies between the results yielded in these two techniques are likely due to the
fundamental diﬀerences in the experiments. Magnetic beads are functionalized to form focal adhesions at
the cell surface, and the formations of these focal adhesions access diﬀerent mechanotransduction pathways
than the interaction of an uncoated AFM tip indenting the cell. Future AFM experiments using an AFM
tip functionalized to mimic magnetic beads could be used to probe the diﬀerences between stiﬀening results
reported by indenting and pulling experiments. Alternatively, other AFM techniques for measuring force
response, such as monitoring the amplitude change of an AFM cantilever on top of the cell over time to
measure a change in amplitude indicative of a change in stiﬀness, would be better suited to explore this
mechanical property.
Our AFM results indicate that the previously observed aberrant mechanotransduction behaviors were not
the result of changes in intrinsic mechanical properties of the cell due to the removal of the nucleus. This is
supported by similar stiﬀness measurements for cytoplasts and intact ﬁbroblasts and by force response that
suggests a stiﬀening response of the cytoplasm of ﬁbroblasts but not cytoplasts. These results indicate that
previously observed aberrant mechanotransduction behaviors observed for cytoplasts were not the result of
changes in intrinsic mechanical properties of the cell due to removal of the nucleus, but instead are solely
due to changes in mechanosensing due to the removal of the nucleus.
Section 3.5: Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, I investigated purely mechanical measurements of cells and, more speciﬁcally, the nu-
cleus, using the AFM. This was accomplished via several experiments designed to understand cellular and
nuclear mechanics in relation to cell function (mechanotransduction) and misfunction (cancer metastasis).
The results of these experiments elucidate the importance of nuclear mechanical properties to healthy cell
function, as follows:
1. In Section 3.2, I showed that AFM stiﬀness measurements of ovarian cancer cells were inversely corre-
lated with invasion assay. Diﬀering from previous techniques, I was able to probe diﬀerent regions of
the cells to determine the contribution of the nucleus to cancer cell mechanics. AFM measurements
showed the same inverse correlation between invasion and the mechanical properties of the cytoplasm
(oﬀ-nucleus) and nucleus (on-nucleus) between the two cell lines, indicating the role of the nucleus in
a cancer cell’s ability to spread throughout the body.
2. I found that H2B-GFP fusion protein incorporated into the nucleus has an eﬀect on the mechanical
properties of the nucleus. I found that SKOV cells transfected with H2B-GFP exhibited a signiﬁcantly
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larger elastic modulus than unlabeled SKOV cells. More AFM indentation data is required to fully
explore whether the change in stiﬀness is due to the cell line or to the concentration of H2B-GFP.
However, the eﬀect of H2B-GFP on nuclear mechanical properties must be taken into account in
future experiments.
3. In Section 3.3, I showed that AFM stiﬀness measurements of pancreatic cancer cells were inversely
correlated with invasion. The AFM was used to distinguish non-transformed primary cells (HPDE)
from their highly invasive phenotype (HPNE). AFM on-nucleus measurements were able to identify
more subtle changes in mechanical phenotype from the expression of single-gene GOF constructs used
to produce detectable changes at the phenotypic changes relevant to cancer biology. These AFM results
validated our laboratory’s array high-throughput microscope for screening changes in the mechanical
phenotype of cancer cells.
4. In Section 3.4, I measured the relative stiﬀnesses and force responses of ﬁbroblasts and cytoplasts. AFM
measurements resulted in a similar Young’s modulus for cytoplasts and intact ﬁbroblasts. Initial force
response measurements suggest a stiﬀening response to indentation from the cytoplasm of ﬁbroblasts
but not cytoplasts. These results indicate that previously observed aberrant mechanotransduction
behaviors observed for cytoplasts were not the result of changes in intrinsic mechanical properties of
the cell due to removal of the nucleus, but instead are solely due to changes in mechanosensing due to
the removal of the nucleus.
The experiments in this chapter illustrate the use of the AFM for understanding cell and nuclear me-
chanics for a wide range of cell biology research. However, key metrics for understanding cell response
to mechanical stimuli, such as the rearrangement of the cytoskeletal and nucleoskeletal structure, induced
strains, and biochemical distributions, were not examined. In the next chapter, I discuss a unique imaging
system that combines an AFM with both vertical light-sheet illumination and a new imaging technique called
PRISM - Pathway Rotated Imaging for Sideways Microscopy - designed speciﬁcally to acquire structural in-
formation during the application of stress in the direction of applied load with accompanying piconewton
resolution force measurements.
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CHAPTER 4: Combined Atomic Force Microscopy and Pathway Rotated Imaging for
Sideways Microscopy
Key metrics for understanding cellular response to mechanical stimuli include rearrangement of the
cytoskeletal and nucleoskeletal structure, induced strains and biochemical distributions; however, extracting
structural information during an applied stress is limited by our ability to image cells under load. In order to
study the mechanics of single cells and subcellular components under load, I have developed a unique imaging
system that combines an AFM with both vertical light-sheet illumination and a new imaging technique called
PRISM – Pathway Rotated Imaging for Sideways Microscopy. The combined AFM and PRISM system
simultaneously delivers the quintessential imaging of cell deformation in the direction of applied force and
piconewton resolution force measurements. The additional inclusion of light-sheet microscopy improves the
signal-to-noise ratio by illuminating a sub-micron thick layer of the cell.
This chapter is comprised of several key sections:
4.1 Combined AFM and Optical Microscopy
4.2 Pathway Rotated Imaging
4.3 Vertical Light-Sheet Illumination
4.4 Conclusions and Future Work
Section 4.1: Combined AFM and Optical Microscopy
Living cells exist in a complex physical environment where they must withstand and respond to a wide
range of mechanical forces.(197; 33; 198; 199; 4) However, much is still unknown regarding the mechanisms
by which individual cells sense mechanical signals and then transduce them into changes in intracellular
biochemistry and gene expression. This continual process of sensing, transmission and response is known as
mechanotransduction and is essential for the maintenance of normal cell development and function. Mapping
the mechanical, structural, and biochemical processes involved in mechanotransduction requires instrumen-
tation that provides the ability to
1. apply and measure pN-nN forces,
2. image cellular structure dynamically in the direction of applied load,
3. and relate these two measurements with a high degree of temporal certainty.
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Studies focused on the mechanics of single cells, subcellular components and biological molecules are
rapidly progressing due to an array of techniques for studying cell mechanics, including the AFM, opti-
cal tweezers, particle tracking, magnetic beads, micropipette aspiration, micropillar arrays, and substrate
stretching. Though there are beneﬁts and drawbacks to each of these techniques, the AFM, developed
as a high-resolution imaging tool, has become prevalent in the cell biology community for its use in force
spectroscopy. Force manipulation induces a rapid response from cells via shape change, remodeling of the
cytoskeleton and calcium signaling; these phenomena all depend on frequency, duration, magnitude and
location of applied force.(200; 13; 201; 202) Increasingly, the AFM is the instrument of choice for a variety of
reasons, including (1) its ability to directly apply and simultaneously acquire high accuracy measurements
of forces, (2) its broad functional range of applied forces and resolution, and (3) its ability to operate in
concert with a multitude of optical microscopy modalities.
A detailed description of AFM principles can be found in Section 1.2 and in instrument reviews.(155)
Brieﬂy, the AFM records the motion of a ﬂexible cantilever with a tip at its end as it interacts with a sample.
To measure elasticity, the tip of the AFM cantilever is pressed against the cell while applied force and cell
deformation are monitored. For an in depth review of the AFM and other techniques in cell mechanics, see
Rodriguez et al.’s review. (155)
Chapter 3 describes how an AFM system is useful for providing insight for a wide range of mechanical cell
biology questions. However, the described measurements were taken without acquiring structural information
during the application of stress. Traditionally, this measurement is performed by coupling force measurements
with brightﬁeld and epiﬂuorescence microscopy, techniques that provide an image of the specimen along a
plane parallel to the surface (referred to here as ’plan-view’).
As described above, the AFM is well-suited for use in cell biology experiments due to its ability to be
combined with optical microscopy techniques. The Asylum MFP-3D-BIO AFM used for the experiments
described herein is a commercial, fully-capable AFM integrated with an inverted optical microscope, with
a proven track record for cell mechanics studies.(203; 204; 205; 206; 207; 208; 209; 210; 211; 212) Studies
that combine forces and imaging have shown the rapid mechanical response of cells through shape changes,
the remodeling of the cytoskeleton, and calcium signaling; these phenomena all depend upon frequency,
duration, magnitude and location of applied force.(200; 13; 201; 202)
Despite the insight that plan-view epiﬂuorescence provides, the imaging method is limited because the
forces are applied in the z-direction, perpendicular to the imaging plane. Thus, the most substantial cellular
deformations and structural rearrangements are likely aligned with the applied force. Acquisition of key
structural information during applied stress therefore remains limited by the system’s inability to image
cells under load in the direction of applied force.
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Figure 4.1: Combined AFM and Confocal Imaging. (A) Plan-view (left) and a zx-slice (right) of confocal
stack for osteoblast loaded with calcein-AM. (Right) One image was taken before indentation (red) and one
during indentation (green), and both images were superimposed. The area displaced by indentation is shown
in red. Scale bar is 10 µm. Figures adapted from Charras et al.(13) (B) Illustration of experiment (left) and
Z-stack confocal images (right) of a human bladder cancer cell with AFM needle tip indentation. (Right)
Red membrane and blue nucleus label show cell membrane and nuclear envelope penetration resulting in
deformed chromatin. Figures adapted from Liu et al.(14)
The ﬁrst approach to obtaining side-view images of the sample while applying and measuring forces has
been to combine AFM with confocal microscopy, which works by creating a stack of plan-view images and
reconstructing the 3D structure from which a vertical slice can be obtained.(213) Some examples of combined
AFM force measurements and confocal imaging are depicted in Figure 4.1; the measurements were performed
to understand both strain-induced calcium response(13) and nuclear mechanical properties in situ.(14) The
deﬁciencies of this method are (1) the poor axial resolution compared to planar resolution, best seen in
Figure 4.1, and (2) the duration (several seconds) required to collect image stacks for 3D reconstruction of
an xz-slice.(213)
To overcome these limitations, scientists have employed a second approach to obtaining images of AFM-
applied force – directly utilizing a side-view imaging path. A direct view of the cell from the side facilitates
the direct measurement of force-induced changes and an improved z-axis resolution. These systems require




Figure 4.2: Combined AFM and Side-View Imaging. (A) Typical stretching experiments on Chinese hamster
ovary (CHO) cells, where force measurements are extracted from images. (B) A custom-built horizontal
force on the stage of an inverted microscope. A variety of pipette-held test objects can be translated to
or from the stationary cantilever by a closed-loop piezo actuator. (C) Custom side-view chamber built for
AFM measurements. (Top) Schematic of system. (Bottom) Brightﬁeld and merged images taken in epi-
ﬂuorescence for a U2OS cell. Scale bars are 20 µm. Images (A), (B), and (C) are modiﬁed from Canetta et
al.(15), Ounkomol et al.(16), and Chaudhuri et al.(17), respectively.
force measurements and imaging of the cells in media. Such systems have been used to measure viscoelastic
properties during cell stretching,(15) cell compression,(16; 17) and cytoskeletal rearrangement,(17) as de-
picted in Figure 4.2. Although side-view imaging path techniques allow for combined force measurement,
improved z-axis resolution, and potentially faster imaging than confocal imaging, several drawbacks exist in
current systems. There is often a loss in force sensitivity due to the custom design of the system, especially
in systems that rely upon the images to track the tip motion of the AFM cantilever and calculate force.
Designing these custom systems is time-consuming and imposes restrictions upon the sample geometry.
In this context of the ﬁeld of mechanotransduction, I have developed a unique imaging system that
combines a standard AFM system with both vertical light-sheet (VLS) illumination and a new imaging
technique called PRISM – Pathway Rotated Imaging for Sideways Microscopy (Figure 4.3). The system
facilitates the high-speed imaging of cell deformation, resulting in sub-micron structural motion in the
direction of applied force with accompanying fully synchronized piconewton-resolution force measurements,
which can be applied to versatile sample geometries. In the following sections, the two major innovations of
the new system are discussed: (4.2) Pathway Rotated Imaging for Sideways Microscopy and (4.3) Vertical
Light-Sheet Illumination.
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Figure 4.3: To-scale SketchUp illustration of the combined AFM-PRISM-VLS system, including 5 µm yellow-
green ﬂuorescent bead Norland attached to ArrowTL1 AFM cantilever, 180 µm micro-prism with reﬂective
hypotenuse attached to capillary tube, ∼1 µm VLS, and several cells with SYTO-labeled nuclei (red) on
glass.
Section 4.2: Combined Pathway Rotated Imaging for Sideways Microscopy and Force Spec-
troscopy
PRISM, Pathway Rotated Imaging for Sideways Microscopy, is a new imaging technique that enables
real-time, side-view imaging on a standard microscope system and can be coupled with a standard AFM
for simultaneous force measurement. PRISM is an adaptation of previous methods including (1) single lens
theta confocal microscopy, where a single lens combined with a mirror unit yields improvements to axial and
volume resolution,(214; 215) and (2) the use of specially fabricated specimen substrates or chambers that
achieve both top and side-views for a variety of samples.(216; 217; 218; 219; 220; 221; 222)
The principle behind PRISM is straightforward: a 45◦ reﬂecting optic is freely positioned next to a
ﬂuorescently-labeled cell in the ﬁeld-of-view (FOV) of a standard epiﬂuorescence imaging system. When the
objective is moved upward, the imaging plane moves upwards in z, and the traditional horizontal slices of
the image stack are obtained (often referred to as an ’image stack’ or ’z-stack’). As the objective translates
upward, the imaging plane eventually intercepts the reﬂecting optic, which rotates the plane into a vertical
object plane. Continuing to move the objective upward, the now vertical object plane sweeps across the cell,
creating lateral slices of the specimen. The sequences of images, plan-view and then side-view, appear on
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Figure 4.4: PRISM image formation illustration and demonstration. A cartoon of the PRISM imaging
system showing mirror surface of prism, objective, and cells (red, blue, and green for illustrative purposes).
Both the plan- and side-view imaging planes are shown on the left, with their corresponding objective height,
and on the right, as they would appear in common wideﬁeld microscope camera. (Bottom-Right) PRISM
demonstration imaging piled cells in both plan- and side-view
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an unmodiﬁed traditional wideﬁeld microscope camera with the side-view images appearing to the side of
the FOV and for higher objective positions. A PRISM imaging schematic and demonstration is depicted in
Figure 4.4. Note that, in the demonstrative images, the cell that appears brightest in the highest plan-view
slice is also in the top of the side-view slices, and the other cells can be similarly identiﬁed.
Using the PRISM imaging system, the objective can be focused to the side-view imaging plane for
acquisition of high-resolution, high-speed images in the xz-plane (i.e., in the direction of applied force).
4.2.1: Implementation
The central design challenge for the PRISM-AFM system is physically positioning the PRISM reﬂecting
optic into the FOV of the standard microscope near the AFM cantilever without incurring a loss of force
sensitivity or imposing undue restrictions on sample geometry. This requirement results in constraints on
choices of AFM cantilever, necessitates modiﬁcations to the existing AFM assembly to accommodate the
placement of PRISM optics, and necessitates a novel reﬂecting optic and mounting/manipulation method so
that it can be easily incorporated into the AFM system. Further, once the physical requirements are satisﬁed,
the AFM and camera data require software synchronization in order to reliably interpret simultaneous
measurements.
The ﬁrst physical parameter taken into consideration is the spatial clearance allowed between the AFM
cantilever holder and the coverslip when the AFM tip is fully engaged, shown in Figure 4.5. This requirement
is accommodated by modifying the AFM cantilever holder and by choosing a 180 µm 45◦ reﬂecting optic
and mount.
For the unmodiﬁed cantilever holder, the lowest point in the system limiting insertion of PRISM-reﬂecting
optic is the polished quartz window. The unmodiﬁed clearance is approximately 300 µm, but ultimately
depends on the choice of cantilever and the placement of the AFM cantilever chip in the holder. To increase
this distance, shims were added below the cantilever chip and ﬂexible screw down spring clip (see Figure
4.5). The superluminescent diode (SLD) passes through the optical window, reﬂects oﬀ the back of the
AFM cantilever, and back through the optical window into the AFM head to measure small displacements
in cantilever position, as described in detail elsewhere (Section 1.2). Moving the cantilever further from
the window risks potentially reducing the reﬂected SLD signal measured by the detector; however, after
implementation of the shims, a <10% reduction in signal for up to 500 µm shim thickness was observed.
The cantilever holder, modiﬁed with shims below the cantilever chip and spring clip, allow for a clearance
of nearly 1 mm.
















Figure 4.5: Modiﬁcations to AFM cantilever holder and micro-prismmounting. (Top-Left) Side-view cutaway
image of cantilever holder with ∼1 mm clearance between the glass window (grey and glass coverslip due to
use of shims (orange). (Bottom-Left) The bottom view of micro-prism (red) placed near AFM cantilever,
as would be seen by an inverted optical microscope. All elements are drawn to scale except micro-prism,
which is shown larger to clearly identify its location. (Top-Right) Side-view image of micro-prism mounted
on bottom of shaved capillary tube. The eye indicates the direction from which the front-view image is
drawn. (Bottom-Right) Front-view of micro-prism on capillary tube, where the eye indicates the direction
from which the side-view image is drawn.
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have clearance to move vertically. A 180 µm right-angle prism with coated hypotenuse (Precision Optics
Corporation, MA) was adhered to a capillary tube with UV-cured Norland Optical Adhesive 81 (Norland
Products Inc., NJ). Both the prism and capillary tubes were chosen because they were small enough to
accommodate the space provided between window and cantilever. The capillary tube has additional beneﬁts
of (A) optically transparency, allowing for the prism to be positioned in close proximity to the AFM cantilever
without concern of damaging the AFM tip, and (B) suﬃcient rigidity to lift the prism oﬀ of the glass (or
polyacrylamide-coated glass). The total height of the capillary tube (300 µm) and micro-prism (180 µm)
is approximately 500 µm with adhesive, which easily ﬁts in the nearly 1 mm clearance allowed between
cantilever holder and glass coverslip, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. A prism mounted onto a capillary tube
could be easily lifted from the glass surface and positioned relative to the AFM tip and specimen with the
aid of a 3-axis micro-manipulation stage. This implementation places the prism just above the specimen
so the substrate can be freely translated to locate cells of interest. Future experiments in this system will
require temperature control; therefore, an additional mounting arm was designed and 3D-printed to be used
with the MFP-3D BioHeater Closed Fluid Cell (Asylum Research, CA). More on the the PRISM-BioHeater
setup can be found in Appendix J.
Both modiﬁcations to the AFM cantilever holder and choices in prism mounting allow for coupling of
the AFM and PRISM imaging system with no loss in sample versatility.
The second physical parameter considered when designing the system is SLD path and signal. As previ-
ously described (Section 1.2), the SLD light reﬂected oﬀ the back of an AFM cantilever is used to detect the
small deﬂections generated when the AFM tip interacts with the specimen of interest. To avoid interfering
with the SLD path, which would reduce our system’s force sensitivity, I chose the longest commercially avail-
able AFM cantilevers and shaved down the end of the capillary tube. After experimenting with a variety of
cantilevers, I determined that a minimum cantilever length of 450 µm was required to allow ample room for
SLD alignment on the back of the cantilever. For the experiments described herein, both Arrow-TL1 and
TL-CONT (Nanosensors) tipless cantilevers were chosen based on their spring constants. Additionally, the
front portion of the capillary tube was shaved back prior to prism attachment to avoid interference with the
SLD light path (Figure 4.5).
These two considerations allow for the implementation of PRISM imaging without aﬀecting the force
sensitivity or versatility of AFM measurements. The position detection resolution of the system is thermally
limited and unaﬀected by pathway rotated imaging path. A power spectrum of an Arrow TL1 cantilever
under the PRISM apparatus was indistinguishable from the power spectrum acquired in solution prior to
PRISM alignment (Figure 4.6).



















Figure 4.6: Cantilever power spectrum showing thermally-limited detection of cantilever in water under the
PRISM apparatus. The best function to the ﬁrst resonance of the power spectrum is shown in blue. The
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Figure 4.8: Sample synchronized AFM and 10 fps image data. The AFM software acquires both Z sensor
(and deﬂection) data from the AFM and BNC output voltage used to signal the camera. These pulses
recorded in AFM software can be used to directly relate force data to images acquired with the pulsed
voltage.
the high-speed imaging and AFM data acquisition. This was accomplished by utilizing the AFM controller
as an external trigger for the Orca Flash 4.0 camera. Figure 4.7 shows the signal ﬂow for synchronized data
collection. The AFM computer uses IGOR code to send information to control AFM motion and receive
collected deﬂection and Z-sensor data through the AFM controller. The AFM controller can both send
information to the AFM head and scanner, and also output voltage signals using one of its BNC outputs.
By writing a voltage pulse wave for the BNC output into the AFM’s standard, constant-velocity force curve
IGOR control code, the AFM controller to externally signals the Orca Flash 4.0 camera. The camera must be
set to externally edge trigger from within HCImage software. Because the camera signals on the increasing
edge of the voltage signal, the force and image data was resolved to better than 1 ms of simultaneous force
data. This resolution was determined by pulsing the SLD for a precise indicator in both force data and
images. Sample data is shown for 10 fps in Figure 4.8.
4.2.2: Characterization
To measure the resolution of the side-view images acquired with PRISM, the point spread function (PSF)
of sub-pixel microspheres was measured. Characterization samples were prepared by incubating 20 nm red
ﬂuorescent beads with SKOV cells, then rinsing and ﬁxing the sample using formaldehyde. Two PSF stacks
were acquired for each bead analyzed on the system – a plan-view z-stack and a side-view x-stack. Then,
each image stack was analyzed by ﬁtting a Gaussian function to the intensity proﬁle in each axis direction
through the maximum intensity pixel. The results for plan-view and PRISM-view PSF characterization of a
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single bead are shown in Table 4.2. These values were within 15% of the theoretical resolution of the system.
Similar results were achieved for at least 10 other beads for which plan-view and PRISM-view stacks were
acquired. These results demonstrate that our system provides a z-resolution in PRISM side-view images
comparable to the X and Y resolution achieved in standard plan-view imaging. A detailed description of
PSF calculations and tilts measured in the PRISM system can be found in Appendix H.
PSF Plan-View FWHM PRSIM-View FWHM
x 0.332 µm 0.870 µm
y 0.305 µm 357 µm
z 0.947 µm 321 µm
Table 4.1: PSF values reported as the full width at half maximum of Gaussian ﬁt to intensity proﬁle along
the given axis.
The ﬁnal step to characterize the combined AFM and PRISM system was the simultaneous acquisition
of force-indentation data and side-view images of deformation. A sample was prepared by plating SKOV,
ovarian cancer cells, onto polyacrylamide gel coated glass coverslip. The polyacrylamide gel was added to
the sample preparation to remedy imaging artifacts, including the reﬂection of ﬂuorescent label oﬀ the glass
coverslip in side-view images and imaging diﬃculties associated with chips or reﬂective-coating issues on the
bottom edge of the micro-prism. Once the cells had ﬁrmly attached to the polyacrylamide surface (usually 24
hours after plating), the cells were labeled with SYTO 83 orange ﬂuorescent nucleic acid stain (ThermoFisher
Scientiﬁc). The cells were then rinsed and loaded onto the AFM scan stage, and the AFM beaded tip and
PRISM apparatus were positioned near the cell in the microscope FOV. Prior to the experiment, 5 µm yellow-
green ﬂuorescent microspheres were attached to tipless cantilevers (Arrow TL1 for this data set) using the
protocol described in Appendix I. Using a large beaded tip provided the dual advantage of exhibiting the most
consistency in treating cells as a homogenous elastic medium,(223; 224) and increased separation between
the contact point of tip on cell and the broad cantilever to prevent blocking imaging of this key area.
Once the above-mentioned components of apparatus were loaded and properly positioned, the objective
was focused to the side-view imaging plane and the above procedure for synchronized data acquisition was
implemented. The result was simultaneously acquired piconewton force-indentation data and PRISM side-
view images of ovarian cancer cell deformation. Figure 4.9 shows the resulting force data and a single image
acquired during the approach portion of the force curve. These data made evident two areas that required
improvement: (1) there was substantial bleaching of the sample over the course of the experiment and (2)
the signal-to-noise of the image was insuﬃcient for distinguishing subcellular components. Both of these
problems were the result of the illumination plane moving up with the imaging plane as the objective was
focused up from plan-view to side-view, requiring the use of unfocused high intensity light to achieve PRISM-
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Figure 4.9: Combined AFM and PRISM system demonstration. Simultaneous (A) AFM force-indentation
curve - approach in red and retract in blue - and (B) PRISM side-view image of ovarian cancer cell with
SYTO 83 DNA stain. Green outline shows location of beaded AFM cantilever for this particular image.
Scale bar is 5 µm. Higher quality images produced with the incorporation of VLS illumination are in Figures
4.15 and 5.3
Section 4.3: Vertical Light-Sheet Illumination
The contribution of out-of-focus ﬂuorescence to an image is a common problem in standard ﬂuorescence
microscopy which is often overcome through the use of a thin planar sheet of light that only illuminates the
ﬂuorescence in the region of interest. This technique is often referred to as light-sheet ﬂuorescence microscopy
(LSFM) or single/selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM). Though the technique was ﬁrst described
in a 1903 publication by Siedentopf and Zsigmondy,(225) LSFM (originally called ultramicroscopy) has
experienced a recent surge in use due to its applications for biological imaging. LSFM can reduce out-of-
plane ﬂuorescence in the imaging of labeled tissues, cells, and single-molecules.(226; 227; 228; 225; 229)
Use of a thin sheet of light allows researchers to image sample volumes faster than current methods, image
larger samples, produce well-registered optical sections suitable for three-dimensional reconstruction, and
reduce light dosage associated with photobleaching and phototoxicity. Frequently, this is accomplished using
a twin objective conﬁguration, where the objectives are juxtaposed at 90◦ angles to illuminate the region
surrounding the detection objective.(230; 231; 228; 225)
Unlike conventional light-sheet microscopy where the sample is illuminated with a light-sheet parallel to
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the surface to provide optical sections in the XY plane (plan-view), the PRISM imaging plane is vertical and
thus requires a vertical light-sheet (VLS) to illuminate the specimen. Additionally, PRISM imaging requires
both lateral and axial positions of the VLS to precisely align the illumination and imaging planes. I designed
a variant of light-sheet microscopy in which VLS illumination and PRISM-imaging are accomplished using
the same objective.
4.3.1: Implementation
The properties of lasers as propagating Gaussian beams are fundamental to light-sheet ﬂuorescence
microscopes and are discussed in detail in Appendix G. I designed the optics system (see Figure 4.10) to be
placed externally to the microscope body and to operate in conjunction with the microscope’s tube lens and
imaging objective to produce the desired light-sheet dimensions. The optics layout begins with the laser: a
532 nm diode-pumped solid state green laser diode (Thorlabs, Inc.) with a circular beam output.
The light then passes through a series of spherical lenses and two cylindrical lenses to produce a beam
with a sheet cross section (i.e., >100 µm along one axis and <1 µm along the other axis). To form a
light-sheet at the specimen, the laser beam is focused only along one axis using cylindrical lenses to form a
line-focus (as opposed to the point focus produced by spherical lenses). In Figure 4.10, the beam behavior
in orthogonal directions is denoted by red and blue lines. The red lines correspond to the sheet width axis
(ws in the sheet illumination inset) and are aﬀected by spherical lenses and cylindrical lenses (denoted by
fCW ). The blue lines correspond to the sheet depth axis (ds in the sheet illumination inset) and are aﬀected
by spherical lenses and cylindrical lenses (denoted by fCD). The ﬁrst two lenses, fSL1 and fCD1, are spaced
apart a distance equal to the sum of their focal lengths and act as a tube lens on the sheet depth axis.
Likewise, the ﬁrst and third lenses, fSL1 and fCW1, act as a tube lens on the sheet width axis because the
middle cylindrical lens, fCD , has no eﬀect on the beam properties on this axis. The lateral mirror, placed in
a 4f conﬁguration, permits lateral movement of the light-sheet without aﬀecting other light-sheet properties.
The following series of cylindrical mirrors adjust the orthogonal parameters to the desired dimensions.
In this light-sheet design, I have employed an optical technique of axial displacement presented by
Botcherby et al.(232; 233; 234) This method of axial displacement was originally designed for rapid imaging,
which required remote focusing. This arrangement involves a plane mirror and high NA objective in an ideal
4f conﬁguration with the imaging objective. The plane mirror reﬂects the rays from the intermediate image
space back into the objective and through a beam splitter to direct the rays toward the ﬁnal tube lens and
imaging place. By moving the plane mirror (or axial mirror), it is possible to change the plane on which the
sheet waist is focused without introducing spherical aberration.
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Figure 4.10: Schematic of VLS optical layout. The system consists of a series of spherical lenses (fSL1, fSL2,
and ftl, cylindrical lenses oriented either along the sheet waist axis (fCD1, fCD2, and fCD3) or along the sheet
length axis (fCW1 and fCW2), control and specimen objectives, axial and lateral mirrors, and polarized beam
splitter. A dichroic was used in the place of a standard plane mirror to allow excitation wavelength to be
reﬂected and the epiﬂuorescence emission wavelength to pass through. The lateral mirror provides lateral
displacement of the laser illumination in the sample plane. The control objective and the axial mirror are
used for remote axial translation of the light-sheet up and down relative to the sample plane.
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The ﬁnal step in coupling the external optics to the standard inverted optical microscope of the AFM
MFP-3D Bio system required the replacement of the internal mirror for changing imaging pathways with
a dichroic. The dichroic reﬂects the 532 nm laser light that enters the microscope body through right-side
port and passes through the epi-ﬂuorescence produced by the sample. By removing the dichroic from the
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Figure 4.11: Image of completed AFM-PRISM-VLS system. The left image shows the AFM head on top
of the inverted optical microscope, the 3-axis micromanipulation stage on which the capillary tube PRISM
assembly is mounted, and the VLS optics to the right of the microscope. The right image illustrates the
beam’s transition from a circular shape to a ﬂat sheet upon entering the microscope and was created by
performing a long exposure image of the optics path while allowing liquid nitrogen condensed water vapor
to scatter the laser light.
The completed system can be seen in Figure 4.11. The entire system – AFM, optical microscope,
and light-sheet optics – ﬁts inside the BCH-45 acoustic enclosure and on the Herzan AVI series vibration
isolation platform (Asylum Research), where the standard granite top was replaced with a lighter breadboard
to accommodate weight restrictions. The requirements of acoustic and vibration isolation are essential to
maintaining the force sensitivity of the AFM force measurements.
4.3.2: Characterization
Characterization of VLS illumination requires (1) measuring the light-sheet parameters, such as beam
waist and depth of ﬁeld, and (2) establishing improved image quality via its implementation in an experi-
mental context.
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Figure 4.12: Vertical light-sheet characterization. (A) Intensity of 20 nm ﬂuorescent bead sample illuminated
by VLS as a function of the lateral position translated by the AFM scan stage. Sample images of a 20 nm
ﬂuorescent bead sample illuminated by VLS as it is translated through the sheet are shown below. (B)
FWHM of the VLS as a function of axial mirror position, which provides a measure of the sheet depth of
ﬁeld.
I measured the beam width as a function of depth by scanning ﬂuorescent beads through the light-sheet
using the AFM scan stage and mapping their intensities as a function of position. The characterization
specimen was created by drying a sparse dilution of beads in ethanol onto a glass coverslip. The sample
was then loaded onto the AFM scan stage and was passed through the light-sheet in increments of 0.5
µm. Fluorescence intensity from the beads increased as the beads passed through the light-sheet, and
subsequently decreased as they receded from the beam wast. For each image, the intensity proﬁle of each
bead was determined via ﬁtting to a Gaussian distribution. These intensities were plotted as a function of
scan stage position, and then the distribution was ﬁtted to a Gaussian distribution to determine the FWHM
as a measure of sheet width (Figure 4.12A). The axial mirror position was then moved, and the process was
repeated. In this way, the width of the beam as a function of axial position was determined. The result was
a beam waist of 0.9 µm and a corresponding depth of focus (DOF) of ∼10 µm for our system.
Figure 4.12B compares the light-sheet produced by our system with those of other leading systems in the
ﬁeld. The theoretical resolution of each system is depicted by a dashed line, with additional detail provided
in Appendix G. The light-sheet produced by Xie et al.(229) for single-molecule imaging was controlled by
the size of the aperture on the back of the illumination objective. Increasing the aperture size reduced the
size of the beam waist; however, this also resulted in a decrease of the DOF, or the distance over which the
sheet width is uniform. Depicted in Figure 4.12B are sheet proﬁles produced by two aperture diameters in
the Xie system (black = 12 mm and blue = 4 mm) and our system (red). The large aperture conﬁguration
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produces a beam waist narrower than our VLS; however, the DOF is only a few microns and would not be
useful for full cell measurements. In contrast, the smaller aperture conﬁguration produced a beam waist
slightly larger than ours and with a very large DOF. The latter conﬁguration was used for all single-molecule
transcription factor studies in the Xie paper (229) as it consistently illuminated a large enough section of the
specimen. Taking specimen size into consideration, our light-sheet parameters are competitive with other
light-sheet systems, and possess the depth of ﬁeld and sheet width to acquire PRISM images of cells.
Next, I endeavored to compare imaging quality between broad illumination and VLS illumination in
PRISM images. To test the change in image quality, 20 nm beads were incubated with ovarian cancer cells
(SKOV) to serve as point sources and background that could be analyzed in the PRISM images. The resulting
plan- and side-view images can be seen in Figure 4.13. The plan-view image shows a false color overlay of
broad (red) and VLS (green) illumination. The broad illumination makes it apparent that the entire cell is
decorated with 20 nm beads that contribute to out-of-focus ﬂuorescence, while the sheet illumination excites
a thin band of the cell several bead-diameters thick. To produce PRISM side-view images, the objective
focus was raised until the imaging plane was rotated by the 45◦ reﬂecting optic to acquire a side-view image
of the cell. Raising the objective to change the imaging plane also increased the height of the VLS so that
the beam waist was well above the cell. Therefore, before acquiring PRISM-VLS images, the light-sheet was
returned to the specimen using the axial mirror. Adjusting both the axial and lateral positions of the VLS
is crucial for achieving high quality side-view images with the PRISM imaging system.
The dramatic improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio and, thus, the ability to resolve point sources is
apparent when comparing the PRISM-view broad and VLS illumination in Figure 4.13. The increase in
signal-to-noise ratio is evidenced by a dip in the signal over the middle of the cell corresponding to the
nucleus, where the engulfed beads were not able to reach, and at the periphery of the cell. To quantitatively
characterize the change in signal, a plot proﬁle through the same region of the cell for each illumination
method was compared. While the maximum intensity measured through beads within the cell were un-
changed, the nucleus region exhibited a drop in out-of-focus intensity by over 50%. Due to the reduction
in background noise, the ability to resolve single beads in the cell is now possible with VLS illumination.
Furthermore, there was a signiﬁcant reduction in photobleaching during a time-series acquisition due to the
reduction in intensity required for PRISM imaging (this phenomenon is less dramatic and more diﬃcult to
convey in still images). A similar improvement is observed in signal-to-noise ratio with VLS applied on live
cell stains (Figure 4.14).
Coupling VLS illumination to the AFM-PRISM system resulted in improved imaging quality by reducing
out-of-plane ﬂuorescence.
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Figure 4.13: Vertical light-sheet (VLS) illumination improves imaging of ovarian cancer cells labeled with
20 nm ﬂuorescent beads. (Top) False colored plan-view image of broad (red) and VLS (green) illumination
of 20nm bead-labeled cells. (Bottom) PRISM-view images of the same cell with both broad and sheet
illumination. Intensity proﬁles for the yellow line in each image.
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Figure 4.14: Vertical light-sheet (VLS) illumination improves imaging of ovarian cancer cells labeled with
membrane (Vybrant) and nucleic acid (SYTO83) labels. PRISM-view images of same exposure time for the
same cell with (left) broad and (right) sheet illumination show a dramatic improvement in signal-to-noise
with VLS illumination.
Section 4.4: Conclusions
Our microscopy system integrates and synchronizes force measurements with powerful high-frame-rate
side-view imaging, a technique that signiﬁcantly improves upon the current state of the art for cell mechanics
studies. This improvement was accomplished by coupling the AFM with a pathway rotated imaging technique
and vertical light-sheet illumination. This combination facilitated high frame rate imaging in the XZ plane
without restricting sample geometry or compromising the piconewton-resolution force data capabilities of
the AFM.
A to-scale illustration of the cell experiment illustrates the versatility in our experimental setup and
depicts the relative scales of the instruments involved at the sample (Figure 4.3). The results of one of
the ﬁrst live cell experiments from the completed AFM-PRISM-VLS system can be found in Figure 4.15.
Ovarian cancer cells (SKOV) were labeled with SYTO 82, a red ﬂuorescent nucleic acid stain, which is
brightest in the nucleus of the cell and even shows structure within the nucleus. Overlaid images for broad
(Figure 4.15F) and light-sheet (Figure 4.15G) illumination show the outline of the cell and Arrow-CONT
cantilever (black and white), the SYTO-labeled nucleus (red), and 5 µm yellow-green ﬂuorescent bead tip on
the AFM cantilever. Prior to PRISM imaging, the AFM bead tip is aligned over the center of the nucleus and
the light-sheet is positioned to be directly under the bead where force is applied. Then, simultaneous force
and image data (Figure 4.15) is acquired as (A) the bead approaches, (B) contacts the cell, (C) indents the
nucleus until a force trigger is achieved, (D) the cantilever maintains that deﬂection for a pre-deﬁned dwell
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Figure 4.15: Sample experiment performed on a SKOV cell. Images A-E are select PRISM-view images from
a video of the SKOV cell deformation acquired simultaneously with AFM force data. Plan-view images F
and G are false-colored red, green and bright-ﬁeld, and are of the same cell and AFM cantilever in broad and
sheet illumination, respectively. The bottom-right plot is the force-indentation curve simultaneously acquired
with the corresponding images indicated. Figure 5.3 depicts a cell with more internal nuclear structure due
to a change in label.
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time and (E) retracts from the cell. The side-view images in Figure 4.15 are frames from a movie and, due
to eﬀorts made in synchronizing the AFM and camera controls, their corresponding locations in the AFM
force curve can be directly matched. Where the side-view images provide visual context for any irregularities
in force-indentation curves, the force data measures cell stiﬀening eﬀects as described in Chapter 3. The
images also show movement of sub-nuclear structure due to the applied force, the focus of Chapter 5, where
I use this system to better understand the mechanisms responsible for mechnaotransduction.
In conclusion, the combined AFM, PRISM and VLS system is ideally suited for studying the mechani-
cal, structural and biochemical responses involved in mechanotransduction. The optics for pathway rotated
imaging and vertical light-sheet illumination were incorporated with minimal modiﬁcations to the commer-
cially available AFM-microscope system and restrictions to specimen geometry. This unique system provides
the ability to
1. apply and measure pN-nN forces,
2. acquire high-speed and high-resolution images of cellular structure dynamically in the direction of
applied load,
3. and relate force and image data with a high degree of temporal certainty.
While designing and implementing this system, several considerations and goals for future systems should
be taken into account:
• As illustrated by Galland et al.(235) and Gebhardt et al.(229), a 45◦ reﬂecting optic can be used to
rotate a light-sheet to the horizontal. In this way, the light-sheet in our system could also be oriented
horizontally for use in low background plan-view imaging.
• In the current design, both the lateral and axial motion of the VLS are manually controlled. Ad-
justing these parameters manually introduces vibrations into the system and limits the precision of
adjustments. Therefore, in future designs of the system, steps should be taken to implement computer-
controlled axial and lateral motion. Computer controlled sheet motion would add the ability to ef-
ﬁciently acquire high-resolution image stacks in both PRISM and plan-view for 3-dimensional image
reconstruction to our system.
• An important parameter in imaging cells is the ability to incorporate multiple wavelength ﬂuorophores
to help elucidate mechanisms involved in mechanotransduction. In future versions of the VLS micro-
scope, the back port of the microscope should be used to allow for the use of multiple wavelengths of
excitation and emission light through the use of the ﬁlter wheel. This is not possible through the right
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Table 4.2: Comparison of current techniques for simultaneous AFM force measurements and side-view, high
frame rate imaging. The criteria for a versatile force measurement and side-view imaging system are listed
in the column. A green checkmark indicates that the technique accomplishes the task and a red ’X’ indicates
that the technique cannot accomplish the task. The orange checkmark indicates that only some techniques
are able to maintain piconewton force resolution. The orange ’X’s indicate that the techniques have not
satisﬁed the criteria, but this is not directly due to the inability of the instrument to acquire high frame rate
imaging.
In the next chapter, investigations of the mechanics of single cells and subcellular components under load
using the combined AFM-PRISM-VLS system will be described.
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CHAPTER 5: Application of the Combined Atomic Force Microscopy and Pathway
Rotated Imaging System
In the previous chapter, I discussed the development of a combined atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
pathway rotated imaging for sideways microscopy (PRISM) system. In this chapter, I describe the use of this
system to investigate the mechanics of single cells and subcellular components under load. This experiment
included the acquisition of simultaneous cell mechanics measurements with high speed, side-view images of
intracellular motion. From these experiments, the structural components of the cell responsible for changes
in cell mechanics were identiﬁed and direct mechanical linkages between the cell membrane and the nucleus
investigated.
This chapter is comprised of the following sections:
5.1 Background on Mechanotransduction to the Nucleus
5.2 Experimental Methods
5.3 Indentation and Adhesion Results
5.4 Conclusions and Future Work
Section 5.1: Background on Mechanotransduction to the Nucleus
Living cells possess the ability to sense, withstand, and respond to external mechanical forces. These
properties are essential to the physical integrity and biological function of the cell. Mechanical forces are
critical regulators of the growth and shape of virtually every tissue and organ in our bodies. However, there is
still much unknown about the mechanisms through which individual cells sense these mechanical signals and
convert them into changes in biochemistry and gene expression - a process known as mechanotransduction.
The molecular mechanisms responsible for a cell’s response to external forces are especially of interest due
to their downstream eﬀects on gene expression, diﬀerentiation and motility.(33; 34) Mechanotransduction
pathways are mediated by the conformational changes in load-bearing subcellular structures which result in
activation or deactivation of biochemical signaling pathways in response to mechanical stress.(45) Previous
experiments have led to the identiﬁcation of pathways that signal from the membrane to the nucleus through
the passage of cytoplasmic components such as transcriptional co-activators into the nucleus.(45; 236; 237;
238; 239)
However, it has recently become clear that nuclear structures may respond directly to mechanical tension
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via force propagation through the cytoskeleton.(3) This understanding of direct mechanical response is the
result of the discovery of LINC (Linkers of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton) complexes, through which the
nucleus is physically connected to the cytoskeleton and, thus, the cell surface.(240; 241) The direct mechanical
linkage between the nucleus and the cytoskeleton is proposed to facilitate the propagation of signals to the
nucleus in only a few micro-seconds.(3) In this way, the nucleus itself may therefore be a mechanosensor
with force-induced changes in nuclear structure directly aﬀecting transcription.(162) However, the eﬀect of
intracellular and nuclear motion due to external force has not yet been fully explored.
Even though the cellular response to controlled mechanical inputs is important in a variety of biological
processes, the speciﬁc molecular mechanisms underlying the observed response are not well understood,
partly because of the lack of appropriate experimental tools. Key metrics for understanding cell response to
mechanical stimuli include the rearrangement of the cytoskeletal and nucleoskeletal structure, induced strains
and biochemical distributions; however, structural information during applied stress is limited by the ability
to image cells under load. In Chapter 4, I discussed a unique imaging system that combines an atomic
force microscope (AFM) with both vertical light-sheet illumination (VLS) and a new imaging technique
called PRISM – Pathway Rotated Imaging for Sideways Microscopy – designed to study the mechanics of
single cells and subcellular components under load,. The combined AFM and PRISM system facilitates the
imaging of cell deformation in the direction of applied force with accompanying piconewton resolution force
measurements. The additional inclusion of light-sheet microscopy improves the signal-to-noise ratio achieved
by the illumination of a thin layer of the cell.
Using the system developed and described in Chapter 4, here I demonstrate the use of an instrument
that combines atomic force microscopy with a side-view ﬂuorescent imaging path that enables high frame
rate imaging of cellular deformation along the axis of loading. Force resolution 10 s of piconewtons, ∼ 300
nm xz-plane image resolution, and 10 ms time resolution were directly observed in the study of intracellular
(and intranuclear) motion due to force applied to focal adhesions at the cell membrane. Speciﬁcally, I utilize
the combined AFM-PRISM-VLS system to investigate mechanical mechanisms underlying the deformation
or adhesion of SKOV ovarian cancer cells to a ﬁbronectin-coated AFM tip. In Chapter 3, SKOV cells
were investigated as one of a set of cells exhibiting mechanical properties (i.e., stiﬀness measured with
passive bead, magnetic bead and AFM measurements) and mechanical response (i.e., softening measured
with magnetic beads) correlated to their metastatic potential. This chapter focuses on the detailed analysis
of datasets acquired for a single cell to fully showcase the capabilities of the system and the new insights
on cell deformation accessible from the analysis of this unique data. Additional datasets of similar quality
to those reported here have been acquired (Appendix K) and will be the focus of further research, now that
there exists a method for interpreting these data.
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Our system is the ﬁrst to allow simultaneous AFM force measurements with side-view imaging of sub-
cellular motion with a z-direction image resolution comparable to high-quality plan-view, xy-resolution at
high frame rates of 50 fps. The utility of this measurement was demonstrated for (1) identifying the struc-
tural components of the cell responsible for changes in apparent depth-dependent mechanical properties and
(2) identifying direct mechanical linkages between the cell membrane and the nucleus. Experiments were
performed by indenting a cell with a ﬁbronectin-coated AFM tip and then retracting the AFM tip while
simultaneously collecting sub-nanonewton AFM force data with millisecond-synchronized ∼300 nm resolu-
tion imaging in the direction of applied force. Because mechanical properties of the cell were determined
from indentation AFM data and adhesion strength was determined from retraction AFM data, the exper-
iments were broken down into (1) indentation and (2) adhesion data. Due to our simultaneous side-view
image technique, I was able to clearly determine the physical changes in the cell associated with changes
in apparent stiﬀness measured in force data. Speciﬁcally, nuclear deformation and strains primarily located
at the top of the nucleus were correlated with a 1.5-fold increase in stiﬀness measured with a Hertz model
ﬁt to force-indentation data. The image z-axis resolution and millisecond synchronization allowed me to
detect sub-micron motion of the cell membrane and nucleus corresponding to force-rupture events of mem-
brane adhesion to the ﬁbronectin-coated AFM tip. These adhesion results indicate a relationship between
the strength of surface adhesions and direct mechanical linkage from the cell membrane to the nucleus.
Through the detailed analysis of these datasets, I illustrate the power of the integrated force measurement
and synchronized high frame rate, side-view imaging system for cell mechanics studies.
Section 5.2: Experimental Methods
5.2.1: Materials, Sample Preparation, and Tip Functionalization
All reagents were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc (Liverpool, NY) unless noted otherwise.
Cells were sparsely plated onto ﬁbronectin-coated polyacrylamide (PA) gels. Gels were prepared to
achieve 50-60 kPa stiﬀness, using a ratio of the 4:3:3 50mM HEPES, 40% acrylamide, and 2% methyl-bis.
Gelation was activated by the addition of 0.004 N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylethylenediamine-1, 2-diamine, and
0.012 10% ammonium persulfate. The gels were prepared onto 24x50 mm glass coverslips (Corning #1.5),
previously UV-cleaned and then vapor treated with 1,3,5,7-tetravinyl-1,3,5,7-tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane.
After catalyst addition, 10 µL of gel solution was placed in the center of the coverslip and rapidly covered
with a HMDS (hexamethyldisilazane) vapor-treated 22x22 mm coverslip to compress the gel and spread it
evenly on the coverslip. The gel was allowed to partially dry in a sterile biological safety cabinet before
removing the 22x22mm coverslip from the top of the gel.
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Figure 5.1: Experiment design for single cell mechanotransduction studies. Note that the complex mechanical
environment surrounding the cell (e.g., ﬂuid shear, extracellular matrix, cell-cell adhesions) is not a part of
this experiment but rather a reﬂection of all the types of forces that a cell can experience. The ﬁbronectin-
coated AFM tip is brought into contact with the cell over the nucleus. Indentation of the cell can be used
to measure direct deformation of cellular and subcellular components, and focal adhesions formed between
the tip and cell can be used to measure adhesion.
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To attach ﬁbronectin to the gel, sulfo-SANPAH (N-sulfosuccinimidyl 6-(4’-azido-2’-nitrophenylamino)hexanoate)
was disolved in DMSO (dimethylsulfoxide, cell culture grade) at ∼1 mg/mL and spread into a 1 cm diameter
circle with a pipet tip in the center of the gel. The excess solution was removed from the gel sample. Then
with the gel inside the biological safety cabinet, the UV light was turned on for ∼10 minutes or until the
sulfo-SANPAH color turned from orange-red to slightly brown. The sulfo-SANPAH was then rinsed with 3
successive applications and removals of PBS (phosphate buﬀered saline). Then 0.01 mg/mL ﬁbronectin in
PBS was placed onto the same location with enough solution to barely cover the same area. The UV light
was again turned on for 5 minutes to allow crosslinking of the ﬁbronectin onto the gel surface. After removal
of the ﬁbronectin solution and while relatively dry, a 1 cm glass cloning cylinder was added to the gel with
thin layer of vacuum grease and sterile cell media was used to rehydrate the gel. The vacuum grease serves
the dual purpose of preventing buﬀer leakage during overnight incubation and AFM-PRISM experiments.
Cells were plated onto the gels by trypsinization of a 50-90% conﬂuent culture of SKOV3 human ovarian
cancer cell lines (from Gerald Blobe’s lab at Duke University). The cultures were diluted back to about 30%
conﬂuence, and then an aliquot of cells was further diluted by at least 1/10 - 1/30 before plating in RPMI
(Roswell Park Memorial Institute) medium with 5% serum and antibiotic/antimycotic at 1X. Cells usually
attached within several hours, but were incubated overnight to ensure ﬁrm attachment.
On the day of the experiment, cells were stained with vital (live-cell) stains for SYTO 82 or 83 nucleic
acid label, MitoTracker mitochondria and cell membrane label, and/or Vybrant cell membrane label. The
sample was rinsed profusely with RPMI medium by removing liquid from the cloning ring, replacing with
new medium, and repeating several times to remove loosely attached cells. A larger secondary ring of vacuum
grease was added onto the gel surface concentric to the cloning ring. The majority of solution was removed
from the cloning ring, and the cloning ring removed from the gel surface. Finally, the sample was loaded
onto the AFM stage and additional medium added to form a small bubble in the inner vacuum grease ring.
In parallel, ﬁbronectin was physiosorbed onto the surface of the AFM cantilever with 5 µm polystyrene
bead tip. Bead attachment to cantilever procedure is described in Appendix I. Brieﬂy, a 5 µm polystyrene
bead (Corpuscular, NY) was attached with Norland Optical Adhesive (Norland, NJ) to a TL CONT tipless
cantilever (Novascan Technologies, IA). The AFM cantilever is loaded into the AFM cantilever holder and
while on the holder approximately 10 µL of 0.01 mg/mL ﬁbronectin in PBS was placed on the end of the
cantilever where bead was attached. The solution is allowed at least 15 minutes to physiosorb onto the
polystyrene bead before rinsing the AFM tip with medium and loading into the AFM head.
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5.2.2: Simultaneous AFM and Image Data Collection
The cantilever and sample were loaded onto the AFM, and experiments were performed in medium bubble
formed between substrate and AFM cantilever holder. Care was taken throughout the experiment to avoid
any media leakage onto the AFM system, which could possibly damage the electronics because of the salts
and liquid in the medium.
Using the AFM micromanipulation stage, I selected a single SKOV cell ﬁrmly attached to the gel,
with spreading behavior representative of the cell line and suﬃciently ﬂuorescent in plan-view. Each of
these parameters was important due to the small number of cells in each sample. Next, the AFM tip was
positioned over the nucleus of the selected cell. The AFM tip and cell were then jointly positioned such that
the VLS illuminates the region of the cell directly under the AFM tip. Finally, PRISM was positioned ∼
50 µm from the AFM tip to avoid contacting the cell or AFM cantilever. Once all the physical parameters
were in place, the imaging objective height was raised to ﬁnd the pathway rotated side-view imaging plane.
Because adjusting the height of the objective also changed the position of the narrowest part of the light
sheet, the VLS no longer illuminated the sample. To compensate for this, the VLS was translated back
down to the cell using the axial adjustment mirror in the VLS optics (Figure 4.10). Once the imaging and
illumination planes were aligned, the IGOR software was used to acquire a standard constant-velocity force
curve and externally trigger the ORCA Flash4.0 CMOS camera (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Japan), as
previously described in Section 4.2.
5.2.3: AFM Data Analysis
AFM data were typically collected at 100kHz. The resulting data was used to determine the mechanical
properties of cells and adhesion forces between a cell and ﬁbronectin-coated AFM tip from the indentation
or retraction portions of the force curve, respectively.
Force curves were analyzed with custom MATLAB code to calculate the Young’s modulus, a measure
of cell stiﬀness. The code is described in detail in Appendix D. Brieﬂy, the program identiﬁes the contact
point coordinates using a golden-section search, which attains the minimum total ﬁtting error for a linear
ﬁt of the data to the left of the contact point and a Hertz model ﬁt to the data from the contact point to
the right, up to a user deﬁned maximum indent. Least-squares ﬁtting is applied to the force-indention data
in the post-contact region of the force curve to the Hertz model in order to extract the Young’s modulus of
the cell.
Additionally, measurements of the adhesion forces formed between the cell membrane and ﬁbronectin-
coated AFM tip were collected. The retraction portion of the AFM force-indentation curve contains rupture
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peaks created when the AFM tip pulls against attachments to the cell membrane. As the cantilever continues
to move away from the surface, the force applied to these attachments increases until a rupture or intracellular
rearrangement occurs. The heights of these rupture peaks are related to the strength of the interactions,
whose resulting ruptures produce the drop in force.
5.2.4: Image Analysis
PRISM-view images of the SKOV cell labeled with a membrane dye (Vybrant) and a nucleus (Syto) stain
illustrate cell motion due to applied load. Images were acquired with 300 nm resolution at 50 fps. Motion
of the cell membrane and subcellular components such as the nucleus were measured using kymograph and
diﬀerence image analysis.
Kymograph Analysis: A kymograph is a traditional and eﬀective method of measuring movement in
cell biology, e.g., dynamic assembly of microtubules or motor proteins in axions.(242; 243) A kymograph
is a time-space plot created by extracting a long, thin, rectangular region from each image in a time-lapse
series. The rectangular region-of-interest (ROI) is pasted sequentially side-by-side to make a montage of
the region over time. The result is a series of bright lines corresponding to diﬀerent ﬂuorescently labeled
regions of the cell - the cell membrane, nuclear membrane and intracellular/intranuclear punctate regions.
If the rectangular region is aligned along the axis of applied load (z-direction), the oblique white regions
in the kymograph correspond to movement of the ﬂuorescent regions over time, with slopes related to the
velocity of the region’s motion. Moreover, relative separations can be related to intracellular/intranuclear
strain resulting from applied load.
A vertical ROI directly below the AFM tip was selected (Figure 5.2A). Kymographs of image stacks were
created with the ImageJ KymographyReslice plugin (Figure 5.2B). Then, using custom MATLAB code, the
position of the bright regions of the kymograph were tracked in time. Each peak was tracked through the
image stack using Gaussian ﬁtting, with initial estimates of peak positions provided manually by the user
for the ﬁrst frame (Figure 5.2C). The result of tracking the bright regions with the Gaussian tracker can be
seen in Figure 5.2D. This analysis is applicable to any dataset collected on the system.
Difference Imaging: Image diﬀerencing is an image processing technique used to identify changes between
images, calculated by ﬁnding the diﬀerence between each pixel in two images, and generating a resulting
diﬀerence image. Then, imaging thresholding was applied to ﬁlter out background noise; additionally, an
area ﬁlter was applied when necessary to omit areas of the image that clearly contain no cell movement
data. This technique was used to identify regions of motion within the cell associated with AFM measured
force-rupture events when looking at a broader region of the cell than could be captured using a kymograph.
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Figure 5.2: Kymograph analysis of deformation images of SKOV cell. (A) Representative side-view image
sequence with vertical sliced section as the region-of-interest directly through the AFM tip center. Labeled
regions of the cell - Syto 83 (nucleus) and Vybrant (cell membrane) - and the AFM bead-tip can be seen
in this image. (B) Kymograph of the yellow ROI over the course of the approach portion of the dataset.
(C) Gaussian ﬁts to each of the 5 user-identiﬁed ﬂuorescence intensity peaks for a single time point. (D)
The result of Gaussian ﬁts to each of the time points was a line for the top cell membrane (red), top of
the nucleus (blue), and bottom of the nucleus (green). There are two additional lines (cyan and magenta)
corresponding to punctate labels within the nucleus.
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Section 5.3: Deformation and Adhesion Experiments
5.3.1: Simultaneous AFM and Image Data Collection
The power of our system for cell mechanics studies is the integration of force measurement with force-
synchronized high frame rate imaging in the direction of applied force (z-direction). This was accomplished
through two major innovations, discussed in detail in the previous chapter (Chapter 4): (1) Pathway Rotated
Imaging for Sideways Microscopy (PRISM) and (2) Vertical Light Sheet (VLS) Illumination. Brieﬂy, PRISM
employs an ∼ 45◦ reﬂecting optic near the cell to provide a side-view of the cell and VLS provides illumination
for only the vertical plane imaged by PRISM. An advantage of the freely positioned reﬂecting optic was the
ability to combine the imaging system with a commercially available AFM, without loss of sensitivity, for
standard cell mechanics measurements. These combined innovations enable high frame rate side-view imaging
capability with simultaneous AFM force measurements.
The results for a standard constant-velocity AFM measurement on our system are shown in Figure 5.3.
The simultaneous side-view images of a SKOV cell labeled with membrane (Vybrant) and nuclear (Syto)
stains illuminate cell motion due to applied load with an image resolution of ∼300 nm in the z-direction and
10 ms time resolution, limited by exposure time.
All experiments discussed in this chapter were performed with constant-velocity AFM measurements due
to their prevalence in cell mechanics studies; however, simultaneous force and image data could be acquired
with the AFM operated in constant-force (i.e., force clamp) or custom-programmed (e.g., force-quench or
constant-velocity reversibility) modes, such as those used for the single-molecule studies described in Chapter
2. Over the course of a typical AFM experiment, the force curve has four ROIs indicated in the plots of
Figure 5.3 by diﬀerent colors - the approach (blue), surface dwell (magenta), retract (red), and ﬁnal dwell
(magenta), always in that order. Both plots in Figure 5.3 are diﬀerent representations of the same dataset
depicting diﬀerent information contained in AFM data about the force changes as a function of time or
indentation over the course of the experiment.
First, the AFM cantilever moves toward the cell (Figure 5.3A), contacts the cell membrane (Figure 5.3B),
and indents the cell until the cantilever achieves a predetermined deﬂection or force value (Figure 5.3C).
For this dataset, the predetermined deﬂection or force value, often called a trigger point, was 1.5 nN. All
of the AFM measurements up to reaching the predetermined force trigger, including both the approach and
indentation, are commonly referred to as ’approach’ data and are shown in blue on the plots in Figure 5.3.
Cell mechanics and structural deformation are examined in greater detail in Section 5.3.2.
Then, a feedback loop is used to maintain a constant cantilever deﬂection and, thus, constant force
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Figure 5.3: Simultaneous AFM force data and images. AFM deﬂection and z-piezo data was converted into
force and indentation to produce force-time (Top-Left) and force-indentation (Top-Right) curves, which can
be partitioned into several regions - approach and indent (blue), retract and adhesion (red), and dwells at
constant deﬂection either at the surface or away from the cell (magenta). [A-F] Simultaneously acquired
images of Syto83 and Vybrant labeled SKOV cell at a rate of 50 fps. Scale bar indicates 10 µm. Their
location in the force curves are marked.
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applied to the cell, for a deﬁned dwell time of usually a few seconds. In Figure 5.3, the dwell time (shown
in magenta) was 10 seconds.
At the end of the indentation dwell, the AFM cantilever is moved away from the cell surface at a constant
velocity; this portion of the curve is commonly referred to as the ’retract’ data and is red in the plots in
Figure 5.3. As the base of the cantilever is moved away from the cell at a constant-velocity, the AFM tip
is held down by adhesion formed between the ﬁbronectin-coated bead and the cell membrane (Figure 5.3D
and E). The detachment of cell-tip adhesion occurs through several discrete ruptures, each on the order of
nanonewtons. The ﬁrst drop in force between the tip and cell membrane (Figure 5.3D) is associated with a
separation of ∼ 0.7 µm; however, there is still unlabeled attachment evidenced by the increase in force up to
the next, larger force peak (Figure 5.3E). The ﬁnal rupture of adhesions between the tip and cell allow the
cantilever to return to its native position of zero force (Figure 5.3F), which is maintained for the rest of the
retract portion of the force curve. Adhesion rupture events and associated strain are examined in greater
detail in Section 5.3.3.
After fully retracted from the cell surface, an additional dwell period elapses away from the cell surface
(plotted in magenta in Figure 5.3) to allow suﬃcient time for all attachments between the tip and cell to
rupture (though not necessary for this particular dataset). This ﬁnal dwell time has the additional beneﬁt
of continued signals to the camera for image capture, which allow for measuring relaxation of the cellular
structures after force-rupture.
For this data representation, positive force values in force curves are associated with the AFM tip bent
upward while applying force to the cell, and negative force values are the result of the cell pulling down on
the AFM tip as the cantilever is moved away from the cell. Data will often be plotted inversely when the
adhesion forces are of primary interest. However, for consistency, the data for this chapter orients indentation
forces as positive and adhesion forces as negative.
For the ﬁrst time, our system features simultaneous AFM force measurements with side-view imaging
subcellular motion with a z-direction image resolution comparable to typical plan-view, xy-resolution at
high frame rates of 50 fps. Because so much information can be extracted from a single force curve and
image time series, detailed analysis of representative cells was performed in two parts - (1) deformation and
(2) adhesion. From these respective analyses insight was gained on (1) the structural components of the
cell responsible for changes in cell mechanics and (2) direct mechanical linkages between the tip and cell
membrane to subcellular components.
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5.3.2: Indentation Data
As an initial demonstration of the combined AFM and pathway rotated imaging system, I probed the
passive mechanical response of cells to an applied load. Force-indentation data with a speciﬁc inﬂection
point where the apparent stiﬀness of the cell, as calculated with the Hertz model, changed was observed.
I used the high-speed, side-view image capabilities our system provided to identify strains in subcellular
components that gave rise to the change observed in force data.
Externally applied mechanical stress can induce changes in the cell, such as cytoskeletal stiﬀening and
activation of growth factors.(244; 245; 246; 247) Recent ﬁndings have suggested that the nucleus itself may
act as a mechanosensor, bypassing the diﬀusion-based mechanosignaling through the cytoplasm to directly
modulate expression of mechanosensitive genes.(3) The AFM is an ideal tool for further investigating the
role of mechanical stress in cells because it allows for both the measurement of the mechanical properties of
a cell and the precise application of an applied load for understanding stress response of a cell.
The process of obtaining cellular stiﬀness using the AFM typically involves ﬁtting the acquired force in-
dentation curve with the Hertz model (Equation 3.1 for a spherical indenter) to extract the elastic modulus.
The Hertz model assumes that strains are small and within the elastic limit, the surfaces are continuous
(i.e., the tip is small compared to the cell), and the surfaces are frictionless (i.e., no adhesion). As a result,
cell stiﬀness measurements made using the Hertz model applied to AFM data are eﬀective measurements
that includes contributions from diﬀerent cellular components, including the cell membrane, actin cortex,
cytoskeleton, and nucleus, each with their own mechanical properties.(248; 156) Researchers have attributed
deviations in AFM force-indentation results from Hertzian behavior to the contribution of subcellular com-
ponents (such as molecular brushes, the actin cytoskeleton, microtuble network, intermediate ﬁlaments and
nucleus) to the measured stiﬀness.(248; 14; 142; 249; 250; 251) AFM experiments have been combined with
confocal imaging to elucidate the component responsible for the deviations(248); however, these experiments
either lack suﬃcient force sensitivity or image resolution - both in time and space - to fully explore this
matter.
Therefore, the distances over which applied forces aﬀect the cell and subcellular components remain un-
clear; this is especially true in reference to the rearrangement of the nucleus and subnuclear structure, as
this likely leads to more general phenotypic eﬀects. The mechanical deformation of the cell was probed with
simultaneous sub-nanonewton resolution force data and millisecond imaging to measure the sub-micron de-
formations. The imaging system provided the ability to identify strains in subcellular structural components,
while force synchronization facilitated the identiﬁcation of subcellular components responsible for deviations
of force data from Hertzian behavior.
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Results:
Figure 5.4A shows the approach portion AFM force-time curve and representative images (C-E) from a
50 fps image sequence of the cell during deformation, indicating successful cell deformation measurements
taken by our system.
The approach curve has two distinct regions with diﬀerent slopes, suggesting two regimes to the force
measurement. The change in slope does not directly correlate to a diﬀerence in stiﬀness regimes, because
stiﬀness is determined from the relationship between force and indentation. However, because the experiment
was performed with constant z-piezo motion (i.e., constant-velocity force spectroscopy), there is a direct
relationship between the slope and stiﬀness. This is further conﬁrmed by ﬁtting the Hertz model (Equation
3.1) to the diﬀerent regions of the force-indentation curve (Figure 5.4B). Region I, the indentation region of 0
to ∼ 0.6 µm, possessed an elastic modulus of 2.9 kPa and region II, the indentation region of approximately
0.6 to 1.8 µm, possessed an elastic modulus of 3.9 kPa - a nearly 1.5-fold diﬀerence in the elastic modulus
of each region.
Similar observations have been reported by Carl et al.,(252) Kasas et al,(253), and Sokolov et al.(174)
on BQ2, COS, and human cervical epithelial cells, respectively. These authors considered the cell as a
mechanically multilayered structure in which the ﬁrst layer represents the actin cytoskeleton and/or molecular
brushes (e.g., microvilli, microridges, glycocalyx) and the second layer represents the intermediate ﬁlament
and microtubule network. This work was supplemented by chemical alteration of the cell or ﬁnite element
modeling to conﬁrm their assumptions; however, there were no direct observations of deformation responsible
for the mechanical response regimes. Due to the simultaneous side-view image technique, I was able to clearly
determine the physical changes in the cell associated with changes in apparent stiﬀness measured in force
data.
The side-view images (Figure 5.4 C-E) clearly showed the positions of the cell membrane, nucleus bound-
aries and punctate structures within the cytoplasm and nucleus. Due to the clarity of imaging, the relative
positions of these cellular components were tracked and correlated to force data to elucidate the mechanism
behind the diﬀerence in these elastic regions. This was accomplished by tracking the positions of intensity
peaks in a kymograph as a function of time (Figure 5.2).
Two key components contributing to the bulk mechanical properties of the cell are the cytoplasm and
nucleus. Each of these regions are clearly identiﬁed in the side-view images (Figure 5.5A). There exists a thin
cytoplasm region below the nucleus which could not be labeled with the current cell staining. To observe
the absolute motion of the nucleus and membrane relative to the PA gel, an additional layer of ﬂuorescence
under the cell would be necessary. Despite lacking a clear marker for the bottom surface of the cell, the
motion of Gaussian ﬁts to the bottom membrane (Figure 5.5 B green) of the nucleus was 239 nm over the
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Figure 5.4: Simultaneous AFM force data and side-view images of cell deformation. (A) Force-time plot with
diﬀerent slope regimes (I and II) with dashed lines to illustrate the diﬀerence in slope. (B) Force-indentation
data ﬁt to a Hertz model for each of the regimes identiﬁed in the force-time plot. (C-E) Sample images from
a time sequence acquired simultaneously with force data, as identiﬁed on the force curves.
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time course of indentation, less than the resolution of the imaging determined from point spread function
analysis (Section 4.2). Therefore, the bottom of the nucleus was unaﬀected by AFM force deformation and
was a ﬁxed point reﬂective of substrate rigidity compared to the cell.
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Figure 5.5: Change in force regime associated with compression of SKOV cell cytoplasm (blue) and nucleus
(red). (A) Representative image from a side-view image sequence of SKOV cell labled with membrane
(Vybrant) and nucleus (Syto83) label. Vertical ROI directly below the AFM tip shown in yellow, cytoplasmsol
height indicated in blue and nucleus height indicated in red.(B) Kymograph of the yellow ROI over the course
of the approach portion of the dataset with Gaussian tracked intensity peaks. (C) Membrane height above
top of nucleus accounts for the cytoplasm region (red) and nucleus height is measured from top to bottom of
nucleus (blue). These separation values were normalized to their initial position and tracked over the course
of the time sequence. (D) Corresponding force-time data showing the two ROIs.
The height of the cytoplasm (red arrow) and nucleus (blue arrow) was tracked over the course of the
kymograph (Figure 5.5 B and C). I found that, for region I (identiﬁed in the force-time curves as the region
from the initial contact point of AFM tip with cell to the change in slope), I only observed compression of
the cytoplasm region of the cell. In region II, compression of the cytoplasm continued and compression of
the nucleus occurred at a slower rate.
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The Hertz model has been widely used to determine cell elasticity; however, this model does not account
for diﬀerent mechanical properties of subcellular structures. Several methods, including the brush model
(223) and depth-dependent Hertz ﬁtting(253; 19), have been used to account for the mechanical complexity
of the cell. In a simpliﬁed view, a force-indentation curve on a soft, homogenous sample could be ﬁtted with
the Hertz function to determine modulus; however, if a harder material is inside the sample, the curve will
deviate to a stiﬀer elastic modulus at depths that reﬂect the position of the stiﬀer material (Figure 5.6). This
harder inclusion model is a nearly accurate description of my results, exhibiting compression of both the
nucleus and cytoplasm at diﬀerent rates contributing to the stiﬀness measurement in region II. This model
also predicts that, upon deformation, both the materials exhibit some motion. Our side-view imaging system
indicates that the nucleus of the cell did not exhibit any compression until the region II stiﬀness regime. This
deviation indicates a more complex mechanical system at play. The behavior of reaching a threshold force or
pressure prior to deformation is reminiscent of energy barriers observed in a variety of biological experiments
(e.g., unfolding potential in single-molecule studies).(245) However, the nuclear motions in region I may have
been too subtle to detect, or unlabeled regions of the cell may have contributed to the complexity of SKOV
deformation. More measurements and analysis are therefore required to deﬁnitively understand whether the
cell can be represented as multilayered-Hertzian structure.(19)
Another possible contributor to complex force-indentation curves is cell deformation beyond the elastic
regime covered by the Hertz model and into plastic deformation. Plastically deformed material no longer
retains its original form after the removal of external forces. Due to the large deformations caused by AFM
indentations of the SKOV cell, there was potential for measuring plastic deformation of the cytoplasm or
nucleus. To determine whether this was the case, I compared the cytoplasm and nucleus heights (shown
in Figure 5.5A) before indentation, during indentation dwell, and after retraction of the AFM tip. For the
retraction case, I waited until 1 second after the ﬁnal rupture event to measure heights in order to ensure
that adhesion between the tip and cell membrane would not obscure the results. Height values reported
in Table 5.1 reveal that heights before and after the force deformation of the SKOV cell are in agreement.
The reported errors are the standard deviations of Gaussian ﬁts to intensity proﬁles for 10 frames in each
region; however, all of these deviations are less than the side-view z-resolution of 0.3 µm. Because these
measurements were made in the direction of applied force, the largest strains and, thus, the highest potential
for plastic deformation, are also along this axis. As a result, I observed no plastic deformation of either the
nucleus or the cytoplasm regions of the cell over the course of these indentation experiments. However, this
does not rule out plastic deformation of unlabeled subcellular or sub-nuclear components.
The ﬁnal measurement performed for the deformation dataset was a preliminary strain measurement.



















Figure 5.6: Material deformation models with diﬀerent stiﬀness regimes. (A) Schematic representation
of stiﬀness as eﬀected by depth for a multilayer material. Figure modiﬁed from Radotic et al.(18) (B)
Schematic illustrating the eﬀect of a hard inclusion on the mechanical properties measured in force curve.
Figure modiﬁed from Roduit et al.(19)
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Before During After
Cytoplasm 3.15 ± 0.04 µm 2.57 ± 0.05 µm 3.11 ± 0.05 µm
Nucleus 6.80 ± 0.01 µm 5.93 ± 0.01 µm 6.80 ± 0.01 µm
Table 5.1: Height values of the cytoplasm and nucleus regions of the cell identiﬁed in Figure 5.5 before
indentation, during indentation dwell, and after retraction of the AFM tip from the cell surface. The
reported deviations of values are the standard deviations of height measurements resulting from Gaussian
ﬁts to intensity proﬁles for 10 frames in each region.
force-induced deformations and remodeling of the cell as observed in plan-view,(200) information about strain
during the short-timescale (milliseconds) and the direction of applied force are lacking. Because kymographs
do not take into account the lateral movement of ﬂuorescent cell label, I analyzed the region of the cell
directly below the AFM tip - the only region of the cell for which there is predominantly z-motion (Figure
5.7A). The ﬂuorescent regions were tracked on the kymograph with the same Gaussian ﬁtting protocol, and
the regions were identiﬁed in increasing order, as they are further away from the tip.
A plot of the percent strains induced in each of these reasons at each time point (Figure 5.7) revealed that
strains in the deformed cell decreased further from the point of compression. The largest change in percent
compression is visible in Region 1 of the cell corresponding to the cytoplasm region above the nucleus. Both
Regions 2 and 3 also exhibited increased induced strain over the course of the indentation. Only Region 4
showed large ﬂuctuations in the percent strain due to the relatively small initial length (Figure 5.7D) and
less well-deﬁned illumination of the bottom boundary of the nucleus. Due to this contribution of noise to
the measurement for Region 4, there was no measurable change in strain due to the AFM tip. The majority
of compression observed in the nucleus and associated with a change in stiﬀness measured in force data was
the result of motion at the top of the nucleus. The application of further image tracking analysis and strain
models would provide a detailed insight into the propagation of strain from AFM tip through the cell and
sub cellular components.
Discussion:
As an initial demonstration of the combined AFM and PRISM system, I used the high speed image
acquisition to identify physical components responsible for deviations of force-indentation data from a simple
mechanical model. I probed the mechanical deformation of the cell with simultaneous sub-nanonewton
resolution force data and millisecond imaging to measure the sub-micron deformations.
These simultaneous measurements allowed for the identiﬁcation of nucleus deformation corresponding to
deviations of force-indentation data from simple mechanical models. Though these were not the ﬁrst AFM
measurements to report two stiﬀness regimes in AFM force data, they are among the ﬁrst to have image data
that inform the mechanisms responsible for the change in apparent elastic modulus. The high speed and side-
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Figure 5.7: Strain decreases further from tip. (A) Representative image from a side-view image sequence of
SKOV cell labled with membrane (Vybrant) and nucleus (Syto83) label. Subsequent separations between
cell membrane, nucleus boundaries, and punctate labels have been labeled with diﬀerent numbers and colors.
(B) Each of the regions identiﬁed are the separation between lines in the kymograph. (C) Plot of induced
strain and absolute length of each of the regions due to deformation of the cell with AFM tip.
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view imaging allowed for millisecond distinction between the compression of the cytoplasm associated with
one stiﬀness and the initial compression of the nucleus contributing to a stiﬀer apparent modulus. Moreover,
the sub-micron resolution in imaging allowed for measurements of induced strain propagation through the
nucleus. These strains identify the top of the nucleus as the major source of deformation and, thus, induced
strain contributing to mechanical measurements. These measurements are consistent with ﬁnite element
models of the AFM deformation of an elastic material with harder inclusion (i.e., the nucleus).(19)
Further work should be done to examine more force curves of a similar nature or with diﬀerent anomalous
force patterns to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for the details in force response. More datasets exist
for similar experiments and just require the necessary time for analysis. Additionally, the collected data
would beneﬁt from more sophisticated methods of tracking deformation and, especially, strain propagation
throughout the entire cell, rather than in just the region below the AFM tip. I have explored the possibility of
incorporating spatiotemporal image correlation spectroscopy (STICS), but this requires further optimization
for useful analysis with the datasets.
5.3.3: Adhesion Data
Next, I imaged the motion of subcellular structures due as force applied to adhesions between a ﬁbronectin-
coated AFM tip and cell surface.
The nucleus is physically connected to the cell surface through the cytoskeleton and the LINC (Linkers of
Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton) complexes, allowing rapid mechanical stress transmission from adhesion to
the nucleus through a process known as mechanotransduction. These changes have been proposed to aﬀect
signaling within the nucleus over a few microseconds.(3) Abnormal cellular response to mechanical stimuli
has been correlated with disease states, including cancer.(8) However, the eﬀect of intracellular and nuclear
motion due to external force applied only at the cell surface has not been fully explored.
Experimental studies of mechanotransduction have been performed by directly applying force to surface
integrins with ligand-coated micropipettes and magnetic particles, or physically deforming protein-coated
substrates.(250; 254; 255) These experiments presented evidence of force-dependent changes in internal
structures visualized inside the cytoskeleton and nucleus. These measurements unequivocally conﬁrm the
existence of long-range force propagation in living cells; however, they do not fully investigate the length
and time scales over which direct mechanical linkages in the cell transmit force. Current experiments have
been limited in force-feedback or imaging capabilities to fully address this question. The capture of force
data over the course of an experiment is necessary to understand the strength of adhesion and mechanical
changes. Additionally, high frame rate and high-resolution imaging is necessary to understand cell response
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to external forces propagated through the cytoskeleton, producing sub-micron displacements in milliseconds
or faster.
In contrast to previous experiments,(250; 254; 255) I probed the length and time scales of intracellular
motion due to forces applied at the cell surface with simultaneous sub-nanonewton resolution in force data
and millisecond imaging to measure the sub-micron deformations. A ﬁbronectin-coated AFM tip in our
system was used to promote the formation of focal adhesions between the AFM tip and cell to study the
retraction portion of the AFM curve with both force-rupture data and side-view imaging. These simul-
taneous measurements allow for the precise correlation of force-rupture of adhesions to the cell membrane
with membrane, intracellular, nuclear and intranuclear motion. Larger rupture events (≥ 2 nN) sometimes
produced nuclear and intranuclear motion, and smaller rupture events (< 2 nN) only resulted in membrane
motion. This suggests that stronger adhesions are more likely to form direct mechanical linkages to the
nucleus. Clearly, locally applied forces through cell membrane adhesions have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the
structural arrangement of the cell, and our unique system provides further insights into the mechanisms
involved in cell signaling through mechanotransduction.
Results:
Figure 5.8A shows a typical AFM force-indentation curve between ﬁbronectin-coated AFM bead-tip and
SKOV cell. Fibronectin promotes the adhesion between the bead and cell membrane, and is associated with
the formation of focal adhesions. The retract portion of the force curve contains numerous peaks associated
with the rupture of attachments between the tip and cell, resulting in a sudden drop in force. Often referred
to as force-rupture events, these peaks are produced when the cantilever - moving away from the substrate
at a constant velocity - exerts an increasing force on the attachments between the bead and cell until the
attachment breaks suddenly, releasing the bead and allowing it to move upward, thus decreasing the force
applied to the AFM tip. This is in contrast to sliding or nonspeciﬁc tip interactions, which would exhibit a
prolonged period with little to no change in force or a gradual drop in force.(256)
In this dataset, I was able to distinguish 10 force-rupture peaks, ranging in peak height from 0.1 nN up
to nearly 10 nN. Each rupture peak was associated with motion in the side-view images of the SKOV cell
labeled with membrane (Vybrant) and nucleus (SYTO 83) dye.
As an initial analysis, a kymograph for the vertical region directly under the AFM tip was acquired as
the majority of strains and, thus, motion would be expected in this region (Figure 5.8B). The kymograph
of this region (Figure 5.8C) showed 5 clear bands of ﬂuorescence - the tip moves from indenting the cell
at time zero to detached from the cell and out of the FOV at 4 seconds; the cell membrane (red), which
shows large ﬂuctuations where the membrane is becoming detached from the tip; the top (green) and bottom
(magenta) of the nucleus; and one intranuclear punctate region. Gaussian curve ﬁtting for each time point
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Figure 5.8: Simultaneous force and image data acquired for adhesion between ﬁbronectin-coated AFM tip and
SKOV ovarian cancer cell. (A) AFM force-indentation showing a number of adhesion events on the retract
portion of the curve (red). The approach and surface dwell are shown in blue and magenta, respectively.
(B) Representative image from the simultaneously acquired image time sequence. The vertical yellow line
was selected for creating a kymograph of cell motion over the course of the retract curve (C). (C) The
kymograph shows motion of the AFM tip oﬀ the cell surface eventually leaving the FOV at ∼ 4 seconds, and
several bright ﬂuorescent regions of the cell - cell membrane (red), top of nucleus (green), punctate region
within nucleus (cyan), and bottom of nucleus (magenta) - tracked with my gaussian peak tracker. (D) Time
synchronized force (blue - left axis) and displacement (red, green, cyan, magenta - right axis) are displayed
on the same plot.
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in the kymograph was used to track the four intensity lines corresponding to regions of the cell. Due to
the sub-millisecond synchronization of the AFM and camera, displacement data from the kymograph could
be plotted along with force data to observe correlated motion and force-rupture events. Figure 5.8D shows
force data (blue) on the left axis and displacement data (red, green, cyan, magenta) on the right axis. The
displacement data acquired from the kymographs was centered on the portion of the dataset - after the AFM
tip was completely detached from the cell and no force was applied - to make visualization easier.
These results showed membrane and nucleus motion correlated with AFM force data. Recall the conven-
tion mentioned in Section 5.3.1 where negative values in the force curve correspond to force applied to the
AFM tip by the cell when bending the cantilever towards (or against) the surface. More negative values in
the force curve map to stronger forces applied to the cell-tip attachments. As the force applied to the AFM
tip increases (becomes more negative, Figure 5.8C), the cell membrane and, to a lesser extent, the top of
the nucleus are displaced upwards until the attachments to the AFM tip were ruptured, which produced a
drop in force applied to the AFM tip (becomes more positive, Figure 5.8C) and a drop in membrane height.
Moreover, the upward displacement of the cell membrane drops in synchrony with two of the force-rupture
peaks, implying that these force-rupture events were the result of membrane detachment from the AFM tip.
This demonstrates that the detachment of cell adhesion from the AFM tip, characterized by force-rupture
peaks in AFM data, are correlated to a dramatic movement of the cell membrane.
From these kymograph results, there are multiple peaks in the force-rupture pattern that do not appear
to produce motion in the cell. However, visual inspection of the image time sequence indicate that there was
motion occurring in locations not captured by the kymograph.
Therefore, I used diﬀerence imaging to identify motion in the entire XZ image correlated to force-
indentation data. Figure 5.9 presents the retract potion of the same force-indentation curve as Figure
5.8 with simultaneous side-view images. Five of the larger rupture events identiﬁed in the force curve (C-G)
were determined to produce motion of the cell from visual inspection of the data. To identify regions of the
cell with motion correlated to force-rupture events, diﬀerence images were taken between the image acquired
at the top of the force peak (solid circle) and the image acquired at the bottom of the force peak (open
circle, following the peak image by at least 3 frames, 60 ms). The images were subtracted, and a threshold
was then applied to reduce the background signal produced by random ﬂuctuations. Finally, an area ﬁlter
was imposed to further ensure that only the regions that moved between the top and bottom of the peak
were visualized. Figure 5.9 C-G displays the image acquired at the top of the force peak and the regions of
motion determined from image diﬀerence analysis in green.
The image series and analysis shown in Figure 5.9 is a series of detachments where the AFM tip produced
both force-rupture events and cell motion. Following the indentation and surface dwell portions of the force
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Figure 5.9: Measurement of adhesion between ﬁbronectin-coated AFM tip and SKOV ovarian cancer cell
measured by simultaneous AFM and PRISM imaging system. (Top) Retract portion of force-indentation
curve with points corresponding to force-synchronized images (B-H) identiﬁed. These images correspond to
(A) the ﬁrst data point in the retraction curve and the position of maximum cell indent, (B) the point of
zero force application to the cell, (C-G) force-rupture peaks, and (H) after all rupture events. The green
regions in the peak images (C-G) outline the regions of motion determined from diﬀerence images occurring
between the top of the peak and the ﬁrst image at the bottom of the peak (identiﬁed with an empty circle
and following the peak by at least three frames). A closer examination of Peaks F and G can be found in
Figure 5.10.
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curve, the retract curve began in the position of maximum indentation (Figure 5.9A). The AFM tip was
most visible in image A in the top-left while indenting the cell, but is also seen in images A-H moving further
up in the same region until fully out of the FOV in image H. Then, the cantilever was moved away from the
surface at a constant speed until the AFM tip was no longer pushing into the cell and a position of zero force
application was reached (Figure 5.9B). The zero force position on the retract curve did not necessarily occur
at the same indentation depth as the zero force position on the approach curve due to the viscoelastic nature
of the cell. Between position B and Peak C,the AFM tip applied force to the cell through its adhesions to
the cell membrane, ultimately stretching the cell body upward (away from the substrate). This produced an
upward motion of the cell membrane, nucleus, and punctate cytoplasm or intranuclear regions. Peaks C-G
(Figure 5.9C-G) correspond to rupture events, presumably where adhesions broke contact between the cell
membrane and AFM tip, with the ﬁnal rupture peak (G) resulting in the total detachment of the AFM tip
from the cell surface and a return to a zero applied force for the remainder of the curve (Figure 5.9H).
Peak C rupture occurred when the cell membrane partially detached from the left-side of the AFM
tip, forming a gap between the labeled membrane and the AFM tip. Subsequent upward motion of the
membrane in that region conveyed continued adhesion, supported by more force-rupture events producing
further detachment on that side of the AFM tip.
Where only membrane motion was recorded for Peak C’s detachment series, Peak D’s rupture recorded
detachments from the middle and right side of the AFM tip. A closer examination reveals that the middle
then the right detachment occurred, where the right detachment produced the smaller unlabeled peak fol-
lowing Peak D. The same gap was observed between the labeled cell membrane and the AFM tip. Motion
was observed in the cell membrane and punctate regions of the cytoplasm just below the tip. Peak E rupture
resulted from the detachment of the membrane from the left-side of the AFM tip, with membrane motion
similar to the location of Peak C.
The most dramatic motion was produced during Peak F through a series of smaller rupture events. Peak
F consisted of the largest force drop of 13.2 nN displayed in Figure 5.9 and also the most observable motion
in the cell (Figure 5.9F), most notably motion of the nucleus boundaries and intranuclear punctate regions.
A closer examination of data following Peak F is shown in Figure 5.10. For these images, diﬀerence imaging
was performed between subsequent frames with a lower threshold value, determined from diﬀerences acquired
after returning to baseline, applied to make it possible to capture motion due to the smaller rupture events
(green). Peak F rupture occurred through 5 smaller force drops identiﬁed as F, F0, F1, F2, and F3. At Peak
F, I observed the existence of a short-lived extension of ﬂuorescently-labeled membrane, which broke from
the tip, which resulted in a 0.9 nN force drop, and was no longer prominent in the following frame (F0).
A larger view of the extension, measured at a length of 1.8 µm, is displayed in Figure 5.11. In the frame
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Figure 5.10: Closer examination of Peak F and G from Figure 5.9. (Top) Portion of force-indentation retract
curve containing Peaks F and G with points corresponding to force-synchronized images identiﬁed. No point
is shown for F.0 because this is the frame immediately following Peak F. Between F.0 and F, there is the
extension of a 1.8 µm ﬂuorescent region of the cell membrane. Green regions in peak images show regions
of motion determined from diﬀerence images occurring between subsequent images.
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immediately following the detachment of the membrane tether (F0), a drop in the cell membrane and the
nucleus region was observed directly beneath and to the left of the AFM tip. Peaks F1 and F2 corresponded
to motion in the cell membrane under and to the left of the tip, respectively. Because these two peaks
occurred close to each other in time (and frames), some motion was observed in the same location for both
peaks. Peak F3 was correlated with the motion of the cell membrane and nucleus - a similar region to F0
but with additional nucleus motion on the left side.
The ﬁnal rupture peak, Peak G, corresponds to a ﬁnal detachment of the AFM tip from the cell membrane.
Peak G correlated with a sudden drop in the cell membrane and nucleus region directly under the AFM tip.
Just prior to Peak G, a 1.8 µm separation between the ﬂuorescently labeled membrane and the AFM tip
(Figure 5.11) was observed. This separation was ﬁrst noted following Peak C and continued to increase over
the course of the force curve. Though there are still obvious attachments between the AFM tip and cell,
evidenced by the complex force-rupture pattern and corresponding cell motion, these attachments are not
labeled so the direct attachments between the tip and cell could not be directly observed. Following the ﬁnal
rupture event, the cell and AFM tip no longer experienced force from the interaction between each other.
As a result, the AFM tip returned to a zero force baseline, and the simultaneous images showed no motion
(Figure 5.9H and 5.10after)
Only the ﬁnal rupture peaks F and G resulted in measured motion in the nucleus, which indicate that,
despite the rupture of the membrane attachments during initial force-rupture events, the key attachments
linking directly to the nucleus are unaﬀected. Moreover, the strongest interactions between the ﬁbronectin-
coated tip and cell membrane formed direct linkages to the nucleus.
Thus, the PRISM imaging path enabled me to correlate the AFM force-rupture events with intracellular
motion and interpret connections formed directly to the nucleus.
Discussion:
This experiment demonstrated the successful utilization of the combined AFM and PRISM system to
study intracellular motion that occurs when forces are applied through focal adhesions on the cell membrane.
The system’s high frame rate acquisition of side-view images and force synchronization facilitated precise
correlation between force rupture of adhesions to the cell membrane with membrane, intracellular, nuclear
and intranuclear motion.
The reported rupture forces range from less than 1 nN up to 10s of nN, with a total change in force
application of 20 nN over the course of the experiment. These adhesion strengths are in agreement with
literature reports of cell adhesion to ﬁbronectin, which range from sub-nannonewton(257) for a few molecules
to hundreds of nanonewtons for a 1µm2 focal adhesion. I observed membrane extensions associated with




Figure 5.11: (Left) Short-lived 1.8 µm tether produced at Peak F. (Right) Separation between tip and
substrate just prior to ﬁnal rupture event at Peak G.
Larger rupture events (≥ 2 nN) sometimes produced nuclear and intranuclear motion, while smaller rup-
ture events (< 2 nN) resulted only in membrane motion. Experiments have already shown that forces applied
to the cell membrane produced changes in the cell shape(17), internal structure,(255) and nucleus;(250) how-
ever, they were unable to resolve speciﬁc rupture events and, thus, the strength of interactions associated
with direct mechanical linkage from membrane to the nucleus. Only the ﬁnal rupture peaks F and G (Figure
5.9), resulted in measured nuclear motion. Membrane rupture during the initial force-rupture events left the
key attachments linking directly to the nucleus unaﬀected. Moreover, the strongest interactions between the
ﬁbronectin-coated tip and cell membrane formed mechanical linkages directly to the nucleus.
Because of the system’s heightened z-axis image resolution, I was able to resolve the formation of a 1.8
µm ﬂuorescent membrane extension and even an unlabeled region of the cell membrane when the AFM tip
disengaged from the cell body. The adhesion force contributed by the ﬂuorescent membrane extension is much
smaller than other forces measured between the tip and membrane. Weaker adhesion forces are consistent
with reports of membrane tethers as unsupported membrane attachments at a few discrete points,(17; 258;
259) whereas the attachments between cell membrane and tip not producing tethers are stronger and are
likely linked directly into the cytoskeleton. However, the rupture of the tether correlated to a relaxation
of the nucleus, so cytoskeletal attachments to the membrane near the formation of the tether still link
nuclear motion to membrane motion. The unlabeled region between the cells and the AFM tip could be
associated with the unlabeled ﬁbronectin coating the AFM tip and the glycocalyx layer of the SKOV cell.
Fibronectin has a persistence length of 160nm,(260) and it is therefore unlikely to be responsible for much of
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the unlabeled region. Conversely, the reported values for the glycocalyx surrounding the cell membrane range
from a fraction of a micron(261) up to 11 microns.(262) These reported values depend greatly on cell type;
because I was unable to locate a reported value for SKOV cells, future experiments should be performed to
label the glycocalyx and measure the height of this region, perhaps with ﬂuorescent wheat germ agglutinin.
However, I observed stronger interactions than typically reported for glycocalyx interactions, so a more
complex interaction is likely, and future experiments could be targeted at understanding this region of
attachment.
The side-view imaging path enabled me to correlate the AFM force measurements and force-rupture
events with membrane and intranuclear cell motion. Due to the high frame rate imaging and force synchro-
nization, I attributed membrane motion with all force-rupture events, and nuclear motion with larger rupture
forces. Additionally, the increased z-axis image resolution of the system allowed me to resolve membrane
extensions and an unlabeled region which would not have been possible with such techniques as combined
AFM and confocal imaging. Clearly, locally applied forces through cell membrane adhesions have a signif-
icant eﬀect on the structural arrangement of the cell; our unique system provides further insights in to the
mechanisms involved in cell signaling through mechanotransduction.
Section 5.4: Conclusions and Future Work
The power of the AFM-PRISM-VLS system for cell mechanics studies is the integration of force mea-
surement with synchronized high frame rate imaging in the direction of applied force (z-direction). This
was accomplished by coupling our AFM with PRISM imaging and VLS illumination, discussed in detail in
Chapter 4. This system enables high frame rate, high-resolution side-view imaging of cell motion without
restricting sample geometry or compromising the piconewton resolution force data capabilities of the AFM.
In this chapter, the system was applied to investigate single cell mechanics and mechanotransduction.
The results of a standard constant-velocity AFMmeasurement on our system are shown in Figure 5.3. The
simultaneous side-view images of a SKOV cell labeled with membrane (Vybrant) and nucleus (Syto) stains
illuminate cell motion due to applied load with an image resolution of ∼ 300 nm in the z-direction and 10 ms
time resolution, limited by exposure time. The AFM-PRISM-VLS system provides novel measurements by
combining simultaneous AFM force measurements with side-view imaging of subcellular motion. The system
beneﬁts from a z-direction image resolution comparable to high-resoltuion xy-resolution at high frame rates
of 50 fps. I demonstrated the utility of this measurement for (1) correlating details in the force curves with
structural events within the cell and (2) investigating direct mechanical linkages between the cell membrane
and the nucleus. Because mechanical properties of the cell were determined from indentation AFM data and
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adhesion strength was determined from retraction AFM data, the experiments were broken down into (1)
indentation experiments and (2) adhesion experiments.
In my indentation experiments, I observed that nuclear deformation correlated to a change in AFM
force-indentation stiﬀness regime. The simultaneous measurements allowed for the identiﬁcation of nucleus
deformation corresponding to diﬀerent stiﬀness regimes in the force-indentation data. Though these were
not the ﬁrst AFM measurements to report multiple stiﬀness regimes common in AFM force data, they
are among the ﬁrst to have image data that informs statements about the mechanisms responsible for the
change in apparent elastic modulus. The high speed and side-view imaging provided millisecond temporal
resolution between compression of the cytoplasm associated with one stiﬀness and initial compression of the
nucleus contributing to a stiﬀer apparent modulus. Moreover, the sub-micron resolution in imaging allowed
for measurements of induced strain propagation through the nucleus. These measurements identify the top
of the nucleus as the major source of deformation and, thus, induced strain contributing to mechanical
measurements. These measurements are consistent with ﬁnite element models of AFM deformation of an
elastic material with harder inclusion (i.e., the nucleus).(19)
Further work should be done to examine more force curves of a similar nature or with diﬀerent anomalous
force patterns to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for the deviations in force response. Additionally,
the collected data would beneﬁt from more sophisticated methods of tracking deformation and, especially,
strain propagation throughout the entire cell (e.g., spatiotemporal image correlation spectroscopy)
In the adhesion experiments, I observed force disparities in the rupture events between tip and substrate
which produced nuclear motion, and those that only resulted in membrane motion. A force-rupture event
of at least 2 nN was required to observe nuclear motion, indicating the strongest interactions between the
ﬁbronectin-coated tip and cell membrane formed direct linkages to the nucleus. Moreover, the larger force-
rupture events producing nuclear motion were the ﬁnal events in the force curve, suggesting that, despite
rupture of the membrane during initial force-rupture events, the key attachments linking directly to the
nucleus were unaﬀected. These are observations for a speciﬁc cell, and a larger dataset is required to
understand trends in mechanotransduction for this cell line.
Additionally, I observed the formation of a 1.8 µm ﬂuorescent membrane extension due to applied force,
as well as an unlabeled region between cell membrane and tip through which force was still applied. The
adhesion force contributed by the ﬂuorescent membrane extension is much smaller than other forces measured
between the tip and membrane, signifying that the attachments between cell membrane and tip not producing
tethers are stronger and likely linked directly into the cytoskeleton. Both the observations of the ﬂuorescent
membrane extension and unlabeled region were only possible due to the z-axis resolution of the AFM-PRISM-
VLS system.
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Additional experiments are needed to determine the underlying mechanisms involved in the direct trans-
mission of force from focal adhesion at cell membrane to the nucleus and understanding the tip-cell at-
tachment in the unlabeled region. These adhesion results were only possible due to the high frame rate
acquisition and side-view resolution, which allowed me to precisely correlated force-rupture events associ-
ated with adhesion of the AFM tip to the cell membrane to membrane, intracellular, nuclear, and intranuclear
motion.
As an initial demonstration of the combined AFM and PRISM system, I identiﬁed the structural com-
ponents of the cell responsible for changes in cell mechanics and investigating direct mechanical linkages
between the cell membrane and the nucleus. I probed the mechanical deformation of the cell with simultane-
ous sub-nanonewton resolution force data and millisecond imaging to measure the sub-micron deformations.
This set of experiments demonstrates how I used the integrated force measurement and synchronized
high frame rate, side-view imaging system for cell mechanics studies to accomplish the following goals:
• This system is the ﬁrst to acquire sub-nanonewton AFM force data with millisecond synchronized ∼300
nm resolution imaging in the direction of applied force.
• Due to the image quality and synchronization, I was able to correlate nuclear deformation with an
increased apparent stiﬀness, as described by Hertz model ﬁt to AFM data.
• I was able to measure intracellular and intranuclear strains to determine a region speciﬁc response to
externally applied force.
• Though not the ﬁrst to measure multiple stiﬀness regimes in AFM force data, I am the ﬁrst to correlate
the continuous change in stiﬀness regime with nuclear deformation.
• I detected sub-micron motion of the cell membrane and nucleus as the result of surface adhesion
ruptures.
• I indicate a relationship between the strength of surface adhesions and direct mechanical linkage from
the cell membrane to the nucleus.
• I observed extensions of ﬂuorescent membrane only possible due to the z-axis resolution of the AFM-
PRISM-VLS system.
I anticipate that the combined PRISM and AFM system will be useful in studies of cell mechanics,
cell contractility, and phagocytosis. The system can provide particular insight when protein localization or
subcellular rearrangement will help reveal mechanisms involved in, or underlying responses to, mechanical
forces. However, in order to fully utilize the potential of this system, a larger parameter space that includes
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the incorporation of multiple color labels and single-molecule techniques should be incorporated. The next
chapter focuses on a summary of work done to date, plans for additional experiments, and design concerns
for the next version of the AFM-PRISM-VLS system.
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CHAPTER 6: Summary and Future Work
The overall goal of this presented dissertation work was to design and develop a tool for providing
combined force measurement and imaging capabilities necessary to advance cell biophysics research. This
need motivated the design and implementation of the combined AFM-PRISM-VLS system to facilitate the
imaging of cell deformation in the direction of applied force with synchronized piconewton resolution force
measurements. Additionally, experimental procedures and data analysis pipelines for single-cell and single-
molecule force spectroscopy were developed.





The forced rupture of the ﬁbrin ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction, a crucial bond in the initial stages of ﬁbrin
polymerization, was investigated using the AFM to perform SMFS experiments. As described in Chapter
2, both constant-velocity and constant-force SMFS experiments were used to examine the complex forced
unfolding pathway of ﬁbrin’s γ module.
Because ﬁbrin polymerization and clot structure is known to be dependent upon the solution environment,
I sought to understand how various solution factors aﬀect the interactions involved in ﬁbrin polymerization at
the single-molecule level. In Section 2.3, I determined that AFM constant-velocity SMFS experiments were
sensitive enough to detect changes in ‘A-a’ interaction forced unfolding due to changes in solution conditions
(i.e., calcium and NaCl concentration, pH, and temperature). Single-molecule experiments performed at high
temperatures and acidic pH solution conditions also associated with the inhibition of ﬁbrin polymerization
and resulted in a decreased probability of observing γ module unfolding and a decrease in the rupture force
for the ﬁbrin ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction. Additionally, the ability of the hole to maintain function under
extension (characterized by an additional extension event) was decreased by every perturbation to solution
condition. The destabilization of the hole ‘a’ binding pocket was reversible by adding a molar excess of
Ca2+, which is hypothesized to stabilize hole ‘a’ through the γ1 calcium-binding site.(105). In this way, the
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SMFS experiments explored protein function.
Because constant-velocity experiments provide an indirect relationship between force application and pro-
tein unfolding, low force unfolding domains can be overlooked and unfolding kinetics may be misinterpreted.
In Section 2.4, I found that AFM constant-force SMFS were able to detect previously unobserved interme-
diate states and fundamentally diﬀerent unfolding kinetics than revealed by constant-velocity experiments.
Additionally, molecular dynamics simulations were used to determine which domains within the γ module
were associated with extension events. Through the application of low forces over a prolonged time period,
I observed ﬁbrin γ unfolding through previously unseen intermediate states, an infrequent occurrence in
SMFS.(87) These intermediate states are characteristic of ﬁbrin unfolding deviant from the all-or-none, two-
state Markovian process observed in multimodular mechanical proteins.(126; 130; 87) Analysis of unfolding
kinetics revealed the ﬁbrin γ module unfolds through a complex energy landscape best described by glassy
dynamics behavior, characterized by stretched-exponential unfolding. Moreover, force-clamp experiments
and Monte Carlo simulations of unfolding indicate that the unfolding kinetics of subdomains within the
γ module are the primary contributor deviations from two-state behavior, contrary to the force protected
domains model motivated by constant-velocity experiments. Constant-force probing of the ‘A-a’ interac-
tion exposes a fundamentally diﬀerent unfolding pathway than previous force-ramp experiments. Through
a series of control experiments performed by Laurel Averett, single-molecule ﬁbrin extensions were associ-
ated with extension of the γ module (1) and calorimetry experiments proved the existence of at least three
subdomains within the γ module;(132; 133) however, these experiments were unable to determine speciﬁc
regions associated with observed extension events. Therefore, I analyzed molecular dynamics simulations
of γ module unfolding to determine speciﬁc residues associated with forced extension events measurable
through ‘A-a’ interaction experiments. Speciﬁcally, DMD simulations revealed separation of the ‘a’ binding
pocket from the rest of the γ module and separation of the remain γ module into subdomains as responsible
for extension events.
Because ﬁbrin ﬁber extensibility is largely reversible,(73) the molecular mechanisms responsible for ﬁber
extension must also be reversible. Preliminary force-quench experiments were performed to probe the re-
versibility of ﬁbrin γ module unfolding as a contributor to the extensibility of ﬁbrin ﬁbers. A fraction of
the force-quench curves exhibited refolding of the γ module, as evidenced by a second unfolding step; more-
over, many of these force curves displayed complex separation traces during the force-quench interval. More
experiments should be performed in which the quenching force is adjusted in order to observe refolding
behavior.
This collection of experiments informed our understanding of the mechanical properties of ﬁbrin as they
relate to blood clot formation. In the larger scope of designing an instrument for mechanical investigation
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of cells, these experiments provided an opportunity to develop force application experimental methods and
analysis pipelines which can be applied to single-molecule measurements on cells. Additionally, they provide
insight into force-induced protein unbinding and unfolding behavior as it contributes to mechanical signaling
within the cell.
Because a crucial part of how cells sense and respond to their environment are the mechanical properties
of the cells themselves, I measured the whole cell’s mechanical response to externally applied large forces and
strains. In Chapter 3, I performed several experiments designed to understand cellular and nuclear mechanics
in relation to cell function (mechanotransduction) and misfunction (cancer metastasis). In Section 3.2,
AFM stiﬀness measurements of ovarian cancer cells were inversely correlated with invasivity. Diﬀering from
previous techniques, I used the AFM to probe diﬀerent regions of the cells to determine the contribution of
the nucleus to cell mechanics measurements. Both on- and oﬀ-nucleus (cytoplasm) measurements showed the
same inverse correlation between invasion and stiﬀness; however, on-nucleus measurements produced a larger
change in apparent stiﬀness indicating a change in nuclear stiﬀness as well as cytoplasmic. Additionally, I
found that H2B-GFP fusion protein incorporated into the nucleus has an eﬀect on the mechanical properties
of the nucleus. SKOV cells transfected with H2B-GFP exhibited a signiﬁcantly larger elastic modulus
than unlabeled SKOV cells. More AFM indentation data is required to fully explore whether the change
in stiﬀness is due to the cell line or to the concentration of H2B-GFP. However, the eﬀect of H2B-GFP
on nuclear mechanical properties must be taken into account in future experiments. In Section 3.3, I
showed AFM stiﬀness measurements of pancreatic cancer cells were inversely correlated with invasivity. The
AFM was used to distinguish non-transformed primary cells (HPDE) from their highly invasive phenotype
(HPNE). AFM on-nucleus measurements were used to identify more subtle changes in mechanical phenotype
from the expression of single-gene GOF constructs used to produce detectable changes at the phenotypic
changes relevant to cancer biology. These AFM results validated our laboratory’s array high-throughput
microscope for screening changes in the mechanical phenotype of cancer cells. In Section 3.4, I measured
the relative stiﬀnesses and force responses of ﬁbroblasts and cytoplasts. AFM measurements resulted in a
similar Young’s modulus for cytoplasts and intact ﬁbroblasts. Initial force response measurements suggest
a stiﬀening response to indentation from the cytoplasm of ﬁbroblasts but not cytoplasts. These results
indicate that previously observed aberrant mechanotransduction behaviors observed for cytoplasts were not
the result of changes in intrinsic mechanical properties of the cell due to removal of the nucleus, but instead
are solely due to changes in mechanosensing machinery caused by the removal of the nucleus.
The preceding cell mechanics measurements revealed the contribution of the nucleus to the mechanical
properties of a variety of cells. The experimental techniques and the data analysis methods developed during
cell mechanics experiments can be applied to a variety of AFM experiments designed for understanding
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cell and nuclear mechanics for a wide range of cell biology research. Moreover, deviations from Hertzian
mechanics behavior for AFM measurements performed over the nucleus indicate nuclear contributions to
stiﬀness measurements. However, these experiments lacked the imaging capabilities necessary to identify the
contribution of the nucleus to apparent changes in stiﬀness.
The necessity to measure and apply piconewton forces, and simultaneously acquire structural information
during applied force in the direction of applied load motivated the development of a unique imaging system
that combines AFM, PRISM, and VLS. In Chapter 4, I described the design, implementation and character-
ization of the combined AFM-PRISM-VLS system. The combined AFM and PRISM system simultaneously
delivers imaging of cell deformation in the direction of applied force and piconewton resolution force mea-
surements with the additional inclusion of VLS illumination to improve image quality. The system has
the force sensitivity to measure piconewton resolution forces and the dynamic range to apply up to several
nanonewtons of force to the sample. The PRISM imaging and VLS illumination facilitated high-speed and
high-resolution images of cellular structure dynamically in the direction of applied load with z-axis resolution
comparable to plan-view resolution. Synchronization of the force and imaging systems facilitated high-speed
data collection with sub-millisecond temporal precision.
In Chapter 5, I demonstrated the utility of the combined AFM-PRISM-VLS system for single-cell studies.
The system provided simultaneous AFM force measurements with tens of piconewton of force resolution, ∼
300 nm xz-plane image resolution, and 10ms time resolution in the study of intracellular (and intranuclear)
motion due to force applied at the cell surface. With these measurements, I identiﬁed the structural com-
ponents of the cell responsible for changes in apparent depth-dependent mechanical properties and direct
mechanical linkages between the cell membrane and the nucleus. In Chapter 3, SKOV cells exhibited a
depth-dependent stiﬀness over the nucleus determined the Hertz model. Due to our simultaneous side-view
image technique, I was able to clearly determine the physical changes in the cell associated with changes
in apparent stiﬀness measured in force data. Speciﬁcally, nuclear deformation and strains primarily located
at the top of the nucleus were correlated with a 1.5-fold increase in stiﬀness measured with a Hertz model
ﬁt to force-indentation data. Additionally, I investigated force propagation of cell-tip adhesions evidenced
by rupture events in force curves and structural motion of the cell in PRISM images. Using the improved
image z-axis resolution and millisecond synchronization, I detected sub-micron motion of the cell membrane
and nucleus corresponding to force-rupture events of membrane adhesion to the ﬁbronectin-coated AFM
tip. These adhesion results indicated a relationship between the strength of surface adhesions and direct
mechanical linkage from the cell membrane to the nucleus. Through the detailed analysis of these datasets,
I illustrated the power of our integrated force measurement and synchronized high frame rate, side-view
imaging system for cell mechanics studies.
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We anticipate that the combined AFM-PRISM-VLS system will be useful in studies of cell mechanics
and mechanotransduction studies from the single-molecule to the single-cell level.
The experimental techniques and analysis tools developed in this thesis can provide a full picture of
mechanical signaling from conformational changes to a single-molecule through structural changes induced
throughout the cell over a range of time scales. The system can provide particular insight when protein
localization or subcellular rearrangement will help reveal mechanisms involved in or underlying responses to
mechanical forces.
Section 6.2: Future Work
In order to fully utilize the potential of this system, future designs should incorporate multi-color imaging,
automation of sheet motion, and 3-dimensional image reconstruction.
An important parameter in imaging cells is the ability to incorporate multiple wavelength ﬂuorphores to
elucidate diﬀerent mechanisms involved in mechanotransduction. For example, in Chapter 5 the illumination
of cell membrane, nucleus and actin cytoskeleton would provide further information on strain propagation
during both deformation and adhesion of the SKOV cell to ﬁbronectin-coated tip. Stronger direct mechanical
linkages from cell membrane through cytoskeleton to the nucleus are hypothesized for the large ﬁnal adhesion
rupture events. Having a labeled cytoskeleton would allow for explicit visualization of this linkage. In order
to facilitate multiple wavelengths, future versions of VLS illumination will use the back port of the microscope
for illumination and two-color simultaneous imaging system. The current design for our system has the VLS
illumination entering the microscope from the right side port. This port was designed as an alternative
imaging pathway for a camera, and the illumination pathway operates using a dichroic in place of the
standard reﬂecting mirror. To change wavelengths in the current conﬁguration would require disassembling
the microscope body in order to exchange dichroics. The back port of the microscope will allow for the use
of multiple wavelengths of excitation and emission light by taking advantage of appropriate ﬁlters in the
standard ﬁlter wheel. On the imaging side, a Gemini image splitting optic can be incorporated to obtain
two-color simultaneous images. This will allow for the rapid acquisition of multicolor images without the
need to switch lasers or ﬁlter sets and incorporation of FRET imaging capabilities into the system.
As illustrated by Galland et al.(235) and Gebhardt et al.(229), a 45◦ reﬂecting optic can be used to rotate
a light sheet to the horizontal. In this way, the light sheet in our system could also be oriented horizontally
for use in low background plan-view imaging. This type of reﬂected light sheet microscopy has been used
in single-molecule imaging of transcription factor binding to DNA in live mammalian cells.(229) Then our





Figure 6.1: Next generation of VLS illumination and imaging systems for combined AFM-PRISM-VLS
system. (Top) Schematic and image of completed next-generation illumination system with key components
labeled in both schematic and image. Key improvements in the new system include a multi-wavelength light
engine, the use of the rear illumination port of microscope; and computer-controlled electrically tunable
waveplates (WP1, WP2), lenses (E1, E2) and galvanometer mirrors (GM1, GM2). (Bottom) Schematic and
image of completed next-generation imaging system with key components labeled in both schematic and
image. Key improvements in the new system include remote focusing electrically tunable lens (ETL) and
Gemini image splitting optic.
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single-molecule interactions on living cells.
Another important improvement for the next generation system will be the removal of manual controls
of parameters such as sheet axial and lateral position, and alternating between broad and light sheet illumi-
nation. Automating these operations has the dual beneﬁt of reducing mechanical vibrations and improving
the speed at which adjustments can be performed. Computer controlled sheet motion would add the ability
to eﬃciently acquire high-resolution image stacks in both PRISM and plan-view for 3-dimensional image
reconstruction to our system. This is accomplished in the next generation of the PRISM-VLS system by in-
corporating electronic waveplates (WP), electrically tunable lenses (ETL), and galvanometer mirrors (GM).
The illumination type (broad or VLS) can be rapidly switched by activating the polarizing WP to alternate
between the cylindrical lens path producing the light sheet or a spherical lens producing a broad illumina-
tion. When operated in VLS mode, the ETL allows for the axial adjustment of the position of the sheet
focus and the galvanometer mirror moves the light sheet perpendicular to the plane of its sheet (lateral). On
the output side of the microscope, a focusing ETL is employed to change the focus of the imaging section
without physically adjusting the objective position. The combination of VLS and imaging ETLs adds the
ability to eﬃciently acquire high-resolution image stacks in both PRISM and plan-view for 3-dimensional
image reconstruction to our system.
The next generation system, with improvements described above, has been installed and is undergoing
characterization by graduate student Evan Nelsen. I acquired the ﬁrst PRISM-view multicolor images shown
in Figure 6.2.
Future experiments building on the work presented in this thesis should include multicolor labeling of a cell
to elucidate mechanotransduction pathways due to force applied to focal adhesion. In Chapter 5, I observed
motion of the nucleus due to forces applied to adhesions formed at the cell surface. The rapid transmission of
mechanical forces from the cell membrane through the cytoskeleton and into the nucleus facilitated by LINC
complexes, has been proposed to have a direct aﬀect on cell response to external stimuli by directly eﬀecting
gene expression in the nucleus.(163; 162; 3) The propagation of force through this direct connection could
be imaged with the new combined AFM-PRISM-VLS system. By functionalizing the AFM tip to promote
the formation focal adhesions to the tip (similar to the method described in Chapter 5), the AFM can be
used to apply force to the cell surface. The choice of protein coating the tip could play a role in strength
and mechanical linkages formed by the focal adhesion and could thus be a variable parameter eﬀecting
mechanotransduction. Labeling the actin cytoskeleton and nucleus with diﬀerent ﬂuorescent labels would
make it possible to track structural changes along the cytoskeleton and into the nucleus. Because our system
could be synchronized to within signaling limits of the software involved (< 1µs), this would make possible the
ﬁrst imaging of direct mechanical signal transduction from cell surface to nucleus. Other experiments could
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Figure 6.2: SKOV cell labeled with green nucleic acid (SYTO16) and red membrane (MitoTracker) stains
acquired with diﬀerent wavelength light sheet in PRISM-view. The nucleus (top-left) and membrane (top-
right) images were acquired separately and then overlaid (bottom) to visualize the entire cell. Simultaneous
acquisition of both wavelengths required later implementation of split side-by-side imaging.
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include measuring chemical signaling in relation to force applied with an AFM tip to determine distances
over which stress activated ion channels are eﬀected, now accessible due to the image resolution provided by
the PRISM imaging path. Most investigations of mechanotransduction pathways would be beneﬁted by the
ability to take rapid, high-resolution correlated to precisely applied force measurements.
Mechanical measurements of ovarian cancer cells (Chapter 3) showed that less invasive IGROV cells were
stiﬀer than the more invasive SKOV cells. Force curves acquired on these cells also showed two stiﬀness
regimes. So to determine the source of the stiﬀness diﬀerence and stiﬀness regimes, PRISM-images of
deformation were acquired to observe diﬀerences in nuclear deformation due to applied force. Preliminary
experiments with PRISM-imaging showed that over the same indentation depth (as a percentage of cell
height), the change in aspect ratio of the nucleus for the two cells diﬀered (Figure 6.3). In Figure 6.3,
PRISM-view images representative of indentation for SYTO-labeled SKOV and IGROV nuclei are shown.
These images were acquired prior to addition of VLS illumination and lack the resolution observed in later
experiments (Chapter 5). The force curve acquired simultaneously with IGROV indentation is shown in
Figure 6.3 with the corresponding image locations identiﬁed. A similar curve was acquired for the SKOV
cell and the depicted images represent similar indentation depths. Shown in the bottom-right of Figure 6.3 is
a plot of change in aspect ratio for each of the cells shown. This was calculated by tracking the vertical height
directly below the AFM tip and the width across the widest portion of the nucleus. The result of tracking the
change in aspect ratio for each nucleus type is a larger change in aspect ratio for SKOV cells than IGROV
cells. If the nucleus of each cell were strictly an elastic material (as assumed by the Hertz model), then the
same indentation depth should result in the same change in aspect ratio. This deviation indicates a more
complex underlying mechanism for strain propagation than a simple elastic model. Altered lamin expression
has been reported in many cancers, where the resulting increase in nuclear deformability could enhance the
ability of cells to transit tight spaces during metastasis.(32) The structure and deﬁciency in nuclear lamin
could be responsible for the diﬀerence in aspect ratio observed between these two cell lines. This possibility
leads to an interesting series of experiments now accessible with the AFM-PRISM-VLS system. By labeling
lamin and the cytoskeleton, diﬀerences (and similarities) in force transmission between these two cell lines
can be investigated. These experiments would provide valuable insight into the mechanisms responsible for
force transmission and direct mechanical signaling in cancer cells.
All future work on our system would beneﬁt from more rigorous data analysis methods to calculate strain
maps, ﬂow ﬁelds, diﬀusion and (un)binding rates. We have begun to understand spatiotemporal image
correlation spectroscopy (STICS) as a means of analyzing PRISM-view images using a package provided to
us through collaboration with the Wiseman Lab. STICS is a method of image correlation spectroscopy that
does not separate the spatial ﬂuctuation analysis from the temporal to obtain ﬂow vectors, or the direction in
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Figure 6.3: SKOV and IGROV deformation comparison. Representative PRISM images of SYTO-labeled
nucleus from time series acquired during (top-left) IGROV and (top-right) SKOV cell deformation. (Bottom-
Left) Force-indentation curve for IGROV indentation with points corresponding to images labeled. A sim-
ilar indentation curve was acquired for the SKOV cell and images shown were acquired at similar depths.
(Bottom-Right) Change in aspect ratio of cell nuclei over the course of indentation curve for IGROV (red)
and SKOV (blue) cells as determined from a ratio of cell height to cell width calculated from time series.
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which particles are exiting the correlation areas if directed ﬂux is present.(263; 264) This method of analysis
would provide data on the motion of subnuclear regions over the course of a combined AFM-PRISM-VLS
experiment. For example, the position of diﬀerent chromosome territories (spatial ordering of chromosomes)
in the nucleus is believed to regulate transcriptional activity.(265) Under load, the nucleus deforms which
changes the proximity of chromosome territories, speciﬁcally moving the gene-poor chromosomes localized
near the periphery of the nucleus toward the active center of the nucleus, a process that could lead to altered
transcription. Furthermore, this would allow for a validation of the hypothesis that nuclear lamin determines
the sensitivity and timescale of nuclear reorganization in response to stress.(265) This could be a future area
of investigation; however, the current analysis is sensitive to edges produced by boundaries, especially those
created by an AFM tip (Figure 6.4). Therefore, more work is required to implement this or other analysis
methods for determining induced strain.
Before Indent Retract
Figure 6.4: Initial application of STICS analysis to Syto-labeled SKOV nucleus data set. Analysis was
applied to the entire time series, and show here are three representative images taken before indentation,
during indent and during retraction of the AFM tip. The before image gives an idea of background thermal
noise measured with STICS. During indent, the majority of ﬂuorescent regions are moving down and away
from the AFM tip. During retract, the bright labels are moving up toward the retracting tip. Locations
not in close proximity to the AFM tip move as a result of applied load; however, diﬀerent regions of motion
are observed during indentation and retraction, indicating that diﬀerent regions of the nucleus may deform
reversibly (or not).
Section 6.3: Conclusion
Collectively, this dissertation has detailed the strategies and implementations of experimental procedures
and data analysis pipelines for single-cell and single-molecule force spectroscopy. This included single-
molecule study of forced ﬁbrin unfolding through the speciﬁc ‘A-a’ interaction. The unfolding mechanism
observed in SMFS experiments was shown to be mediated by a variety of solution conditions known to eﬀect
full clot structure, including calcium and NaCl concentration, temperature and pH. Additionally, constant
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force applied to the ‘A-a’ interaction was shown to unfold the γ module through a diﬀerent unfolding
pathway characterized by an observable intermediate unfolding step and unfolding kinetics dominated by
the kinetic parameters of individual domains, rather than the force-protected nature of these domains. When
these experimental results were combined with the results of molecular dynamics simulations, I was able to
attribute unfolding to speciﬁc residues which may be associated with clotting dysfunction. In the future, the
mechanical response of single ﬁbrin molecules to force may elucidate the source of mechanical properties of
ﬁbrin networks. Single-cell mechanics studies indicated the signiﬁcance of the nucleus to a cell’s mechanical
properties, including mechanotransduction, for a range of cell types and revealed a depth dependance to
apparent stiﬀness. However, standard cell mechanics measurements lack the ability to measure key metrics
for cell response, such as nuclear deformation, in the direction of applied force. Therefore, I developed
a combined AFM-PRISM-VLS system that facilitates high-resolution, high-speed imaging in z-direction
synchronous with AFM force measurement. With this system, I was able to identify nuclear deformations
associated with the change in apparent stiﬀness observed in AFM force-indentation data and nuclear motion
due to force applied through adhesions at the cell surface. Longer-term goals for this instrument are to
investigate how external mechanical stimuli (speciﬁcally single-molecule interactions) alter gene expression,
motility, and diﬀerentiation.
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APPENDIX A: Single-Molecule Force-Clamp Analysis
In order to eﬃciently collect enough data on ﬁbrin unfolding at diﬀerent forces, I created an analysis
pipeline to take force-clamp data and determine the start and end of steps in the separation-time curve. From
these data points, relevant parameters such as step height, total extension, and lifetime can be calculated
and compared for diﬀerent clamping forces.
Figure A.1: Data analysis package for a range of data types. (Left) The panel for selection of data and
analysis type. Not shown here is the selection for ‘Cell Mechanics’ analysis as discussed in Appendix D.
(Right) GUI for selection IGOR wave parameters to read ibw ﬁles into MATLAB. This panel is the same
for Force-Volumes in Igor 5 and 6, FX-Reversibility, and Force-Clamp selections.
The ﬁrst window encountered when running the package allows the user to select the data type to be an-
alyzed (Figure A.1 Left). Selections include ‘Force-Volume-Igor5’, ‘Force-Volume-Igor6’, ‘FX-Reversibility’,
‘Force-Clamp’, ‘Virus Analysis’, ‘Cell Mechanics’, and ‘None’.
The ﬁrst four items have modiﬁcations to the code to allow the analysis package to take in a variety
of diﬀerent data formats. ‘Force-Volume-Igor5’ This selection allows the user to analyze data collected on
older versions of Asylum software for which the peak-ﬁnder analysis was initially designed. This analysis
package was written in Professor Boris Akhremitchev’s lab at Duke University (his lab has since moved to
the Florida Institute of Technology) and a more detailed discussion can be found in Laurel Averett’s thesis
(1). Brieﬂy, the software identiﬁes force rupture peaks for all curves collected in a standard force map.
‘Force-Volume-Igor6’ performs the same analysis as discussed above for newer AFM force maps in which the
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Figure A.2: Typical GUI for peak selection generated by running analysis in Figure A.1 Right.
data is saved in a diﬀerent structure. I applied a simple modiﬁcation to the above code to allow the analysis
package to seamlessly read in the new data structure. ‘FX-Reversibility’ and ‘Force-Clamp’ both required
a more in depth overhaul of the analysis packages due to the entirely diﬀerent data structure associated
with custom programed waves for data collection. However, the result was similar - a data analysis package
for peak selection. ‘FX-Reversibility’ reads in data from constant-velocity SMFS reversibility experiments,
in which the AFM tip is retracted a set distance away from the surface, returned toward the surface, and
then retracted again through rupture. In the case of force-clamp data, this part of the data analysis was
initially used to ﬁlter out force traces with no interaction events; however, was obsolete in later iterations
and instead opened directly into the Step-Finder GUI. The force-clamp selection works for both force-clamp
and force-quench experiments. All of these selections open a parameter panel for reading AFM data into
MATLAB (Figure A.1 Right). The results of running this panel is a GUI (similar to Figure A.2) which allows
the user to go through the force curves and look at curves with peaks (or steps) selected. The output ﬁle
from this can be used to determine peak separations, force rupture values, and ﬁt protein unfolding models
(e.g., the freely jointed chain).
The ‘Virus Analysis’ and ‘Cell-Mechanics’ selections both open GUIs for analysis similar to that described
in Appendix D. ‘Virus Analysis’ is a more primitive version without the depth of analysis or versatility oﬀered


































































































Figure A.3: The Step-Finder GUI panel and results. (A) Panel showing the range of displays and parameters
that can be used for analysis of force-clamp results. Data can be plotted as (B) force-separation, (C) force-
time, and (D) separation-time. (E) By selecting ‘Show Steps’, the step-ﬁnder analysis uses a trapezoidal ﬁlter
to ﬁnd the points of inﬂection in separation-time traces (black open circles). (F) For a deeper understanding
of possible missed steps of the eﬀects of modifying parameters, selecting ‘Show Preliminary’ shows the guesses
for steps (red ‘x’s) and the results of multiple trapezoidal ﬁlters for inﬂection points (green and black trace).
The buttons at the bottom of the tools panel (A) are for analysis of steps in data points and can produce a
variety of plots.
For force-clamp analysis, I developed an automated step selection method using trapezoidal ﬁlters which is
referred to as Step Finder. After the Igor data has been run through the code developed by the Akhremitchev
lab to produce a matlab ﬁle, the Step Finder code uses a trapezoidal ﬁlter, angle requirements, separation
requirements, and manual input to determine the separation-time steps for large data sets. The use of a
trapezoidal ﬁlter is heavily based on techniques for identiﬁcation of time pulses in radiation measurements
by Jordanov et al(266) which are remarkably similar to separation-time traces in force-clamp experiments.
The following is an explanation of several key parameters as they relate to the Step Finder GUI:
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1. Filter Length: This gives the length of the applied smoothing ﬁlter. Two examples are shown in
Figure A.4.
• Box Filter: This sums values for length and is ideal for smoothing data. This was not used in
this analysis package.
• Triangle Filter: This was used up to the third ﬁltering step of force-clamp data. The sum of the
ﬁrst window is subtracted from the sum of the second window, which results in smoothed data










raw data triangle filterA B
Figure A.4: Illustration of results of applying a (A) box ﬁlter and (B) triangle ﬁlter to raw data sets.
2. Filter Threshold: This is the minimum value applied to the ﬁlter results to consider a point a step
due to the change observed. Multiple ﬁlters were applied and this threshold is applied to the third
ﬁltering pass, similar to an inﬂection point derivative.
• The second triangle ﬁlter applied to the wave function gives points of inﬂection where curve crosses
the zero.
• The third triangle ﬁlter gives a magnitude of change and thus the certainty of a step existing.
3. Least Squares Range: This is the number of data points to the left and right of steps found using
only the triangle ﬁlter over which the least squares algorithm is applied (Figure A.5). Least squares
ﬁtting ﬁnds best-ﬁtting curve by minimizing the sum of the squares of the oﬀsets of points from the
curve.
4. Angle Threshold: This parameter makes sure we don’t just have a noisy baselines by requiring a
minimum angle between the two least squares ﬁts (Figure A.6).
5. Separation Threshold: This threshold makes sure that a noisy baseline is not an issue on a step
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Figure A.7: Illustration of the application of the separation threshold.
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6. Manual Addition or Removal of Steps: The view also has the ability to manually add or remove
steps as long as they are recognized as preliminary steps in the triangular ﬁlter.
From this analysis package GUI, individual step height values, histograms of steps in data sets and
normalized ensemble averages (NEAs) can directly be determined. Additionally the output for step locations
can be used for further post-ﬁltering analysis. The code can be acquired from the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill Center for Computer Integrated Systems for Microscopy and Manipulation.
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APPENDIX B: Two-State Unfolding
The simplest representation of protein unfolding assumes that a molecule may belong to only two states,
the folded state and the unfolded state. In reference to force-clamp, the protein would unfold in a single
step from folded to unfolded state, where a single exponential describes the probability of unfolding. This
can be mathematically derived from a Poisson distribution.
A Poisson distribution expresses the probability of a given number of events occurring in a ﬁxed interval
of time (or space) if these events occur with known average rate and independently of the time since the
previous event (Markovian). This is ideal for representing the probability of unfolding individual protein
domains that have an intrinsic unfolding rate. The probability of obtaining exactly n successes in N trials
is given by the limit of the binomial distribution:
Pp (n |N) = N !
n! (N −n)!p
n (1−p)N−n
where p is the probability of success for each of n independent yes/no experiments. If we concern ourselves
with the probability of not unfolding, then for two-state unfolding the number of successes would be zero
(n= 0). So the distribution of events not unfolding is
Pp (0 |N) = (1−p)N
Because events occur with a known average rate, we can deﬁne an expected number of ‘successes’ (i.e.,
unfolding events):
v =N ·p→ p= v
N















However, we are interested in the probability of unfolding as a function of time
PUF (t) = 1− e−v = 1− e−αt
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Usually single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments are performed on polyproteins of the same single
domain proteins.(87; 130) Therefore, all unfolding events are representative of unfolding the same domain
and two-state unfolding can be readily applied to describe them.
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APPENDIX C: Monte Carlo Simulations of Protein Unfolding
Single-molecule protein unfolding experiments, such as atomic force microscope force-clamp experiments,
have prompted extensive theoretical and computational work in order to extract a protein’s kinetic, energetic,
and structural properties. Molecular dynamics simulations (such as, steered molecular dynamics discussed
in other sections of this thesis) provide insights into the structural changes during force-induced protein
unfolding; however, these simulations involve time scales that are orders of magnitude smaller than those
of the experiment and the parameters used in the calculations are often neither controllable nor measurable
experimentally.(267) As a result, to understand force clamp spectroscopy experiment results I used a Monte
Carlo simulation approach based on a simple two-state kinetic model for the protein.
A Monte Carlo simulation is used to invesigate the ‘time dependence’ of a model for which change does
not proceed in some rigorously predeﬁned fashion (e.g., according to Newton’s equations of motion) but
rather in a stochastic manner which depends on a sequence of random numbers which are generated during
the simulation. Running the same simulation with a diﬀerent sequence of random numbers will not give
identical results but will agree with previous simulations within some ‘statistical error’. For force-clamp
protein unfolding, this means I can simulate a variety of separation-time unfolding trajectories in order to
determine kinetic parameters.
Fibrin γ module unfolding deviates from the single exponential unfolding behavior characteristic of simple
two-state unfolding. This deviation could result from a variety of characteristics unique to the γ module
including the presence of multiple subdomains with diﬀerent unfolded lengths and unfolding rates, and
protein conformation such that weaker domains are protected from force application through the ‘A-a’
knob-hole interaction. Monte Carlo simulations are an ideal method for determining the source of ﬁbrin’s
deviation from the simple two-state unfolding model and establishing the appropriate model for extracting
kinetic parameters from experimental force-clamp results.
Section C.1: Methods
In force-clamp experiments, the AFM tip is moved away from the substrate until a constant force is
applied to the protein. When protein domains unfold, the force applied to the cantilever is reduced and the
tip must move away from the substrate again to maintain the constant force. In this way, a constant force
on the protein is maintained throughout a force-clamp experiment.
To simulate the separation-time traces produced by force-clamp experiments, I need to calculate the
probability that individual protein domains will unfold. The Bell-Evan’s model(119) describe the unfolding




where k0 is the unfolding rate in the absence of an external force and ∆x is the distance between native
state and the transition state along the pulling direction. The likelihood of one protein domain in the
molecule unfolding is related to the unfolding rate by
p=∆t ·kU (C.2)
So the probability of at least one of a group of Nf identical folded domains to unfold in a given time step
can be found from the binomial distribution
P = 1− (1−p)Nf (C.3)
To determine if the unfolding happens at a particular point in time, P is compared with a randomly
generated number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. If P is larger than the random number, a domain
unfolds and the applied force and population of states are recalculated. Otherwise, no unfolding occurs and
the state remains unchanged. Additional parameters, such as domain length and unfolding order can be
applied for exploring variations in separation-time traces.
The protein polymer is assumed to be stretched in the direction perpendicular to the surface with joints
between domain groups lying along the line between surface tether point and the position of the time.
Interactions between diﬀerent parts of the polymer and between the chain and surface are not considered.
For simplicity, the rapid elastic extension and relaxation of the protein chain is consider to be insigniﬁcant.
Custom MATLAB analysis code was written to explore several domain parameters and conﬁgurations
for ﬁbrin’s γ module:
1. A series of the same domains (to mimic polyprotein experiments)
2. Multiple domains with the same kinetic parameters but diﬀerent unfolded lengths
3. Multiple domains with the same unfolded length but diﬀerent kinetic parameters
4. A series of the same domain with preferred unfolding order (to simulate force protected domains)
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Section C.2: Results
The simplest case for protein unfolding is a single domain unfolding due to an applied force. So, it is
in this case that I check the validity of our Monte Carlo simulations. In Figure C.1, simulated data exhibit
an exponential probability of unfolding over time for all applied forces and the unfolding rate increases for
higher pulling forces. When just 50 curves were averaged to produce the normalized ensemble average, a
stair step pattern is present in the probability of unfolding curve. This is the result of individual unfolding
events being distinguishable when averaging a small number of curves. The same behavior was seen in
experimental data. When the number of curves averaged was further increased to 500 curves, the individual
stair step unfolding events were no longer evident in the normalized ensemble average and the exponential
behavior of the probability of unfolding was unmistakable.
Figure C.1: Monte Carlo Simulation of Single Domain Protein Unfolding. These plots show the normalized
ensemble average of (A) 50 curves and (B) 500 curves as a function of time created from simulations of single
domain unfolding.
Additionally, I tested the validity of our simulated unfolding trajectories by assessment of the kinetic
parameters extracted using Bell’s Model. To do this, normalized ensemble averages of 500 unfolding tra-
jectories were created at each unfolding force, and a single exponential curves was ﬁt to each normalized
ensemble average. Then log of the exponent was plotted versus pulling force and ﬁt with a line, so that
kinetic parameters could be extracted using the log of the Bell-Evan’s Model (C.1):






The Bell-Evan’s model accurately returned the input parameters for the Monte Carlo simulation (Figure
C.2), further validating the simulated data.
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Figure C.2: Determining Kinetic Parameters with the Bell-Evan’s Model. (A) Normalized ensemble average
plot of 500 curves created from Monte Carlo simulation of single domain unfolding. (B) Plot of the natural
log of the exponents calculated by ﬁtting the probability of unfolding versus the force (blue circles) and a
linear ﬁt to these data points (red line).
However, ﬁbrin γ module unfolding observed in AFM force-clamp experiments was distinctly non-
exponential in nature. So, ﬁbrin γ module unfolding is more fundamentally complex than the forced unfolding
of a single protein domain.
C.2.1: Polyprotein-like Unfolding
Since the ﬁbrin γ module was shown to unfold in a series of steps, it is possible that multiple domains
unfolding produced the deviations. This was unlikely because many single-molecule force spectroscopy exper-
iments are performed using polyproteins, multidomain proteins composed of repeats of the singular protein
domains. Polyproteins typically contain between 6 and 12 domains and have been shown to capture unfold-
ing kinetics of single proteins in AFM force-clamp experiments using the normalized ensemble average.(87)
I used our Monte Carlo simulations to validate that multiple domains could still be readily described by
exponential behavior independent of the number of domains.
Monte Carlo simulations of a multi domain protein were calculated by determining the probability of
unfolding for a number of independent protein domains where each experiences the same force. This means
that at any given time, each domain has a probability of unfolding deﬁned by application of the Bell model.
The results of simulations for 100 pN constant force unfolding for a single-domain, two-domain, and ten-
domain protein (Figure C.3), exhibit exponential unfolding behavior characteristic of a two-state unfolding
system. Moreover, the probability of unfolding was not dependent on the number of domains as made evident
by the same single exponential ﬁt to all three data sets.
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From this I can conclude that ﬁbrin’s non-exponential unfolding behavior is not the result of simply
having several of the same subdomains. However, the domains unfolding as part of ﬁbrin’s γ module
unfolding could have diﬀerent unfolded lengths or kinetic parameters (i.e., distance to transition state and
steady-state unfolding rate).
Figure C.3: Monte Carlo Simulation of Multi-Domain Protein Unfolding. These plots show the probability
of unfolding at 100 pN clamping force displayed as a normalized ensemble average of 200 curves for a single
domain (green), a two-domain (blue), and a 10-domain (red), where each domain has the same unfolded
length, with single exponential ﬁts.
C.2.2: Diﬀerent Domain Lengths
Another factor that could contribute to the non-exponential unfolding behavior observed by ﬁbrin’s γ
module is a diﬀerence in unfolded length of each domain within the γ module. This possibility is unlikely
because the unfolding steps observed in force-clamp experiments were all approximately the same length
of 3.3 nm. However, Monte Carlo simulations of domain unfolding make it simple to investigate the eﬀect
that domain length has on unfolding kinetics observed in experiments. So domain length was investigated a
source of the γ module’s deviation from exponential unfolding.
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Monte Carlo simulations were run for two domains of increased diﬀerence in unfolded length. Once again,
the domains were treated as independent with the same kinetic parameters. One domain for each of the
protein variations was given the unfolded length of 1 nm. The other domain was assigned the unfolded
length of 1 nm, 5 nm, and 10 nm for each variation of protein geometry. The results of simulations for 100
pN constant force unfolding of 500 curves for each of these domain lengths (Figure C.4), exhibit exponential
unfolding behavior characteristic of a two-state unfolding system. Moreover, the probability of unfolding
was not dependent on the length of the unfolding domains as made evident by the same single exponential
ﬁt to all three data sets.
Figure C.4: Monte Carlo Simulation of Multi-Domain Protein Unfolding with Diﬀerent Domain Lengths.
These plots show the probability of unfolding at 100 pN clamping force displayed as a normalized ensemble
average of 500 curves for a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains (green), a protein consisting of a 1 nm
and 5 nm domain (blue), and a protein consisting of a 1 nm and 10 nm domain (red), with single exponential
ﬁts.
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C.2.3: Diﬀerent Kinetic Parameters
Unlike a polyprotein, unfolding in a native protein may have diﬀerent kinetic parameters (i.e., steady state
unfolding rate, k0 and distance to transition state, ∆x) and diﬀerences in these factors produce deviations
from the simple two-state model. I showed for a simple system with two unfolding domains changes to either
k0 or ∆x produced deviations from single exponential unfolding behavior (Figure C.5). More over, these
diﬀerences were the same for both k0 and ∆x where at shorter time scales the probability of unfolding is
under estimated by a single exponential ﬁt and over estimated at longer time scales.
Figure C.5: Monte Carlo Simulation of Multi-Domain Protein Unfolding with Diﬀerent Kinetic Parameters.
These plots show the probability of unfolding at 100 pN clamping force displayed as a normalized ensemble
average of 500 curves for a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains with varied (A) distance to transition
state and (B) steady-state unfolding rate for the second domain. A single exponential ﬁt to each data set is
shown with a dashed line.
The deviations observed in Monte Carlos simulations (Figure C.5) were more pronounced but similar to
the deviations seen in force-clamp AFM experiments (Figure 2.28). This indicates that a diﬀerence in the
kinetic parameters of unfolding domains is responsible for deviations from single exponential unfolding of
ﬁbrin’s γ module.
If the unfolding protein is known to have two domains with diﬀerent kinetic parameters that will unfold
over the course of a force-clamp experiment, then the unfolding can be described by the sum of two exponen-
tial ﬁts. Using the Monte Carlo simulations, I tested the ability to calculate kinetic parameters from a two
exponent ﬁt to the normalized ensemble average. Unfolding was simulated for a range of forces, normalized
ensemble averages for each force were ﬁt with the sum of two equally weighted exponents then the exponents
(ordered by largest and smallest) as a function of force were ﬁt using Bell’s model to extract the force-free
kinetic parameters. The results for diﬀerent unfolding rates and distances to transition state are shown in
Figure C.6 and Figure C.7, respectively. From these simulations it is clear that I accurately determined the
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Figure C.6: Diﬀerent Unfolding Rate for Multi-Domain Protein. (A) The probability of unfolding a protein
consisting of two 1 nm domains with diﬀerent k0 of 0.1 s−1 and 0.01 s−1 at forces ranging from 50-200
pN calculated from a normalized ensemble average of Monte Carlo results with two exponential ﬁt. (B)
Exponential values plotted as a function cla’mping force, ﬁt with Bell’s model to determine k0 (last value
displayed in legend).
Figure C.7: Diﬀerent Transition State Distances for Multi-Domain Protein. (A) The probability of unfolding
a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains with diﬀerent ∆x of 0.1 nm and 0.05 nm at forces ranging from
50-200 pN calculated from a normalized ensemble average of Monte Carlo results with two exponential ﬁt.
(B) Exponential values plotted as a function clamping force, ﬁt with Bell’s model to determine the ∆x (last
value displayed in legend).
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Figure C.8: Monte Carlo Simulations of Multi-Domain Protein with Domains of Diﬀerent k0 and ∆x. (A)
The probability of unfolding a protein consisting of two 1nm domains with diﬀerent k0 (0.1 s−1 and 0.01
s−1) and ∆x (0.1 nm and 0.05 nm) at forces ranging from 50-200 pN calculated from a normalized ensemble
average of Monte Carlo results with two exponential ﬁt. (B) Exponential values plotted as a function
clamping force, ﬁt with Bell’s model to determine the k0 and ∆x (last values displayed in legend).
kinetic parameters of each domain by ﬁtting the normalized ensemble average with the sum of two exponen-
tials. This was veriﬁed for a range of unfolding rates (0.001-1 s−1) and transition state distances (0.05-0.2
nm) – not shown. Additionally, if both force-free unfolding rate and distance to the transition state are
diﬀerent for each unfolding domain, both parameters can be extracted using the sum of two exponentials
(Figure C.8).
However, this method is only a viable method of interpreting AFM results when the number of unfolding
domains for the molecule is known. In the case of the ﬁbrin γ module, there are a range of unfolding domains
(2-4 domains) that may unfold prior to ‘A-a’ knob-hole rupture. With multiple domains and thus multiple
exponents, exponential ﬁts become more sensitive to input parameters and less reliable for determining
kinetic parameters for each domain. Usually a reasonable assumption for multiple unfolding rates is a
single rate constant because slow exponents will contribute strongly to the probability of unfolding where
as faster rate constants will not be seen in the probability of unfolding curve. This being said, with the
appropriate analysis, others have extracted information about the number of intermediate unfolding states
can be extracted from ﬁts using the gamma function equation.(130)
C.2.4: Ordered Unfolding Events
Fibrin γ module unfolding is additionally complex because some domains are likely protected from unfold-
ing due to force applied through the ‘A-a’ knob-hole interaction (reference toy model section). By treating
each unfolding domain as a two state unfolding event but requiring the domains to unfold in a speciﬁc order,
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a Monte Carlo simulation of ordered domain unfolding was constructed similar to unfolding simulations
described above. All simulations were preformed with the same equilibrium unfolding rate and distance to
transition state (0.1 s−1 and 0.1 nm).
The result of sequentially unfolding domains is a deviation from single exponential protein unfolding (Fig-
ure C.9A). The more force-sheltered domains in the protein sequentially unfolded, the larger the deviation
from the expected single exponential behavior (Figure C.9B). The deviations produced in Monte Carlo simu-
lations diﬀer from ﬁbrin force-clamp experiments (Figure 2.26) with lower probability of unfolding observed
at short timescales and larger probability of unfolding at longer time scales compared to single exponen-
tial ﬁt. This suggest that despite the presence of force protected domains in fibrin’s γ module
postulated by constant-velocity experiments, these are not the dominant factor contributing to
deviations from simple two-state, single-exponential unfolding.
Figure C.9: Monte Carlo Simulation of Multi-Domain Protein Unfolding. (A) These plots show the proba-
bility of unfolding at 100 pN clamping force displayed as a normalized ensemble average of 500 curves for
a protein consisting of ﬁve 1 nm domains occurring either independently, as previously described, or in a
sequential order due to force protected domains. (B) The eﬀect of the number of sequential domains on
probability of unfolding curve. A single exponential ﬁt to each data set is shown with a dashed line.
Section C.3: Conclusions: Glassy Dynamics to Describe Fibrin γ Module Unfolding
Monte Carlo simulations allowed us to test a range of possible sources for ﬁbrin gamma module deviation
from the simple two-state, single exponential behavior used to describe a smooth energy landscape for
protein unfolding. Parameters, such as the number of domains and the domain length, did not eﬀect
single exponential unfolding of our simulated protein; however, both changes in domain kinetics and force-
protected domains produced deviations in the probability of unfolding from the single exponential behavior.
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The deviations from single-exponential unfolding observed due to domain kinetics more closely resembled
experimental results of AFM force-clamp experiments on ﬁbrin than the order of domain unfolding. This
suggests that constant-force unfolding of fibrin does not produce the same results of force-
sheltered domains as observed in constant-velocity experiments. Instead domains are allowed to
unfold in a natural sense in time without increasing force application to the domains, thus giving results
more sensitive to the kinetic parameters of the individual domains. Multiple exponentials could be used to
determine kinetic parameters for individual domains with in the γ module; however, with multiple domains
and thus multiple exponents, exponential ﬁts become more sensitive to input parameters and less reliable
for determining kinetic parameters for each domain. Therefore, a model that takes into account both the
presence of intermediate states and varied domain kinetics is necessary to interpret the results of AFM
force-clamp experiments of ﬁbrin.
Another method of analyzing molecules with complex unfolding pathways is to determine average kinetic
parameters of ﬁbrin’s γ module by using a glassy dynamics model of protein unfolding. A complex or “rugged”
energy landscape is often proposed as a model for protein unfolding under equilibrium conditions;(7; 268;
269; 270) however under non-equilibrium conditions, such as in force-clamp experiments, protein unfolding
is often assumed to have a smooth energy landscape.(271) First proposed by Frauenfelder, the glassy model
of multiple traps in the native protein landscape is described by a stretched exponential function:(129; 272)
PUF (t) = 1− e−(αt)
β
(C.5)
where α is the unfolding rate at for the probability of unfolding curve and β is the stretching exponent.
Ideally to be used to describe AFM force-clamp unfolding of ﬁbrin’s γ module, this function would need to
encompass deviations due to kinetic parameters and ordered unfolding.
To test this model for protein unfolding on a protein with domains of diﬀerent kinetic parameters, domain
unfolding was simulated for a range of forces, normalized ensemble averages for each force were ﬁt with the
stretched exponential function then the exponent as a function of force was ﬁt using Bell’s model to extract
the force-free kinetic parameters. The results for diﬀerent unfolding rates and distances to transition state
are shown in Figure C.10 and Figure C.11, respectively. From these simulations, the ensemble average
kinetic parameters determined from the stretched exponential ﬁts were between the kinetic parameters of
each domain with k0 skewed toward the slower unfolding rate and ∆x about average. A stretched exponential
satisfactorily describes a range of k0 and ∆x when one parameter is held constant (Figure C.12); however,
when both parameters are adjusted deviations from this model become apparent (Figure C.13).
To test this model for protein unfolding on a protein with domains of diﬀerent kinetic parameters, domain
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Figure C.10: Stretched Exponential on Diﬀerent Unfolding Rate for Multi-Domain Protein. (A) The prob-
ability of unfolding a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains with diﬀerent k0 of 0.1 s−1 and 0.01 s−1 at
forces ranging from 50-200 pN calculated from a normalized ensemble average of Monte Carlo results with
stretched exponential ﬁt. (B) Exponential values plotted as a function clamping force, ﬁt with Bell’s model
to determine k0 (last value displayed in legend).
Figure C.11: Stretched Exponential on Diﬀerent Unfolding Rate for Multi-Domain Protein. (A) The prob-
ability of unfolding a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains with diﬀerent k0 of 0.1 s−1 and 0.01 s−1 at
forces ranging from 50-200 pN calculated from a normalized ensemble average of Monte Carlo results with
stretched exponential ﬁt. (B) Exponential values plotted as a function clamping force, ﬁt with Bell’s model
to determine ∆x (last value displayed in legend).
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Figure C.12: Stretched Exponential on Diﬀerent Transition State Distances for Multi-Domain Protein. The
probability of unfolding a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains with (A) diﬀerent ∆x of 0.1 nm and
0.05 nm and (B) diﬀerent k0 (0.1 s−1 and 0.01 s−1) at forces ranging from 50-200 pN calculated from a
normalized ensemble average of Monte Carlo results with stretched exponential ﬁt..
Figure C.13: Stretched Exponential Fit to a Multi-Domain Protein with Domains of Diﬀerent k0 and ∆x.
(A) The probability of unfolding a protein consisting of two 1 nm domains with diﬀerent k0 (0.1 s−1 and
0.01 s−1) and ∆x (0.1 nm and 0.05 nm) at forces ranging from 50-200 pN calculated from a normalized
ensemble average of Monte Carlo results with a stretched exponential ﬁt. (B) Exponential values plotted as
a function clamping force, ﬁt with Bell’s model to determine the k0 and ∆x (last values displayed in legend).
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unfolding was simulated for a range of forces, normalized ensemble averages for each force were ﬁt with the
stretched exponential function then the exponent as a function of force was ﬁt using Bell’s model to extract
the force-free kinetic parameters. This is only a reasonable approximation if you are assuming that a large
number of small and complex wells can be treated as a single well - in a way smoothing the curve. The
results for stretched unfolding rates was an exponential dependence on force as expected with the Bell
model. Additionally the resulting k0 and ∆x values fall between the input parameters, as expected skewed
toward the slower unfolding rate. Therefore, using a stretched exponential to describe the complex
unfolding behavior observed in fibrin and applying the Bell model to extract kinetic parameters
works as an acceptable approximation, skewed toward the slower unfolding rate and smaller
distance to transition state.
Ideally, what could be done is the Monte Carlo simulations could be used to iteratively calculate and
ﬁt to get parameters to determine the kinetic parameters for each domain. This however, would require
further work to understand how to extract these parameters from simulations. From these simulations
I was able to determine that the presence of force protected domains in ﬁbrin’s γ module postulated by
constant-velocity experiments are not the dominant factor contributing to deviations from simple two-state,
single-exponential unfolding. The deviations are more likely produced by a diﬀerent kinetic parameters
associated with unfolding domains. These can be approximated by a single ‘rough’ unfolding domain by
using stretched exponentials to determine force dependence of ﬁbrin domain unfolding.
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APPENDIX D: Hertz Analysis Package
Mechanical properties, especially stiﬀness, of individual cells are critical for many biological processes
including cell growth, motility, division, and diﬀerentiation.(273) Additionally, changes in cell mechanical
properties are associated with disease conditions, such as cancer.(159; 143; 175) The Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM) is one of several techniques that provides a way to reliably measure the stiﬀness of living cells. The
use of the AFM for cell mechanics measurements is the focus of Chapter 3, which contains several speciﬁc
cell mechanics experiments. The basic principle for these experiments is an AFM tip is used to indent a
cell and measure the applied force from the bending of the AFM cantilever. Once the data is acquired, the
Hertz model is ﬁt to a force-indentation curve to determine a quantitative measure of material stiﬀness.
Over the course of these experiments, it became evident that an analysis pipeline was required to accu-
rately and eﬃciently extract stiﬀness measurements and make comparisons in these large data sets. There-
fore, I developed custom MATLAB data analysis routine speciﬁcally tailored to cell mechanics experiments.
Brieﬂy, the program identiﬁes the contact point coordinates using a golden-section search in which a linear
ﬁt of the data to the left of contact point and a Hertz model ﬁt to the data to the right up to a user deﬁned
maximum indent. The point which attains the minimum total ﬁtting error is selected as the contact point.
Least squares ﬁtting is applied to force-indentation data in the post-contact region of the force curve to the
Hertz model to extract the Young’s modulus of the cell. A series graphical user interfaces (GUIs) were used
to improve ﬂexibility and user friendliness when working with large data sets.
What follows is a users guide for our custom MATLAB GUI based analysis package complete with screen
captures and discussions of behind-the-scenes calculations. The code can be acquired from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill Center for Computer Integrated Systems for Microscopy and Manipulation.
Section D.1: Hertz Analysis Pipeline
The overarching procedure for data collection and analysis is as follows.
1. Acquire data with AFM (Igor). The data will be saved as single force curves (ibw) or force maps
(ARDF).
2. Open MATLAB and navigate such that the current folder is the ‘Hertz Analysis’ folder. This package
was written to run on MATLAB 2013a. If you are running a version of MATLAB earlier than MATLAB
2013a, there may be standard MATLAB functions that are not included in your library. For example,
strsplit is not a standard function in MATLAB 2010 – this function has been included in the standard
Hertz Analysis Package. Additional functions identiﬁed as missing will be added to the standard
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package.
3. Use the Hertz Analysis GUI to determine the elastic modulus of each force curve, discussed in more
detail in Section D.2.
We recommend grouping IGOR force curves into diﬀerent folders by individual cell and experimental
condition on that cell (e.g., on nucleus, oﬀ nucleus, velocity, force trigger), and grouping folders by cell
type and day of experiment. This grouping is not necessary for running the analysis software; however
it is helpful for organization and later comparative analysis.
The result of running the Hertz Analysis GUI on the ibw ﬁles is a single MATLAB ﬁle containing
the elastic moduli of all the force curves in the folder, as well as the goodness of ﬁt and all the force-
indentation data. Additionally, a ﬁgure of the elastic modulus for each force curve is saved. Hertz
analysis is repeated for each folder.
4. Then all of the single MATLAB (Fit Results) ﬁles of the same type need to be collected into the same
folder. For me this usually means collecting each of the Fit Results (containing the elastic moduli of
all the force curves on a single cell) into a folder, so that all the SKOV cell data taken over the nucleus
is in the same folder – ten cells means ten ﬁles.
5. Then the results of Hertz Analysis GUI can be combined (over many days, types of cells, regions, etc.)
into a single MATLAB ﬁle using the load HertzModuli function or the Compare Data GUI. This allows
for a single ﬁle to be saved and various comparisons to be made.
6. Comparisons of the elastic modulus between diﬀerent sample types and days can be checked using
the Compare Data GUI, discussed in more detail in Section D.4. This GUI allows for statistical
comparisons and creation of some of the most revealing plots about trends in data.
Section D.2: Hertz Analysis GUI
This GUI allows the user to load in raw AFM (z sensor and deﬂection) data in the form of ibw ﬁles and
ﬁt the data with the appropriate hertz model to get the elastic modulus of the force curve.
To open the Hertz Analysis GUI, type ‘HertzAnalysis GUI’ into the MATLAB command line. The GUI
can be seen in Figure D.1A.
1. The ﬁrst button on the GUI, ‘File Path:’, allows the user to load the ﬁle containing all ibw ﬁles to be
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Figure D.1: Hertz Analysis GUI and review panels. (A) Screen capture of Hertz Analysis GUI. (B) Review
plot for Hertz model ﬁt to data, where the top plot shows the contact point and the bottom plot shows the
hertz model ﬁt to the speciﬁed indentation depth. (C) Plot of elastic modulus with goodness-of-ﬁt error bars
and average/standard deviation lies for the data set.
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2. ‘Load File Path’ will change to reﬂect the folder from which you will be analyzing data. If you are
going to be changing ﬁle paths frequently, it maybe useful to change opening ﬁle location – simply
modify line 177 of HertzAnalysis GUI function.
3. There are a variety of ﬁt parameters that can be adjusted for the speciﬁc experiment. Brieﬂy, they are
the spring constant of the cantilever in N/m, the tip type – either cone or bead, the tip size – the half
angle in degrees for cone tip or the diameter of a bead tip in nm, and the maximum indent depth that
will be ﬁt when determining the elastic modulus.
4. Pressing ‘Analyze!’ will cycle through each of the curves brieﬂy showing a plot of deﬂection-zPiezo
with contact point and best ﬁt hertz curve (Figure D.1B). After all the force curves are shown, a plot
of elastic modulus with goodness of ﬁt error bar for each curve is shown (Figure D.1C). Additionally
on the plot are the average and standard deviation of the set. Then the analyzed data and ﬁgure
are saved to the same folder from which the data was loaded. More information of ﬁtting protocol in
Section D.3.
5. Selecting the ‘Recalculate Contact Points’ check box will allow the user to select an estimate for the
contact point of poorly ﬁt curves (you’ll know them when you see them). There are prompts for the
entry of ‘1’ for yes or ‘0’ for no by the user to recalculate curve or mark the curve as a poor ﬁt as the
program cycles through curves.
From this point diﬀerent data sets can be compared using the Compare EMods GUI.
Section D.3: Fitting Hertz Model
Behind the Hertz Analysis GUI, the AFM force-indentation data is ﬁt with a Hertz model in a method
similar to that reported in JOVE by Thomas, et al.(168) Here is a quick description of the major functions
involved in ﬁtting the force-indentation data with the hertz model.
One of the primary parameters leading to uncertainty and poor estimation of the elastic modulus of a
material is determination of the contact point. Our contact point is determined by a function, contactpoint4,
which acomplishes the following:
1. The deﬂection data is smoothed using an moving average ﬁlter.
2. An initial guess for the contact point is the halfway point.
3. A “golden-section search” is performed, in which the contact point can be found by successively nar-
rowing the range of values inside which we are searching. An illustration of this method can be seen
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in Figure D.2.
Figure D.2: Illustration of the golden-section search used to determine contact point when ﬁtting force-
indentation data with the Hertz model.
(a) Starting with the largest step (40 data points), a contact point is assumed at every 40 data points
for the limits of the force curve (ﬁrst data point, last data point). For each of these contact points,
the hertz model is ﬁt to all data to the right of the contact point and for Model=2, a line is ﬁt
to the data to the left of the contact point. The error in these ﬁts is assigned to the estimated
contact point. The point with the least error is the new center for ﬁtting data, so the bounds are
adjusted; the lower limit is set to twice the step size below the chosen point and the upper limit
is set to twice the step size above the chosen point.
(b) Then the step size is reduced to the next smaller step size (20 data points), and a contact point
is assumed at every 20 data points for the limits deﬁned by the previous search. All data in the
force curve is ﬁt for each of these assumed contact points and the best contact point is chosen by
the least error in ﬁts. The limits are adjusted and the process repeats.
(c) This process is repeated until the step size is a single data point. The result of this ﬁnal search is
the index value for best guess for the contact point of the force curve. The index is output from
this function.
During step 3, the function ’afmcntp’ is used to calculate the elastic modulus for data with a given contact
point. This function performs a least squares ﬁt to the force-indentation curve with speciﬁed contact point











where F is force, δ is indentation, E is elastic modulus, R is the tip radius, and ν is the Poisson’s ratio.
Section D.4: Compare EMods GUI
This GUI allows the user to compare elastic moduli and combine data sets previously analyzed with







Figure D.3: Compare EMods GUI and resulting ﬁgures. (A) Screen capture of Compare EMods GUI. (B)
Screen capture of window guiding user to load ﬁles. (C) Box plot resulting from compare sample types with
ttest for signiﬁcance. (D) Bar plot resulting from comparing types by day. For this plot, the ‘day’ is actually
‘On Nucleus’ and ‘Oﬀ Nucleus’. (E) Plot resulting from comparing all cells with average elastic modulus and
standard deviation of each cell.
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To open the Compare Elastic Modulus GUI (Figure D.3A), type ‘CompareEMods GUI’ into the MAT-
LAB command line.
1. The ‘Load Data’ button will open an additional GUI that allows the user to choose between (1) loading
a MATLAB ﬁle of previously combined data output from load HertzModuli or (2) being walked through
combining data of several samples (cells), types, and days (Figure D.3B.
2. Selecting the second option, runs the load HertzModuli function which prompts the user for a series
of inputs at the command window. Alternatively, the user can type ‘load HertzModuli()’ into the
command line to execute only the combination of data.
3. There are three types of plots that can be created with the Compare EMods GUI. The user simply
need select the box next to the ﬁgure desired before selecting ‘Plot Data’.
(a) Comparing Sample Types: This compares the average elastic modulus for a single type of sample
over multiple days. Additional selections may be made for the plot style, average parameter and
signiﬁcance. Shown Figure D.3C is a set of sample data in the form of a box plot with ttest
performed.
(b) Comparing Sample Types by Day: This shows the averages of each elastic modulus for each day
and allows comparison with in days. Because there is only one day of data in the sample set,
Figure D.3D shows a diﬀerent sample set where ‘On Nucleus’ and ‘Oﬀ Nucleus’ measurements
are treated as separate days.
i. For both the ‘Comparing Sample Types’ and ‘Comparing Sample Types by Day’, plots can
be displayed as bar, box or scatter plots with error bars.
ii. There are two ways that the averages can be calculated: (1) These averages can be calculated
by taking the average of the average elastic modulus of each cell. The error bars on these
plots show the standard error of the data. (2) These averages can be calculated by averaging
all the force curves. The error bars on these plots show the standard deviation of the data.
iii. There is the option of calculating signiﬁcance. Currently the only signiﬁcance test employed
is the t-test but additional statistic tests could be added. Selecting a signiﬁcance test will
prompt the user for input in the command window as to which cell type (or types if the ‘more
than one control sample’ box is checked) is the control cell for analysis.
(c) Comparing all Cells: This shows the average elastic modulus and standard deviation on each
sample - or cell in my case -from averaging the elastic modulus of each force curve (Figure D.3E).
This can be kind of a crazy plot to look at because its many colors and a lot of information all
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at once, but is useful for identifying outliers and checking out what could be going on behind the
scenes.
4. Pressing ‘Plot Data’ will plot the ﬁgure(s) of the selected checkboxes. If Save Data or Save Figure is
selected, then the user will be prompted for save location and name.
The code can be acquired from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Center for Computer
Integrated Systems for Microscopy and Manipulation.
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APPENDIX E: Calibration of Gradient Stiffness Gels for Durotaxis Studies
Many cellular functions, such as cell proliferation, migration, spreading, morphology, and stem cell diﬀer-
entiation, are modulated by external cues provided by the cell’s environment.(274; 275; 276) Chemical and
stiﬀness gradients in the microenvironment, e.g., extracellular matrix, contribute to important cell processes
that determine cell function and fate.(277; 273) There are a variety of ‘taxes’ associated with the movement
of cells in response to an external stimulus (Figure E.1). Chemotaxis is the movement of cells in response
to a chemical stimulus. Haptotaxis is a subset of chemotaxis in which the chemical attractant is bound
to substrate, e.g, a protein density gradient in the extracellular matrix. Mechanotaxis is the movement of
cells in response to a mechanical stimulus, e.g. ﬂuid ﬂow. Durotaxis is a subset of mechanotaxis that refers








associated to the surface
¯°±otaxis
rigidity gradient substrate
Figure E.1: Types of tactic behavior. Figure modiﬁed from Kohidai, L.(20)
Sreeja Asokan is interested in separating the role of haptotaxic, and chemotaxic cell behavior especially
in reference to the Myosin II signaling pathway. To accomplish this goal, she makes use of protein and
stiﬀness gradients in a microﬂuidic environment. In order to understand the durotaxis component, a precise
calibration of the gradient stiﬀness substrates is required.
Hydrogels with stiﬀness gradients for studying cell mechanics are typically made by either changing
the crosslinker ratio(21) or exposing the crosslinker to an irradiation gradient(22) (Figure E.2). The gels
for which this protocol was designed were made with the latter method using a gradient opacity mask to
produce gels with gradient stiﬀness in the range of 1-100 kPa.
Polyacrylamide (PA) gels were made by Sreeja in James Bear’s lab then brought to our lab for measure-
ment. We used a TR400PSA pyramid cantilever with Norland attached 5 µm bead as described elsewhere
(reference bead attachment protocol). The PA sample was loaded on to the AFM scan stage such that the
gradient is along the x-axis and water was added on to the sample. All measurements were performed in
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Figure E.2: Methods for making gradient stiﬀness gels. (A) Elastic modulus measurements on a PA gel made
with Bis-Am gradient. Modiﬁed from Engler et al.(21) (B) Cartoon illustration of PA gel with moving mask
used to create diﬀerent cosslinking times and produce gradient stiﬀness. Modiﬁed from Sunyer et al.(22)
liquid to prevent dehydration of gel. Several force curves were performed before characterizing the substrate
in order to determine ideal force curve parameters. For the reported measurements, a force trigger of 2 nN
and velocity of 5 µm/s were used.
Measurements were taken at 0.5 mm intervals along the gradient (x-direction) to get a good representation
of the range and rate of the stiﬀness change. These intervals are larger than the motion accommodated with
the piezo controlled scanning stage. So the x-axis motion was accomplished with the manual adjustment
knobs.
To collect a representative measure of stiﬀness for the sample, several force curves were acquired in the
y-direction as well. The y-axis motion was in the range of scan stage piezo motion so the Asylum Macro
Builder was used for eﬃciency and consistency. The MacroBuilder interface allows the AFM user to set
up and run a sequence of measurements without having to perform complex IGOR programming.(23) A
sample MacroBuilder program and the standard set of functions can be seen in Figure E.3. Brieﬂy, the
MacroBuilder interface should ﬁrst set the Y-parameter to zero. Then open a for-loop to run through 3 to 5
iterations corresponding to diﬀerent y-positions (these correspond to asterisks on FIGURE E.5A) in which
the program acquires several single force curves and increments the y-position by 20 µm. If you are unsure
which direction in the IGOR interface (x-direction or y-direction) corresponds to motion of your sample on
the scan stage, ﬁnd a mark on your sample surface and make large changes to the x- and y-positions on the
Main Panel of the Force Panel. The key ‘macro’ functions and their order can be seen in Figure E.4.
Using MacroBuilder and the manual stage adjustment all force curves are collected by manually adjusting
the y-position knob, running the MacroBuilder protocol, and then repeating for the desired length of the
gradient. Once all force curves are collected, they are analyzed with custom MATLAB code discussed in
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Figure E.3: (Top) Sample of MacroBuilder interface with program for automated piezo-response force mi-
croscopy. (Bottom) Standard MacroBuilder “Modules” available to users. Images from AsylumMacroBuilder
data sheet.(23)
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Figure E.4: Basic MacroBuilder scheme for key ‘macro’ functions involved in gradient measurement de-
scribed.
detail elsewhere (Appendix D). Brieﬂy, the code ﬁts each curve with the Hertz model to extract the elastic
modulus, then groups the curves so that there are a collection of moduli at each y-position, and returns the
average elastic modulus for each location (Figure E.5).
The result for one such sample, shown in Figure E.5C, was a stiﬀness gradient of ∼4 kPa/mm, ranging
from softest at 10 kPa to control region receiving full intensity light at 85 kPa. This method can be easily
applied to a variety of sample types with diﬀerent gradients by adjusting in the AFM cantilever, the x- and
y-increments, or force curve parameters.
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Figure E.5: AFM calibration of gradient stiﬀness PA gel. (A) Schematic of AFM measurement locations
(asterisks) in gradient region of PA gel (dashed outline). (B) Results of the elastic modulus measurements
on gradient stiﬀness PA gel.
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APPENDIX F: Cytoplast Statistics on Stiffness and Force Response
In Section 3.4, AFM measurements were performed to measure the mechanical properties properties of
cytoplasts in order to determine if aberrant mechanotransduction behaviors were the result of changes in
intrinsic mechanical properties of the cell due to removal of the nucleus. To investigate this, stiﬀness and
force response measurements were performed for the center of cytoplasts, intact ﬁbroblasts nuclear region
and intact ﬁbroblasts cytosol region. Because these experiments were performed over the course of several
days and sample preparations, comparisons were made to conﬁrm the diﬀerences observed were characteristic
of the cell types.
Section F.1: Elastic Modulus























































































































Figure F.1: Distributions of elastic modulus grouped by cell type and day, (A) showing signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the same cell type/location on diﬀerent days and (B) between diﬀerent cell types/locations on the
same day. Average elastic modulus and standard error mean grouped by cell type and day, illustrating trends
in elastic modulus between diﬀerent (C) days and (D) cell types/locations.
Comparisons were made to conﬁrm the diﬀerences observed were characteristic of the cell types, and
not due to variations between sample preparations on diﬀerent experiment days, cloning rings or outlier
cells. We compared data sets for diﬀerent experiment days; these plots of distributions and averages are
shown in Figure F.1. The results show the distribution of elastic modulus for each cell type are consistent
over multiple days (i.e., no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between days for the same cell type/location) with the
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exception of the midzone of intact ﬁbroblasts, which diﬀers between Days 1 and 3 (Figure F.1A). However,
on Days 1 and 3, when the midzone values diﬀered signiﬁcantly, the trend in elastic modulus between the
cells was the same and signiﬁcant (Figure F.1B). On both Days 1 and 3, the midzone was signiﬁcantly softer
than the cytoplasts and the nuclei of the ﬁbroblasts, reﬂective of the trend observed in the entire data set.
The trend of stiﬀer elastic modulus measured on each day was negligible to the point of agreement within
standard deviations even for the measurement of the midzone region of intact ﬁbroblasts (Figure F.1C). The
diﬀerence in absolute stiﬀness for diﬀerent days while maintaining the same trend in stiﬀness between cell
types/location indicated a systematic error in the determination of the elastic modulus. This could likely
be attributed to slight overmeasurement of the stiﬀness of the cantilever resulting in stiﬀer elastic modulus
values than were actually true, or to defects in the AFM tip which could produce an error determination of
the elastic modulus from Hertz ﬁtting. Since the overall trend was unaﬀected, these issues are worth noting
but do not eﬀect the overall results of the experiment. On Day 2, no signiﬁcant diﬀerence was measured in
the distributions of elastic modulus(Figure F.1B); however, both the medians (observed as the center line at
the waist of the box plots) and the average values of the cell types/location (Figure F.1D) follow the same
trend of the midzone being softer, despite no signiﬁcance measured. The lack of signiﬁcance measured was
likely the result of the fewer number of cells measured on Day 2 relative to Days 1 and 3, as evidenced by
the plots of average elastic modulus for each cell in Figure F.2. Further analysis of individual cell behavior
shows a large variability in elastic modulus from cell to cell (Figure F.2A, C, E). This is unsurprising,
as heterogeneity among cells of the same type is expected, thus justifying the use of large combined data
sets as in Figure 3.15. Less variation was observed when taking into account the bulk behavior of a cell
type/location for many cells (Figure F.2B, D, F). For this reason, measurements of the elastic modulus of
each cell type/location could be directly compared across days.
Section F.2: Force Response
To investigate the stiﬀening response of cytoplasts in response to an externally applied force, for each cell
type/location, up to 10 force curves were acquired and analyzed to measure stiﬀness. In order to investigate
the force response, I normalized the elastic modulus of each force curve in a series to the elastic modulus
of the ﬁrst force curve. An increase in stiﬀness is greater than one and a decrease in stiﬀness is less than
one. The average of this analysis over all cells is shown in Figure F.3A. There was a slight increase in
the average stiﬀness over the course of subsequent force curves for all cell types/locations; however, most
subsequent force curves were within a standard deviation of a null stiﬀening response (i.e., 1). On Day
3, force parameters were adjusted to mimic magnetic bead pulling experiments with a force application
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Figure F.2: Distributions in each cloning ring and on each cell. (Left column) Average elastic modulus for
each cell, grouped by day and color-coded by cloning ring, for all the (A) cytoplasts, (C) intact midzones,
and (E) intact nuclei. (Right column) Distribution of elastic modulus in each cloning ring for (B) cytoplasts,
(D) intact midzones, and (F) intact nuclei. Box plot with Tukey whiskers and asterisks (*) represent a
signiﬁcance value of P<0.05 as determined by the Wilcoxon rank sum test. The cloning rings are given
names such as DXRY, where X and Y refer to the day and ring number, respectively. (i.e. D1R2 is the
second ring on the ﬁrst Day).
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dwell time of 4 seconds and a 6 second pause between subsequent force curves (similar to the on-time for
the magnetic bead experiments). No force response is seen for cytoplasts or ﬁbroblasts on-nucleus (Figure
F.3B); however, the midzone ﬁbroblast measurements show an increase in their stiﬀness with multiple force
applications.
A
Figure F.3: Average stiﬀening of cells reported as values normalized to the ﬁrst force curve for (A) all days
of experiments and for (B) Day 3, in which dwell parameters were set to mimic magnetic bead pulling
experiments (i.e., AFM cantilever held at constant force for a 4 second dwell in contact with the cell and 6
second dwell away from the cell).
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APPENDIX G: Measuring the Gaussian Beam Width
Section G.1: Gaussian Beams
The output of most lasers, including the laser in our system, is a Gaussian beam to allow for focus to its
most concentrated spot. When a laser beam passes through lenses in an optics system a diﬀerent Gaussian
beam is produced.
A Gaussian beam has transverse magnetic and electric ﬁeld amplitude proﬁles given by the Gaussian
function, which implies a Gaussian intensity proﬁle. A Gaussian beam has no obvious boundaries to denote
characteristic dimensions like radius, so the radius is deﬁned as the distance from the axis where beam
intensity is 1/e2 the maximum value. This means approximately 87% of the beams power is concentrated
within the radius around the beam’s center.
A B
Figure G.1: (A) The model of Gaussian beam and (B) the intensity proﬁle with basic parameters. Figure
modiﬁed from http://people.fjfi.cvut.cz/blazejos/public/ul7en.pdf.(24)
Along the axis of beam propagation, the beam waist is variable coming to a position of smallest radius
referred to as the beam waist and denoted w0. The radius of the Gaussian beam a distance z from the beam








where zR is the Rayleigh range. The Rayleigh range is the distance from the beam waist where the beam





where λ is the wave length of the laser. Other parameters characteristic of the Gaussian beam depicted
in Figure G.2 are the total angular spread of the beam (Θ) and the depth of focus (b). The total angular
spread is inversely proportional to the spots size for a given wavelength ( Θ ∼= 2λ/(piw0) ). The depth of
focus is the distance between Rayleigh range positions.
Figure G.2: Diagram of Gaussian beam waist parameters.(25)
Section G.2: Knife-Edge Method
The knife-edge method uses a sharp edge, i.e. the knife ( or in our case a razor blade), translated
perpendicular through the beam while recording the power of light not blocked by the knife (Figure G.3).
The result is a power distribution dependent on the knife position, which corresponds to integrating the 2D
Gaussian beam proﬁle.
The estimation of the beam width can be done in several ways, one of which is the 90-10% clipping
method. The idea is to determine the x-positions of the knife corresponding to power outputs of 10% and
90% of the total power. The beam width can be calculated from the absolute distance between these points
with
|x90%−x10%|= 1.28wz
This can be measurement of beam waist can be performed for any percentage of total power output; how-
ever, 10%-90% clipping levels are snow to be robust against contamination of the higher order modes.(278)
This method was used for calculation of beam waist as it propagated through the optics and to the
specimen. Once at the specimen, the light sheet width was calculated by moving a point source through
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Figure G.3: The principle of the Knife-Edge Method. Figure modiﬁed from http://people.fjfi.cvut.
cz/blazejos/public/ul7en.pdf.(24)
the excitation light using the AFM scan stage for a more precise measurement of the width. This method is
discussed in greater detail in Section 4.3.
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APPENDIX H: Determining the PRISM PSF
There are two common methods of measuring the resolution of a microscope system – measuring reso-
lution form image reﬂected oﬀ a mirror slide and collecting the point spread function (PSF) of ﬂuorescent
microspheres. The mirror slide allows for analysis based on the excitation laser wavelength. Acquiring the
PSF produced by microspheres allow for analysis based on the ﬂuorescence emission wavelength.
The light originating from a sub-resolution ﬂuorescent microsphere is diﬀracted as it travels through
the optics of the microscope. The result is the Airy pattern of the point source, consisting of a central
point surrounded by diﬀraction rings, which is much larger than the actual size of the object. For a point
source, the pattern of diﬀracted light is more generally referred to as a PSF. The size of the PSF depends on
several things including then wavelength of emitted light and the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective.
High-NA objectives generate smaller PSFs and thus have a higher resolving power. Diﬀraction spreads the
light out both along the lateral axis of the microscope and even more pronounced along the axial axis, in
the direction of light propagation. The latter leads to an axial resolution that is three times worse than in
the lateral direction. This is the driving motivation for our side-view microscopy technique, which makes
the resolution in the axial direction comparable to the lateral resolution by rotating the light path with the
use of a 45-degree reﬂecting surface.
Because I was interested in the specimen point of view resolution of the imaging system, I used a PSF
analysis protocol similar to that laid out in the 2011 Nature Protocol paper.(279)
Samples consisting of 20 nm red ﬂuorescent beads incubated with SKOV cells then rinsed and ﬁxed
using formaldehyde were prepared for characterization of the PSF for our imaging system. Two PSF were
acquired for each bead analyzed on the system – a plan-view PSF and a side-view PSF. To acquire these
PSF, a single bead is selected (preferably separated by large distances from other beads or the only bead in
the ﬁeld of view) and the 45-degree mirror is placed approximately 10 microns (this distance was chosen in
order to avoid contact with the cell as in a standard cell experiment) from the mirror edge. Then two image
stacks (one plan-view z-stack and one side-view x-stack) were acquired with a 50 nm image-stack interval
between images. Both the plan- and side-view PSF could be captured in the same image-stack provided a
large enough objective range and ﬁeld of view; however, for ease of analysis it was easier to save them as
separate stacks.
Next the each stack was analyzed with the ImageJ plugin MetroloJ, which measures among other things
the optical resolution from the PSF of a 3D image.(280) More information on MetroloJ can be found at
http://imagejdocu.tudor.lu/doku.php?id=plugin:analysis:metroloj:start. Brieﬂy for plan-view,
the plugin displays the 2D XY PSF and generates maximum intensity projections of the z-stack along the
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axial direction. The X and Y proﬁles were collected along the line passing through the maximum intensity
pixel in the XY image. The Z proﬁle was collected on the XZ view, along the line passing through the
maximum intensity pixel. All three proﬁles were ﬁtted by a Gaussian function to determine the FWHM of







where λemission is the wavelength of emitted ﬂuorescence and NA is the numerical aperture of the
objective, for our system NA = 1.2. The results for plan-view ﬁts and calculations are in the chart in
Figure H.1 A and B. The same calculations are made for the side-view x-stack with the axis labels changed
accordingly (Figure H.1 C).
Figure H.1: PSF calculation for Plan- and PRISM-view. (A) MetroloJ output for plan-view PSF, includes a
montage made from the three maximum intensity projections – XY, XZ, and YZ – and the resolution table
holding FWHM determined from Gaussian ﬁts, theoretical resolution and the percentage diﬀerence between
the two. (B) Sample X-proﬁle data and Gaussian ﬁt for determination of FWHM. Similar data was used
for Y- and Z- proﬁle. (C) MetroloJ output for PRISM side-view PSF. (D) Cartoon illustration of the slices
acquired on the PRISM system, for more details on imaging with the PRSIM system refer to SECTION XX.
The FWHM values for plan- and side-view stacks, demonstrate that our system provides a z-resolution in
PRISM side-view images comparable to the XY-resolution in standard plan-view images. There are several
factors that can aﬀect the results of the PRISM side-view image including, tilt of the mirror. If the mirror is
tilted to beyond 45-degrees then, the PSF will also be tilted, as can be seen in Figure 1 C. This is interesting
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for two reasons: (1) the prism tilt results in an overestimation of the Z-FWHM and underestimation of the
X-FWHM using the current plugin, and (2) the PSF tilt can be used to determine the tilt of the mirrored
surface.
Using custom MATLAB code and mimicking MetroloJ, I calculated the maximum intensity pixel and
used that location to create YZ, XZ and XY planes identical to those calculated by MetroloJ. A sample XZ
plane produced by our MATLAB code can be seen in Figure H.2 A. We calculated the tilt in the PSF by
ﬁtting a line to the maximum intensity pixel in each column, when the X focal direction is always the x-axis,
above a threshold value. This ﬁt is shown as the blue line in Figure H.2 A. The grey-scale values of the
pixels corresponding to this line are plotted as a function of position and ﬁt with a Gaussian to determine
the FWHM of the PSF in the x-direction deﬁned by the x-direction deﬁned in plan-view. A line normal
to the tilt line (red line Figure H.2 A), is used in the same manner to determine the FWHM of the PSF
(Figure H.2 B) in the true z-direction corresponding to the z-direction deﬁned in plan-view. The results
tilt-corrected FWHM for all three axis are reported in the table in Figure H.2 C. As expected, there was
a reduction in the FWHM due to correcting for tilt in both the Y and Z direction, and an increase in the
reported FWHM in the X-direction.
Figure H.2: Plot of pathway rotated image x-stack for z-axis through maximum intensity pixel used for
calculation of PSF tilt. Linear ﬁt for tilt of PSF (blue) and normal line (red) used for calculation of
resolution in plan-view axes. (B) Gaussian ﬁt to intensity proﬁle in z-direction corrected for mirror tilt (red
line). (C) FWHM results of Gaussian ﬁts to intensity proﬁles along each axis in image stack.
When the pathway rotating mirror is at an angle other than 45◦, the point source will appear to move
in the image stack and appear as a tilted PSF in the axial stacks, such as Figure H.2A. From the line ﬁt
to the Z-tilted PSF, I also calculated the mirror’s tilt from the slope to be 2.6◦ beyond 45◦. So the mirror
actually forms a 42.4◦ angle with the glass substrate. Like wise, from the Y-tilted PSF I determined that
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the mirror was at an angle of 16.2◦ with the plan-view y-axis. Understanding these parameters allowed us
reﬁne placement of the pathway rotating mirror near the sample for optimum imaging quality.
These type of corrections could be applied to the PRISM side-view images captured during live cell
experiments to produce z-resolution of∼300 nm, an∼7% improvement over the original estimation. However,
even without these corrections the PRISM Z-resolution is comparable to the plan-view X and Y-resolution.
This veriﬁes the initial motivation for designing our side-view microscopy technique, to make the axial
resolution comparable to the lateral resolution by rotating the light path.
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APPENDIX I: AFM Bead Attachment Protocol
As referenced in Chapter 4, beaded AFM tips were made in-house by attaching 5 µm beads to long, com-
mercially available tipless cantilevers. The following protocol was settled upon after several failed attempts
at attaching beads to tipless cantilevers. The key was the incorporation of trichlorosilane (HSiCl3) which
forms self assembled monolayers containing ﬂuorine to decrease surface energy and reduce sticking.
1. Treat clean glass slides with HSiCl3.
• Put ∼100µL of HSiCl3 in small beaker into bell jar with clean glass slides.
• Tun vacuum pump and allow 1 to 2 hours for vapor deposition to take place.
2. Dry beads onto HSiCl3-treated glass slide.
• Put a dilution of 1:100 5 µm yellow-green beads in ethanol onto the glass slide and allow to dry
for ∼30 minutes.
• Remember to mix solution throughly, possibly even consider sonicating, to break up clumps of
beads.
3. Put adhesive onto the bead coated slide.
• After the bead solution dries, put a small amount of Norland Optical Adhesive 81 onto slide.
Only the tiniest amount of Norland is required because if the drop is too large, then the AFM
cantilever can be crashed into it and break.
• Then use a razor to spread the Norland into a long thin line.
4. Attach a bead to tipless cantilever.
• Load the slide with beads and Norland onto the scan stage with the dot/line just to the right of
center. The reason the dot should be to the right (or the side furthest from the AFM cantilever
chip) is to avoid the possibility of accidentally running into Norland with the cantilever spring
clip.
• Load a tipless cantilever into the AFM holder and align the laser to maximize the SLD signal
(Sum). There is no need to perform virtual deﬂection, deﬂection inverse optical lever sensitivity, or
thermal calibrations to determine the spring constant. For the PRISM system with modiﬁcations
described in Chapter 4, both Arrow TL1 and Arrow CONT cantilevers can be used.
• Engage the AFM cantilever and bring the end of the cantilever into contact with the Norland
using the thumbwheel. Then thumbwheel back up to remove the cantilever from Norland.
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• There should only be a small amount of Norland on the end of the cantilever to make picking up
a bead easiest and to avoid coating the entire bead in Norland (Figure I.1). To remove excess
Norland, simply bring the cantilever back into contact with the glass in an area with no beads.
• Align the cantilever over the bead and bring it down on top of the bead using the thumbwheel,
just until the cantilever engages to it’s set point and triggers on the surface. Then retract from
the surface, also using the thumbwheel.
• If the bead doesn’t attach, repeat a few more times. Do not hesitate to move onto a new bead
and add Norland as required. It is better to move onto a new bead which may have a weaker
attachment to the glass and avoid permanently deforming your AFM cantilever during this step.
5. UV cure Norland.
• Once a bead has been picked up, the Norland needs to be cured in order to ensure ﬁrm attachment
of the bead to the cantilever.
• Do not remove the cantilever from the cantilever holder. Place the entire cantilever holder under
the UV lamp and cure with long wavelength for approximately 5 minutes.
6. Check bead attachment.
• Some times there is not enough Norland or it does not cure properly in which case the bead will
not remain attached to the AFM cantilever during cell experiments.
• To avoid losing a bead during an experiment, bring the bead into contact with clean glass to see
if it is ﬁrmly attached to the cantilever.
7. Attach more beads to cantilevers.
• If the bead comes oﬀ after UV curing or making more AFM beaded tips, then continue to repeat
this procedure starting at Step 4.
• Remember, just keep trying this is a probability game.
This method has been successful for the bead attachment needs required for this thesis work; however,
to save others time below is a list and description of other failed bead attachment variants:
• Super glue as an adhesive. A variety of super glues with diﬀerent viscous properties and dry times were
experimented with; however, they often resulted in broken tips or stingy super glue strands hanging
from the cantilever.
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• Untreated glass slide. Drying the beads on to an untreated glass coverslip resulted in a frustratingly
low probability of picking up an 5 µm bead with Norland.
• HMDS treated glass slide. HMDS treating the glass coverslips in an attempt to promote detachment





should be the 
same size or 
slightly larger 
than the bead.
Figure I.1: (Left) Cartoon illustration to give scale to the size and location of Norland for bead attachment
protocol. (Right) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of 5 µm bead attached to Arrow TL1 cantilever.
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APPENDIX J: Temperature Control PRISM
As referenced in Chapter 4, future experiments with the PRISM system will likely require temperature
control. The need for temperature control was made most apparent when attempting to observe mechan-
ically induced calcium signaling in PRISM-view as a follow up to the work published by Lee, et al.(281)
Mechanically induced calcium signaling in chondrocytes is known to be sensitive to the temperature at which
experiments are performed.(282) Though I did not follow up on temperature controlled PRISM experiments,
I did establish a means for performing PRISM experiments in controlled solution conditions.
There are two methods for controlling the temperature in AFM experiments: (1) use air temperature
control to keep the air temperature inside the entire hood constant around the instrument, or (2) use a closed
ﬂuid cell to thermally control temperature of liquids involved in the experiment. There are draw backs to
each of the temperature control methods. Controlling the temperature of the entire hood is accomplished
by circulating heated air throughout the hood, which would introduce noise into our AFM system due to
the fans and heater. Controlling the temperature of the liquid can be accomplished with the BioHeaterTM
closed ﬂuid cell, a standard accessory to the MFP-3D Bio AFM. The BioHeater consists of a closed ﬂuid
cell with an immersed heating element which symmetrically heats the surrounding ﬂuid (Figure J.2 A). The
BioHeater introduces no vibrational noise into AFM measurements, but does restrict physical parameters
involved in placement of the prism due to the walls of the ﬂuid cell.
Because I can over come the physical restraints of the BioHeater ﬂuid cell more easily than the vibrations
introduced by heating the entire acoustic hood, I chose to design an arm mount speciﬁcally for use in
temperature control experiments. We designed and implemented a 3D printed plastic mount on to which
the standard capillary tube mounted micro-prism could be attached. Figure J.1 shows SketchUp designs of
the BioHeater-PRISM mount. The most notable features of the mont design are (1) a rectangular hole on
the right side for ﬂexibility when mounting the holder to the PRISM three-axis manipulation stage, (2) an
angled region at the top left of the mount to avoid contact with the AFM cantilever holder and head, and
(3) lips and walls on the capillary tube mounting region (Figure J.1 C) to create a small angle for avoiding
the glass window and heating elements, and to allow for consistent position of the capillary tube. An angle
of ∼8◦ is needed to avoid the heating elements and inner lip of the BioHeater. Due to the limitations in
scale of 3D printing, this angle was accomplished by placing a small lip on the end of the mount so that
when adhered to the mount the capillary tube would have the desired incline. Figure J.2 shows images of
the system implemented on our system.
Though this mounting apparatus was not used for prism imaging, I validated the use of this apparatus
for temperature control experiments with in the physical constraints of the Asylum BioHeater. A SketchUp
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Figure J.1: SketchUp design for BioHeater-PRISM mount. (A) Side-view of all elements involved in mount
design. (B) Bottom-view of system as seen through the microscope shows a limited range of motion in prism
placement. (C) Close up on capillary tube attachment region, featuring lip to produce 8◦ angle and walls






Figure J.2: Images of BioHeater PRISM mount. (A) Asylum BioHeater with heating elements for temper-
ature control of ﬂuid. (B) Side-view image similar to the SketchUp design in Figure J.1 A. (C) Microscope
plan-view of AFM and capillary tube on BioHeater-PRISM mount in the BioHeater. (D) Setup with AFM
head placed on BioHeater for experiment. (E) Magniﬁcation of region under the AFM head.
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APPENDIX K: Supplemental PRISM Images
5µm
B
Figure K.1: Plan-view image of SYTO-labeled SKOV cell prior to synchronized AFM-PRISM-VLS exper-
iment. (A) SYTO labeled SKOV cell in broad illumination. (B) Overlay of broad (red) and VLS (green)
illumination. (C) Image (B) with additional inclusion of 5 µm yellow-green AFM bead (blue). (D) Overlay
of broad illumination (red) and 5 µm yellow-green AFM bead (yellow). PRISM-view images of this cell to
follow in Figure K.2
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Figure K.2: Deformation and retraction images of SYTO-labeled SKOV cell from synchronized AFM-
PRISM-VLS experiment. The nuclear structure is clearly visible due to PRISM-VLS imaging capabilities.
Image of the cell (A) before indent, (B) at maximum indent, (D-F) during diﬀerent, subsequent locations in
the retraction curve, (G) just prior to ﬁnal force rupture, and (H) following ﬁnal force rupture and detach-
ment of the cell from the AFM tip. (C) Overlaid images (A) in green and (B) in red to show the amount of
deformation during indentation. (I) Overlaid images (G) in green and (H) in red to illustrate the degree to






Figure K.3: Synchronized AFM-PRISM experiment on cell with anomalous ‘rolling’ behavior. These images
were acquired prior to the installation of the VLS for improved image resolution and SNR. Image shown
were stills acquired (A) before indent, (B) during the ﬁrst portion of indent, and (C) following the abrupt
drop in force associated with the cell moving out from under the AFM tip.
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Figure K.4: Synchronized AFM-PRISM experiment on cell with anomalous ‘rolling’ behavior though slightly
less pronounced than in Figure K.3. These images were acquired prior to the installation of the VLS for
improved image resolution and SNR. Image shown were stills acquired (A) before indent, (B) during the
ﬁrst portion of indent, and (C) following the abrupt drop in force associated with the cell moving out from
under the AFM tip toward the right.
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